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H E list of Philatelic (Jains for the previous year, with
which we commenced our last volume, was so much kv . , ’

V, appreciated, and its repetition has been so generally

or two specimens of philatelic literature which lie before us for review.
Album Weeds; or, How in Detect I'unjed ijtumjm, by the Rev. R. 

R. Earuc, is an im portant work. Tn his preface Mr. Earde steps 
forward to meet the objection which one naturally opposes to Spud 
papers; namely, that whilst they enable a young collector to dis
card forgeries from his allium, they render far more important 
service to forgers in apprising them of the mistakes which they 
have made in the past, and in putting them more upon their guard 
for the future. In reply to this objection Mr. Earee says “ That 
all the many thousands of forgeries here described actually exist, 
and that they are bought and sold and mounted in collections 
every day ; so that though it may possibly assist the forgers in the 
fu ture, a description of their existing productions is necessary for 
the present.” We scarcely th ink that Mr. Earee’s book will save 
boys from being imposed upon. N ine-tenths of the forgeries are 
picked off sheets, exposed for sale on commission in small shops. 
“ Our boys” cannot commit the contents of dGO pages to heart, and 
be prepared to make, upon the spot, a mental comparison between 
the imitation for which they art; parting with their pence and the 
real slam]) as described in the book at home. W hen they consult 
it on their return, they may, no doubt, discover that they have been 
sw indled; but even then what redress is ever to be obtained from 
those who wittingly sell counterfeits 1 W e have always made it a 
rule, when asked for an opinion upon a stamp, to give our verdict,

can only notice, more briefly than we could desire, one
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fjjffpHE list of Philatelic Gains for the previous year, with 
jjfflfe which we commenced our last volume, was so much 
gK appreciated, and its repetition has been so generally 
a S  demanded for the year of grace 1881, that we devote 
M r1 more than our average space this month to complying 
*  with the wishes of our subscribers, and consequently we 

can only notice, more briefly than we could desire, one 
or two specimens of philatelic literature which lie before us for review.

Album Weeds; or, How to Detect Forged Stamps, by the Rev. R. 
B. Ear6e, is an important work. In his preface Mr. Eartie steps 
forward to meet the objection which one naturally opposes to Spud 
papers; namely, that whilst they enable a young collector to dis
card forgeries from his album, they render far more important 
service to forgers in apprising them of the mistakes which they 
have made in the past, and in putting them more upon their guard 
for the future. In reply to this objection Mr. Earee says “ That 
all the many thousands of forgeries here described actually exist, 
and that they are bought and sold and mounted in collections 
every day ; so that though it may possibly assist the forgers in the 
future, a description of their existing productions is necessary for 
the present.” We scarcely think that Mr. Earee’s book will save 
boys from being imposed upon. Nine-tenths of the forgeries are 
picked off sheets, exposed for sale on commission in small shops. 
“ Our boys” cannot commit the contents of 560 pages to heart, and 
be prepared to make, upon the spot, a mental comparison between 
the imitation for which they are parting with their pence and the 
real stamp as described in the book at home. When they consult 
it on their return, they may, no doubt, discover that they have been 
swindled; but even then what redress is ever to be obtained from 
those who wittingly sell counterfeits! We have always made it a 
rule, when asked for an opinion upon a stamp, to give our verdict,
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but do reasons; and when we find Mr. Earee dissecting all the old 
tests for Swiss stamps for the benefit of forgers, we confess that we 
cherish sentiments other than gratitude towards him. The rarer 
Swiss stamps are now honestly worth from 5s. to 50s. a piece. If 
collectors will purchase them at their fair value from responsible 
dealers they may count upon getting the genuine article, or, in the 
rare case of a mistake, they will have the stamp exchanged or the 
money returned. Our publisher’s catalogue is within the reach of 
the most impecunious, and if those who consult it have a stamp 
offered to them for as many pence as it is priced shillings in this 
catalogue, they need hardly turn to any Spud papers to obtain the 
assurance of its being a fraud. And if, in spite of the warnings 
they have so often received, they persist in the profitless speculation 
of buying these worthless labels, it seems hard that the difficulties 
of steady-going collectors who are prepared to pay a fair price for a 
genuine stamp should be immeasurably increased by the pains which 
Spud gardeners take to coach their natural enemy—the forger.

Having candidly expressed our disapproval of the tendency of 
the work before us—a disapproval in which perhaps only a few 
will be found to share—we hasten to set before our readers the 
result of the cursory inspection which we have, as yet, been able to 
make of the manner in which the author’s aim has been carried 
out. And here we are happy to say that we have little else than 
praise to accord. Those commonest of all counterfeits which 
represent the stamps of Bremen, Hamburg, Bergedorf, and such 
places, are particularly well described. Even comparatively advanced 
collectors will do well to compare their specimens with Mr. Earle’s 
notes, for the interest taken by philatelists in these stamps is so 
small that their authenticity is too often taken for granted, or as a 
matter of minor importance, and a weeding is deferred to some 
future day when more important and interesting issues have been 
studied. In treating of the so-called reprints of the United States 
and Transvaal stamps, Mr. Earde very properly applies to them the 
more correct, if less euphonious, title of forgeries. Amongst these 
he might also have included the government reprints of the first 
issue of Wurtemberg, which, as they differ in design from the 
original stamps, are forgeries pure and simple. We must take 
exception to the remarks passed upon certain scarce stamps which, 
although they are not likely to have much importance for the class 
of collectors for which this work is intended, are none the less 
incorrect and misleading. We are certainly surprised that our
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author should have to avow, especially now that he is a member of 
a leading German society, that he has never seen any one of the 
three first values of Moldavia, and still more so that he should 
assert that the 27 paras is almost unique, and that the 81 paras of 
the genuine type is unknown. Then again he is wrong in believing 
that the early 2 cents Hawaiian, as distinguished from the 5 and 
13 cents, is bogus; and still more unaccountably mistaken in saying 
that the “ Ship” Buenos Ayres are lithographs.

We congratulate Mr. liarce upon the intelligibility of his de
scriptions. No one who has not had some experience in the draw
ing up of lists, and describing the designs of stamps, can fully 
appreciate the weariness of the occupation or sympathise with the 
attendant struggle to avoid tautology and verbosity. And yet Mr. 
Ear<5e has succeeded far better than could have been expected. 
Some of his descriptions are particularly happy. In  speaking of 
the “ Diligencia ” he says, “ The line forming the mouth is bent 
into a rather irregular curve.” We mean to reproduce this some 
day, as original, in describing “ a forced smile.”

Last, but not least, we have to refer to the get up of the book, 
which reflects the highest credit on both printers and publishers. 
Many of our subscribers take the Record for the benefit of their 
youngsters, and we strongly advise them to send to our publishers 
for a copy of Album Weeds, and make these youngsters happy 
with the gift. I t is the cheapest illustrated book at 7s. fid. which 
we have seen for some time.

Alas! that in one breath—and that choked by emotion—we 
should have to announce the birth and the death of The Philotypiet, 
pronounce Fee-lotty-pist. However, it were vain to lament over spilt 
milk, and we can only hope that Dr. Viner—for want of a better 
channel—will sometimes discourse to his disciples in our pages.

We have been asked to notice a new stamp journal—the third 
number of which lies before us—-The Philatelic Times to w it I t 
was some little time before we got past the motto which is so 
proudly blazoned on the title-page, and we are even yet un
determined whether “ Veritas sans peur ” is French, after the 
school of Stratteforde atte Bowe, or Bow(e)-wow Latin. The 
editor is extremely anxious that a second Philatelic Society should 
be started in London, and that it should “ be conducted under 
gratuitous management.” He is quite right. We have always 
said that it was a shame that the office-bearers of the present 
Society should be in receipt of such enormous salaries whilst there
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are poor collectors, we know of, grubbing about, who have not even 
the wherewithal to buy the first and worst issue of British Guianas! 
The editor answers a correspondent, who asks him how to start 
and write a stamp journal, thus: “ Buy a bottle of gum, brush, 
and pair of scissors, cribbing (without any acknowledgment 
whatever) from the Philatelic Record sufficient matter for your 
paper.” We are grateful to the Philatelic Times for not acknow
ledging the source whence it obtained that unfortunate little piece of 
information respecting the Canada newsband, but we rather wonder 
where its editor saw the Macao and the Nevis on laid paper. What 
in the name of Goodness Gracious do the letters M. I. P. A. stand 
fori I t  seems absurd that any one should have arrived at the 
dignity of appending all these letters to his name, and yet not be 
more widely known than we can ascertain Mr. T. Martin Wears to 
be. And he works his letters into downright sonorous periods too. 
Hear th is : “ In philately, as in other pursuits, there are many 
intricate, and unsettled points, or rather points on which the majority 
of collectors have not arrived at a conclusion quite analogous.” 
And we dare anyone to contradict him. We trust that the Editor 
of the Philatelic Times won’t mind our little jokes. We advise 
him to dismiss some of his staff, and to go in even more ex
tensively for scissors and paste, with acknowledgment, and he may 
be the means of disseminating a good deal of useful information.

With No. 40, a great change has come over the Berliner 
lllustrirte Philatelisten-Zeitung. Its title is changed to that of 
the Deutsche Philatelisten-Zeitung, and from the clumsy broad
sheet which it has hitherto been it is now reduced to octavo, a very 
excellent alteration. In the number before us we look in vain for 
one of M. Foure’s excellent articles.

Der Philatelist for February is chiefly devoted to giving an 
account of the doings at the festival celebrating the fifth anni
versary of the founding of the Philatelic Society of Dresden. 
Every thing seems to have gone off well, and we wish the Society 
as long a life as the title it rejoices in.

From the Revista de Correos we learn that the Spanish Govern
ment have purchased one hundred copies of Sefior Duro’s hook on 
the stamps of Spain, with a view to recompensing the author for 
his labour, and as an inducement to others to undertake similar 
useful work. We have not been able as yet to gather from the 
sources open to us that the British authorities have made any such 
purchase of The Postage and Telegraph Stamps of Great Britain,
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Austria.—We have never yet seen the Fieldpost Cards of this 

country described, and think they have escaped the notice of 
philatelists. We believe they were issued at the end of 1880 or 
the commencement of 1881. We know of two varieties, one of 
which, we presume, is for the use of the public, the other for that 
of the army. At the top, in the centre, is the following inscrip
tion in three lines: (1st) K. K. Fddpost— Karte (2nd) Eigene 
Angelegenheit dee Empfdngers (3rd) Porto/rei. Below are two 
dotted lines for the address, the first preceded by An. Lower 
down are three more dotted lines, broken into two columns, with a 
thin upright line between them, those on the right ending with 
the words (1st) Compagnie, (2nd) u Escadron, (3rd) Batterie; 
and those on the left with (1st) Armee-Corps, (2nd) “ Division, 
(3rd) Regiment, this last line being also broken near the com
mencement with A thick line divides the upper from the lower 
part of the card, the latter containing three lines of inscription. 
There are also two lines of inscription on the left side of the card, 
reading upwards, and extending the whole width of the card. 
The Imperial eagle is in the left upper angle, and a plain circle in 
the right. The Becond variety differs from the first in having the 
second line of inscription suppressed; and the third, fourth, and 
fifth lines for the address, together with their affixes, transferred to 
the bottom of the lower part of the card. These are replaced by 
two dotted lines, the first preceded by Bestimmungsort, and the 
second by Wohnung des Empfdngers. Thero are also only two 
lines of inscription, instead of three, in the lower part of the card. 
Reverse side plain. Size 148 x 91 mm., or 5$ x 3$ inches.

Fieldposl Cards. Without expressed value, black on light buff; two varieties.
The 10 kr. pneumatic card has now only two lines of inscription, 

instead of four as formerly, and the word “ wien ’’ is also sup
pressed; so says the Welt-Post. This alteration makes a third 
variety of this card.

10 kr., blue on azure ; third variety,
Baden.—The 3 kreuzers, rose, arms on white ground, perforated 

13, has long been known to philatelists as a rather uncommon stamp. 
Mr. Tapling has shown us a companion to i t ; viz., the 1 kreuzer, 
black, white ground, and similar perforation, which we had never 
yet seen or heard of.

Adhesive. Issue of 1862-64. 1 kreuzer, black on white ground; machine 
perf. IS.

British Guiana.—Under this heading we could almost write 
a book this month; but before speaking of the novelties, we will 
rake up a little ancient history. Referring to the supposed One 
cent, red-brown, of the 1856 provisional type, which we mentioned
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in our last number, Mr. Philbrick informs us that, after examining 
the stamp before it left England, he came to the conclusion that it 
was merely a badly-printed Four cents. He believes, however, 
that such a value was printed at that time, and of the same type; 
namely, a One cent on yellow couche paper. Let us look out for it. 

The following extracts are from The Official Gazette:
“ British  G uiana, G eneral P ost Office , Georgetown, 21s# 

December, 1881.—A supply of postage stamps, ordered some time 
ago, not having arrived, it has been deemed necessary to issue the 
following temporary stamps until the regular supply is received, 
namely:

“ 96 cents stamps, having the face value obliterated, and the 
figure 1 printed in the centre, will be issued as One Cent stamps.

“ 96 cents stamps, having the face value obliterated, and the 
figure 2 printed in the centre, will be issued as Two Cents stamps.

“ E. D. W ight , Acting Postmaster-General.’’ 
“ British Guiana, General P ost Office, Georgetown, 28th 

December, 1881.—The following postage stamps will be issued as 
One and Two Cents stamps, namely:

12 cents stamps (official),
48 ,, ,, „ and
48 „ „ will be used as One Cent stamps.
12 „ „ (official),
24 „ „ „ will be used as Two Cents stamps.

“ E . D . W ight, Acting Postmaster-General.”
Of these provisionals we have received the 1 cent on the old 

48 cents, red, ship in circle, and on the 48 cents official, current 
type; and also the 2 cents on the 12 and 24 cents, official current 
type, and on the 96 cents. In  all these stamps the original value, 
a s o n a  former occasion, is obliterated by a black bar, but the word 
Official, where it occurs, is not interfered with.

Provisionals.
1 c., 8ur. 1 in black (num. 7 mm. high), on 96 c., bistre 
1 ,, ,, „ „ „ 4 „ ,, 48 „ carmii
1 » » ft rt it it tt tt 48 ,, red-br
4 tt tt it tt t> ‘ a it 12 „ purpleo ” ” 8
~  11 I f  ~

1) 13 31
11 15 11

(var.)

?
7
j*4

type 1876
„ 48 „ carmine „ 1863
„ 48 „ red-brown (official) „ 1876
„ 12 „ purple „ „ „
tt 96 bistre „ ,,
ii 9(3 ,, ,, ,, „
.. 12 .. mime ...................

Our correspondent, to whom we are indebted for the Official 
Gazettes from which we have quoted, and specimens of fnost of the 
values, informs us that such a rush has been made for these stamps 
by speculators that the two varieties, announced on the 21st 
December, were speedily exhausted, and there was every proba
bility of the second issue being bought up.

We had written thus far when we received the Official Gazette 
of the 7th January, from which the following is an extract: 

“ B ritish  G uiana, G eneral P ost Offic e , Georgetown, 7th 
January, 1882.—An issue of Provisional One and Two Cents
Postage Stamps having been authorized, Notice is hereby given,
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that such Provisional Stamps are now ready for issue, but that they 
will be issued in such quantities only as the Acting Postmaster- 
General is satisfied are required for the actual purpose of prepaying 
postal matter. E. D. W ight, Acting Postmaster-General.”

In design these new makeshifts remind us of the provisionals 
both of 1856 and 1862. In  the centre is a ship, as in the 
1856 issue, whilst the ornamental type-set border is after the 
fashion of that of 1862. It is composed of stars, consisting of a 
St. Andrew’s cross of heavy lines, with another cross of dotted 
lines placed over it. These ornaments are placed, as a rule 
(although there are some breaks), so close together that the lower 
part of one St. Andrew’s cross forms a lozenge with the upper part 
of the next. The ship in the centre is enframed by four plain 
lines, some of them broken, as in the 1862 issue; and between 
these lines and the ornamental border is the inscription—on the 
left, “ British  ” (reading upwards); on the right, “ ouiana ” (read
ing downwards); above, “ postage," and below, “ 1 cent or 2 
cents,’’ all in block type. In the four corners are the numerals 
forming the date 1882. In some of the stamps the ship is a three- 
masted one, and in others a brig. The numerals of value vary in 
size, and there are probably almost as many varieties as there aTe 
stamps on the sheet. All the specimens we have seen, whether 
used or unused, have the word “ specimen ” perforated obliquely 
across them. In shape they are nearly square, measuring from the 
outside of border to border about 25 mm. They are typographed 
in black, on common coloured wove paper.

Provisionals. 1 cent, deep rose, three-masted ship )
5 S m s e  two-mksted ” [pinper/, about m
2 „ yellow „ „ )

And now a word on behalf of those eager speculators in the 
colony who hope to reap a golden harvest from philatelists. They 
are offering all these provisionals to the trade here at outrageous 
prices, but we are happy to say that our leading dealers have re
fused to listen to them. Firms like our publishers realize that 
collectors are getting tired of paying speculative prices for pro
visionals, and all respectable dealers are loth to charge these if 
they can help it. There is a vast difference in value between the 
provisional stamps of small out-of-the-way places and those of an 
important colony like British Guiana, and we trust that collectors 
will uphold the very laudable course which dealers are inclined to 
take in this case, and not pay extortionate prices to outsiders for 
isolated specimens of stamps, which will be plentiful and cheap 
enough when their present holders get tired of their stock.

Cuba,—With the new year a new issue of stamps has come 
into circulation; but as they are undated, there are some grounds 
for supposing that they are intended to last for some years. They 
are precisely similar in design to the stamps of 1881, except that 
“ cuba” is now printed in the middle of the upper label, the ends of 
which are filled in with ornament of a key-pattern. We have seen—
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■perf. 14.

Adhesives. 1 c. de peso, sea-green '
2 „ rose
2£ „ chocolate
5 „ pale ultramarine

10 „ bistre
20 „ red-brown ,

W e have also a new set of cards, which are precisely similar to 
those of last year save for the stamp, which is of the same type as 
the adhesives we have just described.

Post Cards. 2 c. de peso, lake on white 
3 „ pale rose „

2 + 2 „ lake „
3 + 3 „ pale rose „

There is besides a fifth card, whicli is of the same design as that 
issued in 1878, but has the new instead of the original type of stamp.

Post Card. 4 c. de peso, carmine on buff.
We are indebted to M. Moens for a stamp which we had not seen 
before; viz., a 10 c. de peseta of 1880, of the same type as the 
others of the issue.

Adhesive. 10 c. de peseta, carmine-lake ; perf. 14.
Egypt.—The current 10 paras has changed its colour again. It 

is now printed in pearl-grey.
Fiji- — The one shilling stamp, referred to in our last number, 

turns out to be a genuine and unmitigated postal. The perforation 
is 10. We are informed that a Five shilling value is in preparation.

France.— The reply paid pneumatic card is now in circulation, 
with the new type of stamp similar to that on the current 30 c. 
card (without surcharge).

30 + 30 c., rose on light buff.
German Empire.— The current 5 pfennig card bears in the 

right lower angle “ 1 82.” The 25 pfennig Berlin 
pneumatic card has also undergone an alteration, 
the tails of the figures “ 5 ” on the stamp being 
now curled upwards, whereas they were quite 
straight on that previously in use.

Grenada.— Our illustration represents the 
stamp of the post cards we described last month.

India.—Another value is now in circulation. Design : dia
demed profile of Her Majesty to left, on ground of horizontal 

lines ; straight coloured labels above and below—  
the first inscribed “ india postaoe,” and the 
second “ three annas,” in white block letters. 
The side borders are of colour, with small white 
ornaments. In the spandrels are triangular orna
ments, curved on the side facing the portrait. 
The only specimen we have seen is so greasy 
that we cannot make out the watermark, which 

however we believe to be a star. Shape, upright rectangular.
Adhesive. 3 annas, deep orange on white ; vmk. (?); perf. U.

Our illustration represents the 1 anna 6 pies, which we chronicled 
in January.
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Java.—The Timbre-Pode announces the issue 
of some new Unpaid Letter stamps, similar in 
design to those recently issued in the mother 
country. They are printed in colour on white 
paper, the numerals of value being in black. The 
stamps are perforated, and gauge, we presume, 
the same as those at home.

Unpaid Letter Stamps. 2} (cent), carmine-red. and black 
5 » » n

20 „
40 „
75 „ .. ..

Luxembourg.—We learn from the Timbre-Pode that it is 
expressly stipulated in the Postal Treaty, concluded at Berne, that 
official letters are to be franked with the same. stamps as those 
employed by the public. Lately letters bearing the Luxembourg 
official stamp were stopped at the Basle post-office, and surtaxed 
as though they had not been prepaid. The Luxembourg officials 
protested, and the matter was submitted to the authorities of the 
Postal Union at Berne, who condemned the stamps surcharged 
“ official,” but decided that stamps with the letters “ 8.P.” printed 
on them, and signifying Service Public, should be admitted to 

frank official correspondence.
As a set off against the many 
good things they have accom
plished, the Postal Union au
thorities are guilty of several 
imbecilities, of which this de
cision is one. The Luxembourg 
stamps with the old surcharge 

are now reserved for inland correspondence, and for those countries 
which do not make themselves unpleasant about trifles; but for 
franking official letters to Switzerland a set of stamps has been 
prepared, surcharged with the letters “ s.p.” The Timbre-Pode 
chronicles the following values so treated :

Official Stamps. Surcharged s.p. in black.
1 centime, brown. Local impression
4 „ green. 51 99
5 „ yellow. 95 991 franc bistre and black. 39 93
2 centimes, black. Dutch 99

10 „ lilac. 99 99
I2i „ rose. 99 99
20 „ brown. 99 99
26 „ Prussian-blue. 99 99
30 „ rosy-violet. 99 99
40 „ orange. Frankfort 99 rouletted on colour

Macao.—Messrs, Whitfield, King and Co. write us that they 
have advices of an issue of stamps for this colony having been sent 
out. When their correspondent wrote the stamps had arrived, but 
none had as yet been issued.

37*
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M exico.—We borrow from the Timbre-Poste the following 
account of the stamp depicted in our illustration. “ Cuernavaca, 
the chief town of Morelos, a province situated in the south of 
Mexico—if we are to believe in the specimen sent us—issued a 

postage stamp, after the example of Chiapas, 
Monterey, Campeachy, and Guadalajara, and 
probably during the troublous times of 1867
68. But, unlike those of the other towns we 
have cited, this stamp bears no expressed 
value, having perhaps only been employed for 
local postage. . . . Although we have no proof 
of the authenticity of this stamp, we think it 
is a genuine thing, as it has nothing about it 

resembling the bogies which have had such a run of la te; besides, 
the correspondent from whom we have it is a guarantee of its 
genuineness. I t is struck with a hand-stamp, in black, on white 
wove paper.

Adhesive. Without expressed value, black on white.”

Nepal.— V A m i des Timbres 
exist imperforate and rouletted.

announces that all three values

Persia.—A correspondent on the spot writes us as follows : 
“ The Postmaster-General of Persia writes me that a new issue of 
stamps is ordered for the Persian letter and packet post to Europe. 
I know nothing as to their proposed design. I t is a fact that there 
is a very small quantity of the 1881 issue.”

From another correspondent we have received” a new value ; 
viz., a 50 c. (query centimes). In  an oval of horizontal lines, en
framed by wreaths of oak and olive, is a full-face bust portrait of 
the Shah. Above the oval is a representation of the Persian 
crown, and below a circle, with ornamented border, in which, on 
ground of horizontal lines, is in white. A very curly scroll 
arches over this circle, and is inscribed on the left side “ poste 
persane,” in black block letters, and on the right in Persian. In 
the two upper comers are double-lined white circles containing 
Persian characters. The sides of the stamps are filled in with 
arabesques. The groundwork of the whole is cross-hatched, and 
there is a coloured border. The shape of this rather handsomely 
engraved label is upright rectangular, and it is of the same size as 
the three current values without portrait.

Adhesive. 60 c., brown, ochre, orange, and black, on white wove paper;
perf. 12.

Peru ,—We have the 5 centavos of the current type, but printed 
in the deep blue shade in which it was originally issued, and the 
1 centavo green, surcharged in black “ union postal universal,” 
in a horse-shoe frame, beneath which is printed “ peru ,” all in 
block type. So far the surcharge is well executed, probably by 
the printers of the stamps; but there is an additional surcharge in
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M S m ,

red, more or less smudgy, which represents the arms of Chili
M. Moens has seen the current 20 centavos surcharged with the 
arms of Chili, in. bright ultramarine blue, de
bruising—to use an heraldic term—those of 
Peru, but without the horse-shoe surcharge.
These are interesting mementos of the Chilian 
invasion. We have the 5 and 10 centavos, 
long Unpaid Letter stamps, with the oval 
surcharge “ union postal universal— Plata 
—  lima.” This surcharge is now to be found 
on all the values of the current postage stamps.

Another surcharge, to which our attention is called in this 
month's Timbre-Ponte, consists of a double circle, with “ lima ” in 
the upper and “ correos ’’ in the lower segment, the two words 

divided by stars. We confess that we do not 
understand its significance. What does it point 
to? We find several of our stamps with a 
similar obliteration, plus a date in the centre 
of the circle, but stamped in black instead of 

_ in red, as are the stamps which have attracted 
II M. Moens’ notice. He has seen the 1 c. 
* bistre, 5 c. vermilion, and 20 c. blue, unpaid 
? letter stamps, thus treated. We have also seen 
<; the 5 centavos, current type, but printed in 
 ̂ the old dark blue, with an oval carmine sur- 

_ j charge. In the upper curve we can make out 
the word Arequipa, but the rest is illegible.

***■ ')■__ :

, -  \  _--* s

Philippines.—We will content ourselves with chronicling, 
without criticism, three more of the aggravating provisionals with 
which the Manilla post-office is not yet tired of pelting us. The 
first is the green 200 mils de peso, Derechos de F im a  fiscal,
with a very indistinct yellow surcharge, which reads p/ corr!™! 
the first and last lines forming a circle, and the middle ODe being 
printed across it. The second is the brown 10 cuartos Derecho 
Judicial, surcharged in black in the same way as the stamps just 
described, save that the last line reads “ de un real.” The third 
is the 2 reales, blue, Derecho Judicial fiscal, surcharged in carmine. 
The lower line of the surcharge reads, “ de nos reales.” Hence for 
the first time since 1863 we have reals again in the Philippine 
stamp currency.

Provisionals.
2 cms., yellow surcharge on 200 mils de peso green, Derechos de Firma fiscal.
1 real, black surcharge on 10 cuartos brown, Derecho Judicial fiscal.
2 „ carmine surcharge on 2 reales blue, Derecho Judicial fiscal.

Since writing the above we have received the current 2f c, de 
peso changed in colour.

Adhesive. 2t c. de peso, bright blue.
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Porto Rico.—In this island, as in Cuba, a 
new issue of stamps came into circulation with 
the new year. They are of the same design as 
the stamps of 1881, the only difference being 
that “ puerto-rico,” in the upper label, is spread 
out, to the exclusion of the date.

A dhesives. J mil de peso, rose
1 11 marone
2 11 purple
4 1) rosy-lilac
(5 U brown
8 11 emerald
1 cent de pesri, sea-green
2 TJ carmine
3 » orange-yellow
5 11 ultramarine
8 » sepia

10 11 bluish-green
20 11 pale lilac
40 »1 blue

V Coloured imp. on white paper; 
' perf. H.

Portugal.—The fashion of franking either letters or telegrams 
with one and the same stamp appears to be on the increase. We 
have a new 25 reis which is a great improvement on the last two 
native attempts. Three-quarter bust portrait of the king to right, 
in civil dress, on ground of horizontal lines, within a circle of 
solid colour, inscribed, in thin white block letters, “ correios e 
telegraph os.” Scrolled coloured labels above and below, the 
upper inscribed “ Portugal,” and the lower “ 25 reis 25,” in white 
numerals and Roman capitals. The groundwork of the stamp 
beyond the central circle is formed of vertical lines. An irregular 
ornamental border line of colour completes the design. Engraved 
and type-printed ; shape, upright rectangular.

Adhesive. 25 reis, brownish lilac, on white wove paper; mack.perf. 13.

Portuguese Indies.—The provisional reign of terror is, we 
trust, at an end. We have seen two other surcharged stamps which 
we have not yet chronicled ; viz.:

Provisionals. 1 tanga, black surcharge on the 100 reis, lilac.
2 „ „ „ 300 „ brown.

But on the 1st of January last the new stamps were put into cir
culation. They are of the ordinary “ crown in circle ” type, but 
the old values have been erased, and the new ones inserted in their 
place in block numerals and type. Of these we have seen the 
following, some of which were kindly sent us by Messrs. Whitfield, 
King, and Co.

Adhesives, l i  reis, black
4j „ olive-brown 
6 „ green
1 tanga, rose
2 „ blue
4 „ lilac
8 „ orange

Design, type of 1878 ; same 
paper and perforation.
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Queensland.— Mr. Clifford has forwarded for our inspection 
the long upright Twenty shilling rose, Stamp Duty fiscal, on the 
envelope on which it did postal duty.

Provisional. 20s., rose. Stamp Duty fiscal used as a postage stamp.

San Domingo.—The Timbre-Poste adds the following to the 
list of cards:

2nd issue,

1st issue. 2 centavos, 
3

“ Postal Union.” 2 ”
>» » 3 ,,
» 2+2 „
» » 3+3 „

green on rose, 
red „ 
green on grey-blue, 
red on white, 
green on grey, 
red on bhn.

St. Vincent.— This colony is at last in possession of a per
manent half-penny value, which, if, as we suppose, it issues from 
the ateliers of Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, and Co., does not do them 
much credit. The perforation is atrocious. The design comprises 
a diademed profile of Her Majesty, to left, within an ornamented 
engine-turned oval, cut at the top and bottom by straight labels of 
solid colour, the first inscribed “ st. vincent,” and the second 
“ halfpenny ,” in white block letters. In  the four corners are 
ornamental blocks, and the remainder of the stamp is filled in with 
engine-turned reticulations. Shape, small upright rectangular.

Adhesive. Jd., orange, on white wove paper; wink, star ; p erf 12.

South Australia.— W e had almost forgotten that this colony 
has never possessed a Halfpenny adhesive until we received the 
stamp now before us. It is the current One Penny, with the original 
value struck out by a thin black line, and surcharged Pknnv in thin 
black block letters, 2 mm. high. The two words are a considerable 
distance apart; in our copy the upper one is on a line with the top 
of the head, whilst the lower one crosses the base of the neck.

Provisional (?). id., black surcharge on Id. green ; type 1875.

W u rtem b u rg .— W e possess two of the old 1 kreuzer cards 
surcharged in black with another and fourth  type of official sur
charge. This consists of a double lined circle, in the centre of 
which are the complete arms of Wurtemburg (not merely a portion 
of them, as in the other three varieties), surrounding which is the 
following inscription : “ general direktion  ” above, and “ der k. 
wtfRTT. fosten u telegraphen  ” below, the two sentences being 
separated by a small ornament on either side. On the second line 
for the address is “ k. postamt,” and on the fourth “ postsaohe.” 
On the reverse side is a printed formula Our specimens are 
postmarked Saulgau, 19th November, 1881; and Schramberg, 20th 
November, 1881.

Official Post Cards, w ith fourth type o f surcharge.
Issue of April, 1873, variety D. 1 kr., yellow-green, black surcharge.

„ Feb, 1875, „ B. l „ „ ,,
37#*
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PH ILA TELIC  GAINS OF 1881.

The contents of the following list, where not otherwise described, arc to be 
taken as adhesives. Words in italics point to the particular change in the 
object in question, which constitutes it a new variety ; and the page referred 
to is that of the third volume of the Philatelic Record, on which the novelty 
is described. A note of interrogation indicates that the authenticity is
doubtful.

ANTIOQUIA. Page.
5 c., bright green 103

New type. 20 ,, pale reddish-brown (?) 225
Antofagasta.

50 c., blue 57
Argentine R epublic.

8c., lake ; perf. vertically, iniperf. horizontally 3
Post Cards. Halves of 4 + 4 e., issued as single cards 180

Austria.
5 kr., red 1 Ornamentation on each side of the value 

Envelope. ,, ,, ( modified.
Pneumatic Post Envelope, with stamp in left lower corner, and inscriptions

altered.
20 kr., blue.

Post Cards, with inscription in Roumanian.
2 kr,, brown on buff 80

2 + 2 „  „  „ 80
Azores.

Current types of Portugal surcharged.
5 r., black, red surcharge 57

50 ,, blue, black ,, 57
Post Cards. Varieties of 30 r. and 20 + 20 r. 57

10 r., brown on buff 80
10 + 1 0 ,, „ „ 80

Bahahas.
Envelope. 4d., violet 38

Post Card, lid ., carmine on buff 38
Barbados.

Post Cards. Provisionals; no value expressed ; two types slightly differing 
from one another ; franked by adhesives.

(lid .), black on white card 163
(Id-), „ „  225

Permanent issue. lid ., red-brown on straw 204
Barranquilla.

5 c., chocolate ; perf. 23
„ green „ 23
,, black (essay ?); iinperf.

These stamps, introduced here by J. Joaquin Perez, are no doubt bogus.
Bavaria.

Watermark of wavy lines closer together than before. 205
3 pf., green 

10 ,, carmine 
20 ,, ultramarine 
50 „  brown

Envelope. 10 pf., carmine, on white paper 
Post Card. Arms in oval, 3 pf., green.

80
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Belgium.
Printed with ink soluble in water.

40 c., bright carmine 
5 f., chesnut-brown

Post Cards. 5 c., violet; variety of type 
Official cards

Bhopal,
New type, square, £ a., red

1 ,, brown
2 „ blue-black
4 ,, ochre-yellow

Bhore.

1 r,e><1’ oblong |  ^ uery P°stals !
Bosnia.

Post Card. Without “ Dopnisca” on the fact. 
2 kr., brown on buff

Page

80
123

180
226

77

71

23
23

181
Brazil.

Stamps of Brazilian manufacture ; perf. 13 ; not rouletted as previously
described 181

50 r., blue, on laid paper 
100 ,, bottle-green ,,
200 ,, lilac-rose ,,

Post Cards. New type ; stamp with head of Emperor.
20 r., brown on white 143
50 „ blue „ 143

50 + 50 „ „  „ 143
British Guiana.

Resuscitation. Oblong shape of the provisional issue of 1856.
1 c., black on brown (?) 226

Registration Envelopes. White, wove, linen-lined paper ; four sizes.
4 c., vermilion 57
Provisionals.

1 c,, sur. 1 in black (num. 7 mm. high), on 96 c., bistre type 1876
 ̂ H 11 J1 11 11 4 „ „ 48 ,, carmine 11 1863
 ̂ 11 11 Jl 11 >7 Y

7

„ „ 48 „ red-brown (official),, 1876
11 >1 11 
11 11 ^

n fj 
ii ii

„ „ 12 „ purple 
„ „ 96 „ bistre

11 91 
11

19
71

11 11 »1 » (var.) „ 11 ?i n 96 f, fi 19 79
^ If 11 11 11 11 4 » „ 12 „ purple 71 11 79
^ if ii n 11 n >7 » „ 24 „ green 71 71 77

Bulgaria.
New Issue ; type as before ; value in Stotinki; wink. wavy lines.

3 s., deep red and grey 80
5 ,, black and gamboge 103

10 ,, ,, dark sea-green 103
15 ,, deep red and green 80
25 ,, black and violet
30 ,, blue and fawn 103

Post Card. 5 ,, blue-green on white 58
Cabul.

New type, on white laid bdtonni paper; printed with ink soluble in water.
5 a., purple 163

10 „  „ 163
1 r., „ 163

Canada.
Newsband. 1 c., dark blue on white 227
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Cape de Verde Islands. Page
10 r., green. 
40 ,, yellow 
50 ,, blue 80

Cape of Good H ope. 
Newsband. Id., brown on buff 227

Cashmere.
Current type. 2 a., indigo on laid 

Query, “ Service.” £ ,, black on thin wove 181
I ii ii n ij
2 ii it ii »*
1 ii ii ii u
8 ii ii ii *9

Chili.
New type. 1 c., green, ronletted 163

2 ,, carmine ,, 163
0 ,, „ ii 3

Envelopes. 5 c., violet, on while laid, 112 + 73 mm.
5 ,, grey-lilac, on blue wove,- 142 + 80 mm.
5 ,, bright violet, on while laid quadrille, 138 + 80 mm.

Post Cards. 2 c., brown on white 103
3 „ vermilion ,, 80
4 „  blue „ 80

Fiscal stamps used for postage. 1 c., vermilion 39
2 ,, brown 23

Costa R ica.
Provisional. 2 eta. in red on J rl. blue 23

Cuba.
Dated 1881. 1 c., sea-green 3

2 ,, carmine 58
2J,, pale bistre 3
5 ,, ultramarine 

10 ,, red-brown 
20 ,, chocolate

Post Cards. 2 „  lake on white 
2+2 „ „ „

3 ,, carmine „
8 + 3 t> n ti

CuNDINAMARCA.
20 c., green, on white laid.

Cyprus,
Provisionals. £d. on Id. red ; 2 types of surcharge 23, 39

ii ii 3r<i ii ii 81
30 paras on Id. red 104

New type ; wmk. CC and crown ; perf. 14.
\  piastre, bright green 104
1 l rose y y

2 i t ultramarine f y

4 P f olive-green f t

Post Cards.
6

4
f t

I f

grey-brown 
bright green on white

1 1

f  1

1 f t rose on buff
14 I t chocolate on buff

Ifewsband. l >* red-brown „ 99

Registration Envelope. White wove, linen-lined pajier ; two sizes.
2 piastres, dark blue 104
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Denmark. Page
Envelope. 4 ore, dark blue.

Post Card. Varieties of figure in 8 ore of 1875 81
Dominica.

Post Card, l^d., red-brown on buff,
Dominican Republic.

Issue with coloured net-work.
1 c., green, rose net 25
2 ,, red, lilac ,, 42
5 „  blue, rose ,, 42

10 ,, pink „ „  42
20 ,, brown ,, ,,
25 ,, mauve, red ,, 42
50 ,, orange „  ,,
75 ,, ultramarine, yellow net 42

1 peso, gold ,, 42
1 c., green, without net, on laid paper 106

Envelopes. 5 ,, blue 147
10 ,, rose 
15 ,, yellow 
20 ,, bistre 
30 ,, rose 
40 ,, brown 

. 45 ,, purple 
60 ,, sea-green 

Newsbands. 2 ,, orange 
3 ,, black

Official Envelopes. No value expressed ; three sizes ; dark blue
impression, on white and on blue 62

Dutch E ast I ndies.
Varieties of shade. 2 e., red-brown 60

25 ,, brown-violet 60
Slight alteration of type. 1 ,, slate-grey 182

Envelope. 10 c., red-brown, surcharged “ Briefomslag ticn cent" 206 
PostCards. Varieties of provisionals, surcharged “ Vijf Cents’’ 82

Ecuador.
New issue. 1 c., brown 58

2 ,, lake 
5 ,, blue 

10 ,, orange 
20 ,, slate 
50 ,, green

Egypt.
Change of colour. 10 par., brmni-vioht 3

F i j i .
New value. Is., brown 227

F inland.
10 pen., brown 164

Postal Union Card. Change of type, 10 pen., orange on buff 3
F rance.

1 c., black on blue 4
Chiffre Taxe, new type, 30 c., black 81

Post Card. Lettered exclurivemenl riservi instead of rtservt exelusivement.
10 c., black on mauve 39

Pneumatic Post Card. 50 c., black on blue 39
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F rench Colonies.
New type. 1 c., black on blue

2 ,, brown on bistre tinted
4 ,, violet on blue
5 ,, green on green 

10 ,, black on lilac
15 „  blue on blue tinted
20 ,, red on green *
25 „ yellow on yellow tinted 
30 ,, brown on bistre 
35 ,, black on yellow 
40 „ vermilion on buff tinted 
75 ,, carmine on rose 

1 fr., bronze-green on green 
Post Cards. Varieties of bottler and inscription 

New Caledonia.
Provisionals. 10 c., black on lilac (?) j

30 ,, brown r Surcharged NCF,.,
35 ,, black on yellow I 25 c.
40 ,, vermilion (?) )

German E mpire.
Post Card. Slight alterations in the inscriptions.

10 pf., carmine on buff 
Official Card. Black on huff

Page
58

i f

il

81
58

40, 143

205
205
143
205

164
143

Great Britain.
2jd., blue, wink, croimi
3d., rose ,, „
4d., brown ,, „
6d., grey „  „
Is., brown-red, wink, crown 

New vulue. 5d., black, wmk. crown 
Postage and Receipt Stamp, Id., lilac ,, ,,

m i> •> Id. ,, „ ,, 2nd type
Fiscals used for postage ; all varieties of receipt, draft, and Inland 

Revenue stamps 82,
Envelopes. Dies not numbered; Id., pink, 4 sizes 

Dies not d a t e d Id., ,, 4 ,,
Registration Envelopes. Inscription in fou r  lines ; 2d., blue, 2 sizes

>i »i three ,, 2d,, ,, 1 ,,
Greece.

Without figures at back. 5 1., green on white
10 ,, orange ,,
20 „  blue ,,
40 ,, rose-lilac „

5 1., green, per/. 12 (officially ?)
80 ,, carmine, roulettcd „

Unpaid Letter Stamps. 1st type ; 1 1., green, imperf.
si is 0 », ,, ,,
>1 is 1 d., ,, ,,
2nd „  10 1., „  perf.
»s ss 20 , ,  , ,  , ,

Grenada.
Provisional Stamps. Jd., on purple fiscal 

Varieties of ,, ,, „
2Jd. „  lake-red

Variety of perforation of ,, ,, „
4d. ,, blue

Post Cards. Inscription in three lines ; Id., dull blue on buff
lid -, red-brown ,,
l id .,  red-brown „

Inscription in fou r  lines ; Id., blue „

40
4
4
4

104 
40 
82

205

123

105 
144 
181

82
123

50
124, 164 

59 
205 

59 
105 
59
II

227
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Griqualand.
G in led, on 3d., lilac-rose, Cape of Good Hope, with figure 3 surcharged

in black. (?)
Guatemala.

Provisionals, 1 c., surcharged on 1 rl., brown and green
® ** >• i  >» >» >> (1)
5 .. •• 2 „  green

10 ,, ,, 1 „  mack and green
10 ,, ,, 2 „  carmine (?)

M 20 „ „ 2 „ „
New issue. 1 c., black and green 

2 ,, brown „
5 „  red „

10 ,, violet „
20 „  yellow „

H aiti.
1 c., red on buff
2 „  purple on lilac
3 ,, deep brown on pale brown 
5 ,, green on pale green
7 ,, ultramarine on pale blue 

10 ,, orange (?)
20 ,, red-brown on pale brown 

Post Card. Without value expressed, red on white

Page
144
205
144

205
164
205
II
II
II
II

124
i»
ii
it
ii

164
124
164

H olland.
Unpaid Letter Stamps. 4 minor varieties of type, probably to be found 

‘ in each value.
1 c., blue and black 594̂j, t i n ,,
~5ll II II »«
 ̂ II II II iJ

124 ” ”  ” ”A*2|l | i || 1915 II II |i j)
20 >> » >> ,,
25 >i ,> ,, ,,
1 gulden „  red

Post Cards. 24 c., mauve on salmon 40
24+24,, „ „ ,,

5 ,, blue on pale lilac 60
5 + 5 „ „ „ 206

Honduras.
Post Cards. 2 c., red on buff 228

2 + 2 ,, ,, ,, ,,
3 ,, blue on white ,,

3 + 3 „  ,, ,, ,,
H onkong.

Fiscal used for postage. 1 dir., blue, Stamp duty. 228
H ungary.

Stamps on watermarked paper.
2 kr., lilac 60
3 ,, blue-green
5 ,, red 60

10 „  bine „
Post Cards, with additional inscriptions. (Query in Roumanian.)

2 kr., orange on buff 41
2+2 „ „ „ „
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I ndia.
1 anna, 6 pies, chocolate ; wink, star
2 ,, orange-red

Envelope. 4 ,, 6 ,, orange-yellow
Official Post Cards. Type of 1880, without the lines for the address. 

J anna, ultramarine 
New type. |  „ ,,

Without value expressed, yellow-green on white

Page
229

41
124

105
24
82

I taly.
Current types. 20 c., orange, Eslero 

25 ,, blue „
50 „  violet ,,

Fiscal used for postage. 5 ,, lilac Marca da Bollo (?) 
Post Card. Current type, 10 c., with “ 81 ” in left-hand margin.

J amaica.
Fiscals used for postage, lid ., pale ultramarine 

3d., lilac
Registration Envelopes. No value expressed 
Postal Union Card. Varieties of the surcharge

60
82
tl

144

60

41
Labuan.

Provisionals. Surcharged in capitals in two lines.
“ E ight gents"’ on 12 c., carmine 61

Surcharged with a numeral in the centre, and with a second numeral 
obliterating the original value.

8 c. on 12 c., carmine 124
Surcharged in words, initials only in capitals.

“ Eight cents ” on 12 c,, carmine ' 124
Post Card. 4c., green on buffi 61

L iberia.
New type. 3 c., black 24
Post Card, 3 ,, blue and red on straw 165

Macao.
10 r., orange-yellow 206

Madeira.
Post Card. 10 + 10 r., brown on buff 165

Mexico.
All the values of the current issue are stated to exist imptrf.

Porte de Mar Stamps. New type ; 50 c., deep green 229
100 „ black ,,

Mozambique.
10 r., green 
40 „  yellow 
50 ,, blue

Nepal.
1 ania, milky blue ; imperf. and rouletted en points 182
2 ,, purple ,, . ,, n ,,
4 ,, grass-green ,, ,, ,, ,,

Nevis.
Is., green, on thick laid paper (resuscitation) 207

New Granada.
Type of 1876. 20 c.f blue, on bluish 61

,, 1868. 50 ,, green ,, ,,
„ „  1 p., vermilion, on bluish 61
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New types. Arms in oval; 1 c., green 125
2 „ orange-vermilion ,,
2 „ rose (query proof) 207
5 ,, blue 125

10 „ violet „
20 „  black 144

Profile to right in oval. 1 „ black on pale green 229
j* > * m rose ,,

_ 5 ,, ,, „  lavender 165
Registration Stamp. 10 c., mauve (oval) 144

„ Envelope. No value expressed, blue linen-lined paper 165 
Official Cubierta. „ ,, black on white ,,

Post Cards. 5 c., brown on lilac-blue 41
5 ,, „ „  white 229
5 „  „  ,, dull yellow ,,

Postal Union Card. 2 ,, vermilion on white 145
N ew Sooth Wales.

Official. 5<L, green ; red surcharge 61
9d., red-brown ; red surcharge „

10d., lilac „  „  „
5s., violet black ,, ,,

Envelope. 2d., blue, on cream-laid paper 183
New Zealand.

Newsband. Rand of smaller size ; watermark, a crown between two stare,
and the words One H alfpenny, N ew Zealand.

Jd.t rose on yellowish-white
Norway.

Post Cards. Type of the inscription altered.
5 ore, blue on white 4
6 „  green ,, 126

10 ,, pale rose ,, 4
With additional inscriptions. 6 + 6 ore, pale green on white 83

10 + 10 ,, pale rose ,, „
Oranoe F ree State.

Provisionals. Id. on 5s. green 83
,, ,, ,, 2nd type of surcharge 145
„  „  „ with double „  183

P araguay.
Type as before. 10 c,, green 166

Provisionals. 1 „ on 10 c. green 145, 166
o“ n »i a i» i)
4 » .. „ „ 0) 166

New issue. 1 ,, blue „
2 „  vermilion ,,
4 „  chocolate ,,

P erak.
Straits Settlements stamps surcharged in black.

2 c., brown ; five varieties of surcharge 126
P ersia,

Type with head of Shah in circle, coloured border.
5 kran, blue, imperf. 183

New type. Sun in the centre ; numeral in oval below.
Numeral on ground of crossed lines, engraved. 5 gazes—1 shahi, violet 105

10 ,, = 2  ,, carmine ,,
25 ,, - 5  „  green „

Numeral on solid ground, lithographed. 5 ,, - 1  ,, violet ,,
10 ,, =2 ,, carmine ,,
25 „  =5 „  green 83,105
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Page

Postal Service Stamps, 1 shahi, rose and green 207
2 ,, deep green and carmine 231
5 ,, orange and blue 167

10 ,, purple and blue 231
Stamps cut from envelopes and issued as adhesives.

5 shahi, black and rose 207

P eru.
With oval surcharge, lettered Lima instead of Peru.

1 c., green ; red surcharge 42
2 „  carmine ; blue ,,
5 ,, ultramarine ; red surcharge 42

Unpaid Letter Stamps. Same surcharge, 5 c., vermilion ; blue surcharge
10 „  orange „  „

Post Card. 4 ,, black on white 183

P hilippines.
Provisionals. Habilitado Correos, 2 cents de peso, in black.

On 10 cuartos, brown, t>erecho Judicial 25
,, 2J ,, ,, issue of 1880 61

Habilitado para Correos, 2f  C MS .
2nd type, on 10 cuartos, brown, Derccho Judicial 41

,, 2 rls., blue „  ,, 84
Stamp already catalogued, but only now brought into use.

0*0625 pale lavender 184
Re-issue of obsolete stamps. 6 c. do p., orange, of 1877 ,,

25 ,, lavender ,, 1872 207
25 ,, blue „ 1874 ,,

Post Cards. Type of 1879, with surcharge in red, 3 c. de p. 41
New type ; 3 c, de p,, rose on white ,,

P orto R ico.
Dated 1881. 4 mil., 

1 
2 
4 
6 
8

lake
brown
rose
green
yellow-brown
ultramarine

l c . d e  p., green 
2 ,, carmine
3
5
8

10
20

chocolate
lavender
reddish-brown
grey
sepia

5

P ortugal.
New type. 50 r., blue 25

PostCards. 10 + 10 r., brown on buflf 42
Varieties of 20 r., 30 r., and 20 + 20 r. 42, 61
Errors of inscription on 10 r. and 15 r, 146, 167

Portuguese I ndies.
25 r., brown 127
40 ,, yellow 25

Provisionals. Surcharged on obsolete types ; type with small numerals 
and Homan letters.

5 in red on 10 r. black 105
14 „ black „ 20 „  red 120
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Type with small numerals, Roman letters and star. 

5 in red on 10 r. black
Type with small numerals, block lettere and star. 

5 in red on 10 r. black 
l£ „  black,, 20 „ red
^  ti  >i »  2 0  , ,  , ,
5 „ „  „ 15 „ rose, of 1875

Surcharged in black, on type with crown in circle.
l i  on 5 r. black
II „ 10 ,, green
it ,, 20 ,, bistre
ti ,, 25 ,, lavender
ft ,, 100 „ lilac

,, 20 ,, bistre
II ,, 25 ,, lavender
6 ,, 20 ,, bistre
II ,, 25 ,, lavender
it ,, 25 ,, mauve
11 ,, 40 „  yellow
11 ,, 50 ,, green
11 ,, 50 ,, blue

1 tanga „  10 „ green
II i) ,, 25 „  lavender
II 11 ,, 40 „  blue
>> 11 ,, 50 „  green
» ii ,, 50 „ blue

}> ,, 100 ,, lilac
II it ,, 200 ,, orange
2 ii ,, 25 „ lavender
ft ii ,, 25 ,, mauve
ft 11 „  40 „ yellow
tl 11 ,, 50 „ green
>t fi ,, 100 ,, lilac
ft 11 ,, 200 ,, orange
ft 11 ,, 300 ,, brown
4 i> „ 10 „  green
99 11 >1 b0 ,, „
ft 11 ,, 200 ,, orange
8 11 ,, 20 ,, bistre
tf 11 ,, 40 ,, blue
ft 11 ,, 100 ,, lilac
ft 11 ,, 200 ,, orange
II 11 ,, 300 ,, brown

Resuscitations, 900 r., violet; type of 1871
20 ,, red ; type of 1873 ; perf. 16 

200 „  yellow ; type of 1873, with star ; imperf.

Page
207

105
126
105
126

167
184
146
184

126
184
126

146
207
184
231
146
167

126
231

126
167
126

167
19

184
167
126
187
207

Queensland.
First type, lithographed.

5s., pale rose ; thick paper ; no wmk. q
5s., orange-brown ; fiscal used postally 145

10s., brown
20s., mauve-lake ; wmk. Q and crown g

Provisional. “ One penny” on 2d. blue, first type (?) 146
Second type. Is., yellow (error), on sheet of 4d. 168

Is., violet
Fiscal used for postage. 2s., blue (oblong) 157

20s. rose ,,
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Rock ASIA. Pa*e
Current type. 25 b., blue 61

Unpaid Letter Stamps. 2 ,, brown 84
5 | | i| 1!

10 ii H ii
30 ii ii ii
60 ,, ,, ii
60 n ,, ii

Rocmelia.
Current type. 20 par., black and rose 42

1 pias., black and blue ,,
5 ,, rose and blue ,,

Provisionals. Current issue of Turkey, surcharged Roumelie Orientale 
vertically, in oval form.

10 par., black and rose 42
The same, with additional surcharge r. o. 10 par., black and rose 84 

Post Cards. Single and double, without value expressed.
rose and green, on buff. 105

R ussia.
Envelopes. 7 kop,, slate; four sizes 42, 61

Provisional Envelopes. 7 kop., in red, on 10 k. of 1872 61
7 „ ,, 20 ,, 1875 106

Post Card. For correspondence with the “ Register Office.”
9 kop., black on buff, with additional inscriptions in red. 61

St. Lucia.
Type as before, with value surcharged in black.

id ., black and deep green 168
2id. ,, vermilion ,,

Post Card, l id ., brown on buff ,,
St. 'Vincent.

Type as before ; current wmk. and perforation.
Id., drab 231
4d., bright ultramarine ,,

Provisionals, id , in red on half of 6d, bright green of 1880 169
One Penny in black ,, ,, ,, 231
4d. ,, on Is. vermilion 208

Salvador.
Current type, 2 c deep claret 231

Samoa.
9d., burnt sienna 25

Selangor.
Surcharged in black on Straits Settlements.

2 c,, brown 182

Post Cards.

New issue.
Servia.

6 paras, green

New type.

10 „ rose 9 )

20 „ orange 99
25 „ ultramarine 99

50 „ brown
1 dinar, lilac

w. 10 paras, blue on pale rose 42
5 „ dull blue on pale rose
6 „ brown on rose 25

5 + 5 „ . ,f »» 86
10 „ lilac-blue on pale buff f  9

10 + 10 „ brown ,, I I
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Shanghai. Page
' 20 cash, lilac ; per/. 11-J 169

Sierra Leone.
Post Cards, Id., carmine on buff 62

lid ., grey-blue ,, 43
South Australia.

Current type, 2d., brown 169
Provisional. 3 in black on 2d. orange „

Spain.
J c. de p., green ; per/, l l i  {query officially).

Discovery, Variety of 1 peseta, dark blue, of 1876 169
Forgery of current 25 c. lilac, having passed through the post ,, 

Frank stamp of Seiior Duro. Black on buff 86
Straits Settlements.

Provisionals. 10 cents in black on 6 c. lilac 208
10 „ ,, 12 „ blue

Sungei Ujono.
Surcharged in black on Straits Settlements.

2 c., brown 165
Sweden.

Post Card. Error. 6 ore, with colourless embossed stamp 62 
Switzerland.

Current type, on paper with red and blue threads.
2 c,, yellow-brown 232
5 ,, brown ,,

10 ,, carmine ,,
15 ,, yellow ,,
25 „ green „
50 ,, violet ,,

1 fr., gold „
Envelope. Reversion to Dove wmk. 10 c., rose 87

Official Post Cards. No value expressed ; black on white ; 2 varieties.
Tasmania.

2d., green, on pink paper ; wmk. T A S (?) 
Tobago.

Type lettered “ Postage.” id ., brown-lilac 
Id., red-brown 
4d., bright green 
6d., stone 
Is., ochre-yellow

Provisional. Id., surcharged on half of 6d. orange 
Post Card, lid ., brown on pale buff

Tolima.
New type. 50 c., dull blue 

Registration Stamp. 50 ,, milky blue 
Cubierta. 5 „ ochre yellow

106

128
43

185
87

128

128
62

Turkey.
Current type. 5 paras, black and olive-green 63

With word of value in the singular. 1 pias., black and blue 44
Post Cards. Type of 1880. 20 par., black and rose on buff 26

20 + 20 ,, ,, ,, ,,
Stamps surcharged Catchak 7, 44,107

„ , for Mt. Athos 7, 26, 43, 63, 107, 147
Stamps and Post Cards surcharged Cheir 107, 128,148
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New Issue,

Turk’s I slands.
Provisionals, id. on 6d. grey-black 

id . ,, Is. indigo 
|d . „ Is. plum, wmk. star 
id . ,, Id. red 

2id. ,, 6d, grey-black 
2id. ,, la. plum, wmk. star 
4d. ,, 6(L grey-black
id, ,, Is, plum, wmk. star 
4d. ,, Id. red

Fresh varieties of type of the surcharges 
Type as before. Id., vermilion; vrmk. CCand crown 

6d., olive-brown ,, ,,
Is., green „ „

New type. 4d,, blue „ ,,
Post Card, lid ., brown on pale buff 

Registration Envelope. No value expressed. 
Inscriptions in pale blue ; white, linen-lined paper

Page
26
64

87 
26, 44 

87 
26, 44 

87 
170 
129 

185, 208

148

170

United States.
Post Card. Alteration of inscription.

1 c., black on straw 209
Return Envelope (query essay). 6 c., vermilion on white 64, 149 

Envelope. New type. 3 c., green on white 232

Envelope. New type. 
Post Cards.

Uruguay.
New type. 7 c., blue 
“ Official.” 1 ,, brown, black surcharge 

7 ,, blue, red ,,
1 peso „ „ ,,

5 c., dark green, on white laid 
Type of 1880. 2 c., 6£kc 

2 + 2 ,, red

Venezuela.
Latest type of Escuelas ; perforated 11. 

1 Bolivar, pale bine 
5 „  green

10 ,, carmine

171, 186

186
64

65

Victoria.
New types. 2d., brown ; wmk. V and crown 7

4d., rose „  „  187
2s., blue on green „  107

Envelope. Alterations in the die. Id., green on white 232
Registration Envelopes. 4d., mauve ; lines and inscriptions vermilion 149 

4cL ,, ,, ,, carmine ,,
Wurtemburo.

5 marks, pale blue 209
Official Stamps. 3 pf., green 65

5 ,, violet „
10 „  rose „
20 ,, ultramarine „
25 „ bistre „
50 ,, bronze-green „

Official Envelopes. Types of the above adhesives, struck in the same
colours, on envelopes of white wove paper 209
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< £ o m & p o n & t t u e .

SERVE US R IG H T!
To the Editor of “ The Philatelic Record.”

Sir,—I beg that you will allow me to say that your writing of the matter of 
the Post Stamp Exhibition in Vienna is very inconvenient. Such things you 
should encourage, and not mock. It is sufficient that other journals mock at 
philately. If these journals which profess to be organs of philately mock 
also, then will the public imagine we are fools. Of course it was wrong to 
show the Archduke stamps which have never been of Siam, as real ones, but 
for the rest there is nothing to mock. You do not translate the name of 
Poliak’s liqueur right. I t is Philatelisten—Gcsundheits—Magen—Liqueur; 
that is, Philatelists’—Health—Stomach—Liqueur, It is not “ stomach-
warmer.” Yours, &c., A German Collector.

[Our correspondent is quite right. The way we wrote about that exhibition 
is quite too horrid, and what makes it the more extraordinary is, that we 
started with the best and most solemn intentions. I t has been pointed out 
to us before now that we have a reprehensible way of seeing fun in serious 
matters, and we have taken medicine for it, and gone in for all sorts of things 
as correctives without avail. But we submit that a German Collector did not 
pay sufficient heed to the cud of our article, the very bit which our admirers 
tell us that they always hail with most delight. In that tail there was no 
sting, but a very sincere assurance of our admiration for those who underwent 
so much labour for so laudable an end. Henceforth our motto shall be, 
Levity avaunt!—Ed.]

grorttbinijs uf %  jp a te lic  U r ie ls  of fonton.
— ♦ —

T he fourth meeting of the season was held at 18, Gray’s Inn Square, on the 
21st January, 1882 ; the President in the chair. The Secretary read the 
minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed, and the corres
pondence, including a letter from Mr. Patrick Chalmers, in reference to cer
tain correspondence quoted by Mr. Pearson Hill in a paper recently read before 
the Society. The Secretary was instructed to write to Mr. Chalmers in terms 
of a memorandum approved by the meeting. The President then laid before 
the members a letter received by him from Herr Ferdinand Meyer, of 
Franzensbad, together with several works of which Herr Meyer is the author, 
presented by him to the Society. The Secretary was requested to acknowledge 
the gift suitably, and to request Herr Meyer’s acceptance of the Catalogue of 
the Stamps of Great Britain. There was also a letter from Dr. Kloss, Secre
tary to the Intemationaler Philatelisten-Verein of Dresden, inviting the 
President of the London Society to attend the festival at Dresden, on the 7th 
January. The Secretary was requested to thank Dr. Kloss for the courtesy 
shown to the London Society in the person of its President.

The business of the day, the compilation of a catalogue of the stamps of 
Victoria, was then proceeded with, and a list of the post cards of this colony, 
prepared by Mr. E. D. Bacon, was read and approved. I t  was discussed 
whether the frank stomps should be catalogued in detail, and it was decided 
that a mere mention of the varieties would suffice. In most cases these
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franks appear to have been applied to correspondence by means of a hand- 
stamp, and they do not so much indicate that they represent the payment of 
postage as that the documents to which they are applied are exempt from 
postage. Upon the termination of the business several novelties wereshowu, 
including the new Spanish, Cuban, and Fiji stamps, the latest provisional 
one penny St. Vincent, and the one dollar Hong Kong fiscal used lor postage.

The fifth meeting of the season was held at 13, Gray’s Inn Square, on the 
4th February, 1882 ; the President in the chair. The Secretary read the 
minutes of the previous meeting, which were approved, and the corres
pondence. Owing to the fog there was but a small attendance of members, 
and the work appointed for the day—the compilation of a list of the stamps 
of New South Wales—was postponed, and the Victoria list revised instead. 
On the completion of the business the Secretaiy showed the new provisional 
1 and 2 cents British Guiana postage stamps, and read extracts from the 
Official Gazette, of the 21st and 28th December, 1881, authorizing their 
emission. The new provisional 2 cms. and 1 real Philippines were also 
shown, as well as the 5 centavos current Peru, with horse-shoe surcharge ; 
tiie new Halfpenny St. Vincent, and several other novelties. The President 
mentioned that lie bad noticed two varieties of watermark in the early issues 
of Russian envelopes, the convolutions in the post-horn of the one being 
considerably flatter than in the other.

N o t t s  a n l f  & u e r t e 0 .

T. B.—You will find them described in the fullest detail in the 
Record for Ju ly , 1881.

Drocer. - -Exactly the same.
C. M.—The varieties you refer to are well known. It is our intention 

to publish shortly a very interesting paper on the stamps of Japan.
E. C. R.—Thanks for your paper on the Egyptian official stamps. As 

there are still collectors of these labels, we shall probably publish it 
when space permits. At the same time we thoroughly endorse the 
statement of M. Moens, that they are merely an economical substitute 
for sealing wax, and merely indicate the office whence the correspondence 
emanates. Bless you for writing on both sides of the paper. We shall 
have to get your article transcribed before we dare send it to the printer.

A. de R. —Have returned your stamps by post, marked G or B, 
according to their goodness or badness.

G eo. C.—All genuine, but common. For explanation of the sur
charge upon the Cuban stamps, see Record, vol. ii. p. 30.

F tn to to n , W ilson, ft (Jo., SCft, OoUUutwk Bead, Bhophoxdi Booh, London. W.
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flunks appear to have litem a t o  correspondence by means of a liand- 
sljin11, mill they do not so much indicate that they represent the payment of 
postage as that'the documents to which they are applied me exempt from 
postage. Upon tlie termination of the business several novelties were shown, 
including the new Spanish, Cuban, and Fiji stamps, the latest provisional 
om- penny St. Vincent, and the one dollar Hong Kong tiseal used for postage.

The fifth meeting of the season was held at 13, Gray’s Inn Square, on the 
4th February, 1882 : the President in the chair. The Secretary read the 
minutes of the previous meeting, which were approved, and the corres
pondence. Owing to the fog there was but a small attendance of members, 
and the work appointed for the day— the compilation of a list of the stamps 
of New South W ales— was postponed, and the Victoria list revised instead. 
On the completion of the business the Secretary showed the new provisional 
1 and 2 cents Ilritish Guiana postage stamps, and read extracts from the 
O J i k - m J  < ; < t : x t t e ,  of the Ulst and tiSth December, 1881, authorizing their 
emission. The new provisional 2 m is  and 1 real Philippines were also 
shown, as well as the f» centavos current Pent, with horse-shoe surcharge ; 
the new Halfpenny tit. Vim cut, and several other novelties. The President 
mentioned that lie had noticed two varieties of watermark in the early issues 
of Russian envelopes, the convolutions in the post-horn of the one being 
considerably Hatter than ill the other.

K o t r s  a n O  Q u e r i e s .

T. B.— You will find them described in the fullest detail in the 
Record for July, 1881.

UitocfcR.—Exactly the same.
(J. M.— The. varieties you refer to are well known. It is our intention 

to publish shortly a very interesting paper on the stamps of Japan.

E, C. It.— Thanks for your paper ou the Egyptian official stamps. As 
there are still collectors of these labels, we shall probably publish it 
when space permits. A t  the same time we thoroughly endorse the 
statement of M. Moeiis, that they are merely an economical substitute 
lor sealing wax, ami merely indicate the ultice whence the correspondence 
emanates. Bless you for writing on both sides of the paper. We shall 
have to get your article transcribed before we dare send it to the printer.

A. DE R. — Have returned your stamps by post, marked (1 or B, 
according to their goodness or badness.

G eo. C.— A ll  genuine, but common. For explanation of the sur
charge upon the Cuban stamps, see Record, vul. ii. p. 3D.

Pemberton, Wilson, & Co., 3C8, Goldhawk Hoad, Bhsphordt Bush, London. W.



The Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London.
No. 1. Spain and. Colonies, price 2 /-; or sent flat, 2/1, post-free.

The Stamp Collector’s Handbook (Second Edition). By th e  . 
la te  E. L . P em berton .

No. 1. Crown 8vo, appropriately designed Cover, bound in cloth gilt, 
post-free, 5/6.

No. 2. Crown 8vo, on fine toned paper, handsomely bound, gilt edges, 
&c., post-free, 10/6 .

The Philatelical Catalogue (Part I.). Price 1/1, post-free.
Do. do. (Extra Edition). Price 1 /7, post-free.

(This work has never been completed, owing to the cost.)

The Philatelical Journal (VoL I., 1872). Post-free, 10/6.
Do. . do. (Jan. to April, 1875). The Four Parts, 1/6.

Do. do. The Sixteen Numbers, half-bound in
'  morocco, 12/6.

This is the most elaborately got-up Journal upon the subject ever 
issued. I t  is profusely Illustrated with correctly coloured fae-similes of 
the Stamps described. When the few remaining copies are sold, it must 
become one of the rarest specimens of Stamp literature.

Single Numbers of the above (except January, 1872) may be had at 
6d. each.

Forged Stamps, and How to Detect Them. (The first 
Work of the late E. L. P em berton .) A few specimens still 
remaining at 1 /6.

An Improved Perforation Gauge and Milimetre Scale.
No philatelist should be without one. Price 9d.

This has been most carefully got up, and its absolute accuracy may 
be depended upon. The Gauge measures perforations, rising by halves, 
from 7 to 16 ; and there are scales of inches and centimetres of sufficient 
length to measure Post Cards and all usual sized Envelopes.

Improved Stamp Mounts.
Made of the thinnest paper procurable, which is yet, unlike tissue 

paper, sufficiently stiff' to stand writing upon, and is guaranteed to 
contain nothing injurious to the colour of the Stamps. These mounts 
will save collectors a good deal of the tiresome snipping of paper, 
which is one of the drawbacks to their hobby. They are cut to three 
sixes; viz.— *

No. 1, For Stamps about the size of the Id. English.
No. 2. For Oblong Stamps about the size of Western Australia, 

Egypt, &c.
No. 3. For larger Stamps, such as Portugal, Liberia, &c.
A. Gummed, 6d. per 100 ; 3/6 per 1000, post-free.
B. Ungummed, 3d. per 100; 2/3 per 1000, post-free.

Ivory Clips or Tweezers for handling Stamps, 1/- and 1/3 each, post-free.



A L B U M S .  C l j e  p e r m a n e n t  S t a m p  ^ I b u m .

FOURTH EDITION.—BROUGHT UP TO VERY RECENTLY.
I l lu s t ra te d  by a spec ia lty -engraved  MAP OF TH E JN Q 8LD , c o n ta in in g  the  nam es o f  .
. stamp-issuing countries. •

TH E  leading feature of this Album is the provision 
of supplementary leaves bound' up with the book, 

thereby saving future trouble and expense. All leaved 
not required at the date of the publication of the Album 
will be fbund with an (*) at the bottom of the page. 
Upwards of 30 leaves are -provided (allowing for no 
fewer than  2,200 additional Stamps), which are so dis- - 
tributed throughout the Volume that there is little 
chance of any new Stamp Country being plaoed out of 
its proper order.

No. 1. Superior cloth binding, extra gilt, gilt edges, with clasps, 9/6. 
No. 2. Strongly bound in French morocco, extra gilt, gilt edges, two 

clasps, 12/6 ; postage, I f-  per copy extra. _

Albums for Advanced Collectors on the most approved prin
ciple. Each page can be readily removed and replaced, the 
whole being bound together 
by screws passing through holes 
punched in the linen-mounted 
hinge, and secured by nuts.
Half-bound in green leather, 
with 60 leaves. Price 19/- each.

A Cartridge Paper Mount, lined with Linen. 
B Linen Binge.
C Leal of Cartridge Paper, 111 by IS],
1 Holes for Binding.

Albums; oblong shaped, greatly improved, sunken screws, etc.,
etc., 91 x 1 finches, furnished with 60 pages of Whatman’s Royal Hot- 
pressea Paper. Prioe 11/10. -
Covers and Screws complete,-without pages, 0 /-,

Albums, oblong shaped, for Post-cards or Envelopes, 11x14
inches, fitted with 60 pages of strong Cartridge Paper, 17/-.

. The above are Jit ted w ith the finest and most expensive paper, which is guaranteed not 
- to discolour or oxidise Stamps. Almost any kina o f paper map be. mounted to f i t  these 

covers to suit purchasers. ' * -
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X philately, as in other ami more abstruse; sciences, it is no

to ask, 1 low long is an intelligent collector, even though 
Jus summers he few, to he held down to the starting- 

“ y ’h'* point, and he regaled year after year with infant-school 
touching as to the management of his album? As surely 

as a new stamp periodical appears, so inevitably are we treated to 
the same old exhortation— seldom even re-hushed— as to the desira
bility of selecting clean specimens rather than dirty ones, and all 
the other trivialities ad naa-inatn, which seem to he seldom read 
and never attended to. The condescension of the juvenile editors 
who address themselves to “ young beginners” would be amusing 
had it not become tiresome, hut when they call to their aid bigger 
hoys, who ought to know better, unmistakoable symptoms of 
aggravation are apt to become developed. It has been said that a 
Herman cannot write a hook upon any subject without taking the 
deluge as a starting-point, and we arc inclined to think that our 
philatelic dwellers upon the threshold might vary the, monotony of 
their twaddle to advantage by holding forth upon all the ingre
dients of a letter before it is ready for flic stamp. Indeed, wc arc 
inclined to cut the ground from beneath their lagging feet, and 
start a scries of papers upon the common objects of the writing- 
desk as an introduction to the study of philately. Suppose wo 
begun th u s;

E.wia.oi'Ks.— Tt behoves us to consider, dear children, whether 
the growing tendency on the part of manufacturing stationers to 
cover every available portion of their envelopc-llaps with gum is an 
Unmistakeahle mark of advancing civilisation. Nearly all the rare 
old Herman stumped-envelopus are at once to be distinguished from
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S^N  philately, as in other and more abstruse sciences, it is no 
> doubt well to begin at the beginning; but we feel impelled 
. to ask, How long is an intelligent collector, even though 
s his summers be few, to be held down to the starting- 

point, and be regaled year after year with infant-school 
teaching as to the management of his album ? As surely 

as a new stamp periodical appears, so inevitably are we treated to 
the same old exhortation—seldom even re hashed—as to the desira
bility of selecting clean specimens rather than dirty ones, and all 
the other trivialities ad nauseam, which seem to be seldom read 
and never attended to. The condescension of the juvenile editors 
who address themselves to “ young beginners ” would be amusing 
had it not become tirosome, but when they call to their aid bigger 
boys, who ought to know better, unmistakeable symptoms of 
aggravation are apt to become developed. I t  has been said that a 
German cannot write a book upon any subject without taking the 
deluge as a starting-point, and we are inclined to think that our 
philatelic dwellers upon the threshold might vary the monotony of 
their twaddle to advantage by holding forth upon all the ingre
dients of a letter before it is ready for the stamp. Indeed, we are 
inclined to cut the ground from beneath their lagging feet, and 
start a series of papers upon the common objects of the writing- 
desk as an introduction to the study of philately. Suppose we 
begun thus:

E nvelopes.—It behoves us to consider, dear children, whether 
tho growing tendency on the part of manufacturing stationers to 
cover every available portion of their envelope-flaps with gum is an 
unmistakeablc mark of advancing civilization. Nearly all the rare 
old German stauiped-envelopes are at once to be distinguished from
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the reprints by their having the “ short gum”—that is, a little 
patch not bigger than the ornamental tress, or occupying about as 
much space as the already dying-out wafer was wont to do— 
whereas the reprints, furbished up in later times, generally have 
the “ long gum,” which is, after all, nothing as compared with the 
imposing strip of cement which now runs from comer to corner of 
our envelopes. And, oh, the bitterness of the struggle to get some 
of these open ! A Chubb’s safe were easier dealt with than these 
apparently limp and unresisting paper bags. We have watched 
both the impatient and the phlegmatic man at work, and having 
mournfully verified the failure of both, we are yet seeking for a 
middle mode of procedure which may help us out of the difficulty. 
The impatient man, after a hasty search for some weak point 
wherein he may thrust his forefinger, and the utterance of a Pish ! 
which verges upon the confines of profanity, has been known to 
attack the missive with his teeth and toe-nails, to roll over it, and 
finally draw forth the contents in a crushed and sadly disreputable 
condition. The phlegmatic man goes to work more calmly, but hardly 
attains to greater success. Other and more important problems in life 
he is no doubt destined to solve satisfactorily; for this is the never- 
sufficiently-to-be-admired creature who not only possesses a pair of 
scissors, but always knows where to find them. I t  is palpitating to 
watch him delicately introduce the point of the weapon, snip across 
with demure precision, and finally withdraw the letter most beauti
fully cut in half! Commending you, dear young friends, to an 
anxious and conscientious study of the every-day envelope, we will 
now pass on to consider the

Inkstand.—I t is astonishing what inspiration may bo drawn 
from this humble servant of literature. There are inkstands and 
inkstands, and there are even inkbottles. When we read Charles 
Lamb or Henri Murger, and revel in the glory of their unshackled 
babble, as of green fields, it is borne in upon us that they never 
decanted their ink, but dipped their pens direct into the penny 
bottles, which they purchased from time to time, or got on credit. 
There are other writers, on the contrary, who, we feel equally sure, 
are largely indebted for some of their grandiloquent periods to the 
heavy cut bottles and gorgeous standish which go to form a stand
ing exhortation to abstain from frivolity. In early life we were 
for a time enslaved to an inkstand. I t  was a ponderous metal 
construction, furnished with artful springs and screws, which had 
been built, sometime in the last century, to the order of an ancestor
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of ours, who served hia king and country on the seas, and who was 
prouder of having been the architect of this his travelling ink
stand than of being the hero of many doughty deeds with which 
his name is yet connected. The inkstand, though sorely dented by 
many a roll off the cuddy table in stormy weather, survived our 
ancestor, and was preserved as a family relic. Once, when about 
to return to school, we were solemnly presented with it, and the 
occasion was improved to admonish us to follow in the footsteps of 
the naval hero in so far as was compatible with a strict injunction 
to disregard the wiles of Captain Mairyat, and never to dream of 
going to sea. We carried it off with pride, and very shortly after 
our arrival at school we gazed upon our treasure through a pair of 
magnificently blackened eyes, the result of our resenting some 
gibing remarks passed upon it by an irreverent schoolmate. I t  was 
never desecrated by being dipped into for the purpose of writing 
exercises or pensurm. We kept it in our bedroom, and wrote our 
home letters with its contents. A delicate allusion to it, and to 
its former possessor, who, whon time had dimmed our recollection 
of the vivacity of his character and the crudity of his salt-sea 
objurgations, was much beloved, was almost infallible in producing 
the desiderated tip. From its depths we evolved that intercepted 
letter to the adored one at Miss Buckram’s Select Establishment, 
hard by, which brought upon us so much annoyance and suffering. 
Time and travel had somewhat impaired the solidity of its springs 
and screws, and it had a gruesome habit of springing open in the 
dead of night and starting us from our sleep in a cold perspira
tion. But for all that we clung to it, and loved it. From time to 
time we would turn out the ink, and convert it into a happy home 
for caterpillars, although this was perhaps more particularly our 
opinion than that of the larvae in question. But when, on the 
second of two occasions, whilst serving as the asylum of a grub, 
which wo fondly hoped would one day develope into a Privet moth, 
it fell from our window-sill, carrying with it the half-brick which 
controlled the perversity of its springs, it was confiscated. I t  
had just missed the French-master, and buried itself deeply in the 
ground at his feet, and it was explained to us, more firmly than 
gently, that we and our treasure must part. When the holidays 
came round we enquired anxiously for it, intending to restore it to 
its pedestal amongst the family penaf ea, but it was not to be found; 
and, strange to say, the family did not seem to be by any means 
so inconsolable for its loss as we had feared.

38*
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Argentine Republic.—M. Moens sends us the Five Centavos 
of 1867, surcharged in black 1/2 in the centre, “ provisorio,” in 
Roman capitals, over the label with the original value, and horizon
tally perforated through the middle of the stamps. The decree for 
its emission is dated Buenos Ayres, February 10, 1882, and is 
signed by Diego J. Arana.

P rovision a l adhesive. J centavo, surcharged in black on 5 c., vermilion,
of 1867.

British p Guiana.— rvv^zw w uw w w
Beyond presenting our 
readers with illustrations 
of some of the provision
als described by us last 
month, we have no fur
ther information to give 
concerning them, except 
that some of the type- 
printed 1 and 2 cents
have lately come over without being perforated 
with the word Specimen. M. Moens says that 
the sheets consist of two rows of six stamps.

, c Canada.—Mr. Tapling informs us that he
; s possesses the 3 cents red, issue of 1868, on laid

paper.
Cuba.—Our cut represents the type of the 

series of stamps issued in January last.
Ecuador.—Two more values of the new issue, as represented 

by the accompanying cuts, 
are now in circulation. The 
paper and perforation are the 
same as in the 1, 5, and 50 
centavos.

Adhesives.
2 centavos, claret 

20 ,, ultramarine.
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Fiji. —Here is an illustration of the One Shil
ling postage stamp described in our January 
number.

Great Britain.—Mr. J. G. Stevens sends us 
three Registration envelopes, printed on the 1st,
2nd, and 3rd of February, in each of which the 
second or month plug is inverted.

On the 16th hist, the Act (45 Viet., cap. 2) 
was issued to authorize the use of Reply post 
cards.

Hong Kong.—This is an illustration of the One Dollar Fiscal 
which, as we pointed out in January, 
has recently been pressed into the postal 
service.

India .—The watermark of the Three 
annas postage stamp which we described 
last month is a five-rayed star, as 'we 
supposed.

Luxemburg.—M. Moens sends us the 
One Franc postage stamp, printed in a pale 
shade of brown, surcharged “ officiel” in 
black, and perforated 13.

Mexico.—Several values of the current issue have lately reached 
us on miserably thin wove paper, which tears almost with a touch. 
It is that peculiar paper which shows a kind of 
grain when held up to the light. Our illustration 
is of the new type of Porta de Mar stamps, 
described in January. M. Moens chronicles, on 
the authority of M. de Ferrari, a third value of 
the Campeachy—viz., a 5 centavos, of the same 
type as the 25 and 50 centavos.

5 centavos, pale blue, indigo, and black.

Norway.—A new reply-paid card has been issued, of the value 
of 5 + 5 ore. In design it is similar to the 5 ore card issued last 
year, but it has an additional line of inscription inserted between 
the former first and second lines; viz., mad betaalt Svar on the 
first half, and Svar on the reply side. Another addition is that 
of the word Til, to left, above the first line for the address. The 
stamp is similar in design to that of the single card, but the numeral 
of value in the lower band is much larger, and is also larger on the 
stamp of the first than that of the second half of the reply card. The 
cards are joined along the top, and when open the impressions are 
on the same side, but reversed the one towards the other. They 
are watermarked with the usual post-horns in horizontal rows.

Post C ard. 5 + 5 ora, dull blue on light buff.
Size, 136X76 mm., or 6ftX3 inches. Size of frame, 128X70 mm., or 

5iVX2f inches.
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Peru.—We are indebted to Mr. Philbrick for the following 
description of a stamp which he showed at a recent meeting of the 
Philatelic Society. I t seems doubtful whether we are to consider 
this stamp as a resuscitation, or as one of the extraordinary 
outcomes of the present sanguinary struggle between the Chilians 
and Peruvians.

“ The stamp in question is the One peseta red, issue of December,
Vale medio

1858, surcharged in blue, in three lines, peso whilst,
50 Ct&;

diagonally, across the stamp from left upper corner downwards, is 
printed, in aniline carmine ink, “ certifdo ,” in Roman capitals, 
extending 27 mm., the lettering being 3^ mm. high. Above this, 
diagonally, is “ Habilitado,” in black, 15 mm. in length. The 
stamp is postmarked “ tauma,” within several dotted circles, this 
obliteration being also in blue ink. There are thus no fewer than 
three surcharges on the stamp, in addition to the postmark. Its 
appearance and the source whence it came (Messrs. Stafford, Smith 
and Co., of Brighton) preclude all doubt as to the genuine nature 
of the surcharges. It seems probable that it is one of many such 
things created during the present troubles in Peru.”

There certainly are some queer things cOming over from this 
unhappy country just now. Since we last published we have seen 
the 50 centavos and 1 sol changed in colour, and surcharged with 
the horseshoe surcharge in black, and the Chilian arms in black on 
the 50 centavos, and in red on the 1 soL We have also seen the

5 centavos, ultramarine blue, and the 10 centavos, green, current 
type, with the Chilian arms in red, but without other surcharge; 
and M. Moens chronicles the obsolete 1 centavo, orange, with the 
Chilian arms in ultramarine.

Adhesives. 1 centavo, orange, surcharged with arms of Chili, in bluo 
5 „ ultramarine „ ,, „ red

10 >• Pven „ „ „ „
50 centavos, rosy-lake, surcharged with arms of Chili, in black, and horse

shoe surcharge in black.
I sol, ultramarine, surcharged with arms of Chili, in red, and horaoshoe 

surcharge in black.
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Philippines.—The accompanying cuts illustrate two of the 
surcharges which we described last month. I t  appears that we 
were not successful in deciphering the yellow surcharge on the 

200 mils green. The second line 
should read, “ pa  u . postal.”
Of precisely the same type as 
the 2$ c. de peso blue, to which 
we referred in our last, we have
seen two more values ;

Adhesives. 
12$ c. de peso, rose.

Viz.

20 bistre-brown.

M. Moens has seen proofs of eight values of this type; viz., 
2f, 3, 5, 6f, 10, 12A, 20, and 25 c. de peso. Let us hope that 
these stamps will be supplied in sufficient quantities to obviate the 
necessity of having recourse to provisionals every two or three 
months.

Portuguese Indies.—We find that we have omitted to chron
icle, amongst the lately current surcharges, the 10 reis, black, of 
1876, small numerals, block letters, and v of Servico barred, sur
charged 5, in red.

Queensland.—Captain Evans Las sent us a One'Penny postage 
stamp of the current type, printed on paper which shows a blue 
Imrele at the back, sucli as, be thinks, the fiscal stamps were for
merly printed on. The stamp is unwatermarked.

Russia—Rural Posts.—-The accompanying illustrations repre
sent two stamps, each used for a different purpose, which, accord
ing to M. Moens, are employed in the rural post of Loubny, 
province of Poltava, The first has a space left in the centre for 

writing in a number, as in 
the stamps of Saratoff. The 
inscription in the borders is,
“ LOUDENS ZEMSKAIA SELS-
kaia pocbta,” which means,
“ rural post -of the Zvemsto 
of Loubny.” In addition to 
this inscription the second 
stamp is lettered in the cen
tre “ godowaia nodniska,” 

or annual subscription, hut is without expressed 
supposed to be a sort of ticket or receipt, 
graphed in colour on white wove paper.

Adhesives. 5 kopecks, rose.
Without expressed value, yellowish-brown.

St. Vincent.—A Postal Union card has been issued. I t has 
four lines of inscription—1st, “ union postals universelle;” 2nd,

value, and is 
The stamps are litho-
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r/v/i/^rvwvwvn

“ st. vinoent (st. Vincent) ; ” 3rd, “ post card,” with, the Royal 
arms separating the two words, and 4th, “ the address only, &c. 
The stamp, in the right upper angle, is of the usual Do la Rue 

West Indian type, with “ st.
Vincent in the upper label.

Post Card.
1 Jd., red-brown on light Ini It.
Our illustrations represent 

the One Penny provisional 
described in January, and 
the Halfpenny chronicled Iasi 
month.

Straits Settlements.—We have one more provisional to 
chronicle, and this will probably be the last for some little time. 
A Five Cents value has been extemporised by surcharging the current 
Four Cents with a slanting 5, and with the word cents, in the same 

Italic type as has been employed for the last 
two provisional Ten cents. We have also seen 
a variety of the Ten cents on the Six cents, 
now illustrated, in which the figure 1 differs 
somewhat from that hitherto employed. The 
post-office authorities do not appear to have 

gS jS S t& S S g been so particular as is usual that their sur
charges should lower the face valuo of the stamp 

operated upon, as we have the 4 cents exalted to a 5, and the 6 
raised to a 10 cents.

We have been inspired with the prophecy that we have had the 
last of the provisional 5 and 10 cents for some time, through seeing 
specimens of the new permanent values of these denominations. 
The design of the first comprises a diademed profile of Her Majesty, 
to left, on ground of horizontal lines, within an oval of solid 
colour, bordered with white lines. This is inscribed in white block 
letters, “ straits settlements postage— five cents,” a full stop 
on either side separating the two inscriptions. The spandrels are 
filled in with arabesques, and a single line of colour forms the outer 
border. In the other stamp we find the same portrait and back
ground within a single-lined circle, above and below which are 
curved bands, with straight ends, inscribed, in white block letters 
upon colour, “ straits settlements ” above, and “ postage ten 
cents ” below. The spandrels are white, and the border is com
posed of small cubes, a coloured one with a white dot and a white 
one with a coloured dot alternating. These stamps are the work
manship of Messrs. De La Rue and Co., and the Five cents is a 
rather superior label.

Adhesives.
Provisional. 5 cents, surcharged in black on the current 4 cents rose. 
Permanent, 5 „ reddish-purple, on white glad  paper; wmk. CC and

• crown ; perf. 14 .
„ black, on white glad  paper; wink. CC and crown ; 

perf. 14,
10
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Tobago.—We have before us a letter from the Colonial Trea
surer of this island, wherein, he says that those stamps which have 
not the word “ postage ” on them are distinctly fiscal, although 
they were used for postage until the other set were ready. The 
Revenue values are, 1, 3, and 6 pence, 1 and 5 shillings, and 1 pound; 
and the postage stamps are, 1, 4, and 6 pence, and 1 shilling.

Turk’s Islands.—Of the same type as the Fourpence—that is, 
the regulation De La Rue West Indian—we now have two new 
values; viz. :

Adhesives. J<L, sea-green ; wink. CC and. crown ; per/. 14,
2Jd., red-brown ,, „ ,,

United States.—We are indebted to Mr. G. H. F. Gale for 
the first sight of the new Five Cents postage stamp, with the 
portrait of General Garfield. In  the centre of an escutcheon, with 
ground of horizontal lines, is a pearled oval, containing the late 
President’s portrait, in profile, to left. 'Below the oval is a scroll, 
inscribed in white Roman capitals, " five cents." A six-rayed 
star, containing the numeral of value, debruises the centre of the 
scroll, and'separates the two words. Below this is “ u. s. postage,” 
in shaded block letters. We congratulate our American cousins on 
the great beauty of their new stamp.

Adhesive. 5 cents, brown on white paper ; p er/ IS.
The same correspondent sends us the current One Cent stamp, 

the die of which has been retouched. The differences are very 
slight, and are chiefly observable in the ornamental scrolls above 
the upper label.

U. S. of Colombia.—We have received a new two centavos 
post card, which, save for the stamp, is of exactly the same design 
as the 5 centavos issued last year.

Post Card. 2 centavos, black on straw.
Of the current stamps of the types illustrated by us in Septem

ber and October of last year, we have seen the 2 centavos perforated 
vertically only, and the 5 centavos perforated in the usual manner. 
The perforations are en points, and gauge about 
16. Whether they are official or not we cannot 
say; but the specimens we are describing are 
still on the letters which they prepaid,

Victoria.— Annexed is a representation, 
delayed longer than we could have wished, of 
the new Fourpence. Vide Record, for Novem
ber, 1881.

3 8 * *
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T H E  STAMPS OF JAPAN.
By E . D. BA COE.

T h e  empire of Japan is situated a t the most eastern part of Asia, and is 
composed of four large islands ; viz., Honshiu, Shikoku, Kiushiu, and Yezo, 
and of more than three thousand smaller ones, extending from 128° to 161“ 
E. long., and from 24° to 60° N. lat. I t  has a population of about 33,000,000. 
The name of the whole country in the vernacular is Nippon, or Dai Nippon 
or Nihon, an abbreviation of Dai Nihon Koku, or ‘‘ Great Sun Source 
Country.” Its capital, with a population of 800,000, is Tokio, formerly called 
Yedo, on the east coast of the island of Honshiu ; and here also is the seat 
of government and the Mikado’s or Emperor's palace. The present Mikado, 
Mutsu-Hito, ascended the throne on tne 3rd February, 1867. a t the early 
age of fifteen, and since his accession the country has gradually been more 
and more opened up and civilized. One of the many results of civilization 
has been the adoption, in 1871, of the European system of postage. Prior 
to that date no national system of postage existed, and private enterprise 
had chiefly to be depended upon for tne conveyance of correspondence, which 
was thus accomplished. A box containing the letters was suspended to a 
pole placed on the shoulders of two messengers, who ran one behind the 
other, accompanied by a servant, whose business it was at the end of the 
first stage to transfer the box to other messengers ready to continue the 
journey; and letters were thus carried about forty miles a day. “ The govern
ment system was commenced in the year named above, with a service between 
the capital (Tokio) and the great commercial city of Osaka, and so rapidly 
was the system developed ana extended that within five years from that time 
mail routes of more than thirty thousand miles in length were in active 
operation, and six hundred and ninety-one post-offices, besides one hundred 
and twenty-four receiving agencies ana seven hundred and three street letter
boxes, had been established. The number of letters, packets, &c., forwarded 
in 1876 was about thirty millions, being an increase of 29 per cent, over the 
number carried in 1875, and 98 per cent, over that of 1874. The development 
thus indicated has still gone on. The postage for an ordinary letter in the 
large towns is one cent, fjd.), and two cents (Id.) for the rest of the empire. 
Post cards are carried for one-half these charges. In 1875 a money-order 
system was adopted, and within two years there were three hundred and ten 
offices where orders could be obtained or cashed. The number has since 
increased. Post-office savings banks were likewise opened in 1875, and appear 
likely to prove successful.” *

The Japanese calendar formerly commenced with February as the first 
month, and was till lately in a very unsatisfactory condition. The years were 
reckoned in periods of years of indefinite length, any event of the slightest 
importance inaugurating a new period; such periods being, therefore, con
stantly changed every few years. But in 1868 the chronological period was 
changed to that of M eiji (enlightened government), and a proclamation issued 
providing for only one chronological year-period for each reign. In 1873 a 
further alteration was instituted, the years and months commencing and 
finishing as in the Gregorian year, although the years are still reckoned in 
periods. For instance, the 1st January, 1882, would be “ Meiji, 1st month, 
15th year,” this being the fifteenth year of the present Mikado’s reign.

* Japan : i t i  H istory,’Traditions, and Religions. By Sir E. J . Reed, k.c.b., F.K.S., x.p.
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The coinage of the country comprises gold, silver, and bronze; and in 
1871 the copper coins were called mons, of which 100— 1 tempo, or a little 
more than a halfpenny, and 10,000 mons are therefore equal to a dollar 
(4s. 2d.). In  1872 Japan adopted a new system, and the unit of the new 
currency became the yen or dollar, and its decimal submultiples are the rin  
and the sen, ten of the former being contained in the latter, which is of the 
value of M., and a hundred of the latter being equal to the yen or dollar of 
4s. 2d. We shall therefore find, when we come to consider the stamps, tha t 
the denomination of the first issue is in mons, and that of the second m sen.

Having glanced a t the coinage, I  will now offer a few remarks upon the 
Japanese numerals, a plate of which is annexed, for the loan of which, as 
well as for that representing the syllabic characters, which is given a little 
further on, I am indebted to the kindness of M. Moens. My readers will 
bear in mind that the pronunciation given is French.

+ hitchi . . 7 £ han . • • 4

A hatchi . . 8 — itchi . . . 1

A ku . . 9 ni . . . 2

1- dju . . 10
. 3 san . . . 3

F h'taku . . 100 GS chi . . . 4

+ sen . . 1000 5 go • . . 5

J> man . . 10,000 roku . .  .  &

Just as we make use of either Roman or Arabic numerals, so the Japanese 
employ two sorts of figures or numerals, one termed the antique or monu
mental, and the other the modern. The antique numerals, which we are not 
able to illustrate, are more particularly employed for acts and documents of 
value, and also in commercial affairs, because, being much more complicated 
in form, they are more difficult to forge or a lte r ; and I think we may safely 
conclude that this is the reason why we find the 1 and 2 sen stamps of the 
second issue bearing the antique figures^ and not those shown in our first 
or second illustration, in which the two first numerals are the most simple 
of all. In writing numbers and words the Japanese place them one above 
the other, putting the number of tens above the tens, and the units beneath

6
them. For instance, they would write 56 thus, 10: that is, 6 X 1 0 + 6  

7 6
- 5 6 ;  and 703—100; that is, 7X100 +  3=703.

3
When we come to the stamps issued in 1874, we shall find the addition of 

a little sign, which is nothing more than a syllable of the Kata-kana  alpha
bet, which serves as a plate number, by means of which an exact account 
can be kept of the number of stamps of any particular value issued; so 
that the revenue produced by the sale of them is under complete control. 
The following is the explanation given by M. Moens for the introduction—
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which dates back to the commencement of the eighth century—of these 
syllabic characters: “ The Japanese language is an admixture of Chinese 
and of the idioms of various peoples which have from time to time established 
themselves in the country. But inasmuch as Japanese differs considerably 
in its structure from Chinese, and as the same Chinese characters often have 
several significations, it  was resolved to obviate this inconvenience. Hence 
the creation of the Kata-kana, or syllabic characters, which are perfectly 
adapted to the idiom of the country, and are universally adopted throughout 
Japan.” The following is a representation of this alphabet, with the numeri
cal equivalent of each letter :

ko , 33 re . 17 A i . i

ye . 34
y . so . 18 E F ro „ • 2

f. te * 35 7 taou , fa . 3

7 a . 36 +
ne . 20 ni . 4

■ f f sa . 37
t na . 21

•n 1

fo . 5

*
ki . 38

7 ra .
\A \ 
22 fe . 6

J Z - you . 39 A raou . 23 l>
to . 7

/ me . 40 ou . 24 *
tsi , 8

%%
X mi . 41 yi • 25

i ; ri . 9

i /
si . 42

/ no * 26 % nou . 10

X e . 43 o * 27 ii' rou . 11

£ fi . 44 kou . 28 7 wo . 12

mo . 45

f
ya 29 7 wa . 13

• t e
se . 46

7
ma . 30 13 ka . 14

A sou . 47
ke 31 3 yo . 15

n final. 48
7 foil \ .3 2 ta . 16
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As many of the more important varieties in the several issues of 
Japanese stamps arise from the differences in the papers employed in their 
manufacture, I  have been anxious to learn as much as I coula about the 
paper and paper-making. I  cannot do better than quote, for the benefit of 
my readers, an extract on the subject from the excellent work on Japan by 
Sir E. J . Reed, to which I  have already alluded. He says : “ In the year 
900 a.d. three descriptions of paper were produced in Jap an : I , Mashi, made 
from hempen rag p u lp ; 2, Hishi, made from such plants as gampi ( Wick- 
strcemia cnnescens) ; 3, Kokushi, made from kozo (Broussonetia papyrifera), 
which was like the paper now in common use in the country. Excepting paper 
made from rags, for the production of which large European factories have 
been erected at Ogi (a short distance from Tokio), and fitted up throughout 
with English machinery, Japanese paper is produced from a small number of 
materials, the chief of which have iust been named. The first in importance 
of these is kozo, the plant named last of the three given above. I t  Is the 
fourth order of the twenty-first class of the Linnsean system, and is a small 
shrub reaching to about six feet in height, with branches springing directly
from the earth, and grows in nearly all the provinces of Japan............ The
mode of treating them for paper-making purposes is as follows: They are cut 
into 3-feet lengths, and steamed in a large boiler containing a little boiling 
water. The bark is then peeled off, steeped in water, and has the dark outer 
rind or pellicle scraped on with a knife, the scrapings being used for pro
ducing inferior paper. The bark, thus scraped and cleansed, is next carefully 
washed in running water, and then exposed to the sun until bleached suffi
ciently white. After this it is boiled in a lye formed with buckwheat ash, to 
remove gummy and resinous substances from it. The fibres are then readily 
separated. After cutting out knots of excessive hardness, the workman now 
beats the fibre into a pulp with wooden mallets upon blocks of stone. This 
pulp is mixed in tubs or vats with the needful quantity of water, to which is 
added a milky substance prepared with rice-flour and a gummy decoction 
from the bark of the Nori noki (Hydrangea paniculata), or from the root 
of the tororo. When the steeping hi this mixture has proceeded sufficiently 
long, the pulp is spread out into sheets by means of fine sieves of bamboo 
and silk. After draining, the sheets are transferred by means of brushes to 
drying-boards. Similar processes are employed for producing paper from 
gampi. This plant ( Wickstrcemia canescens) is the fourth order of the 
eighth class of Linnreus, and is a small shrub growing sometimes ten feet in 
height, with leaves arranged alternately on the stem, the under surface of 
each leaf being covered with soft hair. The paper made from this shrub is 
very fine and supple, and is therefore very suitable for taking transfer copies. 
It lias also the advantage of not becoming worm-eaten. Paper is also made 
from the mitsu mata plant (Edgworthiapapyrifera), the first order of the 
eighth class, a deciduous shrub growing to seven or eight feet in height.”

(To be continued.)
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CONCERNING T H E  T W O  SERIES OF STAMPS OF 1862 
OF T H E  ARGENTINE REPUBLIC,

B Y  J . B . MOENS .

I t was in 1869—or, to be more exact, in September, 1869—that Dr. Magnus 
made the happy discovery that there existed two complete series of stamps 
issued in 1862 by the Argentine Republic. The exultation of the discoverer 
was so great that seven columns of Le Timbrophile could scarcely contain it. 
In those days no one disputed the dicta of the Doctor, and this revelation 
became an article of faith. The Timbre-Poste, wliich shared the general 
opinion as to the Doctor’s infallibility, inserted the article without hesitation.

Thus there were two complete series of the 1862 stamps. I admitted as 
much so recently as in 1879 in an article published in the Timbre-Poste of 
tha t year. I t  was only when I came to compare the stamps of the various 
emissions of the Argentine Republic with the documents which I had pro
cured as materials for a pamphlet on the issues of this country, that I was 
assailed with doubts. I communicated these doubts to Messrs. A. de Portes 
and Marco del Pont, who have done all in their power to collect for me the 
following proofs, which I consider conclusive, that the 10 and 15 centavos of 
the so-called First Series never existed. I t  is, however, rather with a view 
to convincing the majority of your readers, who can have no interest in 
remaining blind to the truth, tlian the Doctor, that I  address you upon this 
subject

The contract passed between Mr. Robert Lange, the author of the stamps 
of 1862, and Mr. de Posadas, the Postmaster-Qeneral, for the supply of a 
new type of stamp, is dated the 11th December, 1861. It stipulates that 
there shall be three lithographic plates for stamps of 5, 10, and 15 centavos, 
which shall cost the sum of 1500 piastres, currency (or rather more than 300 
francs for the three), and that for each thousand stamps Mr. Lange shall be 
paid 46 piastres, currency, besides 10 piastres for gumming.

The manufacture was commenced at once at the State Bank, with all the 
precautions which prudence could suggest; and on the 23rd of the same 
month of December Mr. de Posadas sent the first batch of stamps to Rosario. 
I t  comprised 105 sheets—each containing 70 stamps—of the 5 centavos, and 
75 sheets of the 10 centavos. On the 30th December were despatched 353 
more sheets, and 40 stamps of the value of 10 centavos, which, added to the 
previous lot, made up the 30,000 stamps of that value which had been 
ordered. On the 31st of the same month 6667 of the 15 centavos stamps 
were delivered. Finally, on the 11th January, 1862, the last delivery of 1037 
sheets of the 5 centavos was made, which completed the order for

80.000 stamps of 5 centavos.
30.000 „  10 „

6,667 „  15 „
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On the 4th of February, 1862, Mr. de Posadas instructed the lithographer 
Lange to proceed a t once to the Bank, and to print a second emission of 
stamps, of the value of 12,012 piastres, for the Superintendent of the 
Treasury at Rosario, which second emission was to consist of

2572 sheets of 5 centavos, or 180,040 stamps.
286 „  10 „ 20,020 „
96 „ 15 „ 6,720 „

The delivery of these stamps commenced on the 8th, and was completed on 
the 25th of February.

We thus find that the stamps were not issued prior to the 11th January, 
1862, the date given by Mr. de Posadas, and that the second emission did 
not take place until the 4th of February. Therefore when I find a 5 centavos 
stamp, of the second type, obliterated Correo del Rosario, 31s< January, 
1862, I am justified in concluding that both types were issued together. So 
much for the date of issue.

As regards the 10 and 15 centavos, it is to be noticed that on the 4th of 
February, 1862, the exhaustion of the first supply of 30,000 and 6,667 was 
imminent. If for a moment we admit, the existence of two types, there 
must be at least 15,000 and 3,300 of these stamps, a highly respectable 
number, which have become quite unattainable. The only specimens I have 
met with are for the most part unobliterated, whilst the others bear a forged 
postmark, of which I have seen three or four varieties !

It is very unlikely that Mr. Robert Lange—a French lithographer, who 
was perfectly acquainted with the method of transfer employed in 1858 for 
the stamps of the Argentine Confederation, and those of the State of Buenos 
Ayres—should, within the space of twenty days (23rd December, 1861, and 
11th January, 1862), have made duplicate plates, or stones, of each of the 
values of 5, 10, and 15 centavos. Especially in the case of 15 centavos, of 
which he had only the small number of 6,667 stamps to p rin t! The figures I 
have quoted above prove that the lithographer had delivered 25.000 
stamps seven days after the 23rd December; and 72,000 two days later. 
There was thus no need for the creation of this deluge of types and of plates, 
the preparation of which would hardly even have conduced to expedition.

The employment of two types for the 5 centavos is, however, more easily 
explained. The quantity required of this value was 80,000 stamps, and the 
need was urgent. Special means had to be adopted in order to accelerate the 
printing, hence the creation of the two plates—the two types.

In conclusion, I  may remark that in 1871 search was made for the first 
plates of the 5 , 10, and 15 centavos. The plate of the 5 centavos was found, 
but those of the 10 and 15 centavos had become as undiscoverable as the 
stamps of those values. I t  may be argued that the very rarity of these 
stamps is an argument in favour of their authenticity, and is a quasi, proof 
that they were not the result of speculation. But I  would remind your 
readers that the 10 cents of Prince Edward’s Island and the 2 and 5 
centavos, 1863, of Costa Rica, which also never existed, are of excessive 
rarity. Finally, Mr. Lange, to whom the lithographing of these stamps was 
entrusted, has declared that he never made a second drawing of the 10 and 
15 centavos.
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G ? o m B p o n K c n c e .

THE 2 REALES SPAIN OF 1851.

To the Editor o f  “ The Philatelic Record.”

L etter I.
D ear S ir ,—I t is not without considerable diffidence that I  again allude to 
tlie 2 reales blue of 1851, especially since M. Moens has declared himself on 
the side of the French Society in classing it as an “ essay; ” yet as Dr. 
Legrand, while continuing to maintain this view, admits that “ the question 
is not yet settled, and merits further enquiry on the part of philatelists,” I 
feel somewhat encouraged in attempting to examine the arguments put for
ward by him and M. Aloens, than whom two more redoubtable champions 
could not be found to sustain their view of the case ; and the more so, 
because a careful examination of these arguments has failed to satisfy me 
that we have as yet arrived much nearer the unravelling of the mystery, or 
the determination of the question of “ essay” or “ error,” which, in the ab
sence of anything but circumstantial evidence, remains only a matter of 
opinion as to what theory commands the greatest amount of probability of 
being right.

Before entering on thus examination, which must form the subject of a 
subsequent letter, I would devote this to the consideration of a preliminary 
question ; namely, the date of issue of the 2 reales 1851, on which Dr. Le- 
gramt and M. Moens are not at one, the former fixing the date of its 
creation and issue as October, 1851, stating that its object was to make 
up the registered rate of 8 reales to Sardinia under the postal treaty which 
came into operation on the 8th October, 1851 ; while the latter says that 
though he was formerly of the same opinion, yet he now recants it, since he 
has found in the inventory of the stamps for the year 1850 as given by Senor 
Duro, that 13,600 stamps of 2 reales were received into stock in 1850, which 
must have belonged to the series of 1851, and he therefore infers that the 
2 reales 1851 was included in the impression of the rest of the values of that 
series issued on 1st January, 1851.

I t  should be observed that the accounts themselves are not veiy accurate ; 
for in the year 1850 there are two errors in the table, one in the addition of 
the sobrantes and the exjieiulidos of the 6 reales, and another in the stock 
in hand of the 10 reales; nor is the mode of book-keeping very uniform or 
easy to be understood. For example, in the account for 1855, 5,681,376 
stamps of 4 cuartos are noted as being in the Almacenes a t the end of 
December, 1854, when the whole manufacture of 1854 did not amount to that 
figure. Again, the 3 cuartos which appears in the account of 1853 disap
pears in that of 1854, to reappear in that of 1855 ; while in the account of 
1856, though the balances of the dead values are carried over correctly from 
tbe last account, yet those of the current values differ to the extent of four 
millions. But putting aside these and such like errors and anomalies, there 
is something to be gathered from the accounts, such as they are, though i t  
appears very doubtful if they are really accurate accounts up to the 31st 
December of each year; for if so, how is it, for instance, that we find 1061 
Btamps of 10 reales entered as actually sold in 18521

The reasons which M. Moens gives why the 13,600 stamps of 2 reales in
cluded in the inventory for 1850 belong to the series of 1851, and not to that 
of 1850, are, that such a stamp is not known, and has never been seen; and
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even supposing it  had been wanted in 1850, “ i t  could not be classed in the 
accounts as one of its values any more than the 12 cuartos attributed to 
1857, which was never, and very properly so, included in the accounts." The 
first of these reasons I admit to be solid and satisfactory, much more so than 
the second, of which I fail to see the force, especially as it is founded on a 
statement regarding the 12 cuartos which I think is scarcely correct. On 
the 5th August, 1859, a postal treaty was made, by which the single letter 
rate between Spain and France was fixed at 12 cuartos from the 1st 
February, 1860. In view of this a stamp of 12 cuartos was created, and 
two millions were printed; and appear in the accounts for 1859 as received 
in that year from the manufactory. Early in January, 1860, an entirely 
new series, in which was included a stamp of 12 cuartos, was ordered to be 
issued on 1st February, 1860; and the fate of the two millions of 12 cuartos 
printed in 1859 may be seen in the accounts for 1860, when this exact 
number was handed over to the Direction de Contabilitad, and that these 
were the stamps of 1859 can scarcely be doubted.

I confess that I have arrived a t the same opinion as M. Moens, that the
13.600 stamps of 2 reales belonged to the series of 1851, though on different 
grounds; but in so doing I  have to reckon with Seiior l)uro. To the inven
tory of the stamps for 1850, he has added a note to the effect that there 
appear in the first column as received from the manufactory 13,600 stamps 
of 2 reales, which also appear in the last column as being in stock a t the end 
of the year ; and as no mention is made about them in the columns of “ ex
pended,” it must be supposed that if these stamps were really made they 
were not issued, and for that reason have not been classed in the issue. The 
subject has since been treated by him a t greater length in the Retista de 
Correos; but I have a further statement from him that the whole of these
13.600 stamps were condemned to be burnt (dedicados a la quema), and 
that not one single individual escaped to tell the tale. Seiior i>uro in fact 
says, in a roundabout way, that these stamps formed part of the 1850 series ; 
that they were created, printed, and delivered ; but that not having been 
required for service they were never issued, and therefore were only projects, 
ana that every individual was cremated.

A positive statement coming from such a source is entitled to be treated 
with the greatest respect, the more so as I feel called upon to differ from it 
and to doubt its accuracy; but I can find nothing whatever to justify it 
except the bare mention in the account of 1850. If  it reposes, as it appears 
to do, on hearsay, my own experience tells me the danger of pinning one’s 
faith to anything dependent only on tradition. Moreover, I know the diffi
culty there is in obtaining accurate information even from the most exalted 
source of what took place in postage stamp matters ten years since, much 
more of events that occurred thirty years ago ; while not unfrequently the 
accuracy of the information is in inverse ratio to its source. The absolute 
annihilation of a batch of stamps, whether stillborn or not, of winch 13,600 
copies were printed, is also contrary to experience ; some one or more have 
always escaped the massacre of the innocents to become jewels in a stamp 
collector’s album, and even during the past week a story has been going the 
round of the papers how that a scion of a great financial house lately 
purchased two such a t a price tha t would liave framed them in brilliants.

Now the tables given by Sefior Duro are not the accounts of the stamps 
printed, but are simply the annual stock-taking accounts of the Post-office, 
and as such are not those of any particular issues or types, but those of the 
numbers of stamps representing each value that have been received from the 
manufactory, have been disposed of, and are left in stock. Those disposed of 
include not only those actually sold, but those which have gone out of stock 
in other ways, amongst which are the devueltos and sobrantes, which are 
classed together for the most part, and pass out of the accounts never to re
appear. What becomes of these is a mystery, though probably they were 
reserved as a portion of the victims for the auto-da-fe of 1856, which seems 
to have been specially ordained for the remantis of the issues of 1850 to 
1853. This is the only direction I find for a holocaust of stamps, and I
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especially mention it because it  is not improbable that by a confusion of 
dates it is that which is referred to by Senor Duro.

I have already said that the first reason given by M. Moens against the 
existence of a stamp of 2 reales in the issue of 1850 is a weighty one, and I 
will now proceed to mention one or two other reasons which tend to support 
this view ; but before doing so I would notice one point in which, if any de
pendence is to be placed on the accounts, M. Moens has clearly drawn an 
inference which they do not justify. He in fact implies that the balances at 
the end of each year represents the entire impression intended for use in 
the next year. A slight examination of the accounts will show that this is 
not the case, as it not unfrequently occurs that the number of stamps of 
some particular value sold during the year is far in excess of the balance in 
hand a t its beginning.

From the first introduction of stamps in Spain down to the year 1857 all 
of them, without reference to value, were printed in panes of 85, with the 
exception of the 5, 6, and 10 reales of 1850, the lithographed series. The 
system was doubtless instituted a t first as presenting an easy mode of 
reckoning the sheets of cuarto stamps, a pane of 6 cuartos representing 60 
reales, and one of 12 cuartos 120 reales. The stamps of 1851 were printed 
in sheets of 170, or two panes to a sheet. I am aware that tliis does not in 
any way show that the 2 reales might not have belonged to the lithographed 
series, but it does show that it mvtht have belonged to that of 1851, as the 
number printed exactly corresponds to 80 sheets of 170 stamps.

But if, as Senor Duro says, these 13,600 stamps of 2 reales belonged to 
the category of stamps prepared but not issued, why should they have been 
carried forward as stamps of 2 reales with the subsequent issues through the 
annual accounts until finally swallowed up in this deimcltos of 1852, 1853, 
and 1854, and the quemados a t the aiUo-da-fe of 1856 'I The 12 cuartos 
of 1859 was a stamp of this category, and as such we find the whole issue 
carried a t once bodily out of the accounts as remitidos a la direction de 
contabilitad. As I have said, there was a reason for the creation of this 
stam p; but I fail to find one for the creation of one of 2 reales prior to 
1851. If we read the code of instructions attached to the royal decree of 
the 1st December, 1849? authorizing the issue of postage stamps, we find 
very minute directions given as to the use of the 6 and 12 cuartos, and the 
5 and 10 reales destined for the inland postage, and also as to the 6 reales 
destined fur the postage to France and Belgium, the postage to this latter 
country being double that to the former; but there is no mention whatever 
of a stamp of 2 reales, which would surely have been the case if the issue of 
such a value had been contemplated. We must have been told that a certi- 
ficado letter to France under the weight of 4 adarmes might be franked 
either with one stamp of 6 reales or with three of 2 reales, &c. & c.; for we 
cannot conceive it  possible tha t a Government which thought it  part of its 
duty to teach how a postage of 24 cuartos might be paid in three ways— 
first, by two stamps of 12 cuartos; secondly, by one of 12 cuartos, and 
two of 6 cuartos; and thirdly, by four of 6 cuartos—could have failed to 
complete its teaching by showing that three times two made six, and five 
times two made ten.

The next question is, that supposing these 13,600 stamps of 2 reales were 
of the 1851 type, were they issued on the 1st January or on the 8th 
October, 1851 'f By the terms of the decree of the 1st December, 1849, the 
postage to Italy was to be paid in cash, and the rate was probably a t that 
period the same as tha t to Belgium ; but from the fact of its being directed 
to be paid in cash, it  is clear that no postal arrangement had a t that time 
been completed. By the treaty made with Sardinia, which came into opera
tion on the 8th October, 1851, the rate was fixed a t 8 reales. M. Moens, 
who says he has a copy of the treaty, has not given its date, which was 
doubtless three or four months prior to its taking effect; but in all proba
bility negotiations for a reduction of the rate to 8 reales were set on foot in 
1860, ana these afterwards culminated in the treaty above referred to. If 
bo, there is an equal probability that the 2 reales was prepared with a view
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to possible requirements, as the Sardinian rate could not be made up by any 
combination of existing values, though M. Moens suggests that if it was 
prepared with a view to the payment of the Sardinian rate, a stamp of 
8 reales would have been created as a matter of convenience, a suggestion of 
which we fail to see the force; for if this convenience had been a matter of 
any importance, such a stamp would surely have formed part of the 1852 
issue, when the treaty was in full effect. That the issue was delayed till the 
8th October, as Dr. Legrand supposes, is disproved hy the fact that during 
the years 1852 and 1853 the consumption of stamps of this value was at the 
rate of about 280 per month, which would have given about 800 stamps for 
the three months of 1851; whereas the consumption was 1482, showing, I 
think, that some must have been used as fractional parts of the 6 and 10 
reales. I see no reason, therefore, for supposing that these stamps were not 
issued in January, 1851, unless it be that some ought to have been in the 
hands of the provincial offices a t that date, as I  find was the case in the ac
counts from the 30th June, 1866, to the same date of 1867, where a large 
number of the 10, 25, and 50 milesimas, issued on 1st July, 1867, liad pre
viously to that date been sent into the provinces. I  attach, however, but 
little importance to this, as the early accounts do not appear to have been 
kept so minutely as those after 1861; and I have arrived at the conclusion 
that the 2 reales value was first issued in January? 1851, and that there is 
no ground for supposing that such a value ever existed in the lithographed 
series of 1850.

I am, yours truly,
W. A. S. W kstody.

K-?dk, March 1882.

grirmiiiwjs uf J P a M ir  Sflrittg of $  onion.
— ■— ♦ —

The sixth meeting of the season was field on the 18th February, 1882, at 
13, Gray's Inn Square, the President in the chair. The- Secretary read the 
minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed, and the corres
pondence, including some communications from the Colonial Office, and his 
replies thereto. The business of the day, the compilation of a reference list 
of the stamps of New South Wales, was then proceeded with.

On the conclusion of the business, the President showed a specimen of the 
One Peseta, red, Peru, issue of December, 1858, surcharged in blue lettering, 

V&le medio
in three lines ^pe*^ Diagonally across the stamp, from the left upper

comer downwards, the word “ oehtifdo ” was printed in aniline carmine ink, 
in Roman capitals, extending 27 mm., the letters being 34 mm. high. Above 
this, diagonally, was “ Habilitado,” in black, 15 mm. in length. The stamp 
was postmarked “ Tarma,” within several dotted circles, this obliteration 
being also in blue ink. The President expressed the opinion that this stamp 
is one of many similar things which have probably been created during the 
present troubles in Peru, and that after the country gets re-settled, a wide 
field will be open to philatelists in searching for and describing similar 
abnormal surcharges, besides provisional stamps, all utilized since the 
Chilians obtained the upper hand.
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The seventh meeting of the season was held at 13, Gray’s Inn Square, oh 
the 4th March, 18S2, the Vice-President in the chair. The Secretary read 
the minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed, and some further 
correspondence with the Colonial Office. The business of the day, the com
pilation of a reference list of the stamps of New South Wales, was then 
proceeded with. On the conclusion of the business, the 50 centavos and 
1 sol. stamps of Peru, changed in colour, and surcharged with the Chilian 
arms, were shown, as well as other Peruvian stamps with abnormal sur
charges ; also the new £d. and 2£d. Turk’s Islands, and several other 
novelties.

Incites anfl dEttirrirs.
W. S.—Thanks for your information, of which we have made use.

0 . F .—The only changes that we know of in the types of the 1878 
issue of Chili have been in the 1, 2, and 5 centavos. These were 
noticed, as they occurred, on pages 3 and 163 of last year’s Record.

C. R. B.—Nos. i 3, 4, and 6 are genuine ; Nos. 2 and 5 are forgeries.

V. W.— 1. They are both catalogued under the dates of 1864 and 
1877. 2. Yes. There are very distinct shades of this stamp. 3. See 
our answer to 0 . F. 4. No. They differ in watermark. 5. N either 
of the two first exists. The Bolivars are in the catalogue, and are illus
trated in No. 36 of the Record; bu t they have not yet been issued. 
When you send a stamp for return postage, don’t  stick it  down to the 
paper as though it  were never meant to come off,

R. T.—Declined with thanks.

Ch E m eus.—We should say your blue i  piastre, Cyprus, is a decided 
“ chemical.”

W . T. W.— Press of m atter obliges us to hold your letter over until 
next month.

Femberton, Wilion, ft Co., SOB, Goldhnwk Rond, Shepherdi Biub, London, W.
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No. 1. Crown 8vo, appropriately designed Cover, bound in cloth gilt, 
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No; 2. Crown 8V0, on fine toned paper, handsomely bound, gilt edges, 
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Do. do. The Sixteen Numbers, half-bound- in
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This is the most elaborately got-up Journal upon the subject ever 

issued. It is profusely Illustrated with, correctlyeolonred faosimHea of 
the Stamps described. When the few remaining copies are-sold, it most., 
become one of the rarest specimens of Stamp literature. ' . ’ •
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This has been most carefully got up, and it« absolute accuracy may 
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from 7 to 18‘; and there are scales of inches and centimetres of sufficient 
length to measure Post Cards and all usual siaed Envelopes.

Improved Stam p Mounts. ,
Made o f the thinnest paper procurable, -which is yet, unlike tissue 

paper, sufficiently stiff to stand writing upon, and is guaranteed to 
contamnothing injurioos to the colour o f  thB fltampe. Those mounts 
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which-is <me of the drawbacks to their bobby. They are ettt to three 
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A Gttmnicdf M. per 100; 3/8 per 1000, post-free.
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48 NOTES AND QUERIES.

The seventh meeting of the season was held at 13, Gray’s Inn Square, on 
the 4tli March, 1SS2, the Vice-President in the chair. The Secretary read 
the minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed, and some further 
correspondence with the Colonial Oilicc. The business of the day, the com
pilation of a reference list of the stamps of New South Wales, was then 
proceeded with. On the conclusion of the business, the 50 centavos and 
1 sol. stamps of Pern, changed in Colour, and surcharged with, the Chilian 
arms, were shown, as well as other Peruvian stamps with abnormal sur
charges ; also the new Jd. and 2hl. Turk’s Islands, and several other 
novelties.

flotcs auB <£turrirs.
W. S .— Thanks I'm your information, of which we have made use.

O. F .— T he only changes that we know of in the types of the 1878 
issue of Chili have been in the 1 , 2 , and 5 centavos. These were 
noticed, as they oei im ed, on pages 3 and 1G3 of last year’s Record.

C. I ’ . 15.— Nos. I 3, -1, and 0 are genuine ; Nos. 2  and 5 are forgeries.

V. W .—  1 . T hey are both catalogued under the dates o f 18G4 and
1877. 2. Yes. There are very distinct shades o f  this stamp. 3. See
our answer to O. F. 4. No. T h ey dillcr in waterm ark. 5, N either 
of the. two first exists. T he l ’olivars are in the catalogue, and are illus
trated in N o ,  3G of the Record • but they have not yet been issued. 
When you send a stamp for return postage, don’t stick it down to the 
paper as though it were never meant to come oil'.

K. T .—  Declined with thanks.

C u e m ic u s .— W e should say your blue f  piastre, Cyprus, is a decided 
“  chem ical.”

W . T. W .— Press ol m atter obliges us to hold your letter over until 
next month.

Pemberton, Wilson, & Co., 308, Goldhawk Eoad, Shepherds Bush, London, W.
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Single Numbers of i!te above (except Janunry, 1872) may be bml at 
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;*£-*; v ie—

No 1. For Stumps about the size of the Id. English.
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Vol, IV. A P R IL , 1882. N o. 39 .

E have noticed, more than once, that when we have 
announced our intention of cutting our prefatory 
remarks short, we have been led on to inilict more 
than an ordinary dose of them upon our readers. 
But this month we really must smother our own in
spirations, and let our contributors have fair play. 
Even as it is, press of matter compels us to hold over 

the second instalment of the notes on the stamps of Japan. In 
reply to several correspondents, we beg to explain that the un
usually late appearance of our last number was duo to the fact Lliat 
it was temporarily lost by the carriers in course of conveyance from 
the printers to our publishers. The Easter holidays have some
what interfered with our editorial duties this month, and we shall 
scarcely do more than appear within its limits, which, after all, is all 
that we profess to do.

Tfoqiiiqs, JDistjmqrifjs, anh

Antioquia.—The 20 centavos, brown, of which 
somewhat doubtfully in January last, and 
which we have been hooted for mentioning 
at all, turns out to be quite genuine. M.
Moons writes us that he has seen three types 
of it.

A rg e n tin e  Republic.—Our illustration 
represents the provisional \  centavos described 
last month.

we spoki

A zores.—The new 25 reis, which we chronicled in February, 
and illustrate this month under the heading of Portugal, is already 
in circulation, with the usual surcharge.

Adhesive, '25 rcis, brown-lilac ; black surcharge.
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E have noticed, more than once, that when we have 
announced our intention of cutting our prefatory 
remarks short, we have been led on to inflict more 
than an ordinary dose of them upon our readers. 
But this month we really must smother our own in
spirations, and let our contributors have fair play. 
Even as it is, press of matter compels us to hold over 

the second instalment of the notes on the stamps of Japan. In 
reply to several correspondents, we beg to explain that the un
usually late appearance of our last number was due to the fact that 
it was temporarily lost by the carriers in course of conveyance from 
the printers to our publishers. The Easter holidays have some
what interfered with our editorial duties this month, and we shall 
scarcely do more than appear within its limits, which, after all, is all 
that we profess to do.

— *—

Antioquia.—The 20 centavos, brown, of which we spoke 
somewhat doubtfully in January last, and 
which we have been hooted for mentioning 
at all, turns out to be quite genuine. M.
Moens writes us that he has seen three types 
of it.

Argentine Republic.—Our illustration 
represents the provisional J  centavos described 
last month.

Azores.'—The new 25 reis, which we chronicled in February, 
and illustrate this month under the heading of Portugal, is already 
in circulation, with the usual surcharge.

Adhesive. 25 reis, brown-lilac ; black surcharge.
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Bahamas.—The watermark of the current One Shilling is now 
changed from C.C. to C.A. and crown. This new watermark is to 
be found on several of the new values of the West Indian stamps, 
and will no doubt in time be extended to all of them.

Bhopal.—Of the same type as the current stamps described by 
us in January last we find that we have omitted to mention— 

Adhesive. I  anna, black.

British Guiana.—M. Moens, who has recently had an oppor
tunity of inspecting it, confirms our statement as to the existence of 
a One Cent stamp, magenta, of the 1856 type, in the collection of 
M. de Ferrari.

Since we last wrote we have had opportunities of examining 
sheets of the recently issued One and Two Cents typographed 
provisionals. They appear, as a rule, to be in sheets of twelve, 
the stamps being printed in six pairs, one above the other, thus— 

Our correspondents aver that they were all printed in 
this way, and yet we have part of a sheet of the One 
Cent stamps which consists of six stamps printed in two 
vertical rows of three ! As we have only seen complete 
sheets of the stamps printed after the fashion of our 
diagram, we will confine ourselves to describing these.

The pattern of the border is as nearly as possible the 
same in both values. The disposition of the ships is 
the same in both values, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 10 
being three-masted, and Nos. 3, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 12, 

two-masted. The numerals forming the date 1882 are tolerably 
uniform throughout, all the Ts having bottom strokes, and all 
the 2’s curly tails. The legend, in block type, is much the 
same on each stamp of each value, and the single lines forming 
the inner border are irregular in every instance. In the One 
Cent stamps the numeral of value is a 1, without a bottom- 
stroke, except in No. 7, where the reverse is the case. There 
are slight irregularities in the side-borders of most of the stamps 
of this value, and in No. 6 the third ornament in the right 
border is missing. In the Two Cents stamps the ornamental 
border is rather more regular, and the numeral of value on the 
last four stamps on the sheet is smaller than in the others. In 
reply to several correspondents, we have to say that all these type- 
printed stamps have the word specimen  perforated on them. Some
times only a letter or two of the word is to be found, and here and 
there we have found a single stamp with no trace of i t ; but this 
is, we feel convinced, merely the result of accident.

Amongst the surcharged stamps, in addition to the variety of 
numeral on the 96 cents, to which we called attention in February, 
we find the same difference on the 12 and 24 cents. The numerals 
on the 96 cents stamps are 7 mm., and those on the 12 and 24 
cents are 4 mm. high, but the type of figure is the same. On the 
96 cents the great majority of the 2 ’s have curly tails, very few

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10

11 12



being printed thus—2 —-with straight tails. On the 12 and 24 
cents the reverse obtains, and scarcely any curly-tailed 2’s are to he 
met with. We have also seen the 12 cents with the numeral 2 
repeated.

A correspondent in British Guiana informs us that some of the 
24 cents stamps, type 1863, were converted into 2 cents. In  the 
absence of any official notification of their conversion and employ
ment we are inclined to regard them with suspicion.

Cabul.—The latest arrivals of stamps of the types illustrated 
by us in January are printed in a rosier shade than those which we 
saw first. Captain Evans writes us concerning them : “ I  think 
they are dated 1298, but the characters denoting the date are 
scattered about among the others. I  found a nine and an eight, 
and there are several that might be ones and twos. The two lower 
values are, I  am sure, 1 and 2 abasi. I  think that there are 20 
shahi to the rupee, and that an abasi equals 5 shahi or 4 annas. 
These stamps were probably sent to your publishers as of 5 and 10 
shahi, which they have translated into 5 and 10 annas, instead of 
4 and 8 annas. The two new values are thus, in my opinion, 
equivalent to £ and £ rupee.” I t seems that these stamps are most 
difficult to obtain; their sale is forbidden, 
and they are only allowed to be affixed in a 
mutilated state to letters by the post officers.
Unused copies are only to be obtained by 
means of the fearfullest bribery and corruption, 
and this accounts for their costliness to the 
collector.

Cape Of Good Hope.—The annexed cut 
represents the stamp on the Newsband which 
we chronicled in January.

Copenhagen.—We have omitted to chronicle the 3 ore Telegram 
card which was issued last January. I t has the following inscrip
tion, in four lines: 1st, “ k j o b e n h a v n s 2nd, “ uy-og hustele- 
oraf ; ” 3rd, “ brevkort ; ” 4th, “ ikke expres.” Below are three 
dotted lines for the address, the first preceded by “ adresse.” A 
stamp of the type of the telegraph adhesive is in the right upper 
angle. At the bottom of the stamp is “ ikke expres,” and to left 
the same words reading upwards. The whole is enclosed within a 
plain double-lined frame, rounded at the comers, inscribed below, 
“ Expres Brevkort, 10 ore.” Outside the frame at top is, “ Tver- 
gade 11 (Hj. af St. Kongensgade). Stationer: Vesterbrogade 64. 
Gl. Kongevei 103 j ” at bottom, “ Frederiksberggade 40. Ved 
Stranden 18 (Hotel Royal, Hovedstation), St. Helliggeiststraade 
3 to right, “ Triangelen (Osterbro), Norrebrogade 26,” reading 
downwards, and to left, “ Frederiksborggade ved Notre Boulevard, 
Dronningens,” reading upwards. Lithographed in colour on thin 
white card.

Post Card, 3 ore, yellow-brown ; size, 132 x 79 mm.
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We have also received from M. Moens two other cards, of the 
values of 3 and 10 ore, one of which supersedes the one just de
scribed. At the top, in large ornamental letters, is the word 
“  brevkort,” crossed by a scroll, having in the centre a hand 
holding forked lightning (similar to that which we find on the 
telegraph stamps), to left of which is “ kiobenhavns by,” and to
right, “ OG HUSTELEGRAF below, “ PAA DENNE SIDE 8KRIVES RUN 
adressen.” Lower down are two dotted lines for address, the first 

headed by “ til.” In  the right lower corner 
is “ expres-brevkort 10 ore.” The stamp, 
as in illustration, is in the right upper angle. 
The 10 ore value has the word “ expres- 
kort ” replacing “ brevkort,” the words in 
the right lower comer being omitted, whilst 
in the left lower one “ c. ferslew  and co.” 
is added. The stamp also is different, the 
arms being in a double-lined circle enclosing 
a band, inscribed with the words “ kioben- 
havns by-og hustelegraf,” and broken at 
the bottom by a label bearing the figure “ 10,” 

this numeral being also in ovals at each side. Outside the circle, at 
the top, on a label, is “ telegram kem," above which is an ornament 
like the end of a scroll; at the bottom, on labels, is “ t i,” in the 
loft corner, and “ ore,” in the right. The groundwork is composed 
of vertical and horizontal lines, and the outer frame is very irregu
lar. Above the stamp is the word “ expres.” Both cards are 
lithographed in colour on thin white card.

Post Cards. 3 ore, dark blue ; size 133 x 76 mm.
10 ,, vermilion „ ,, „

Cuba.—We have two more post cards to add to the list of those 
already catalogued. In  design they are similar to the 4 c. de peso 
carmine card, described by us in February last.

Post Cards. 2 c. de peso, dark green on buff.
10 „  dark blue on buff.

Drontheim.—We have seen what purports to be a local card 
peculiar to this city. I t has four lines of inscription : 1st, “ brev
k o r t ; ” 2nd, “ t il ; ” 3rd, “ throndhjems b y po st ; ” 4th, “ faa 
denne bide 8KR1VES kun ADREB8EN." Lower down are three ruled 
lines for address. The stamp is in the right upper angle, and is 
enclosed within a double-lined frame, inscribed “ throndhjem s ” at 
top, “ by-post ” below, and “ tre ore ” on either side, whilst in 
each angle is the numeral of value. In the centre are the arms 
of the city. The frame of the card is composed of two plain 
lines, with ornaments worked into the comers. Lithographed in 
colour on white laid paper.

Post Card, 3 ore, blue ; size, 133 x 76 mm.
France.—A new telegraph card has been issued for use in Paris. 

The stamp is of the same design as the last, but is printed in black 
instead of in carmine. The inscriptions are as follows: 1st, “ (Ce
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cote est exclusivement reserve 4 l’adresse) 2nd, “ SERVICE  
T E L E G R A P U IQ U E 3rd, “  C A RTE TELEGRAMME." There are 
three ruled lines for address, the first headed by “ M,” in script 
type. In the left bottom corner, in two lines, is “ le port est 
oratuit—Le nombre des mots n’est pas limits.” In the right 
bottom comer is “ Paris.” On the left-hand side, in four lines, is 
“ tubes pneumatiques—La partie teivi.ee en rouge fonce est ouverte 
/in service— des Cartes Telegrammes depuis le ler Fevrier, 1882— 
les parties omlrrees le seront u/tericurenient.” This last inscription 
refers to the map of Paris which is drawn on the face of the card. 
No border; reverse side plain.

Telegraph Card. 
size, 130 x 76 mm.

30 centimes, carmine, rose, blue, and black, on buff card;

I n d ia .— The new three 
annas postage stamp, which 
we described in February, is 
not unlike the accompanying 
illustration.

Italy. —Our illustration re
presents the new 5 centesimi 
Estero. I t differs from the

ordinary postage stamp of the same value in the omission of the 
very small strokes which finish off the ornaments in the angles of 
the latter.

i/u iru“U'w'W"u*i/vv'ia

Nevis.—We regret to say that another of the old Nevis stamps 
has been superseded by one of the De La Rue West Indian type.

Adhesive. 4d., blue ; wrak. CA and crown; per/. 14.
Paraguay.—We have to thank Mr. Castle for the reply-paid 

cards, surcharged 2 centavos and 3 centavos, in black (above the 
first line for the address), on each half of the 4 + 4  and 6 + 6 cards 
respectively. The reason for this surcharge is that the lithographer 
printed stamps of 4 and 6 in mistake for 2 and 3 centavos, which are 
the proper values of the single cards, a mistake which the Post
office authorities have endeavoured to rectify, instead of throwing 
the cards on his hands, as they should have done. The surcharge 
on the 4 + 4 centavos card measures 33 mm. in length, and is 
4 mm. high. That on the 6 + 6  card is of 
the same height, but 37 mm. long.

Po3t Cards.
2 centavos, surcharged in black, on each half of the 

4+4 centavos, brown
3 centavos, surcharged in black, on each half of the 

6 + 6 centavos, dark green.
Persia.— Our engraving represents the 

50 centimes stamp, which we described in 
February.

Peru.—On another page we print a letter from Messrs. Stafford 
Smith and Co., referring to the surcharged One Peseta, red, issue 
of December, 1858, which we described last month.
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The accompanying cuts illustrate the stamps which we chronicled 
in March. In addition to these we have seen the

2 centavos, deep purple (1874), surcharged with Chilian arms in black 
1 ,, bistre {Deficit) ,, Union Postal, &c., Lima, blue.

Der Philatelist announces that all the unpaid letter stamps exist 
with the surcharges of Lima Correos and Union Postal Universal, 
Plata, Lima. With those which we have already described there 
would thus appear to be—

1 cent., bistre
5 yy vermilion

10 yy orange
20 it blue
50 yy brown

surcharged lima correos in red.

1 cent., bistre ' 
5 ,, vermilion 

10 ,, orange ■ 
20 ,, blue 
50 ,, brown

surcharged union postal universal, Plata lima, in blue. 
,, ,, ,, ,, ,, black.
yy t j ) >
** m y >
y y  yy  yy

) ) 
>1

) t ft
„ red.

ft ,, blue.
M. Moens describes a stamp of which we are promised an illus

tration for next month. It is a 10 centavos, with arms of Peru, 
lithographed, and inscribed, Arequipa—Departatos de Correas— 
Timl/res, 1881-1882, I t  is printed in blue and red on white paper.

Philippines.—The 50 mils do peso, lilac, head of Alfonso, with 
towers and lions in the four comers, which has been known since 
1878 as a proof or essay, is now in use as a postage stamp. It is 
somewhat different in colour from the perforate and imperforate
proofs. Adhesive. 50 mils de peso, brownish-violet; perf. 14 .

Porto Rico.—We are indebted to Messrs. Whitfield, King and 
Co. for the 80 cent do peso of the current type.

Adhesive. 80 c. de peso, stone ; per/. 14.

P ortugal—The current 20 re is post card 
is now printed in dark, instead of in light 
blue as. formerly. Our illustration represents 
the 25 reis postage and telegraph stamp de
scribed in February last.

Queensland.—Besides the One Penny, cur
rent type, on paper with blue burele band, a 
correspondent sends us a similar Twopence.
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Russia.—We are indebted to Messrs. Breitfuss and Moens for 
the following information respecting the stamps to be issued by the 
Russian Government on the 1st January, 1883.

Adhesives of the type of the current 1, 2, 3, and 5 kopecks.
1 kopeck, orange on yellow
2 ,, dark green ,, pale green
3 ,, carmine ,, rose
5 ,, mauve „  lilac t
7 ,, dark blue ,, pale blue '

14 ,, Inown, centre orange.
Of the type of the current 7 kopecks, but rather larger.

35 kopecks, deep blue, centre rose 
70 ,, violet ,, green.

Post Cards, Without border. Eagle and inscriptions printed in carmine. 
Without stamp, carmine on white card 
3 kopecks ,, ,, straw „

Newsbands.
1 kopeck, orange | 2 kopecks, green.

Envelopes.
7 kopecks, blue, in the four current sizes 

14 „ orange, in two sizes, the ordinary and laige.

Such information as we are able to 
give respecting the following stamps of 
the Russian Rural Posts we borrow 
from the Timbre-Pode :

Kiriloff (Province of Novgorod).—
The stamp hitherto in use has been 
superseded by the one which we illus
trate. I t is printed in black on bright 
rose paper.

Adhesive. 2 kopecks, bright rose.

Bougoulma (Province of Samara).—To Mr. 
Breitfuss is due the honour of having discovered 
this stamp. Many of our readers are no doubt 
ignorant of the fact that Bougoulma is a town 
of 5,400 inhabitants, and has two largo cloth 
factories in its midst.

Adhesive.
2 kopecks, blue, lithographed on white paper.

Biejetzk (Province of Tver).—A stamp of this 
type supersedes that which has done service since 
1878. I t differs from its predecessor in the arrange
ment of the inscriptions, in the addition of the 
numerals of value in the angles, and in being 
somewhat larger. I t is typographed in black on 
coloured paper.

Adhesive. 3 kopecks, green.
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Ananieff (Province of Chereon).—This circular stamp, without 
expressed value, is official, which, we presume, is its excuse 

for sporting the Imperial 
Arms.

Service Adhesive.
Without expressed value, 

rose, on white paper.

Pereiaslaw (Province 
of Poltava).—This stamp 
supersedes th squasi error,
5 kopecks, buff, for some 

time current, which had the numeral 3 in the four angles. It 
is lithographed in black on coloured paper.

Adhesive, it kopecks, reddiah-buff.

South Australia has issued a newsband which we imagine is 
of native manufacture. The stamp is of the type of that on the 
penny post card, with the value changed to a halfpenny. The band 
is inscribed in two lines—1st, “ south Australia," with the royal 
arms dividing the two words; and 2nd, “ new spaper only," with 
a line above and below. The stamp and inscriptions are printed in 
colour on white paper.

Newsband. id ., dark violet.

Our illustration represents the Halfpenny adhesive mentioned by 
us in February.

Straits Settlem ents.—Here are the two new values which we 
described last month.

Switzerland.—The new postage stamps are creeping into 
circulation. According to M. Moens, they will be of two types. 
All below and including the 15 centimes, will be like the 2, and 
all above that value will be like the 50 centimes, which we illus
trated in April, 1881. They bear the same watermark as the 
stamps which they are to supersede. We have seen specimens of 
the 5, 25, and 40 centimes which have done duty. I t  is strange that 
the Swiss, in issuing these new stamps, should not have conformed 
to the recommendations of the Postal Union, convened in their 
midst, as to the colours of the stamps. The new 5 centimes is 
claret, instead of green, and the 25 centimes is green, instead of 
blue. Since writing the above we have received the entire se t; viz.,



Adhesives. 2 centimes, yellowish grey; wink, cross in oval; per/. IS.
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3 » pearl grey tf a *>
5 » claret | it ) 9

10 „ bright rose | i ft
15 „ yellow f J i f >
20 „ dull orange >t 9) 11
•25 „ dull green it 93 >>
40 „ grey it 99 i t

50 „ blue j j 1 f 11
1 franc brownish violet »» M 91

Turk’s TslanHa.—The £d. and 2£d stamps which we described 
in our last number are watermarked CA and crown, and not CC 
and crown.

United St&tes.—This is the new five cents postage stamp,

B i
with the effigy of General 
Garfield, to which we re
ferred last month. I t was 
to have come into circula
tion on the 10th instant.

U nited States of Co
lom bia.—Annexed is an 
illustration of the stamp on 
the new 2 centavos post card 
described last month

Victoria.—The retouch of the die of the One Penny envelope, 
of which we wrote in January last, has been laid aside in favour 
of a new one, which differs in many respects from its predecessor. 
Now we have the profile of Her Majesty in a solid oval of colour 
with pearled border, enframed by a double-lined reticulated band, 
lettered in extended block capitals— “ one penny ’’ above, and 
“ victoria ” below—the two inscriptions being divided on either 
side by a quadrilobal ornament; plain rounded flap. The new die 
differs from the old one in the reticulation not being confined to 
the lower curve of the outer oval, and in the upper inscription being 
in colour. The head of the Queen is also quite new. The Twopenny 
envelope is now to be found in a larger size, 146 x 89 mm.
Envelope. Id., green, on stout, white surfaced, laid paper. Size, 137 x 79 mm.

W urtemberg.—Mr. Campbell has shown us the 5 pfennig, 
mauve on azure, post card (issue of July, 1875), with the usual 
arms between the words, “ Konigreich ” and “ Wurttemberg,” 
omitted. The Timbre Paste announces the addition of another 
value to the series of Service stamps; viz.,

Official Stamp. 1 mark, pale yellow.
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'T H E  P O S T A G E  S T A M P S  O F S P A IN ,
By Senor Antonio F ernandez Duro.

A  R E V IE W  B T  C A P T A IN  E . B . E V A N S ,  R . A .

P art V.
T he issue of 1870 calls for no very special remark ; it should perhaps, how
ever be noted that the stamps were then, for the first time, lettered Comuni- 
cacioiies, instead of Correos, denoting their employment for telegraphic as 
well as postal communications. The Catalogue of the London Society gives 
all except the 1 and 2 mils, as issued on January 1st, 1870; Senor Duro 
tells us that the 4 mils., as well as the two lower values, was not issued till 
June 1st in that year, and this agrees with what was stated in the philatelieal 
magazines a t the time. According to these latter it would also appear that 
the 10 mils, was not issued till August, 1870.

This series contained stamps of lower values than any yet issued in any 
other country, 1 mil. being equivalent to the fortieth part of a penny. I  
cannot find any tariff showing for what purpose this very low value was em
ployed, but in The Stamp Collectors Magazine for August, 1870, it is stated 
that it would frank printed matter, not exceeding 5 grammes in weight, from 
one end of Spain to the o ther; and yet, even under a Liberal Government, 
the British Postmaster cannot be allowed to sign his name to a receipt for a 
letter for less than a halfpenny-2 0  m ils.!

In December, 1870, August, 1871, and April, 1872, forgeries were found 
to be in circulation. On the first occasion various values were stated to have 
been discovered, but no description of them is given ; on the other two the 
50 mils, only was detected, the imitations of which are said to have been 
more roughly printed than the originals, and the perforation also was not of 
the same gauge.

Another fraud that was practised was, as Senor Duro justly observes, 
facilitated by the authorities allowing various values to be printed in almost 
exactly the same colour. I t  consisted in placing two or more stamps over
lapping slightly, in such a manner that the value label of all except the 
lowest was concealed, the upper stamps being of lower value, but the same 
colour, as the lower. For instance, if the letter required three 12 cuartos 
stamps, two of 10 mils, would first be put on overlapping, and then the 
lower one would be partly covered by a 12 cuartos. This system was carried 
out to such an extent that it was found necessary to remove all stamps 
placed in this manner, in order to see what their values were.

The authorities seem to have recognized about this time that the inferior 
execution of the Spanish stamps rendered them especially liable to be forged; 
for they obtained various essays in the course of 1870 and 1871, some of 
them of a very high degree of excellence; economy (or what was considered 
such) however continued to be the order of the day.

An ordinance dated May 10th, 1871, authorized the issue of post cards of 
the value of 6 centimos de peseta. This, however, was never carried out, 
and cards were not issued till December, 1873. Cards printed by private 
individuals circulated a t an earlier date, but these do not come within the 
scope of Senor Duro’s book.

The issues of October 1st, 1872, and January 1st, 1873, came out as stated 
in the Catalogue of the London Society. Senor Duro, however, calls atten
tion in a note to the fact that all the values with full-face portrait of Xing 
Amadeo are given as cuartos, instead of centimos, which must have been a 
slipof the pen on the part of the compiler.

The change which took place on January 1st, 1873, was.made in conse
quence of an alteration in the tariff. The 6 and 12 centimos stamps became 
no longer necessary; the single rate for letters was reduced to 6 centimos, 
and for that reason a stamp of that value was issued, of the type lettered
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comunicaciones, while the colour of the 10 c. appears to have been changed 
for no particular reason.

In March and April, 1873, a hand-stamp lettered For Vapor was employed 
at Bilboa, under circumstances which are fully described in the Catalogue I 
have alluded to.

I find nothing to extract about the issue of the stamps of July 1st, 1873. 
The 10 c. of this series was found to have been forged before December 1st 
of the same year; and Senor Duro states that during that year great num
bers of forged stamps were in circulation throughout the Peninsula, including 
the 5, 10, 25, 40, and 50 centimes.

On January 1st, 1874, a tax commenced to be levied on letters by means 
of the stamps lettered Impuesto de Guerra. This tax was apparently fixed 
a t 5 centimos on each letter or packet originally, and Senor Duro only men
tions that value of the issues of January, 1874, January, 1875, and June, 
1876. The 10 c., however, of each of those issues appears to have done duty 
of some kind upon letters, and in a circular dated August 28th, 1877 (an
nouncing the issue, on the following September 1st, of new Impuesto de 
Guerra stamps of 15 and 50 centimos), allusion is made to stamps of 5,10, 
and 25 centimos as being in use for postal purposes, and permission is given 
for the employment of those stamps to be continued until the new ones can 
be supplied to the provincial post-offices.

An ordinance of April 30tn, 1874, refused circulation under any pretext 
whatever to correspondence bearing Carlist stamps. This was rather rough 
upon the unfortunate inhabitants of the provinces occupied by the Carlists 
who might want to correspond with their friends in other parts of the 
country; for I believe the Carlists destroyed all letters that aid not bear 
their stamps.

The new issue, bearing the figure of Justice, appeared on July 1st, 1874. 
The type is stated to have been engTaved for judicial stamps for Porto Rico, 
for which purpose it would appear more appropriate, Forgeries of the 10 
centimos were discovered in September, and for that reason a new type of 
that value was issued on October 1st, 1874.

Forgeries of the 5 c, Impuesto de Guerra of 1874 were discovered in 
July of the same year, but a new type was not issued till January 1st, 1875.

The first issue bearing the profile of King Alfonso X II. appeared on 
August 1st, 1875. As a preventive of forgery these stamps bear a numeral 
in a fancy frame, printed in blue on their backs. These numerals run from
1 to 100, that being the number of stamps on the sheet. Senor Duro states 
that this issue was prepared hurriedly; on the restoration of the monarchy, 
and that it was the worst of the Spanish issues in point of design, printing, 
colours, and perforation.

He also tells us that reports were spread to the effect that the ink of the 
impression on the back of the stamps, in combination with the gum, formed 
a deleterious compound capable of producing most dire effects upon the 
tongues of those who lickea them. It is stated that this was not the case, 
but a note reminds us that such things have happened in other countries 
(Great Britain is not mentioned by name, but we have had experience of 
extremely nasty mixtures on the backs of British adhesives), and some 
excellent advice is given as to the propriety of moistening the mucilage with 
a sponge, or, if you must use your tongue, of applying it to the letter, and 
not to the label.

The 1 and 4 pesetas of this issue are stated to have been forged.
On June 1st, 1876 (not January 1st, as stated in the London Society's 

Catalogtie), the stamps bearing a full-face portrait of King Alfonso were 
issued. The lowest value of this series is the 5 c. de peseta ;  the J c. and
2 c. of the former issue continued in use.

I t should have been noted above that a change in the unit of currency 
took place when the issue of 1872 appeared, the escudo being replaced by 
the peseta. The former was equivalent to 2s. Id., the latter to 10a., so that 
i c . d e  peseta equalled 1 mil. de escudo. The i  c., as we all know, was a 
small square stamp, bearing a crown only, and no effigy to denote the reigning 
monarch or the form of government; it was therefore not changed so fre
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quently as the other values. The type issued in 1872 bore a royal crown ; 
when the first issue under the Republic took place, in July, 1873, a mural 
crown was substituted for the royal one, and the colour was changed from 
blue to green. This second type, however, continued in use long after the 
accession of the present sovereign (perhaps he was not very particular about 
the pattern of his crown), and even when a return to the royal type was 
decided upon, the stock with the mural crown was ordered to be exhausted 
before the new issue took place, which was not till the commencement of 
1878.

The issue of 1876 was engraved (and printed, I  believe) in London, being 
produced by Messrs. De la Rue and Co. Senor Duro acknowledges them to 
be the handsomest stamps ever yet issued in Spain, and points out that not 
a single forgery of them was ever found in circulation, showing the safety 
afforded by good engraving, and the use of watermarked paper (which last 
point he does not mention). The only fraud practised with these stamps 
was cleaning off the obliterations, which is stated to have been carried out 
on a large scale.

The London printed stamps, however, were too expensive, the difference 
in the cost between them and the productions of the Fabrica National being 
160,000pesetas (.£6,400), during the two years they were in circulation; ana 
for this reason, we are told—not from a laudable desire to encourage home 
manufacture—the next series was produced by Spanish artists.

On June 1st, 1876, a new type of the war tax stamps was issued, bearing 
the profile of King Alfonso. As 1 stated before, Senor Duro only mentions 
the 5 a ,  but the 10 c. and 25 c. of this type appear to have been used by the 
Post-office department also. On September 1st, 1877, the 15 c. and 50 c. of 
a new type were issued for the same purpose. Forgeries of the above- 
mentioned 5 c. were discovered as early as July, 1876. They are stated to 
have been made by means of a lithographic transfer. Forgeries of the 15 c. 
were also discovered in February or March, 1878.

On July  1st, 1878, the new issue appeared. I t  contained a stamp of the 
value of 2 c., but the £ c. of the former issue remained in use. Forgeries of 
the 1 and 4 pesetas were circulated, as usual, a month or two later, being 
discovered in the following September.

On May 1st, 1879, the stamps lettered oobreos t telegs. were issued. 
The inscription showed that they were intended both for postal and tele
graphic use. At the same time the war tax stamps were abolished ; the tax 
itself was not done away with, the general tariff being revised, and the 
postage and the tax included in one. The 1 c. remained unaltered. The 
colours of the 5 c., 10 c., and 25 c. are intended to represent those adopted 
by the Postal Union for the corresponding values.

Forgeries of the 25 c. were discovered in November, 1879, and that seems 
to have been the last fraud detected at the date of publication of the work.

This concludes the first section of Part I. The second section treats of 
the Spanish post cards, and, as it is only a short one, I can deal with it in 
thepresent paper.

We have seen before that the issue of post cards was authorized in 1871, 
but they did not make their appearance till December 1st, 1873.

Senor Duro states that the cards showing the word targeta erroneously 
spelt with a a, and with no stop after espanola, were proofs or essays ; he 
acknowledges, however, that these “ circulated in profusion among phila
telists ” from September, 1873; and he further tells us that when the stock 
correctly lettered (tarjeta) was exhausted the errors were taken into use, 
so there must have been a large supply of them printed. He says nothing 
about the variety of the single card with no stop after espanola, and three 
lines for the address. Again he states that the double cards, with the word tarjeta correctly spelt, differ from those with the error, in having a line 
ruled in green, showing where the cards are to be separated. But this line 
does exist also on the cards showing the error; and according to the London 
Society’s Catalogue, the cards without the line are a variety of those with 
the correct spelling.

Senor Duro mentions also that he possesses a specimen (probably a proof)
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of the single card, printed in sepia instead of blue, and of the double card 
with the inscriptions targets de vuelta and takoeta de ida on the wrong
halves.

The card, with a stamp bearing the coat of arms, was issued in Madrid on 
April 3rd, 1876, and in the provinces on the following August 1st.

On October 16th, 1875, the type with profile of King Alfonso came into 
use. In 1877 the war tax was levied on post cards, and in consequence 
an Impuesto de Guerra stamp had to be affixed by the sender, 6 c. or 15 c. 
according to the destination. In  1879 the use of these special stamps was 
abolished, but the rate continued the same, and the cards still required the 
addition of an adhesive stamp, pending the issue of cards of higher value, 
which has only quite recently taken place.

(7b be continued.)

ON T H E  KATCHAK STAM PS OF TURKEY,
BY MISS PA BINS.

As very little is yet known about “ Katchak ” (Contraband) stamps the 
following notes may perhaps prove useful and interesting to the readers of 
the Phuatelic Record.

Male and female servants a t Constantinople generally come from the 
provinces of the empire or from the Greek islands of the Archipelago. Many 
arrive carrying letters for their friends and countrymen. If discovered at 
the Custom House they are taken to the Post-office, where double postage 
is exacted on each letter, one half being for the person who detects the 
fraud, and the other for the Post-office. One or more ordinary stamps, 
surcharged “ Katchak P o s t a are then put on each letter, in proportion to 
weight.

I t  is not exactly known when this surcharge first came into operation, but 
as it has not been found on any issue prior to 1869, its origin may be safely 
fixed at this date.

Four distinct surcharges of this kind exist, each bearing its respective 
number, and the inscription in Turkish letters “ Katchak Posta” as may be 
seen by the following illustrations, kindly supplied by the authorities of the 
Ottoman Post-office.

Katchak No. 1 (circular), belongs to the Stamboul Post-office, and serves 
for smuggled letters coming from the interior only. For some reason or 
other it  was withdrawn in 1877, and replaced by Katchak No. 2, but it 
reappeared in 1880, and is still now employed.

Katchak No. 2 (square). This surcharge did service a t the Stamboul 
Post-office from 1877 to 1880, when it was withdrawn. I t  has not reappeared 
since.

Katchak No. 3 (oblong) and Katchak No. 4 (triangular) made their first 
appearance in 1876, when the Ottoman Post-office began doing international 
service, and established the Galata office. No. 3 was intended for smuggled 
letters coming from the interior, and No. 4 for international letters; but this 
distinction has not been kept, and the two surcharges have been and are 
employed promiscuously.
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Katchak No. 1 is found on the following stamps in black only :
10 paras, violet. Issue of 1869
10 „ „ 1876
20 „ green i t

1 piastre, yellow 1871
1 )1 M i t 1876
2 piastres, vermilion i t 1871
2 „ flesh 1881
5 „ blue » 1869
5 „ „ i t 1871

The stamps bearing Katchak No 2 a r e -  
10 paras, violet. Issue of 1S74. 
10 „ „ „ 187<>.
20 „ green „ „

1 piastre, yellow „ „
2 piastres, vermilion „ 1871.
5 „ blue „ ISOS.
5 „ „ „ 1871.

In black oul; 
In black am

iy- 
d 1blue.

In black only.
In black and blue. 
In black only.

Surcharges No. 3 and No. 4 are either blue or black. They are used on the 
10 paras, violet. Issue of 1876.
20 „ green a t i

1 piastre, yellow ?> i t
2 „ vermilion i t 1871
2 „ flesh i t 1881
5 „ blue a 1869
5 „ „ a 1871
1 piastres, blue. International series issue of 1880
1 piastre „ »1 „ 1881
2 piastres, black and orange' tl i t „ 1876
5 „ red and blue >i it a  a

No other official Katchak surcharge has ever existed, nor has any of the 
above four ever appeared in red or violet. Obliterated Katchak stamps are 
not genuine; for the surcharge itself acts as an obliteration of the stamp, 
and there is no difference between used and unused stamps of this description.

The above statement, based both on official information and private 
scrupulous enquiries, fully substantiates the genuineness of Katchak stamps, 
as well as their collectionable value. I t  would indeed be a great mistake to 
think tha t they have been invented for the purpose of speculation. They 
are not sold at the Post-office, and if a few unused are occasionally obtained 
therefrom by stamp collectors, it is only as a matter of favour, and with no 
other charge but the face value of the stamps.

<£orv£sponBcncc.
A BASE CALUMNY.

To the Editor o f  “ The Philatelic Record.”
D ear Sir ,—One of those good-natured friends whose mission in life it is to 
call our attention to anything disagreeable which may be said of us, has 
kindly sent me the last December number of an American stamp journal 
entitled the Stam p News, published by a Mr. Rasmussen, in which that 
gentleman is a t the pains to say certain silly things concerning the sur
charged Russian envelopes. Judging of this journal by the only copy I 
have ever seen, I  can hardly believe that its influence is great, even in the 
district in which i t  is published; but as I happen to know that the Philatelic 
Record is largely read and appreciated hi the United States, I ask you to 
allow me to say a  few words in its pages to those American philatelists whose 
opinion I value as highly as that of Mr. Rasmussen is indifferent to me.

As regards th e  20 kopeck envelopes, which are now well known to have 
been surcharged in error, and never to have been put in circulation, I would
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call attention to the utter absence of good faith which characterizes the way 
in which Mr. Rasmussen quotes the Timbre Poste of July, 1881, to support 
his theory of fraud, but most carefully refrains from quoting that of the 
following October, in which their existence is satisfactorily explained. Then 
Mr. Rasmussen accuses some “ enterprising philatelists” and M. Moens, 
“ father of the Moresnet swindle,” of conspiring to foist upon collectors 
certain apocryphal envelopes of 8 and 10 kopecks, altered to 7 kopecks by 
means of a surcharge. No. 226 of the Timbre Poste, which contains my 
article on the surcharged envelopes in question, also contains copies in  
extenso of the official documents authorizing and explaining their conversion 
and use. Does Mr. Rasmussen accuse me of forging these documents as 
well as of inventing the envelopes 1 That I could scarcely do this with im
punity is proved by the fact that in the same number of the Timbre Poste 
is published a letter from Mr. Tchirikoff, one of the chiefs of the Post-office 
department, in reply to certain observations made by M. Moens in a previous 
number, which shows that the Russian post officers read the Timbre Poste, 
and would undoubtedly correct any misstatement which I might make con
cerning matters connected with their department. Mr. Rasmussen asserts 
that he made enquiries respecting these envelopes of the Hon. Edgar 
Stanton, United States Consul at St. Petersburg, who informed him, under 
date of September 2nd, 1881, that “ no 7 kopeck envelopes" (query sur
charged) “ are in use, and they have consequently a fictitious value.” Had 
Mr. Stanton been asked for information connected with his office, his reply 
would doubtless have been entitled to all respect. As it  stands, it simply 
shows that he knows very little about the recent changes in Russian 
stamps, for which no one would blame him had he not made the assertion 
imputed to him by Mr. Rasmussen. Mr. Rasmussen says tha t he has also 
wntten to the Post-office department at St. Petersburg respecting these 
surcharged envelopes. I have shown the heads of the department his article 
in the Stamp News, and they tell me tha t they have as yet received no 
communication from him.

These provisional envelopes (7 kopecks surcharged on the 8 and 10 kopecks), 
of the ordinary large size, are still on sale a t the General Post Office here. 
Unless they are specially asked for, however, the unsurcharged 7 kopeck 
envelopes, now in use, would probably be tendered.

I should not have troubled you with these remarks upon the ignorance and 
malevolence of Mr. Rasmussen, but that I hope they may induce some of 
the younger collectors hi the States to study wholesome philatelic literature, 
and not waste their time on that which appeals by its exaggerated venom 
solely to their sense of the ludicrous. I need scarcely say that these lines 
are not addressed to those leading philatelists in America to whom my name 
is as familiar as theirs are to me ; and yet I should like to hear their voices 
raised to warn their younger and more inexperienced fellow-countrymen that 
a man who professes to know something of philately, since he undertakes to 
teach it, and who yet ascribes fraud to M. Moens in connection with the 
well-known Moresnet joke, is either disgracefully ignorant of philatelic 
history, or else is guilty of an infamous attempt to vilify a character to the 
stainlessness of which every true pliilatelist, whatever may be his nationality, 
is proud to bear testimony.

Yours faithfully, F. Breitfusb.
8t . P ktk&bbvbg , 8/20 March, 1882.

TH E 2 REALES BLUE, SPAIN, 1851.
Letter II.

Dear Sir ,—I now arrive a t the question of the status of the 2 rfeales blue, 
of 1S51, and will proceed to examine the arguments of Dr. Legrand, speak
ing on his own behalf and on that of the French society, as also those of M-. 
Moens, who, while he adopts the same view in deeming this stamp to fall 
within the category of “ essays,” yet does not agree with Dr. Legrand in its 
species. Under the generic term of “ essays,” both these authorities include 
proposals, trials, and proofs, whether taken from the die or from the
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plate. Dr. Legrand terms the stamp an “ essay of colour,” M. Moens a 
tirage de mise en train—the former is struck off to determine the colour, 
the latter is a trial which the printer pulls off from the plate before the 
printing actually commences. Divested of all technicalities, I conceive that 
the real difference between them and the London Society’s Catalogue is 
whether the stamp has been printed in blue intentionally or unintentionally, 
as in the former case it would be classed as an “ essay, in the latter as an 
“ error,”

If the letter of Dr. Legrand, as it  appeared in your number for November, 
is attentively read, it will be seen that, so far as it relates to the 2 reales 
blue, it consists of the reasons which induced the French Society to class the 
stamp as an “ essay,” and of some “ facts,” from which he draws the conclu
sion that the question of “ essay ” or “ error ” is not yet settled, and deserves 
further enquiry. He admits tliat the grounds on which the French Society 
relied in forming its judgment were simply those set forth in an article in 
the Timbre Poste for 1878, p. 93, and a statement of Senor Argilds, as to 
the effect of the postal treaty with Sardinia, which may be discarded, as M. 
Moens now admits tliat the theory put forward in the article, so far as it 
depended on the effect of the Sardinian Treaty, rested on a foundation which 
is not solid, though he still continues to adhere to the opinion he then ex
pressed—that the stamp was probably printed in blue as “ a trial that 
always precedes the final printing off,” and “ as a measure of prudence to 
render the use of them impossible these trial stamps were obliterated,” a 
statement to which I shall have to refer further on.

I have in a former letter set Dr. Legrand right as to one of his “ facts,” 
and before quitting this part of my subject will add a few words on another 
of them ; namely, the paper on which the stamp is printed, “ the quality of 
which,” he says, “ does not seem sufficient evidence as to its being a stamp, 
as this varies somewhat th r o u g h o u ta n d  he adds, that “ he has found 
essays of colour of the 1860 issue on the same paper as the issue,” of which 
he possesses a 2 cuartos in violet. I  perfectly agree with the doctor that the 
paper does not of itself present sufficient evidence of its being a stamp, 
though it rather militates against its being an essay of colour, but I differ 
from him as to the variation in the paper of the issue. About three years 
since, in connection with the wonderful forgeries of the 2 reales, red and 
blue, of 1851, and the red of 1852, I carefully examined every specimen of 
these stamps that I could lay my hand on, and I found the paper very 
uniform. I t  is true that some copies of the 6 cuartos, 1851, are found on 
thicker yellowish paper, but I look on these as proofs, though they may have 
been used as stamps, and obliterated in the post. I found several proofs of 
the early issues in various colours taken from the dies, but these were 
uniformly on soft yellowish paper, in no way resembling that of the issue. 
Dr. Legrand has clearly been equally unsuccessful, or he  would not have 
gone so far as the issue of 1860 for an example. We find proofs from all 
the plates of the then current issue taken off in black in 1859, including the 
12 cuartos, and also some trials, evidently preparatory to the 1860 issue, but 
I have failed to find any proofs from the plates of the early issues.

The theory put forward by M. Moens is of a somewhat different nature, 
lie  considers the 2 reales, blue, to be a trial proof from the plate or a tirage 
de mise en train ; because, he says, it could not be an error arising from tne 
accidental presence of a cast of the 2 reales in a plate of the 6 reales, for in 
such case “ there should be at least 108 of these errors to be met with,” as 
10,860 stamps of 6 reales were jjold. Now without stopping to enquire 
whether a tirage de mise en train, if not taken off in black, is or is not 
ordinarily taken off in the colour which the printer is about to employ for 
the impression, does it not follow that if it were a mise en train, or, as I 
should nave rather termed it, a proof in colour from the plate, a whole sheet 
of 170 copies must have been printed, which, if not destroyed, must have 
remained either a t the Fabrica del Sello, or have been handed over to the 
Post-office. Even if I  adopt M. Moens’ figures, and suppose that 108 copies 
were issued, but which I  do not admit need necessarily nave been used (for 
I  see in the account for 1851 an entry of 155 bajas justificados of the 6
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reales, in which some faulty stamps might be included), I ask the greatest 
stamp dealer in the world whether this fact alone would not have made this 
stamp a rarity, and whether it would not be far more likely to have made it 
a ranty than if 170 copies had existed in the manufactory or the Post-office. 
We know that 700 to 1,000 copies of the Post-office Mauritius stamps were 
printed and issued, and yet M. Moens will, I suppose, admit that these are 
rarities, for not more than 2 per cent, of them are known to exist.

M. Moens then endeavours to strengthen his theory by saying that the 
official statements of account point to the use of 1,432 stamps of 2 reales up 
to the 31st December, 1851, out of one impression of 13,600, which was in 
existence on the 31st December, 1850. The facts are scarcely stated cor
rectly. What the accounts show is, that 1,432 stamps of 2 reales were sold 
in 1851 out of 13,600 carried over from the 1850 account, and 31,280 received 
from the manufactory in 1851. M. Moens assumes that the whole of the 
impression of the various values for the year was delivered prior to the close 
of the previous year, which was certainly not the case if the accounts are 
worth anything; and who is to tell, out of the 345,650 stamps of 6 reales 
delivered in 1850, and the 133,110 delivered in 1851 (only 10,860 being sold 
in 1851), how many belonged to the 1851 type ? To assume that if it was 
an error arising from the insertion of a wrong cast in a plate of the 6 reales, 
it must necessarily have run through the whole impression, is what nothing 
appears to warrant, for the deliveries were more than ten times in excess of 
tne requirements.

The obliteration on the specimen in question is, M. Moens says, “ owing 
to the fact that in the years 1850-53 all the stamps which remained unsold 
on the 31st December of each of these years were defaced with the hand- 
stamp usually employed to obliterate stamps on the letters of the public,” 
an operation which by the way must have been done on the stamp in ques
tion very soon after tne 31st December, 1851, as the obliterating hand-stamp 
in use up to that time was superseded by a new one in January. M. Moens, 
in his letter, treats the mise en train as if it were a real stamp, and was 
obliterated as such at the close of the year, though in 1878 he writes that it 
was obliterated as a precaution against its being used as a stamp, a pre
caution somewhat unnecessary if it ever found its way to the Post-office, as 
the whole series became valueless a few days after the issue of the new one. To 
ask me to believe that the millions of remanats of the four first issues were 
treated as M. Moens suggests is too large a dose for me to swallow all a t 
once, and I think what is stated as a fact must be only due to tradition, or 
we certainly should have seen some sheets of these issues, which I believe 
never have been found. The obliteration however seems to me to have but 
little to do with the solution of the question of “ essay ” or “ error,” but as 
the editor of the Timbre Paste seems to attach importance to it, I have 
noticed it at length with the other points raised by h im ; for we all recog
nize his great ability, none more so than myself, who am principally in
debted to him for whatever I may know about stamps.

I will now lay before you a few facts to be gleaned by reference to Sefior 
Duros’ book, and which may be useful in forming an opinion on the issue 
between the two societies. (1) The early Spanish stamps were manufactured 
at the Fabric a del Sello, and were sent to the Post-offices on orders eman
ating from the Direccian da Contabilitad. I t  is scarcely probable, as it 
seems to me, that the Post-office would accept a sheet of mise en train  for 
one of stamps, as it  had to account for all that it could not show were bajas 
jitstificados. (2) I t  was not till the year 1855 that the tables of accounts 
included the stamps in the hands of the manufactory. Up to that period 
the accounts were only of those of the stamps delivered from the manu
factory to the Post-office, and to these is added the account of the cash 
received for their sale. (3) A careful investigation convinces me that the 
devudtos were stamps returned to the manufactory, and it is probable that 
we might know what became of those prior to 1854 if we had a copy of the 
decree of the 7th August, 1856, ordering the holocaust, and it is to be re
gretted tliat Sefior Duro has not given this. With regard to subsequent 
rtmanets, we know that they were obliterated by printing black lines across
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them, and were sold as waste paper. (4) The existence of many used 
stamps obliterated with a cross is due to sundry ministerial orders; unused 
ones are also found so obliterated, in compliance with an order of the 14th 
September, 1856, which prescribed that the remanets sent in from the pro
vincial offices should be so defaced. Is it  improbable that prior to this order 
some of such stamps were defaced with the hand-stamp, and that this may 
have given rise to a tradition that all remanets, from whatever source, were 
so defaced ? (5) In the series of 1st April, 1855, to 31st January, 1860, we 
find two remarkable errors, both appearing to me to be due to the presence 
of a wrong cast in making up the plate, which was composed in the same 
way for the stamps of 1851, &c., though not of the same number of casts. 
The first of these is the 2 reales in the plate of the 1 reales, found in the 
first edition on blue watermarked (loop) paper, ordered to be contracted for 
in October, 1854, and the second is that 2 reales, green, 1855, mentioned by 
your correspondent in June last, and which I have also had the opportunity 
of verifying, and this latter is on the paper secondly employed with lattice 
watermark.

One remark about the stamp in question. It was not sent to England as 
a curiosity, but was simply discovered in a tout vcuant lot of Spanish stamps 
sent to a dealer. When it came to my hands it was adherent to what appeared 
to be the portion of a letter, and bore all the ordinary indications of having 
been used for postal purposes, and I carefully detached it from this to com
pare the paper with that of the issue, to which it answered in every way.

I have thus laid before you the arguments of the champions of the 
“ essay ” theory, and have endeavoured to point out the fallacies on which 
they are founded. I now leave the question in the hands of your intelligent 
readers to judge for themselves, for 1 do not pretend to have brought forward 
any direct evidence of the stamp being an error.” At the best it is still a 
matter of opinion which side offers a solution presenting the smallest amount 
of difficulty and the greatest probability of its being the correct one, which 
with the knowledge we at present possess it is not possible absolutely to 
determine. Sooner or later no doubt some fac t which none can dispute will 
come to light, and make short work of the theories.

In my former letter I  instanced the sale of stamps of 10 reales in 1852 as 
an example of difficulty in the accounts. I find by reference to the decree 
of the 20th December, 1851, which, amongst other things, suppressed this 
value, that the existing stamps were permitted to be used as multiples of 
5 reales. Hence some appeared as sola in 1852, and the residue of the stock 
was returned to the manufactory before the close of the year.

Believe me to be, &c., W. A. S. Westobt.
R tdi, 31ft March, 1882.

THE NEWLY-DISCOVERED PERUVIAN PROVISIONALS.
Dear Sir ,—We have read your remarks respecting a certain Peruvian 
provisional we sent to Mr. Philbrick for inspection, and as you, in common 
with that gentleman, think that possibly the stamp is of recent origin, we 
write to show you that there is no need for the slightest doubt in regard to 
its antiquity.

When we informed Mr. Philbrick that the provisional in question was 
issued in 1858, we knew that such was the case, and we did not speak at 
random. His statement in reply, that the stamp was “ altogether new, and 
one now in use,” rather surprised us, as he does not appear to have seen any 
such as he speaks of, and collectors know how much dependence can be 
placed upon hearsay evidence in connection with philatelic matters.

Even if a twenty-four year old stamp had been brought to light, and with 
the aid of surcharges made to do duty a t the present time, it  would to our 
mind be extremely improbable that the old obliterating stamps also should 
be made use of. The postmark on the stamp sent for Mr. Philbrick's in
spection has not been used {so far as we can ascertain from examination of a 
large number of specimens) for a t least twenty years. Moreover, the sur
charged denomination of value, “ medio peso, has long been disused, the
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equivalent for peso (viz., sol) having been adopted for postage stamps since 
1874, and for fiscals ever since 1866.

But we have further proof of the antiquity of this stamp. There are 
altogether three varieties—

(1) Surcharged on 1858 (large stamp), 1 peseta, red.
(2) „ „ (small „ i, 1 dinero, blue.
(3) „ „ ( „ „ ), 1 peseta, red.

These stamps are in our Mr. Stafford Smith's private collection, and the one 
marked No. 3 above is postmarked, Arica, 24 J clio, 58. This postmark,

, therefore, we consider is conclusive proof of the early date of these provisionals.
A correspondent of ours in Peru nas evidently been making a grand search 

for stamps amongst old letters. Last November he sent us as many as 1,400 
of the 1858-61 issues, and enclosed in the same letter the above provisionals, 
and a specimen of the yellow $ peso stamp. Although since that date we 
have received communications from other correspondents in Peru by nearly 
every mail, we have not heard anything of provisionals such as Mr. Philbrick 
refers to, and we are inclined to think that he has been misinformed.

Yours faithfully, Stafford Smith and Co.
Briohtoh, 3 r d  A p r i l ,  1882.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
Df.ar Sir ,—In the reference list of New Zealand compiled by the 

Philatelic Society, and published in your issues of April and May last year, 
I find no mention made of the fact that the halfpenny adhesive was printed 
upon paper which shows the N. Z. watermark in some stamps, and no 
watermark in others. I t  is evident that these were printed on the fiscal 
paper, and the difference in size of the stamps will account for some being 
without the watermark. I enclose you six unsevered showing this. In my 
collection of Issue V II. I find Id., pale bistre, perf. 10 all round. This is 
not mentioned in the list.

The thanks of the philatelic world are due to Messrs. Philbrick and 
Westoby for their admirable work on the stamps of Great Britain, which is, 
so far as I have looked into it, very accurate; still I am pleased to add 
something to the list, v iz .:

Page 79. Issue V. Id., rose ; perf. 16 ; watermark, large crown. My 
specimen is enclosed.

In the synopsis of envelopes in this same work—
Page 183. Issue V. Die II. (6) is dated April, 1873. My specimen is 

dated 13. 2. 73.
Page 184. Issue VI. Die II. (a) is dated November, 1878. My specimens 

are dated, size 1,12. 9. 78 ; size 2, 4. 5. 76.
Page 185. I  possess a band from a packet of the first 2d. envelope with 

the following inscription—“ 12 Twopenny Envelopes 2s. 2d.”—so that they 
must have been made up in packets oi two quantities if the authors are 
correct. I  am, however, inclined to think this was not so.

Page 195 reads : “ Since the year 1877 the Inland Revenue Department 
has refused to admit tinted paper to be stamped.” I enclose you an embossed 
Id., on primrose paper, dated 20. 9. 81., so that evidently the authorities 
have relaxed their rale.

Page 378. On 5th July, 1881, I  bought a 2jd. stamp, plate 23, in 
Norwich, showing that plates 22 and 23 must have been issued about the 
same time. Yours truly, William T. Wilson.

Bijuunohau, March 6 th , 1882.

frombings of tfce Jjpatelir Sotielj of fonion.
-------- ♦—

I'he eighth meeting of the season was held at 13, Gray’s Inn Square, on the 
25th March, 1882, the Vice-President in the chair. The Secretary read the 
minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed, and the correspond-
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cnce. The latter included communications from the Colonial Office, and 
from Mr. Patrick Chalmers, who forwarded copies of his memorial, dated 15th 
March, 1882, to the Members of the Commission of City Sewers, on the 
subject of the monument to be erected to the late Sir Rowland Hill.

Mr. H. Firth, proposed by the President, and seconded by the Secretary, 
and Mr. T. Vasmer, proposed by the Secretary, and seconded by Mr. Kem, 
were elected members of the Society.

The Secretary then read a paper by Mr. Westoby, on the 2 reales postage 
stamp of Spain, 1851, the concluding portion of which is printed in this 
month's Philatelic Record. On the conclusion of the business various novel
ties and curiosities were exhibited.

Notes anB Queries.
Correction.—In M. Moens’ article in our last number, page 43, line 

31, instead of “ 72,000 two days later,” read ten days later.
ITRUQUAY.—In  reply to the query under th is beading in  the Record 

for December, 1881, Dr. W onner sends us the following explanation : 
“ Trenta y  Tres is the name of a small village in the Cerrolargo province 
of Uruguay, the post-office num ber of which is now 10. Tne name 
figures on the stamp you describe as an obliteration.” Dr, W onner sends 
us an envelope used during the current year, and which is postmarked, 
“ Gorreo 18 Feb., 1882, Trenta y Tres,” the stamp on which is obliterated 
w ith the num eral 10 in  an oval.

Cyprus.— |  piastre, blue. Concerning these changelings Mr. Clifford 
writes us th a t the normal green stamp will tu rn  to blue if i t  be wetted to 
remove the paper at the back. We have tried the experiment, both in 
London and the  country, and we are bound to say th a t the stamps we 
wetted, and even soaked in water, have not changed colour. Chemicus 
writes us that, in his opinion, “ these stamps, like the current Id. South 
Australia, are printed w ith a pigment the base of which is copper; that 
BUch pigments are very liable to change, especially the copper greens, 
which alter by  exposure to blue, which seems to be the stable colour of 
copper.”

V. W .—1. W e have not heard that “ the town, or island, of Shanghai 
(Hong Hong) has gone over to the French.” Letters posted a t the various 
consulates are franked by the stamps of the country which the  consulate 
represents. 2. 1875. Plympton series, Die II . 3. No official three- 
halfpenny newspaper band exists. You can have pieces of paper stamped 
w ith three-halfpenny or any other stamps a t Somerset House, and use 
them as wrappers for books or periodicals, bu t they are not officially 
issued, and cannot be bought a t any post-office. 4, N ot having preserved 
your former letter, we forget w hat this query refers to. 5. The 
Mahomedan, or Hegira, dates of 1288-95 are quite correct. Your doubt 
that stamps were issued during this period of the Christian era speaks 
volumes for your sagacity. 6. I t  was a very large perforation applied 
to stamps by the firm of Susse Freres, of Paris, for the convenience of 
their customers, prior to the adoption of perforation by the French 
Government. 7. No. 8 and 9. W hy worry yourself about the second 
edition and its  addenda ? Get the  th ird  edition, and it  w ill bring you 
peace. 10 and 11. Some of the stamps you refer to have been duly 
noticed in  former numbers o f  th is magazine. We offer no opinion as 
to the conjectures and blunders of other journals.

W. S.—All genuine.

Pemberton, W ilson, k  Oo„ 90S, QoUUuwk Send, bhephenle B oth, London, W.
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cnee. The latter included communications from the Colonial Oliicc, and 
from Mr. Patrick Chalmers, who forwarded copies of his memorial, dated 15th 
March, 1882, to the Members of the Commission of City Sewers, on the 
subject of the monument to be erected to the late Sir Rowland Mill.

Mr. It. Firth, propo-sd by the President, and seconded by the Secretary, 
and Mi, 1'. Yasmer, proposed by the Secretary, and seconded by Mr. Kern, 
were ch-rted nn nibers of the Society.

The Secretary tin n read a paper by .Mr. Wrslohy, .,n the 2 rcnlcs postage 
stamp of Spain, 1851, the concluding portion of which is printed in this 
month's I ’hih'trUc lUronh On the conclusion of the business various novel
ties and curiosities were exhibited.

Xotrs anU &  times.
Co r r e c t io n .—  In M. Morns’ arlicle in our last number, page 43, line 

31, instead of “  72,000 Leo days later,” read U n days later.
U ru gu ay .—  In reply to the query under ibis heading in the Ifecord 

for 1 lecem ber, l s s l ,  l)r. Won net- sends us the following explanation: 
“ Treiita y  Trcs is I lt»- name of a small village in tlie Cerrolargo province 
of U ruguay, the pusl-olliee num ber of which is now 10. The name 
figures on the stamp you describe as an obliteration.” Dr. W onner sends 
us tin envelope used during the current year, and which is postmarked, 
“ Com o 18 Feb., 1882, Trcnta y T r e s the stamp on which is obliterated 
w ith the numeral Ml in an oval.

C yrhus.— A piastre, blue. Concerning these changelings Mr. Clifford 
writes us that" the normal green stamp w ill turn to blue if  it he wetted to 
remove the paper at the back. W e have tried the experiment, both in 
London and the country, and we are buund to say that the stamps we 
wetted, and even soaked in water, have not changed colour, Chem ieus 
writes us that, in his opinion, “  these stamps, like  the current Id. South 
Australia, are printed with a pigm ent the base of which is copper ; that 
such pigments arc very liable to change, especially the copper greens, 
which alter by exposure to blue, which seems to be the stable colour of 
copper.”

V . W . —  1 . W e have not heard that “  the town, or island, of Shanghai 
{Hong Hong) has gone over to the French.” Letters posted at the various 
consulates are franked by the stamps of the euuntry which the consulate 
represents. 2 . 1873. Plvm pton series, Die II. 3. No ofliciul three- 
halfpenny newspaper hand exists. Von can have pieces of paper stamped 
with thive-halfpenny or any other stamps at Somerset House, and use 
them as wrappers for books or periodicals, but they are not ollicially 
issued, and cannot be bought at any post-otliee. 4. Not having preserved 
your former letter, we forget what this ipiery refers to. 5. The 
Malmmedaii, or Hegira, dates of 1 2 8 8 -O.b are quite correct. Y o u r doubt 
that stamps were issued during this period of the Christian era speaks 
volumes fur your sagacity. 6 . It was a very large perforation applied 
to stamps by the firm of Susse Fn'-tvs, of Paris, for the convenience of 
their customers, prior to the adoption <>f perforation by the French 
Government. 7. No. 8 and 9. W hy worry yourself about the second 
edition and its addenda f Get the third edition, and it w ill bring you 
peace. 10 and 11. Some of tile stamps you refer to have been duly 
noticed in former numbers of this magazine. W e offer no opinion as 
to the conjectures and blunders of other journals.

W. S.—All genuine.

Pemberton. Wilson, & Co., 308, Goldhawk Road. Shepherds Rush, London. W,
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N O T H IN G  affords us greater pleasure than to be able to 
call the attention of our readers to solid and conscien
tious philatelic work, such as that which now lies before 
us in Dr. Kloss’s book on the postage stamps, &c., of 
Saxony. Since the expulsion of the counterfeiter Nicske, 
and the reorganisation of the Society in 1880, few 
philatelic associations have made greater strides or worked 

harder than the Internationale/- Philatelistcn-Vcrcin of Dresden. 
Its secretary, Dr. P. Kloss, has produced more than one contribution 
to stamp literature, not only creditable to himself, but reflecting credit 
on the society under whoso aiyis they havo been published. His 
work upon Post Cards, issued last year, although very far from com
plete, forms a good introduction to the study of this branch of 
philately; whilst the hook of which we are now writing, entitled 
Gaschichte der Post-Werthzcichen des Kiiniyreichs Sachsen; or, A 
History of the Postal Value-signs {or labels) of the Kingdom of 
Saxony, most carefully compiled from the archives of the Saxon 
Post-oilice, to whiefi free access was granted him, is a work of the 
highest excellence. It is divided by its author into six parts, of 
winch the first treats of the adhesives and essays; the second, of 
the stamped envelopes and essays; the third, of the envelopes 
advising postal remittances ; the fourth, of the Feld-Post envelopes ; 
the fifth, of obliterations; and the sixth division is an epitomised 
catalogue of all that has gone before.

It was in the beginning of 1850 that the Saxon Post-office began 
to consider the advisability of introducing stamps. They applied 
for counsel in the matter to the Postal authorities of Bavaria, who 
enjoyed the proud pre-cminenec of mentors, to which the adoption 
of stamps in 18 PJ entitled them. Tn response to this appeal the 
Bavarians sent copies of all their acts and decrees relating to the 
issue of stamps to Dresden, together with samples of their adhesives,
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OTHING affords us greater pleasure than to be able to 
call the attention of our readers to solid and conscien
tious philatelic work, such as that which now lies before 
us in Dr. Kloss’s book on the postage stamps, &c., of 
Saxony. Since the expulsion of the counterfeiter Nieske, 
and the reorganisation of the Society in 1880, few 
philatelic associations have made greater strides or worked 

harder than the Intemationaler Philatelisten- Verein of Dresden. 
Its secretary, Dr. P. Kloss, has produced more than one contribution 
to stamp literature, not only creditable to himself, but reflecting credit 
on the society under whose cegis they have been published. His 
work upon Post Cards, issued last year, although very far from com
plete, forms a good introduction to the study of this branch of 
philately; whilst the book of which we are now writing, entitled 
Oeschichte der Post-Werthzeichen des Konigreichs Sachsen ; or, A 
History of the Postal Value-signs {or labels) o f the Kingdom of 
Saxony, most carefully compiled from the archives of the Saxon 
Postroffice, to whicfi free access was granted him, is a work of the 
highest excellence. I t  is divided by its author into six parts, of 
which the first treats of the adhesives and essays; the second, of 
the stamped envelopes and essays; the third, of the envelopes 
advising postal remittances; the fourth, of the Feld-Post envelopes; 
the fifth, of obliterations; and the sixth division is an epitomised 
catalogue of all that has gone before.

It was in the beginning of 1850 that the Saxon Post-office began 
to consider the advisability of introducing stamps. They applied 
for counsel in the matter to the Postal authorities of Bavaria, who 
enjoyed the proud pre-eminence of mentors, to which the adoption 
of stamps in 1849 entitled them. In  response to this appeal the 
Bavarians sent copies of all their acts and decrees relating to the 
issue of stamps to Dresden, together with samples of their adhesives,
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accompanied by an intimation that the Bavarian 1 kreuzer stamp 
was about to be changed in colour from black to green, a proposal 
which was never carried into effect. The first Saxon postage stamp, 
issued on the 29th June, 1850, was the well known and now scarce 
3 pfennig, red, of which we have met with more forgeries than of 
any other stamp ever printed. I t was prepared by J. B. Hirschfeld, 
a lithographer of Leipsic, and is in many respects a copy of the then 
current Bavarian postage stamps, which seem to have served him as 
models. This label, destined for the prepayment of newspapers 
only, was from the first regarded as a provisional, although its use 
was insisted upon, and from the date of its emission the mere 
money prepayment of newspapers was forbidden. The 3 pfennig 
stamps were printed in sheets of twenty, and in all 25,000 sheets, 
or 500,000 stamps, were prepared, of which 463,078 were sold to 
the public, and 36,922 were burnt by order of the authorities, at 
Leipsic, on the 10th December, 1851. .

Whilst the first Saxon stamp had been designed and issued 
without much care or fuss, many and deep were the deliberations 
before the permanent issue was decided upon. Essays for the new 
stamps were tendered by Messrs. Hirschfeld and Pressler, and the 
designs of the former were accepted. Then the question as to the 
printing of them arose. The authorities objected to wood engraving, 
and found copper-plate too expensive. Finally Messrs. C. C. Mein- 
hold and Sons, of Dresden, and their glyphographic process found 
favour, and poor Hirschfeld’s designs were handed over to them to 
execute, only the printing of the 3 pfennig, arms, being left in bis 
hands. The 3 pfennig, green, arms, and the J groschen, grey, 1 
rose, 2 blue, and 3 yellow, with profile of King Frederick Augustus 
to right, were issued, in sheets of 100 stamps, on the 29th July, 
1851. In August, 1851, one of the receiving offices in Leipsic 
represented to the head office that there had been delivered to it 
some stamps of the colour of the 2 groschen, but with the value of 
£ groschen. Five of the stamps had been sold before the error was 
discovered, and the remainder were returned to the head office.

The death of King Frederick Augustus, on the 9th August, 1854, 
and the accession of King John, rendered a new issue of stamps 
necessary. The numismatic rule of setting the profile of a reigning 
sovereign the reverse way to that in which it was placed on the coins, 
&c., of his predecessor was followed, and a new portrait of the new 
king was provided, otherwise the stamps were as little altered in 
design as possible. The 3 pfennig, with arms, was used as before,
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and Messrs. Meinhold again got the contract for the four higher 
values, which were issued on the 1st May, 1855, as well as for the 
5 and 10 groschen, issued on the 24th April, 1856. In  November, 
1857, complaints were made that the 5 groschen stamps were brown 
rather than red—the stipulated colour—and the contractors were 
called upon to take back a large number and replace them by others.

In March, 1861, the chief of the Prussian Post-office called 
attention to the confusion caused by each German state having its 
stamps of so many different hues, and suggested; 1st, that stamps 
of similar values—although such values might be in schillings, 
grote, groschen, or kreuzers—should be printed in identical colours; 
2nd, that the same rule should apply to stamped envelopes; 3rd, 
that all stamped envelopes should have the stamp printed in the 
right upper corner, and that adhesives should be affixed in the 
same position; and, 4th, that the institution of these alterations 
should be accompanied by new issues of envelopes and adhesives. 
Later on the same official suggested that no stamps of a higher 
value than 5 groschen should be issued. These propositions met 
with general approval, and the Saxon authorities set about arrang
ing for a new emission, and invited competitors to send in designs. 
Only four firms competed — Messrs. Hirschfeld, Meinhold and 
Sons, Blochman and Son, of Dresden; and Giesecke and Devrient, 
of Leipsic. To the last of these the palm was awarded, and their 
embossed stamps, printed in sheets of 100, were issued on the 1st 
July, 1863. In 1867 complaints were made that there were too 
many variations in the colour of the 5 groschen value, and the 
contractors printed some in what they called a lilac shade in which 
there would be fewer variations. I t  was found, however, that the 
new shade was too much like that of the 1 groschen, rose, and all the 
stamps printed in it were condemned. Finally, the greenish-lilac 
colour was adopted and used until, on the 1st January, 1868, the 
postal issues of Saxony were absorbed in those of the North 
German Postal Confederation.

Space fails us to follow Dr. Kloss further this month. We shall 
return upon another occasion to what he has to tell us in the other 
five divisions of his book. Meanwhile we must content ourselves 
with congratulating him very heartily upon the thoroughness with 
which he has accomplished his task, and with strongly recommend
ing philatelists to purchase his little volume, and possess them
selves of the numerous interesting details which a mere review 
cannot even glance at.

40*
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Antioquia.—Of the annexed illustrations, our readers will no 
doubt recognize, in the 20 centavos, the stamp which we described 
in January last, and referred to again last month. The other two 
appear to have been issued about the same time. Why they should 
represent one and the same value we are at present unable to 
explain. All the stamps are lithographed.

Adhesives. 10 centavos, arms, violet on white wove paper.
10 ,, head, lilac on white laid paper.
20 ,, ,, pale reddish brown on white laid paper.

Bavaria.—According to the Timbre-Paste, 
a set of Unpaid Letter Stamps of the accom
panying type came into use on the first of 
March last. They are printed in coloured 
relief on white paper. The watermark is the 
modified one lately introduced in the postage 
stamps. We are puzzled to know why the 
values of these Unpaid Letter Stamps should 
so enormously exceed those of the ordinary 
stamps. We are told that they are perforated, 
but nothing is said as to the gauge.

Unpaid Letter Stamps. 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 pfennig, light green ; per/. (?)
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20 marks, light red ,,

Bolivar.—M. Moens has seen two high values of the current 
types. These stamps, unlike any of the rest of the series which 
wo have seen, are said to he gummed.

Adhesives. 80 centavos, green.
1 peso, orange.

British Guiana..—Last month we said that 
we had seen a portion of a sheet of the One 
Cent type printed stamps with three stamps in 
a row. We have now seen the Two Cents 
printed in the same way, but still only a por
tion of a sheet.

We illustrate the second and scarcer type of 
2 surcharged on the 96 cents.
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Cabul—A correspondent sends us the following explanation of 
the seal-like surcharge which is found on some of these stamps: 
“ It is only a proper name written twice over; first in the usual 
way, and then upside down. The name is Mohammed Noor, or, 
perhaps, Noor Mahommed.”

Cape Of Good Hope.—M. Moens says that he has seen the 
Cape of Good Hope Threepence, with the letter d added to the 
surcharged 3. We fear that someone has been “ trying it o n ” 
with our colleague.

Copenhagen.—Our illustration represents 
the stamp on the 10 ore card described last 
month.

C yprus.—The following is an extract from 
the letter of a correspondent at Larnaca: “ The 
present issue of 30 para stamps is rapidly 
running out. A new stamp of this value, 
of the same type as the rest of the current 
series, as well as a half piastre Newsband, 
have been ordered from England.”

Just as we are going to press, we have 
received another letter from the same correspondent, informing us 
that “ the present 1 piastre stamp is to be surcharged 30 paras 
provisionally. The i  piastre stamps will also be surcharged shortly.” 
but he does not say what is to be put upon the last-named value.

Drontheim.—Our
1 illustration represents the 

local post card to which 
we referred in our last 
number.

Fernando Poo.—
We are informed that a 
new set of three values 
has been issued of the same type as the last, 
but changed as regards the money denomi
nation from cents de -peseta to cents de 
peso.

German Empire.—The Timbre-Poste chronicles two official 
cards. The first is of the usual type, without stamp, and has the 
word postsache in the left corner, and various inscriptions on the 
back. The leading inscription on the second card is reichs-post- 
und teleqraphen-verwaltuno, and below is telegrapbensache. 
Printed notice at back. They are printed in black on pale buffi 
The current ordinary 5 pfennig cards bear the dates 2—82 and 
3-82.

Great Britain.—We have seen a specimen of the new Five 
Pounds postage and telegraph Btamp. In design it is the same ss
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the telegraph stamp of similar value, except that it has postage 
in the upper label instead of telegraph . The new word being 
shorter, and occupying leas space, a sort of Etruscan ornament has 
been inserted on either side of it. I t  is lettered I in the upper, 
and a in the lower corners. The watermark and perforation are 
altered. The stamp wo describe is surcharged “Specimen.”

Adhesive. £5, orange ; watermark two anchors ; per/. 14.
All stamped envelopes will probably soon be shorn of their 

dates. "We have seen Registration Envelopes in which the date 
plugs are superseded by others bearing a small star-like ornament.

Qreece.—A correspondent in Athens sends us the 20 lepta 
changed to the colour of the 80. We have seen several specimens 
which have prepaid letters. Our correspondent says nothing as to 
any proposed change in the colour of the 80 lepta.

Adhesive. 20 lepta, carmine, without numerals at the back.
Hawaiian Islands.—We have received the stamps and cards, 

the issue of which we announced in January last, and which were 
put in circulation on the 1st April. The One Cent adhesive has 
the bust portrait, in low-necked dress, of the Princess Likelike 
(otherwise the Honble. Mrs. Cleghorn) on ground of horizontal 
lines within a pearled circle. Curved scrolls, above and below the 
portrait, partially hide the numerals of value in the four comers. 
In the upper scroll is Hawaii in white Roman capitals, with a 
Maltese cross before and after the word, and in the lower one is 
aeahi keneta , or One Cent, in white block letters. The Ten 
Cents has a nearly half-length portrait of King Kalakaua in 
military uniform, with star and orders innumerable, on a stippled 
background. The portrait is enclosed in a fancy frame. In the 
upper border, which is curved, is Hawaii in white Roman capitals 
on ground of vertical lines. At the top and bottom of the side 
borders are ornamental ovals and circles, the first containing the 
letters x shaded, and the second the numerals 10. Below the 
portrait is the word ten in white Roman capitals, and below this 
again is a curved scroll inscribed cents in black block letters. The 
Fifteen Cents has the portrait, to the waist, of Queen Kapiolani in 
a semi-low-necked dress with a star on her breast. The portrait is 
on cross-hatched ground, and is enframed in a fancy border. 
Above is a curved scroll with Hawaii in white Roman capitals on 
vertical ground. In the middle of each side border is a fancy 
frame containing the shaded numerals 15 on ground of solid 
colour. The bottom border is inscribed fifteen  cents in white 
block letters on ground of vertical lines. These stamps are a 
trifle larger than those issued in 1871-75. In  shape they are 
upright rectangular, without watermark; white gum.

Adhesives. 1 cent, blue 
10 „  black 
16 ,, lake

engraved ; coloured imp. on white paper; 
perf. 12,

The One Cent Post Card has the word Hawaii, in fancy capitals, 
with a scroll across it, inscribed “ pepa  poo leta,” in Roman



capitals. Just below is “ ma keia  aoao wale no ka inoa,” which 
stands transparently for “ Address on this side only.” The stamp 
is gorgeous ! Within a white circle, on ground of horizontal lines, 
is a bust portrait, in low-necked dress, with necklace and star, of 
“the Princess Regent and Heir Apparent to the throne.” Our 
correspondent at Honolulu does not give us her name, but says 
that the likeness is considered excellent. The portrait, which has 
coloured curved labels above and below inscribed in white Roman 
capitals akahi and keneta, is placed on a shield of what we 
presume are the arms of Hawaii These are quarterly; 1st and 
4th Barry of eight, argent, gules and azure. (The mixture of 
these two tinctures savours somewhat of cannibal heraldry.) 2nd 
and 3rd or. The shield is wreathed in leaves, which look like 
those of the convolvulus; above is the Royal Crown, beneath 
which is a torch and the Pouloulou (which turns out to be a kind 
of club, or knob stick), crossed. There are three lines for address, 
and a fancy border, the upper part of which is broken by the 
inscription kalakaua. r. 1881., the lower by a label inscribed 
American Bank Note Coy. N.Y. In the Two Cent card the scroll 
across the word Hawaii is inscribed universal postal union , in 
fancy letters. Below is “ address on th is  side  only,” in Roman 
capitals. The stamp represents a view of Diamond Head in a fancy 
frame, the upper comers of which have the numerals of value, and 
the lower part is inscribed two cents, on a scroll. There are three 
lines for address, and fancy border, with the same inscription above 
as in the One Cent. Name of the manufacturers in small type in 
the left lower corner, just above the border. In  the Three Cent 
Card the inscriptions are the same as in the last value. The 
design of the stamp consists of the torch and Pouloulou, crossed, 
on a central tablet, with ground of horizontal lines in a very fancy 
frame. H awaii in curve above, three cents in straight line below, 
and the numeral 3 on either side; three lines for address and fancy 
border, with the same inscription as in the One Cent value.

Post Cards. 1 cent, vermilion on stout buff card. )
2 ,, black on stout white card. > Size 140 x 82 mm.
3 ,, sea-green on stout white card. )

Honduras.—We have received the post cards mentioned in our 
January number. They are four in number—two for inland post
age, and two for Postal Union communications. The inland cards 
are inscribed, above, in a curve, “ republioa de Honduras 
beneath this is “ tarjeta  postal ” in a straight line. Then follow 
two ruled lines for address, the first headed by S". On either side 
of the card is the word “ interior ,” reading upwards on the left 
and downwards on the right. In the left lower comer, in two 
lines, is “ escribase la direccion de este lado i  del otro la 
commdnioacion.” In the left upper comer is a plain circle to 
receive the postmark, and in the right is the stamp with portrait 
of General Morazan (as in the current adhesives), in an oval, above 
which is a curved label, inscribed “ america central,” the two
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words being separated by a scroll with numeral of value. On a 
straight label below the portrait is the value, “ dos centavos.” 
The upper spandrels are filled in with arabesques, and the lower 
with floral ornament. The reply-paid card has “ con rebpuesta 
paqada ” beneath Targets Postal on the first half, and “ para la 
respdesta” on the second. The inscriptions on the Postal Union 
cards are in French, instead of Spanish—“ republique de Hon
duras ” and “ carte postale” replace the inscriptions commencing 
Repfiblica and Tarjeta, and “ union postale universelle” takes 
the place of Interior at the sides. In the left lower corner is 
“ ce c^Tfi,” &c., in addition to the same intimation in Spanish. 
The Btamp is the same as on the inland card, save that the value is 
altered to Three Centavos. The reply-paid card has “ avec 
RfepoNSE PAYfeE” under Carte Postale on the first half, and “ four 
la RfepoNSE ” on the second. The inscriptions are throughout in 
black, and the stamps printed in colour. The reply-paid cards are 
joined aloDg thetop, the impressions beingon the first and third pages.
Post Cards. 2 centavos, carmine on deep buff card, j

2 + 2 ,, ,, ,, ,, (  Size, 140 x 90 mm.,
3 ,, ultramarine on white card, i or 5i x 3 l i  inches.

3 + 3 ,, ,, ,, ,, )
Hong Kong.—A correspondent informs us that he has the 10 

cents, mauve, with watermark changed to Crown and C.A.
Mexico.—The new set of Porte de Mar stamps, illustrated by 

us in March last, consists of the following values, some of which 
are printed on extremely thin paper.

Porte de Mar. 10 centavos, rose 
25 ,, blue
50 ,, deep green
85 ,, greyish-black

 ̂ 100 „  „
Nevis.—The watermark on the current one penny, lilac, is 

changed to C.A. and crown.
New Zealand.—The One Penny, blue, Stamp Duty fiscal is 

now constantly used for postal purposes.
Persia.—Under date of Tauris, 26th April, a correspondent 

writes us: “ The latest issue of Persian stamps consists of four 
values; viz., the 50 centimes—described in the Record for Feb
ruary—and 1, 5, and 10 franca” Not a word docs this extra special 
correspondent add as to the type or colour of the three higher values!

Pem.—The annexed cuts 
illustrate the 2 centavos, 
purple, surcharged with the 
Chilian arms, and the new 
stamp surcharged Arequipa, 
both of which we described 
in our last number. The 
latter stamp appears to be 
printed on pelure paper.

■ om  CIHTAVOl. i
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Portuguese Indies.—On the authority of L ’Ami des Timbres, 
M. Moens chronicles the following further varieties of provisionals 
supposed to have been lately in use. If we dared to express a 
doubt as to the authenticity of stamps which M. Moens seems to 
accept without a murmur, it would certainly be with regard to the 
first five.

Provisionals.

5 „ ?}
5 „ J »
6 „ J 1
6 „ »»
6 „ J 1
6 „ J5

20 t* red.
40 t) blue.
10 M yellow.
40 n blue.

6 reis, black surcharge on 40 reis, blue.
,100 ,, green. 
,300 ,, purple.

Type 1872, on laid paper.
»»
,, wove paper.

Type 1877, star and small numeral.
>t f i n

Type 1878, crown in circle.
• I 99

Since writing the above, we have had an opportunity of seeing 
these so-called provisionals, with the result that the suspicions 
aroused in us by the first five are now extended to all the 
seven. The numerals surcharged on these stamps are of a totally 
different type to those found on the provisionals which we have 
hitherto catalogued, and altogether we have seldom seen a more 
dubious set offered at a more outrageous price.

Russia.—Rural Posts.—We chronicle the 
following stamps, as usual, on the authority 
of M. Moens, on whom we are only too glad 
to throw all responsibility as to their authen
ticity.

Auanieff.— Province of Cher son.—This 
stamp is said to supersede one which was 
only issued last month. I t is lithographed 
in colour on white paper.

Adhesive. (Without expressed value), rose and bright carmine.

Iflmail.— Province o f Bessarabia.— 
For the envelopes of the annexed type 
M. Moens vouches with fervour, having 
received them direct from the authorities. 
The stamps are in the left upper corner 
of the envelopes, save in the case of a 
variety in which the stamp is not only 
in the right lower comer, but is reversed 
to boot. Beneath the stamps is a typo
graphical inscription in black in five lines, 
the first of which indicates the values.

Envelopes,

40**

10 kopecks, blue on white wove paper. Sizes 139 x 77, 
and 110 x 73 mm.

20 kopecks, blue on white wove paper. Sizes 139 x 77.
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M orschansk.— Province of Tamboff.— Of this stamp M.
Moens says that it supersedes some recently 
issued, which were suppressed by the Imperial 
Post-office on account of their bearing too great 
a resemblance to the Government issues. Here 
is a chance for getting all the colours of the 
rainbow for sixpence. The ground of the stamp 
is red, the rays are of gold, the inscriptions 
above and below the arms are in white upon 
blue, the numerals in the angles are in white 

upon brown, and the beehive in the arms is blue. The stamp is 
lithographed on white paper.

Adhesive. 5 kopecks, red, blue, brown, and gold ; per/. 12.
Sam oa.—We have direct information that these stamps are no 

longer in use, but we hear nothing about a new issue.
St. Lucia.—It is a stupid plan to have postage stamps without 

the facial value expressed upon them, St. Lucia is one of the very 
few colonies now left in this plight, and it would appear that she 
is tired of the distinction. The last issued stamps of one half
penny and 2£ pence have their values set forth by means of an 
ugly surcharge, and it appears not unlikely that all the other 
values will bo treated in the same way, prior perhaps to these 
handsome stamps being superseded by a set of De La Rue horrors. 
We have the current black stamp, which probably only stamp 
collectors and the inhabitants of St. Lucia know to represent one 
penny, surcharged with its value in carmine block letters 3 mm. 
high, the length of the inscription being 15 mm. This surcharge 
has evidently been put on by the printers of the stamp, which we 
do not look upon, any more than the id . and 2id. values, or the 
surcharged Grenadas, as being a provisional. This stamp is not to 
be confounded with the fiscal, which is surcharged in much smaller 
type, and bears the additional inscription, “ Stamp Duty.”

Adhesive, Id., black, carmine surcharge ; watermark and perforation un
altered.

South Australia.—We have seen the Halfpenny Newsband 
which we described last month, with the official surcharge 0.8. on 
the stamp.

Straits Settlements.—We are informed that the current 
Four Cents has the watermark changed to Crown and C.A.

United States.—We extract the following information from a 
clipping from the New York Times, sent us by a correspondent: 
“ When Mr. Thomas L. James was called into President Garfield’s 
Cabinet as Postmaster-General, it was represented to him that the 
issue of higher values of postage stamps was desirable. After 
some cogitation, he decided upon issuing one of the value of two 
dollars. While the matter was taking shape the President was 
shot, and the stamp was for a time forgotten. A t length Mr. 
James sent an order to the American Bank Note Company to pre
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pare a design for a two dollar stamp, which should have engraved 
upon it the portrait of President Garfield. Its execution was 
again delayed upon Mr. James being reminded that there was a 
law against putting the portrait of living people on the United 
States stamps; but after the President’s death the stamp was 
ordered to be proceeded with. Finally the order came from 
Washington that General Garfield’s portrait was to grace the inter
national stamp, and not the proposed new value of two dollars, 
which, however, we may soon expect to see.

United States of Colombia.—We have lately 
seen a Cubierta, which, if it has been chronicled be
fore, has escaped our notice. The heading is in three 
lines—1st, “ estados unidos de Colom bia ; ” 2nd,
“ agencia postal nacional, ” both in  Roman caps;
3rd, “ cehtificado oficial,” in italic capitals. The 
inscriptions in lower case are the same as in the other 
official Cubiertus, except that El Agente Postal takes 
the place of the usual El Administrador. There is an 
ornamental type-set border of two patterns—one for 
the top and bottom, and another for the sides, a3 in 
the annexed illustration. The specimen before us is 
dated 7th May, 1881.

Cubierta (without expressed value). Type-printed in black on white laid 
paper.

Recent arrivals of the 5 centavos registration stamp (fancy R in 
circle) are printed upon bluish paper. The lines forming the 
central background are almost invisible, so much worn does the 
stone appear to be.

Venezuela.—Some time ago we received from a correspondent 
at Caracas (who is not a stamp collector), together with a lot of 
other Venezuelan stamps, some sheets of a stamp quite unknown 
to us, either as an essay or as an officially issued label. Our cor
respondent sent them without remark, and on our asking him for 
further information respecting them, he replies, “ The stamps you 
refer to were not bought; I  found them in the office " (query, post
office). “ They were issued in 1868, but, as far as I have been able 
to ascertain, were only used for a short time.” The stamps in 
question have the arms of Venezuela, with branches, comucopise, 
and motto, as in the issue of 1861, in the centre, upon ground of 
solid colour. Upon a curved label above the arms is “ Venezuela,” 
and upon a straight label below them is “ medio real," all in 
white block letters. There is a fancy border to the sides and 
bottom of the stamp, the corresponding space at the top being 
inscribed “ correo de ” in small white block letters.

Essay for Adhesive t J real, orange-vermilion; lithographed on white 
wove paper ; imperf.

The same correspondent also sends us a stamp which appears to 
have been affixed to a letter, and to which he refers aa follows: 
'' Enclosed you will find a very curious stamp. I  have never seen
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more than four of them. Petare is a town about eight miles from 
Caracas, and is the capital of the state of Bolivar.” Upon an oval 
of solid colour is the following inscription, in five lines, in white 
block letters and lower case : “ correo—entre— Caracas— y— 
petare. An outer oval of colour, with white borders, and with a 
small white cross at the bottom, is inscribed, also in white block 
letters, “ sociedad progresista de petare.” The specimen sent 
us is obliterated with a pen-stroke.

? (without expressed value). Dull purple ; litho
graphed on white wove paper ; imperf.

We appeal to our South American corre
spondents for information respecting these two 
labels.

Victoria.—Our illustration represents the 
new die of the One Penny envelope described 
by us last month.

T H E  STAMPS OF JAPAN,
B y  S . D , BACON .

( Continued from, page 41.)

Before entering upon a description of the various issues of Japanese stamps, 
I would call attention to the accompanying illustration of the Mikado’s or

Emperor’s coat of arms, portions 
of which are incorporated in the 
designs of all the stamps. I do 
not know the metals or tinctures 
in which thecharges are blazoned, 
but were they borne upon an 
escutcheon, after the fashion of 
European heraldry, they might 
be thus described : He beareth 
a chrysanthemum in chief and 
in base, three leaves joined at 
the stalk, slipped, and fructed. 
The dexter supporter is a pea
cock, trippant, and the sinister 
a dragon, fiercely combattant. 
The chrysanthemum is all that 
there is of the most conventional, 
and might be taken to represent 
with equal fidelity a wheel, or 
an open umbrella. The leaves 
and fruit are, I believe, those of 

_ the Paulownia, branches of
which we shall find introduced into the designs of several of the stamps. 
The peacock is not unlike a crane about the head, and as to the dragon, ne 
looks as though he would have proved more than a match for a whole army 
of Saint Georges.

With many apologies to my readers, if they consider that I have been over 
prolix in my introductory remarks, I will now take the stamps themselves, 
m their order of issue; without further comment than to refer once more to 
what was said in my first paper about the numerals, and the way in which 
they are employed to state numbers.
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Issue Meiji—3rdf month, 4th year. A pril, 1871.

Four values of native design, printed in taille-douce, on Japanese paper. 
Each sheet consists of forty stamps, separately engraved, in five horizontal 
rows of eight stamps, of which there are consequently forty varieties. The 
design consists of two upright dragons, with their taus interlaced, within a 
border of Greek pattern. Between the dragons, in the centre of the stamp, 
is the value, printed in black, in Japanese. The inscription consists of three 
characters, the first and last of which on each of the four stamps are the 
same. The following is a translation of the inscriptions, taking the stamps 
in the order of value.

The first value reads:

Zeni, which means bronze money, or currency.
Chi „ 7* 4
Dju „ 10
Hatchi „ 8
Mans „ or 48 mons bronze currency.

The second :

Zeni, which means bronze money, or currency. 
Hiaku „ „ 100
Mans „ „ or 100 mons bronze currency.

The th ird :
Zeni, which means bronze money, or currency. 
N i  „ ,, 2
H iaku  „ „ 100
Mans „ „ or 200 mons bronze currency.

The fourth :
Zeni, which means bronze money, or currency. 
Go „ „ 5
Hiaku „ „ 100
Mons „ „ or 500 mons bronze currency.

The stamps are square in shape and ungummed.

A. On thin wove native paper. 
48 mons, brown.

100 „ deep blue.
200 „ vermilion.
500 „ deep blue-green.

B. On thin laid  native paper.
48 mons, pale brown, reddish brown, deep brown. 

100 „ pale and deep blue.
200 „ pale to very deep vermilion.
500 „ yellow-green, green, deep blue-green.
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Issue M eiji—2nd  month, 5th year. March, 1872.
On the introduction of a coinage on the decimal system, four new values 

of stamps were issued in March of this year. The design is unaltered from 
that just described, but the black characters in the centre are different. 
New plates of forty stamps were engTaved for the new values, although the 
old plates of 48 and 100 mons were, according to Dr. Magnus, also utilized 
for the 4 and 1 sen. M. Moens, however, has only seen the plate of the 100 
mons so used. The values of this issue are given in sen, a coin deriving its 
name from the bronze currency zeni, which it superseded. Thus we find that 
the bottom character on the stamps of this issue is the same as the upper 
one in the previous issue. We shall also find the antique numerals on the 
1 and 2 sen stamps in place of the modern ones, and these are no doubt 
employed, as I have said before, to prevent forgery. The following are the 
inscriptions on the stamps.

On the first value :
Han sen . or . 4 sen.

On the second:
I t  chi sen . or . 1 sen.

On the third :
N i sen . or . 2 sen.

On the fou rth :
- i  Ben. Go sen . or . 5 sen. 2 Sen.

Printed in taille-douce; forty varieties to the sheet; perforated 11 and 
114 ; with and without gum.

A. On thin wove native paper.
4 sen, reddish brown.
1 „ pale blue.
2 „ vermilion.
5 „ pale yellow-green.

B. On thin laid  native paper.
4 sen, grey-brown, pale brown, deep brown.
1 „ pale and deep blue.
2 „ pale and deep vermilion.
6 „ yellow-green, green, blue-green.

M. Moens says, “ For the 4 sen another plate (the third) of forty stamps 
was engraved, which lias been used as follows.”

On thin laid  native paper.
4 sen, pale and deep greyish brown.
4 „ red-brown and chocolate-brown.

On thick woolly wove paper.
4 sen, dark brown.

Issue Meiji—1th month, 5th year. August, 1872.
Two values printed in taille-douce. The sheets comprise forty stamps, 

showing as many varieties, disposed in five horizontal rows of eight.
Design: A chrysanthemum, below which is a Japan

ese inscription, m four lines, which reads, You bin 
(postage) k i tets (stamp). Two branches crossed at the 
bottom enframe the inscription, one representing a 
branch of the chrysanthemum, and the otner a branch 
of the Paulovmia imperialis. Two labels above and 
below bear the values 1 or 2 sen, which are repeated 
at each side in Japanese characters. The spandrels 
are filled in with ornaments differing for each value. 
Shape, upright rectangular. Perforated 11, 114, and 
12. Yellowish gum.
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A. On very thin  native wove paper.
1 sen, blue, shades from very pale to dark.
2 „ vermilion, light and dark ; rosy vermilion.

B. On thick native wove paper.
1 sen, blue, pale and deep.
2 ,, vermilion (?)
C. On thin and very thin  native laid  paper.
1 sen, blue, shades very light to very dark.
2 „ rosy-vermilion, pale and deep.

The “ thin ” and “ very thin  ” laid papers differ not only in thickness, but 
also in the laid lines, which on the “ th in ” paper are very distinct and 
closer together than those on the “ very thin.” This paper might very well 
be taken for “ quadrille.”

Issue Meiji—9th month, 5th year. October, 1872.
Four values printed in taUle-douce, forty varieties to the sheet. Design 

similar to that of last 
issue, but the two branches 
are supplanted on the 10 
sen by two dragons, and 
on the 20 sen by a circle, 
broken above by the chry
santhemum, and below by 
the three-fnicted leaves, 
which form a part of the 
Mikado’s arms. Shape, 
upright rectangular, the 
stamps increasing in size 
as they advance in value.

Pale yellowish gum. Perforated 11,12.
A. On thick native wove paper.

$ sen, bistre.
30 „ grey.

B. On thin  native wove paper.
i  sen, bistre, shades very light to very dark.

10 „ light and dark green.
20 „ mauve, light and dark.
30 „ grey

Variety of perforation, 114 top and bottom, and 9J at sides.
10 sen, blue-green.

C. On thin  native laid  paper, 
i  sen, bistre.

10 „ very pale yellow-green.

Issue Meiji—4th  month, 6th year. A pril, 1873.
One value, forty varieties to the sheet. Design similar to that of the 

stamps issued in August, 1872. Perforated 11.
A. On thin  native uxrve paper.

4 sen, pale rose.
B. On thin  and very thin  native laid  paper.
4 sen, pale and bright rose.

C. On thick wove European paper. February, 1874.
4 sen, pale and bright rose.
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Issue Meiji—6th month, 6th year. June, 1873.
Similar to the 2 sen vermilion issue, August, 1872, but changed in colour.

A. On native wove paper.
2 sen, yellow.

B. On thin  and very thin  native laid paper.
2 sen, very pale to deep yellow ; orange.

Remarks. Referring to the last issues, M. Moens says, “ We have seen 
various plates of these stamps,” as follows :

Three of the 4 sen.
Five „  1 „
Four „ 2 „

(Namely, one for the vermilion, two for the rosy-vermilion, and one for
the yellow.)

Three of the 4 sen.
One each for the 10, 20, and 30 sen.

Issue M eiji—1st month, 7th year. January, 1874.
One value printed in faille-douce, having fortv varieties to the sheet. The 

design consists of an oral garter, which touches the bottom, and almost 
touches the other three sides of the stamp. This is worked into a scroll at 
the bottom, which bears the value, 6 sen, the same value being also found at 
the top, and in Japanese characters a t each side. The garter encloses an 
ornamental groundwork, broken in the centre by the chrysanthemum, 

------------  ̂ having the four Japanese characters signifying “ post
age stamp ” two on each side, the four comers of the 

? stamp being filled in with floral ornaments. Shape, 
5 upright rectangular; perforated 11. In this year, as 
< we nave seen earlier in our paper, the stamps were 
? issued with an additional small Japanese character, 
S which we saw was a sign of the Kata-Kana  alphabet, 
i  and which is nothing more than a plate number similar 
5 to that found on our old Id. English stamp printed 
s by Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, and Co. The stamps 

were printed to the number of 10,000, and the plate then underwent a 
change, the character being altered to the one next succeeding it. This 
syllabic character is found on the above 6 sen stamp to be almost touching 
the buckle of the garter.

A. On th in  native wove paper.
6 sen, violet-brown, light and d a rk ; syllabic character 1.

B. On thin  native laid  paper.
6 sen, violet-brown shades; syllabic characters 2,3, 4, 5 ,6 ,7 , 8, 9,10,11,20.

Issue Meiji—2nd month, 7th year. February, 1874.
Eight values printed in taille-douce, forty varieties to the sheet. Designs 

similar to Issue August, 1872, for the 1 and 2 sen ; October, 1872, for 4, 10, 
20, and 30 se n ; April, 1873, for the 4 sen ; and January, 1874, for the 
6 sen ; but with the addition of a syllabic character which is found on the 4,
I, 2, 4, and 30 sen stamps a t the bottom, where the floral branches cross 
each other, the character being in a small upright rectangle on the 4,1, % 
and 4 sen, and in an oval on the 30 sen. On the 10 and 20 sen it is just 
within the frame above the value at the bottom of the stamp, Perforated
I I ,  114,124. Yellow and yellowish-white gum.
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A. On thin  native laid  paper.
2 sen, yellow; syll char. 1-16. Plate 16 is per/. OJ. 

20 „ violet „ 2,3.
30 „ deep grey „ 1.

B. On thick wove paper.
i sen, brown, pale and dark; syll. char. 1, 2.
1 blue „ „ 99 99 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12.
2 99 yellow „ „ 99 99 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 

12,13,14, 15,16,17,18,19, 
20, 21, 22, 23.

4 j) rose, claret 99 99 1.
6 99 violet-brown, pale and dark 99 99 10, 13, 14, 15,16, 17,18.

1 ,2 ,3 .10 99 blue-green, yellow-green 99 99

20 99 mauve, violet 99 99 4,5 .
30 99 deep grey 99 99 1.

Remarks. I t  is probable the 6 sen of this set was not issued on worn 
paper till some time after the other values.

(To be continued.)

T H E  POST CARDS OF ALSACE AND LORRAINE,
B y  "  A  POST  CARD  COLLECTOR.”

August, 1870.
Plain card, 160 x 110 mm. At top, in straight line, “ Carte de Correspon- 

dance," followed by five dotted lines for address, the fourth being thickly 
underlined. The first line is preceded by “ h m,” the fourth by “ Lieu de 
destination,” and the fifth by “ Demeure du destinataire, si elle peut Stre 
indiquee avec certitude,” in two lines. Lower part of card, which is sepa
rated from the upper by a thick broad black line, is divided into two 
columns devoted to two paragraphs of instructions. In right-hand upper 
comer a square formed of four dotted or four ruled lines, with word 
“ Timbre ” inscribed within, for stamp. Black impression on yellow-brown 
thick paper, on thin brownish grey and thin Btraw-coloured card, and on 
thick glued card. No value.

Six T y pes .

Type I. Frame for stamp formed of ruled  lines. First line, first para
graph, ends with pr<t; first line, second paragraph, ends with let.

Var. A. T hep  of pour is after final period.
Var. B. The p  of pour is between n  of crayon and period; the t  in 

“ communications ” is in italics.
On thick yellow-brown paper.

Type II. Frame for stamp formed of ruled  lines. First line, first para
graph, ends with e t; first line, second paragraph, ends with pour.

Var. A. The Af is very pointed.
Var. B. The M  is rounded.
On thin straw-coloured card.
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Type III. Frame for stamp formed of dotted lines. First line, first 
paragraph, ends with prdci; first line, second paragraph, ends with des.

Var. A. p  of pour over final period.
Var. B. p  of pour over n  of crayon.
On thin brownish grey card.
Type IV. Frame for stamp formed of doited lines. First line, first para

graph, ends with prdci; first line, second paragraph, ends with des; p  
of pour is between y  and o of crayon. Thick yellow glazed card.

Type V. Frame for stamp formed of ruled lines. First line, first para
graph, ends with et; first line, second paragraph, ends with pour ; p  of pour 
is over o of crayon. On thick yellow glazed card.

Type VI. Frame formed of ruled lines. First line, first paragraph, ends 
with e t; first line, second paragraph, ends with pour ; p  of pour is between 
a and y  of crayon, and c of cartes is between i  and t of dcrites. On thick 
yellow glazed card.

Corrcspontinue. * 1

THE POSTAGE AND TELEGRAPH STAMPS OF GREAT
BRITAIN.

To the Editor o f “ The Philatelic Record.”

Dear S ir ,—Allow me, through the medium of your pages, to call attention 
to two slight errors in the above-mentioned work — errors that I  am sure 
would not have been made had they been noticed at the time.

1. On page 363, and relating to Adhesive Telegraph Stamps, “ The One 
Penny,” it is stated that no specimens have been found printed from Plate 
One, and in consequence it has been omitted from the synoptical list.

2. On page 364, “ The Threepence,” it is stated that plate No. 5 was 
approved on 12th January, 1878, but that neither plates Four nor Five have 
been brought into use at present.

Specimens of these two particular stamps I  procured from the post-office of 
this town during the month of October, 1881.* Perhaps they were issued to 
the provincial postmasters only, and so escaped the notice of the respected 
editors. I would also call attention to the fact that the Post-office authori
ties are issuing new stamped telegraph forms, with an embossed shilling 
postage stamp. The specimen I nave is dated 15-11-81, in green on the 
usual paper, Messrs. Truscott and Sons printed form A 1.

Yours truly,
J ames W. B illinoton.

R ugby, May 15th, 1882.

[* That ia, nearly four months after the book was published.—Ed.)
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f r o m b i n g s  u f  tfte § feilatelir j t o t j  o f  b o n b o n .

-------- ♦--------

The ninth meeting of the season was held a t 13, Gray’s Inn Square, on the 
22nd April, 1882 ; the President in the chair. The Secretary read the 
minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed, and the corres
pondence. The business for the day was the compilation of a reference 
fist of the stamps, &c., of Antigua and the Bahamas, which was proceeded 
with.

The tenth meeting of the season was held at 13, Gray’s Inn Square, on the 
13th May, 1882 ; the Vice-President in the chair. The Secretary read the 
minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed, and the corres
pondence, including a letter from Dr. Kloss, Secretory to the Intemationaler 
Pkilatelisten- Verein, o f Dresden, which accompanied a copy of his work on 
the stamps, &c., of Saxony, presented by him to the library of the London 
Society. The Secretary was requested to convey the thanks of the meeting 
to Dr. Kloss for his interesting and valuable contribution to philatelic 
knowledge. The business of the day was the compilation of a reference list 
of the stamps of Barbados, with which considerable progress was made. On 
the conclusion of the business various novelties were shown, including the 
new £5  postage stomp of Great Britain, the Arequipa postage stamp, the 
new Porte de Mars, the black St. Lucia, surcharged One Penny in red, 
&c. &c.

Notes anti Queries.

M ORESNET.—Several correspondents have asked us to give a brief 
account of the Moresnet joke, perpetrated in 1867, by M. Moens, of 
Brussels. We comply w ith their request, bu t a t the same time we 
strongly advise them to look up the story for themselves in  the Tvmbre- 
Poste for April and May, 1867.

M. Moens had noticed that a certain philatelic journal, published in 
Paris, habitually cribbed from the Timbre-Poste w ithout the slightest 
acknowledgment—a species of theft from which some of the compilers 
of stamp journals in the present day are not free—and he determined 
to set a trap for the peccant one. In  the Timbre-Poste published on the 
lsf April, 1867, appeared a letter signed by J . S. Neom (which is, of 
course, the name of M. Moens reversed), wherein the w riter describes 
and illustrates a series of four postage stamps, supposed to be issued by 
the Commune of Moresnet. .Alter dwelling in  a serio-comic strain upon 
the history and resources of Moresnet, he gives the name of the printers 
of the stamps as Messrs. De Visch and Lirva. The unfortunate jou r
nalist for whom the trap was laid did not see that De Visch is the 
Flemish for Poisson, and tha t Lirva is simply Avril spelt backwards, 
whilst Poisson d’Avril is, as most people are aware, the French equiva
lent for April fo o l! In  the next num ber of his paper he not only
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swallowed the Moresnet stamps, but priced them for the benefit of his 
customers. In  the Timbre-Poste for May, 1867, M. Moens, after indulging 
in  a hearty chuckle a t the expense of his victim, explained the joke for 
the benefit of those whose dullness had prevented them  from seeing it.

This is a brief account of the celebrated joke which afforded philatel
ists a hearty laugh fifteen years ago. I t  is indeed surprising tha t anyone 
can be found so base as to rake up the story, and to found upon it  a 
charge of fraud against M. Moens. No plea of ignorance of the origin 
of the joke can be accepted in mitigation of the disgust which such 
conduct must inspire in all fair-dealing m en ; for to spread a charge 
w ithout having taken any pains to ascertain its correctness is to be 
guilty of conduct which it  is difficult to characterize w ith sufficient 
severity.

We have received a communication from Messrs. Theodor Buhl & Co. 
in  reference to this m atter and to Mr. Breitfuss’ letter in our last 
number, in which they point out that the name of the journal in which 
the slander appeared is the Stamp Collector’s Review, and not the Stamp 
News, which is published by them. We ought to have noticed the 
mistake in the letter of Mr. Breitfuss, and have corrected it.

P. J , A., A berdeen .—Thanks for the cutting, which is, however, 
rather of geographical than of philatelic interest.

A. de R.—1. We have no official information as to  the exact date of 
issue. The stamps were used in 1879. The same surcharge is also found 
on the 1 real, rose. 2. These are obliterations, and not surcharges.
3. W e know of no such value as a 4 cuartos of Guatemala. The 4 
reales, w ith arms, was issued in  1872, and the 4 reales, with head of 
native, in January, 1878. 4. Various shaped punches were used to 
deface stamps on telegrams in Spain. There are circular, triangular, 
arrow-shaped, T-shaped, and others, and we have stamps defaced by two 
perforations used together.

G. G., Tofali.— E xamine the two stamps you send us carefully 
through a magnifying glass, and you will see—1st, th a t the 25 cents 
M auritius is only badly printed ; the I of the six, over which the sur
charge comes, gives to the upper part of the 5 the appearance of being 
the  upper part of a 3 ; 2nd, the name printed on the 8 pies Indian is 
th a t o f  a newspaper, The Times of India, We regret tha t we cannot 
accede to your other request.

f ia t n t M , WilaM, ft Go., IN , GoldAnwk B o d , Bhaphtxda Bunk, London. W,
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swallowed the Moresnet stamps, but priced them for the benefit of his 
customers. In the Timbre-Roste for May, 1807, M. Moons, after indulging 
in a hearty chuckle at the expense of his victim , explained the joke for 
the benefit of those whose dullness had prevented them from seeing it.

T h is is a brief account of the celebrated joke which alforded philatel
ists a hearty laugh fifteen years ago. It is indeed surprising that anyone 
can be found so base as to rake up the story, and to found upon it a 
charge of fraud against M. Moens. No plea of ignorance of the origin 
of the joke can be accepted in mitigation of the disgust which such 
conduct must inspire in all fair-dealing m en; for to spread a charge 
■ without having taken any pains to ascertain its correctness is to be 
gu ilty  of conduct which it is diiiicult to characterize w ith sufficient 
severity.

W e have received a communication from Messrs. Theodor Buhl & Co. 
in reference to this matter and to -Mr. Breitfuss’ letter in our last 
number, in which they point out that the name of the journal in which 
the slander appeared is the Stamp Collector's Review, and not the Stamp 
Neivs, which is published by them. W e ought to have noticed the 
mistake in the letter of Mr, Breitfuss, and have corrected it,

P. J. A ., A berd een .— Thanks for the cutting, which is, however, 
rather of geographical than of philatelic interest.

A . de It.— 1, W e have no official information as to the exact date of 
issue. The stumps were used in 187!). The same surcharge is also found 
on the 1 real, rose. 2. These are obliterations, and not surcharges. 
3. W e know of no such value as a 4 cwirlos of Guatemala. The 4 
reales, with arms, was issued in 1872, and the 4 reales, with head of 
native, in January, 1878. 4. Various shaped punches were used to
deface stamps on telegrams in Spain. There are circular, triangular, 
arrow-shaped, T-shaped, and others, and we have stamps defaced by two 
perforations used together.

G. G., T o p a l i.— E xamine the two stamps you semi us carefully 
through a m agnifying glass, and you w ill see— 1st, that the 2b cents 
M auritius is only badly printed ; the I of the six, over which the sur
charge conies, gives to the upper part of the 5 the appearance of being 
the upper part of a 3 ; 2nd, the name printed on the 8 pies Indian is 
that of a newspaper, 'The Times of India. W e regret that we cannot 
accede to your other m piest.

Pemberton, Wilton, k  Co., 308. Goldhnwk Hoad, Shepherd* Bush, London. W»
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The Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London.
No. 1. Spain and Colonics, price ‘2 /- ; or sent fiat, 2/1, poB '.-free.

The Stamp Collector's Handbook (Second E dition). By the 
Jate E. L. Bembertox.

No. 1. Crown Svo, appropriately designed Cover, bound in doth gilt, 
post-free, 5/6.

No 2. Crown 8co, nn fine toned paper, handsomely bound, g ilt edges,
post-free, 10/6.

The Philatelical Catalogue (P a r t I.) . Price l / J ,  post-live.

Do. - do. (E x tra  E dition). Price; i /7 ,  (Kiskfreo.
(This work has never been completed, owing to the cost.)

The Philatelical Journal (Vol. l., us72). Post-free, 10/G.

Do. do. (Jan . t<> A pril, 1875). Tue .Four Parts, 1. G.

Do. do. The .Sixteen N um bers, h a ll-bound  in
morocco, 12/6 .

This is the most elaborately got-up .Journal upon th e  subject ever 
issued. It. is profusely Illustrated with correctly coloured fac-similes of 
the Stamps described. W hen the few remaining copies are sold, it must 
become one of the rarest specimens of Stamp literature.

Single Numbers of the above (except January, 1872) may be had at 
6d. each.

Forged Stamps, and How to Detect Them. (The fn-t 
W ork oi' th e  la te  K. L. P em berton .)  A few specim ens st.iii 
rem aining at. 1 /6 .

An Improved Perforation Gauge and Milimetre Scale.
.No philatelist should ho w ithout one. P rice iM.

This has been most carefully gut up, and its absolute accuracy may 
be depended upon. The Gauge measures perforations, rising by halves, 
from 7 to 1C ; and there are scales of inches and centimet res of sufficient, 
length to measure Post Cards and all usual sized Envelopes.

Improved Stamp Mounts.
Made of ho thinnest paper procurable, which is yet, unlike tissue 

paper, sufficiently stiff to stand writing upon, and is guaranteed to 
contain nothing injurious to the colour of the Stan.ps. These mounts 
will save collectors a good deal of the tiresome snipping of paper, 
which is one of the drawbacks tu  their hobby. They are out to three 
sizes; viz,—

No. 1. For Stamps about the size of the Id. English
No. 2. F or Oblong Stamps about the size of W estern Australia, 

Egypt. &c.
’ No. 3. F or larger Stamps, such as Portugal, Liberia, Ac.

A. Gummed, fid. per 100; 3/8 per 1000, post-free.
R. Ungummed, 3d. per 100; 2/3 per 1000, post-free.

Ivory Clips or Tweezers for handling Stamps, 1/- and 1/3 each, post-free
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N 0TI1ER instalment of M. Moens’s BtbUothhque ritv 
Timhro/,/,ile,s lies before ns, in the shape of the first 
volume of his work on the Stamps, postage and fiscal, 
Envelopes, Wrappers, and Cards of the Argentine .Re
public. M. Moons commences, as usual, with a brief 
historical account of the country the stamps of which 
lie is about to describe; ami few amongst us need he 

ashamed to admit the necessity for having our knowledge of the 
history of South American Republics rubbed up a little. Then 
follows a much-needed table of the native and foreign monevs 
current throughout the provinces of the Republic, with an ap
proximate reduction of their values to French currency.

<>n the 1st May, 18.j 8, the well-known series of three, values 
(with clasped hands, holding a pole surmounted bv the Phrygian 
'■ap) was issued and adopted by thirteen out of the fourteen pro
vinces forming the Confederation— the fourteenth (Rueiios Ayres),
1 lien an independent state, issuing a series of stamps of its own at 
t lie same period. W ar having broken out between the Confedera
t i o n  and liuono.s Ayres, the latter state proved victorious at the 
b a t t l e  of Ravon, o n  the 17th September, 1 8 0 1 .  I luring this three 
niouths’ war the Postal Administration of Rosario, having run 
abort of "> centavos stamps, being unable to obtain a fresh supply 
from Parana, where they were lithographed, and reprobating the 
use of halves of ]n centavos, and thirds of lb  centavos stamps, to 
represent the missing value, issued the centavos stamp similar to 
that of the lirst omission, hut with lunjn numeral of value. This 
stamp lias not only been reprinted, but two other values, which 
never hail any existence in fact, were fabricated to match it. Upon 
friendship being restored among the combatants, General Mitre 
assumed the Presidency of the Republic, arid on the 11th January,
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NOTHER instalment of M. Moens’s Bibliothbque des 
TimbtopJdlcs lies before us, in the shape of the first 
volume of his work on the Stamps, postage and fiscal, 
Envelopes, Wrappers, and Cards of the Argentine Re
public. M. Moens commences, as usual, with a brief 
historical account of the country the stamps of which 
he is about to describe; and few amongst us need be 

ashamed to admit the necessity for having our knowledge of the 
history of South American Republics rubbed up a little. Then 
follows a much-needed table of the native and foreign moneys 
current throughout the provinces of the Republic, with an ap
proximate reduction of their values to French currency.

On the 1st May, 1858, the well-known series of three values 
(with clasped hands, holding a pole surmounted by the Phrygian 
cap) was issued and adopted by thirteen out of the fourteen pro
vinces forming the Confederation—the fourteenth (Buenos Ayres), 
then an independent state, issuing a series of stamps of its own at 
the same period. War having broken out between the Confedera
tion and Buenos Ayres, the latter state proved victorious at the 
battle of Pavon, on the 17th September, 1861. During this three 
months’ war the Postal Administration of Rosario, having run 
short of 5 centavos stamps, being unable to obtain a fresh supply 
from Parana, where they were lithographed, and reprobating the 
use of halves of 10 centavos, and thirds of 15 centavos stamps, to 
represent the missing value, issued the 5 centavos stamp similar to 
that of the first emission, but with large numeral of value. This 
stamp has not only been reprinted, but two other values, which 
never had any existence in fact, were fabricated to match it. Upon 
friendship being restored among the combatants, General Mitre 
assumed the Presidency of the Republic, and on the 11th January,
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1862, were issued the stamps with the arms wreathed in hays. 
Our readers have already learned, from a paper contributed to our 
pages last March by M. Moens, that he denies the existence of 
more than one type of any of this issue save the 5 centavos. The 
strongest argument adduced by M. Moens in favour of this asser
tion is that Mr. Lange, the lithographer who designed and printed 
the stamps, declares that he made a transfer of the 5 centavos 
only. The stamps of this emission have been reprinted to any 
extent, the stones being in the possession of an English dealer. 
The three values with portrait of Rivadavia, forming the issue of 
the 17th April, 1864, were designed and printed in England— 
perhaps by Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, and Co. Supplies of the 
stamps, perforate and imperforate, a provision of the watermarked 
paper, and a perforating machine, were sent from England with 
the plates, from which stamps were printed on paper plain or 
watermarked, as a regular issue, or as provisionals (as in 1872) 
when the supplies of the American Bank Note Company ran out. 
M. Moens shows that there was only one perforation (machine 12) 
of this issue, the so-called pin-perforation only arising from the 
clumsiness with which the perforating machine was handled, lead
ing to its ultimate wreckage. The three values issued—the 5 c. 
on the 1st September, 1867, and the 10 and 15 c. on the 1st 
January, 1868—were supplied by the American Bank Note Com
pany, from whom all the stamps, envelopes, wrappers, and cards 
since used in the Republic have been obtained. The wear of the 
plates from which the 5 and 15 c. stamps were printed gave rise 
to some apparent differences in the backgrounds of these values, 
some of the lines having almost disappeared. Of the five values 
issued in 1873, the 1 and 4 c. came into circulation on the 15th 
March, and the 30, 60, and 90 c. on the 8th October. New postal 
regulations came into force on the 1st January, 1877, before the 
new stamps destined to defray the new rates were ready. There 
was consequently a great run on the 1 c. stamps to make up the 
amounts, and the stock of them was soon exhausted. The Director 
of Posts was authorised on the 31st January to convert 400,000 
5 c. stamps, by means of a surcharge, into stamps of 1 c.; and on 
the 20th February he was further authorised to convert, by the 
same means, 500,000 10 c. stamps into 8 c., and 200,000 5 c. into 
2 c. The 5 c. surcharged 8, and the 30 c. surcharged 24, as well 
as those varieties with reversed and horizontal surcharges, which 
are sometimes offered to collectors, are purely bogus. Of the six
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stamps issued in May and June, 1877, and March, 1878 and 1880, 
the 8, 16, 24, and 25 c. are modifications of stamps of other values 
previously issued. Why the 25 c. should be perforated, whilst all 
the others are rouletted, is not explained.

Here, for the present at least, we must close the book; for space 
fails us to examine the various emissions of envelopes, cards, &c. 
We can honestly recommend our readers to take the work with 
them on their summer holiday, and promise them much interesting 
information from its perusal. I t is printed, as usual, on handsome 
thick laid paper, and is profusely illustrated. But, alas! our copy 
at least is so abominably folded, that no bookbinder who respects 
himself would touch it with a pair of tongs. We are sorry that 
a work on which no expense in the matter of type, paper, and 
engraving has been spared, should be ruined through the fault of— 
we should imagine—a drunken bookfolder. M. Moens should 
refuse to accept such work, and still less should he send it out to 
his old and faithful subscribers.

Argentine Republic.—On the authority of Dr. Wonner, Der 
Philatelist chronicles a provisional post card, consisting of the 6 
centavos card, surcharged in black in three oblique lines across the 
stamp—“ servicio urbano— dos centavos— ( provisorio),” Dr. 
Kloss has seen this card with the same surcharge printed upside- 
down in the left lower comer, as well as on the stamp.
Provisional Post Card. 2 centavos, black surcharge on the 6 centavos, rose.

Barbados, — A correspondent in Bridgetown writes u s : 
“ Through the courtesy of our postmaster, J. B. Laurance, Esq., 
I am enabled to send you the following information respecting our 
new stamps, proofs of which I  have seen, and which will probably 
be issued in July next. The adhesives, which I consider of an 
extremely ordinary design, somewhat resembling the current 4d. of 
Jamaica, as well as the bands, cards, &c., will be printed by Messrs. 
De La Rue and Co. All the adhesives, including the 5s., will be 
of the same size; viz., that of our current Id. The design will also 
be the same for all—Queen’s head in circle; “ Barbados ” above, 
and value below. There will be—

2 x2

Adhesives.
id. green.
Id. carmine.
2id. ultramarine. 
3d. mauve.

' ’ eenish-grey. 
own.

Is. orange-red.
5s. yellow-ochre.

41*



Of envelopes there will be three sizes, each of the value of Id., 
the 8tamp on which will be pink, as in the current British. The 
registration envelopes, value 4d., will have the stamp printed in 
grey. The newsbands will be of the values of £d., brown on buff, 
and Id., carmine on buff. The inland post cards will be Jd., brown 
on buff, and the Postal Union cards Id., carmine on buff When 
the present supply of l |d .  Postal Union cards is exhausted, they 
will be replaced by others, printed in purple on buff, instead of in 
brown on buff.”

Another correspondent, who has recently been in Trinidad, writes 
us that when there he met a creature who was hunting high and 
low to get the necessary type with the view of forging the Id. sur
charge on the 5s. Barbados.

Brazil.—We have a new postal card of the value of 80 reis. In 
a curve above is “ union postale universelle." Then conies the 
stamp, with “ bilhete ” on the left, and “ postal ” on the right of 
it. Below is “ neste lado,” &c., within parentheses, followed by 
tliree lines for address. All the inscriptions are in coloured Roman 
capitals of various sizes. The stamp bears the profile portrait of 
the Emperor, as in the home-printed adhesives, within a pearled 
circle. Above the circle is an arched scroll, with “ b r a zil ;"  below 
is “ reis ,” with an oval on either side, with numerals of value. 
The rest of the stamp is made up of ornament, but it is without 
frame. The border of the card is formed of three undulating 
lines—the outer one heavy, and the inner ones light. Reverse 
plain. Size, 125 x 88 mm.

Post Card. 80 reis, orange-vermilion on medium pale buff card.

British Guiana.—The current one and two cents adhesives, and 
perhaps some other values which we have not yet seen, have the 
watermark changed to C. A. and crown. A correspondent has 
taken the trouble to enquire for us at the Post-office at Demerara 
respecting the type-printed 1 and 2 cents stamp without the word 
“ Specimen.” The authorities inform him that a few sheets slipped 
through without having the word punched in them, but that it 
was an oversight. We have seen the 24 cents, green, official, with 
value obliterated, which has escaped the surcharge of 2.

On the authority of a M. Berger, M, Moens chronicles two 
stamps, which, as our colleague does not profess to have seen or 
examined them, we are inclined to regard with the gravest sus
picion. They are the 12 cents, lilac, type 1860, surcharged 1, and 
the 24 cents, green, type 1863, surcharged 2. These stamps, M. 
Moens informs us in a private letter, are supposed to have been 
issued in December last. There is no mention of any such varieties 
in the official notices of which we have published copies, and it is 
at least strange that, considering the disproportion of the amount 
of correspondence between British Guiana and the mother country, 
and th a t. between the same colony and the continent, nothing
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should have been seen or heal’d of these stamps in England, or 
indeed in Demerara.

Canada.—The new post card is a very simple one. A curved 
scroll is inscribed “ Canada tost card ” in Roman capitals, followed 
by “ th e  address to be written on this  s id e " in block letters. 
The stamp is that of the current newspaper wrapper. Size, 129 x 
75 mm. No border. Reverse side plain.

Post Card. 1 cent, blue, on pale stoutish buff card.
,, ultramarine „ „

Cyprus—The stamps referred to in our last number are in 
circulation. The 30 paras is surcharged “ 30 paras,” in black 
block numerals and type, over the original value on the 1 piastre. 
The half piastre is surcharged £ on either side of the stamp, just 
above the label with value. We were puzzled to account for the 
surcharge of 4 on the half piastre stamp, but Mr. W. Clifford sends 
us the following extract from a letter from Cyprus explaining the 
mystery: “ I t having been discovered that the colour of the half 
piastre stamp, green, can easily, by means of acid, damp, &c., be 
changed to a blue, resembling that of the 2 piastre stamp, and thus 
be made to pass for that value, it has been officially recommended 
that the refnainder of the present stock in hand be surcharged 
with £, in large black figures, on each side of the Queen’s head. 
When the present stock is exhausted a stamp of another shape 
will be brought into use."

Adhesives. 30 paras, surcharged in black on 1 piastre, rose.
4 piastre „ „ 4 .. green.

Since the above was printed, we have received the new 30 paras. 
It is of the same design as the rest of the values, and is inscribed 
30 paras in the bottom label. The surcharged stamp of this value 
is now obsolete.

A dhesive. 30 paras, rosy-lilac, W m k , C, A .  a n d  crown.

Greece.—Messrs. Whitfield, King and Co. send us the 30 lepta 
postage stamp, current type, changed in colour to blue.

Adhesive. 30 lepta, blue (shades).
A correspondent in Corfu writes us that “ the 30 lepta, brown, 

and 80 lepta, carmine, are obsolete, and 
have been called in to be exchanged at 
the post offices. The new head of the 
post office, Mr. Mansola, is preparing 
many improvements in the service; 
and it is said that we are to have 
further changes in the stamps and post 
cards."

Hawaiian Is lan d s — The accom
panying cuts represent the three new 
adhesives and the stamps on the post 
cards described by us last month.

NOVELTIES, DISCOVERIES, AND RESUSCITATIONS. 9 3
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Honduras.—Our illustration represents the 
type of stamp printed on the post cards described 
in our last number.

Labuan.—The Eight Cents postage stamp, 
without surcharge, is now in circulation. Ac
cording to our correspondent, who says nothing 
as to the watermark, it is of the same colour as 
the 12 cents which has so long done duty for it 
with the added surcharge.

Adhesive. 8 cents, carmine.
The Timbre-Poste chronicles a whole host of so-called errors in 

the recent surcharges, such as F ig h t and E igh r instead of E ight. 
We have seen some of the lately-printed sheets which, owing to 
the stereos, having got knocked about, are certainly inferior to the 
first; but the errors arise simply from portions of the letters (the 
lower limb of the E, for example) having been broken.

Mauritius.—Our illustration represents 
the new type of stamp on the 8 cents en
velope. I t is printed on white wove paper. 
Size, 134 x 77 mm. The colour of the stamp 
is unchanged.

Mexico.—The new Porte de Mar stamps 
are printed on thin laid paper, very much like 
that employed for the first issue of Canada. 
In describing the 100 centavos last month,



from hearsay, we gave it as being of the same colour as the 
85 centavos, whereas it is really a kind of sage-green.

Porte de Mar. 5 centavos, pale yellow.
100 „ sage-green.

We have to thank Mr. Campbell for the new Postal Union 
cards, which are of a most gingerbread character. The groundwork 
of the back is formed of undulating coloured lines. Above are 
the letters k d .m., in ornamental type, with a scroll over them in
scribed “ tarjeTa postal-carte postale.” Below, in small coloured 
block letters, are the inscriptions, in two lines, “ en este lado,” 
&c., and “ ce cot£ est reserve,” &c. Below this, in script type, 
is “ Sefior,” followed by three lines for the address, which, owing 
to the space occupied by ornamental tomfoolery, has to be com
pressed into very little space. To the left of the inscriptions is a 
staff, with cap of Liberty, rising above a ramshackle escutcheon 
bearing the condor and snake which do duty for the arms of 
Mexico. A second set of the letters e. u .m., outlined in large 
white Roman capitals, occupy the lower two-thirds of the card. 
The border is as ornate as the rest, and has straight labels, with 
curved ends, at the top, bottom, and sides, inscribed, in coloured 
block letters: Above, “ onion postal universal j ” below, “ union 
postale universelle ;" to left, “ republica mexicana,” reading 
upwards; and to right, “ republique mexicaine,” reading down
wards. To the right of the card are two rectangular double-lined 
frames, one above the other, with a central oval to contain rectan
gular stamps, which, of the same type as the current adhesives, are 
printed on the cards. The values are 2 and 3 centavos, which it 
takes two stamps—one of 2 and one of 1 c., or two of 1 c.—to 
express. The printing is in all colours upon cards of all hues, 
and we have seldom come across more trashy productions. The 
reverse side, which is plain, is by far the best.

Post Cards. 2 centavos, brown stamps, on all colours of cards. Size of 
border, 128 x 79 ram.

3 centavos, lilac and brown stamps, on all colours of cards. 
Size of border, 128 x 79 mra.

New Zealand.—We are indebted to several correspondents for 
specimens of the new series of combined Postage and Revenue 
stamps, which came into circulation on the 1st of April last. They 
are evidently of Colonial production, and are probably made by 
Mr. Richards, of Sydney. The One Penny is of exactly the 
same design as the One Shilling of 1874. In  the upper part of 
the oval enframing the head is “ new Zealand postage and 
revenue,” and in the lower, one penny , a period on either side 
dividing the inscriptions. The Two Pence is the same as the Six 
Pence of 1874 The Threepence is of the same type as the One 
Penny of 1874, except that the arabesques dividing the two in
scriptions in the circle enframing the portraits are much smaller. 
The Fourpence is like the Twopence of 1874, save that in each 
spandrel is a small white bordered coloured disc, with 4d. in white.
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In the Six Pence we have a diademed, profile portrait of Her 
Majesty to left, on ground of horizontal lines, enframed by straight 
borders at top, bottom, and sides. The top label, which has a 
block with star-like ornament at either end, is inscribed new 
Zealand, in coloured block letters. The bottom label is inscribed 
in the same way—“ postage and revenue.” The side borders are 
ornamented with arabesques, and have a coloured label, with 
rounded ends, in the centre of each inscribed “ sixpence,” in white 
block letters, reading upwards on the left, and downwards on the 
rightrhand side. The One Shilling is very similar to the Three
pence of 1874, there being only some slight differences in the 
arabesques. The curved labels are naturally somewhat larger, the 
upper one having to find room for new Zealand postage and 
revenue, and the lower one for one shilling . All these stamps 
are type-printed, on white wove paper, of an upright rectangular 
shape, and are inscribed and revenue in addition to postage.

Adhesives. Id., bright rose.
2d., lilac.
3d,, yellow. Watermark N.Z. and small star;
4d., sea-green. per/. 12.
6d., brown.
Is., ,,

Nova Scotia.—We have heard something about two stamps 
in M. de Ferrari’s collection; viz., the 3d. and 6d. of the first 
issue, surcharged paid  5 cents. The raison d’etre of these stamps is 
not very clear.

Persia.—A correspondent informs us that the new One Franc 
Stamp is of the same design as the 50 centimes. In the upper 
comers are circles containing Persian inscriptions; that on the right 
signifying 1 kran, and that on the left 1000 dinar. Beneath the 
portrait is 1 franc. The Shah’s portrait is in black, and the stamp 
is blue, with a deep blue border.

Peru .— We present our readers with an 
illustration of the provisional Peru of the 1858 
issue which we described some time ago, and 
to the authenticity of which M. Moens renders 
full justice in the Timbre-Postc for June.

Philippines.—We have seen the 25 c. de 
peso, blue, telegraph stamp used as a postage 
stamp.

Portugal.—On the 8th inst. another of the combined Postage 
and Telegraph 8tamps came into circulation. The portrait is the 
same as in the current 25 reis, but the circle which enframes it is 
inscribed Portugal above and correios e teleg". below, the two 
inscriptions being separated by an ornament on either side. Below 
the head is a decorated label with 50 reis in white block numerals 
and letters. The outline of the stamp is irregular, and the orna
mentation very neat and effective.

Adhesive. 50 Reis, blue on white wove paper, perf. 13.
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Russia.—Bougoulma.— In April we described 
and illustrated, on the authority of M. Moens, a 
Kural postage stamp of Bougoulma (Province of 
Samara). On the same authority we have now 
to announce that it has been superseded by an
other of the annexed type.

Adhesive. 2 kopecks, blue, pale blue, bright blue on 
white laid paper.

St. Lucia.—Besides the stamp which we described last month, 
we have seen the new black fiscal (surcharged one penny revenue 
in carmine block letters) used as a postage stamp.

Spain.—M. Moens sends us a pair, one above the other, of the 
current ^ c. de peseta, which are perforated at the top, bottom, and 
sides, but not between the two stamps. Our colleague does not 
inform us whether these stamps are now issued perforated, or 
whether the pair he sends us are a curiosity.

Adhesive. $ c. de peseta, green, with Royal crown, perf. 11J.

South Australia.—We have received several assurances that 
the Twopence of this colony surcharged with the numeral 3 in 
black, which we chronicled in October and illustrated in January 
last, is a bogus production. Mr. Westoby has been at some pains 
to hunt this impostor to earth. A correspondent of his writes, that 
after being assured by the authorities at Adelaide that no such 
stamp was ever issued, he wrote to & philatelist (!) in the colony, who 
informed him that “ lie had perpetrated a joke by sending a 2d. 
surcharged with a 3 to one of the stamp magazines. The editor in
serted a short paragraph to the effect that such a thing was in 
existence. Other scribes filched it, and inserted it in their publi
cations, and this foolish joke goes on."

We were certainly the first to notice this stamp, but it was not 
sent to us by any one in the colony. We had it from a well-known 
firm of dealers, who received several copies amongst their corres
pondence. If the account, which we have quoted above, be true, 
the perpetrator of the joke has certainly written himself down an 
ass, and we do not feel in the least ashamed of having been the 
victims of his stupid hoax. The stamps we saw were duly post
marked over the surcharge, and we were not to suppose that the 
postal authorities of the colony would allow stamps with bogus 
surcharges to pass unchallenged through the post. We have no 
wish nor reason to uphold any stamp of doubtful authenticity; 
on the contrary, that we should have first called attention to it is 
an all-sufficient reason for our setting before our readers anything 
which can be said to disprove its genuineness.

We have received the new Halfpenny newspaper wrappers in 
two sizes—288 x 112 and 447 x 143 mm.



Straits Settlements.—Our engraving re
presents the provisional 5 cents, surcharged on 
the 4 cents rose, which wc described in March.

Trinidad.—The provisional One Penny which 
has lately been used reminds us strongly of the 
first Griqualands. Armed with a pen and ink, 
the authorities have ruled out the original value, 
and written Id. on a certain number of the 
current Sixpenny postage stamps. The process 

is primitive, and let us hope that it will not lead to mischief.
P rovisional, Id. surcharged with pen and red ink on current 6d., green.

Id. ,, ,, black ,,
We had scarcely described the above stamp when the next mail 

brought us its successor. I t is the ordinary carmine stamp sur
charged, in the same type as the current Halfpenny, “ one penny .” 
This stamp is evidently not a provisional. The Trinidadians have, 
we suppose, come to the conclusion that it is a stupid thing to have 
stamps without expressed value.
Adhesive,, Id . surcharged in black on carmine, watermarked C.A. and Crown.

United States.—An American correspondent informs us that 
the current Ten Cents adhesive has been re-engraved, and shows 
several minor differences in its present condition. The same cor
respondent sends us two very distinct shades of the Garfield stamp, 
one being printed in the black-brown with which we are familiar; 
whilst the other, which he says was the earlier shade, is a rich 
warm brown, very greatly to be preferred.

United States of Colombia.—We have seen the current 2 cs., 
rosy-carmine, with arms, which we supposed was a proof, employed 
for postage. We have received the 2 cs., pale rose (head of Liberty), 
pin-perforated 10.

Venezuela.—We are indebted to Messrs. Whitfield, King, and 
Co. for the following translation of a portion of a decree passed at 
Caracas on the 14th of last April: “ 1st. The ‘Escuela’ stamps 
destined for the correspondence of the Interior, and other purposes 
set forth by the laws now in force, and the postage stamps destined 
for use on foreign correspondence, will be of the types described in 
this present decree. 2nd. Both types will be rectangular in form, 
measuring 2£ centimetres in length and 2 centimetres in breadth, 
and will bear in the centre the bust of the Liberator (Bolivar), 
turned to the right in the Escuelas, and to the left in the postage 
stamps. In the upper part of the former will be the word ‘ Escuela,’ 
and in that of the latter the inscription, ‘ Correos de Venezuela.’ 
In the lower part of each type will be the respective values. 3rd. 
The values and colours of the Escuelas will be as follows : 5 centi- 
mos, green; 10, grey; 25, yellow; 50, blue; 1 Bolivar, rose-red; 
3, violet; 10, bistre; 20, purplish-red ; 25, black. The values and 
colours of the postage stamps will be as follows : 5 centimos, blue; 
10, bistre; 25, grey; 50, green; and 1 Bolivar, violet.—(Signed), 
Guzman Blanco.”
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T H E  P O S T A G E  S T A M P S  OF S P A I N ,
By Senok Antonio F ernandez Dcro.

A R E V I E W  BY CAPT. E. B. EVANS ,  R.A.

Sections 3 and 4 of P art I. are devoted to Official Frank Stamps ( Civil) 
and Official Frank Stamps ( M ilitary)  respectively. These impressions are 
of course collectable by those who wish to collect them (inasmuch as this is 
a free country, and any one may collect what he pleases), but I think they 
can hardly be considered postage stamps, representing, as they do, not post
age paid or to be paid, but a freedom from postage.

They differ altogether from the adhesive official stamps which were used 
in Spain by those government offices which did not possess the privilege of 
sending their correspondence free. Those adhesives were stamps like any 
others. The departments using them probably paid the postal department 
for them, and they merely differed from the ordinary stamps to the same 
extent that the stamps of one country differ from those of another.

On the other hand, certain officials and certain departments were, from 
time to time, granted the privilege of sending their correspondence through 
the post without charge. To distinguish such correspondence certain hand- 
stamps were and are employed. The letters, &c., bearing these therefore 
are not chargeable with postage ; but this is not so much because they bear 
the hand-stamp, as because they emanate from privileged sources.

This class of impressions corresponds exactly with those used in some 
of the public offices in England, notably in the War Office, where the stamp 
consists of the reproduction of a signature. This seems to be a relic of the 
old franking system, which is still employed in some of the colonies for 
local official correspondence.

Of the same nature is the stamp treated of in Section 5, which again is a 
label, denoting a privilege granted to a private individual of sending free by 
post, during a period of six months, a pamphlet which was considers by the 
Spanish government to be of public utility. This was the Vartilla Postal de 
Espaha, a work which contained instructions as to the proper method of 
addressing and stamping letters, together with other necessary information 
on postal matters, of which it appears that the people of Spain were for the 
most part lamentably ignorant.

The design of the label in question consisted of a representation of an 
envelope, enclosed in an oval band, lettered with the name of the work, 
within a rectangular frame with lined spandrels. It was placed on the 
wrapper simply to show the nature of the contents, and franked them 
because the latter were known to possess this privilege.

Section 6 deals with impressed newspaper stamps, which seem to be allied 
to those in use in Great Britain down to 1870, and which, like the latter, 
appear to have hardly received from collectors the attention which they 
deserve. The British stamps of this kind were, as we all know, originally of 
a fiscal nature, and the packets bearing them passed free through the post, 
not because tney were thus stamped, but because they were newspapers. 
The impressions described by Senor Duro however were entirely postal; 
their franking power of course was strictly limited to the sheet of paper on 
which they were impressed, aud that sheet of paper could only be employed 
for printing a newspaper upon. At the same time they certainly denoted 
postage paid, and therefore have some claim to be considered postage stamps.

This system of franking newspapers by means of an impressed stamp was 
introduced in 1856, and the charge was made not upon each copy, according 
to its weight, but upon the paper in bulk. By the tariff first drawn up the
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postage throughout Spain was 30 reales per arroba (about 254 lbs- weight) 
of paper if the number of copies contained in an arroba did not exceed one 
thousand; and for each thousand beyond one thousand to the arroba an 
additional charge of 4 realm was made.

The stamp employed consisted of the arms of Spain, surmounted by a 
crown, enclosed in a plain single-lined circle, lettered timbre—30 rs. arrba 
on the upper left and right, and, for papers published in the capital, with the 
word hadkid below. The stamp used in the provinces was of similar type, 
but a little smaller in diameter, and without any name.

In 1857 the same system was extended to papers to be posted to the 
Spanish colonies, the same type as that described above for Madrid being 
employed, but lettered timbre—80 rs. arrI!A—antillas or, timbre—160 rs. arri,a —filipinas, according to the destination, there being again an 
extra charge of 10 or 20 reales per arroba when the number of copies 
exceeded one thousand.

In 1864 a reduction in the tariff for all printed matter was made, and 
newspapers not exceeding a certain size were charged in Spain itself 4 
centimos de real each copy. A new type of stamp was introduced, consisting 
of the arms, crowned, and supported by the pillars of Hercules, enclosed in 
a plain oval, lettered timbre cuatko cents above; and for the capital Madrid, for the provinces an ornamental line, between two stars below.

The former types still continued in use, as papers of a smaller size could 
still pay at the rate of 30 rls. per arroba. A corresponding reduction was 
made iii the tariff for the colonics, for which the old system was retained 
also.

In 1865 the denominations of money and weight having been altered, the 
lettering of the type introduced the previous year was changed, and it 
appeared in the following varieties : 1. Lettered timbre—4 Mil," de esc0 ; Madrid for the capital. 2. The same value, but without the name, for the 
provinces. 3. Lettered timbre—3 esc* — 11 k“ 502 o’ (3 escudos, per 11 
kilogrammes, 502 grammes) Madrid. 4. Provincial type of 3. 5. Lettered timbre—6 esc — 11 K’ 502 o' —an till as. 6. Similar to 5, but 14 ESC* 
and filipinas.

In 1867 the tariff was once more altered, and the charges raised for the most 
part. For Spain the postage was still 4 mils, for each copy containing four 
pages or less, or the sender might pay at the rate of 3 esciulos per 10 kilo
grammes in weight; for the colonies the charge was 8 escudos and 15 
escudos per 10 kilos, respectively. The type of the stamp remained the 
same, the rates of course being altered, and the weight being given on Nos. 
3, 4, 5, and 6 as 10 kilogs.

In 1868, on the deposition of Queen Isabella, the only change made in 
these stamps consisted in the erasing from the coat of arms the small shield 
licaring the flear-de-ltjs. The same six varieties continued in use.

In 1869 and 1870 various changes apjiear to have been made in the tariff, 
but no fresh varieties of stamps were employed. Perhaps the changes 
determined upon were not really carried out, owing tu the unsettled state of 
affairs.

In 1871 great reductions were made. A uniform system, the old one, was 
adopted for Spain, the rate being 3 pesetas per 10 kilos.; that for the 
Spanish West Indies was 10 pesetas per 10 kilos.; and for the Philippines 
and Fernando Poo, 2 pesetas 50 centimes per kilo. The same type as the 
last, with the addition of the cross o f Savoy in the centre of the shield, in 
honour of King Amadeus, was employed in four varieties—3 peTa* 10 kil* , 
with and without Madrid ; 10 i,T*8 10 kil* — antillas, and 2 rTA* 50 cs
KIL0 — FILIPINAS.

In 1873 the rate for the Philippines and Fernando Poo was again reduced, 
and the last variety was altered to 2 PT1S 1 kil0.

In 1874 King Amadeus, having shared the fate of Queen Isabella, the 
cross o f  Savoy went the way of the lilies of the Bourbons, and the first 
three varieties of 1871, together with that of 1873, appeared without that 
addition to the coat of anus.
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In 1875 the lilies returned with King Alfonso X II., and the four varieties 
last described appeared with the coat of arms, as in 1864.

In 1876 El Im partial (one of the newspapers of Madrid), having adopted 
improved methods of printing, which involved the use oi rolls of paper, 
which could not conveniently be weighed or stamped a t the stamp office, the 
proprietors of that paper were permitted to pay a certain sum per annum, 
calculated I suppose upon the average circulation of the paper, and to stamp 
the necessary number of copies with an oblong oval design, lettered above satisfechos los DERE0HO8 de, in the centre timbre, and below para laPENINSULA.

In 1878 the .same privilege was granted to La Correspondencia de Espaha, 
and in 1879 to El Liberal, both of which employed stamps almost exactly 
similar to that of El Impartial described above.

This section is the last of Part I. of Senor Duro’s work, and concludes the 
history of the stamps, &c., issued for use in Spain itself. Part I I . ,  treating 
of the issues of the Spanish colonies, I must leave for a future paper.

(To be continued.)

T H E  S T A M P S  OF  J A P A N .
B Y  E. 1). BACON.

( Continued from  page 85.)

Issue M eiji—lsi month, 8th year. January  1st, 1875.
A Postal Treaty having been concluded between the United States and 
Japan, three new stamps were issued in January of this year. They were 
printed in taille-douce, and show forty varieties to the sheet. Designs: Two 
concentric circles form a band touching the bottom and two sides of the 
stamps, enclosing, on the 12 sen, a peahen and shrubs; on the 15 sen, a 
pheasant, also with shrubs, and on the 45 sen an eagle, all three birds resting 
on a coloured groundwork representing land. The bands are inscribed with 
the values a t top and bottom, the numerals in the latter case being separated

from the word Sen by two upright lines, between which is a syllabic character. 
The values are also in Japanese characters on each side. At the top, on a 
label above the bands, is the chrysanthemum, with two Japanese characters 
on each side of it, the four characters signifying “ Postage Stamp.” The 
four comers of the stamps are filled in with different ornamentation for each 
value. Shape, upright rectangular; on ordinary wove paper ; perforated 9, 
11, and 13 ; yellowish-white gum.

12 sen, pale rose . syllabic character 1.
15 „ mauve . „ „ 1 ,2 ,3 .
45 „ carmine, carmine rose „ „ 1 ,2 ,3 .
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Issue Meiji—2nd  month, 8th year. February, 1875.

Seven values printed in taiile-douce, on wove paper, showing forty varieties 
to the sheet. Design similar to those issued February, 1874, but the 10, 20, 
and 30 sen stamps are much reduced in size. Perforated 11 and 13 ; yellow 
and white gum. ’

A sen, grey shades ; syll. char. 2, 3, 4 (two plates of syll. char. 2).
1 „ brown, light and dark ; syll. char. 5, 7, 8. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17.
4 ,, blue-green, green, light and dark ; syll. cnar. 1, 2, 3.
6 „ orange, light and dark ; syll. char. 10 ,11,13,14,15,1G, 17,19,20,21,

22 (two plates of syll. char. 16).
10 „ blue, light and dark ; syll. char. 4, 5.
20 „ carmine „ „ „ 8.
30 „ violet „ „ „ 2, 3,4.Remarks,—The syllabic character on the 6 sen of this issue on the nine
teenth and following plates is removed to the bottom of the stamp, and is 
there found in a small oval, directly beneath the “ s ” of the word “ sen,” 
where it replaces one of the small holes in the strap of the garter.

Issue—same date.
Two values printed in taille-douce, forty varieties to the sheet. Design 

similar to the above 1 and 4 sen stamps, but without syllabic character, the 
branches being simply crossed, as in the stamps issued August, 1872, and 
April, 1873. Yellowish-white gum ; wove paper ; perforated 11.

1 sen, brown, pale and dark,
4 ,, green „ ,,

Issue Meiji—8th month, 8th year. August, 1875.
Two values printed in taille-douce, and forty varieties to the sheet. 

Design similar to the 1 and 2 sen stamps issued August, 1872, save that the 
branches are tied in  a bow, instead of being simply crossed. White gum ; 
wove paper ; perforated 13.

2 sen, lemon, yellow.
1876. 1 „ light and dark brown.

Issue Meiji—3rd month, 9th year. March, 1876.
One value printed in taille-douce, forty varieties to the sheet. Design 

very similar to the 6 sen stamp issued January, 1874, 
but without syllabic character, and having the four 
Japanese characters signifying “ Postage Stamp” in 
the upper part of the stamp, instead of the repeated 
value. In the centre the chrysanthemum is higher up, 
almost touching the inside line of the garter, and be
neath are the three fructed leaves and other floral 
decorations. All other details are precisely similar 
to the 6 sen stamp. White gum ; wove paper; per
forated 11.

6 sen, light green, shades,
(  To be continued.)
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The eleventh meeting of the season was held on the 3rd June, 1882, a t 13, 
Gray’s Inn Square; the President in the chair. The Secretary read the 
minutes of the previous meeting, which were approved. This being the 
General Annual Meeting, the Secretary was called upon to read his Annual 
Report, which showed the position of the Society to be satisfactory, the 
number of members being forty-two, as against thirty-five at the same time 
last year. The Secretary then presented his balance sheet, which Messrs. 
Kern and Bacon were appointed by the meeting to audit. I t  was proposed 
by Mr. Wilson, seconded by Mr. Bacon, and unanimously agreed to, that the 
retiring Committee be re-elected for the ensuing year.

On tne conclusion of the business some discussion arose as to how far the 
numerous varieties of perforation occurring in the stamps printed by Messrs. 
Perkins, Bacon and Co., for the West Indian and other colonies, could be 
kept count of in preparing reference lists. I t  was agreed that whilst the 
simple perforations should be carefully noted, it would tie quite impossible to 
enumerate all the compound perforations, which, as in the case of tne stamps 
of Barbados, are quite bewildering in their variations, and of which it seems 
impossible to make up complete sets.

Several novelties were shown, including a provisional One Penny Trinidad, 
formed by striking out the original value, and surcharging the current Six
penny adhesive la . with pen and red ink. The new Sixpenny postage and 
revenue stamp of New Zealand was also exhibited.

The Secretary having announced that he should very shortly be leaving 
England for a time, it was resolved that this be the last meeting of season 
1881-82.

fis t of gttw l HUntbcrs of %  $(rilateJit $orUtg of f  onktt.
Published in terms of the Resolution passed at the meeting o f 14th June, 1879.
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C. N. Biggs.
Baron Bogouschevsky.
F. Brb itfuss.
M. Burnett.
G. Campbell.
J. Carrick.
M. P. Castle.
Sir Daniel Coopf.r, 

Bart.
Antonio F. Duro.
E. C. Eberhardt,
J. C. Ellison.

MEMBERS.
Capt. E. B. Evans, r.a. 
M. P. df. F igueroa.
H. F irth.
E. Groht.
J. Hurst.
Pearson Hill.
W. E. Image.
G. Michelsen.
J. J. Kern.
Max Kahlert.
G. Lockyer.
J. C. Menlove.
J. B. Moens.
Lieut. W. F. N. Noel, 

r. e.

G. W. Obicini.
F. A. Philbrick, q.c. 
F. M. Rigge.
W. Rutley.
T. St. L. Stephenson. 
W. M. Steuart.
T. K. Taplino.
Mrs. Tebay.
J. H. T illy.
Dr. C. W. Viner.
T. Vasmer.
W. A. S. Westoby.
W. E. Williams.
A. H. Wilson.

Names removed from the List of Members in terms of Article xx. of the 
Statutes: Messrs. Edward Buckley, Sydney, New South Wales, and R. 
Macdonald, Port Elizabeth.



104- n o tes  AND QUERIES.

N o t i c e .

T h e  Editor of The Philatelic Record proposes starting, about the 
beginning of Ju ly , for the extreme north of Europe. As it will be 
quite impossible for him to edit the magazine during his absence, 
Captain Evans has very kindly undertaken to supply his place for the 
next two months. Correspondents are therefore requested to address 
their communications to Captain Evans, to the care of our publishers.

j j l o t t t s  a n d  h u r r i e s .

C. S. H., New Y ork .—We do not quite know how to deal with your 
rather formidable list of so-called queries, some of which are simply asser
tions, such as Nos. 1. and 2. These surcharges have been duly described 
and illustrated in the Record. 3. We do not know of any varieties; 
there are many shades. 4. This issue is perforated 10, 12, and 14. You 
had better send to our publishers for a perforation gauge. 5. We 
suppose you mean the 15 kreuzer of Hungary ? The paper must have 
got stained. 6. A proof. 7. The 6 ore has been doctoral. The shades 
of the current type Swedish are innumerable. 8. The envelopes w ith
out watermark are usually on bluish paper, 9. Both common. 10. No. 
11. We cannot pronounce an opinion on the so-called surcharge without 
having seen it. We should th ink it is an obliteration. The missing 
“ e ” must be the result of bad printing. There are many shades botli 
in the paper and ink used for the current French stamps.

R. F .—Nos, 1, 2, and 4 are genuine originals. No. 3 is a reprint.

C. R. B.—As you have appealed to a “  high au tho rity  ”  who reverses 
our decision as to  the au then tic ity  of your stam p, by all meanB content 
yourself w ith his verdict. T he stam p w ill do you no harm  bo long as 
you do not try  to sell it.

Zeta & W. S.—Declined with thanks.

Pemberton, Wi}mc, 6 Co., 30ft, Goldhowk Road, shepherd* Butfa, Loadoa. W,
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N o t i c e .

T iik Kilitui ill' The Philatelic Ilecanl proposes starting, about the 
beginning of July, lor the extreme north of Europe. As it will  be 
unite impossible for him to edit the mugay.inc (luring his absence, 
Captain Evans lias very kindly undertaken to supply his place for the 
next lwo months. Correspondents are therefore requested to address 
their communications to Captain Evans, to the care of our publishers.

f i o t e s  a n t t  A m e r i c a .

C. S. 11., N ew Y o r k . — We do not iputc know bow to deal with your 
rather torndliable list of so-called ipuTics, some of wli ich are simply usser- 
tions, such as Nos. 1. and 2. These surcharges have been duly described 
and illustrated in the lleconh A W e do not know of any varieties; 
there are many shades. -1. This issue is perforated to, ] 2, and l-f. You 
bad better send to nitr publishers for a perforation gauge. We 
sup] lose von mean the I o kreuzer of H un gary!  T he paper must h a w  
got stained. 6. A proof 7. The 6 ore lias been doctored. The shades 
of the current type Swedish are innumerable. >\ The envelopes w ith
out watermark are usually mi bluish paper. !t llotb common, in. No. 
1 1. W e cannot pronounce an opinion mi the so-called surcharge without 
having seen it. We should think it is an obliteration. The missing 
“ E ” must lie the result of bad printing. Then; ale many shades lmlli 
in the paper and ink used for the current French stamps.

R. F, Nos. l,  2, and 4 arc genuine originals. No. '.I is a reprint.

C. R. 11.— A s  you have appealed to a “ high .-mtliorily ” who reverses 
our decision as to the authenticity of your stamp, by all means content 
yourself with his verdict. The stamp will  do von no harm so long as 
von do not try to sell it.

Z rta  A Wr. S.—  Declined with thanks.

Pcmoerton, "WiUon, & Co.. 308. Goidhuwk Road, cnepherda Bush. London. "W,
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(Tljr ©vg-.m of ilje ^hUntdir ôcirtr) of bonbon.
Vol I .  (1879), beau tifu lly  bound in cloth, g il t  le tte ring  and edging, con

taining Photogiaph nti.l Au-ograph of the late F. L. Pemberton, A small number of 
eopbrs jstill remaining. Price 6 /6 , post-free.

Vol IT. (1880), bound to match Vol. T , b u t considerably larger, contains, in 
addition to illustrations in the later numbers, a permanent Photo (Cabinet ftnd 
Autograph oi F, A. Fbilbrmk, E:q., Q.C., President of the Philatelic Society ot 
London. Prior 5/6. pest free.

Vol. I l l ,  (1831;. bound to  m atch Vols. L a n d  I I . ,  b u t mush larger. P ro
fusely il.ustrated with cob'-irud plates,etc.: also permanent Phvto of I)r. C. W. Vinei* 
Price 5 8, post-free.

Vol. IV. commences with the February number. Subscription, a t borne 
and in :1 countries in Class A of the Postal Union, 3/8.

To Antigua, Argentine Republic, Bahamas, Tiarb.idcea, Bermuda, Bolivia, Braui. British 
JD ndunts, British Guiana. Cape Colony, Chili, Costa Rica, Curasao, Dominica, Koiiad^*, 
! niliiond Isles, Fiji, Gajnbia, Gold Coast, Grenada, Guatemala, Jamaica, Lagos, Liberia, 
Mauritius, Mexico, Montserrat. Natal, N' vis, New South Wales, New /calami, Nicaraeua, 
Lj.jnsfe Free 8tate, P.n.araa, Peru. Philippine I si and h, Porto Rico, Queensland. St. Domingo, 
>x. Helena, St. Kill's, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, South Australia, Surinam. Tasmania, Tobago. 
7 ransraal, rritridiul, T ick’s Inlands, Unit* l States of Columbia, Uruguay, Venezuela, 
Victoria, West Aust.ulm, 4 '- .  jw&L-fs ue.

To Ceylon, China, India. Japan. Ia-btian, Singapore, 4 0 . poM-ire*
To Hawaiian Islands and Paraguay, 5/-, pop t-free.

\pet iftlfy prepared Covers for Binding Voh. I. and i f . ,  and / / / . ,  post-free, 1/6.

_|)osiRf[C i f  C clfg ra^  §l;mtps of (Great JSriiahi;.

FREDERICK A. PHILBRICR, and WM. A. S. WESTOBY.
COM] IJ.E|> A.M1 PvilI.ISHBU FOR THE I*HILATF.U<i SotTBTY, LONDON,

W it h  u p w a rd s  o f  100 I l lu s t r a t io n s .

PU B LICA TIO N S.
A N  I L L U S T R A T E D  M O N T H L Y  T A P E R ,

tubAi rib-'t j ntu have their topics boutto by tending them at ow e to w*. 
Brice, including return postage, 2/6.

NOW READY, PRICE 11/-, POST-FREE.
THE

BV

B Y  T H E  K E Y . K. B . E A R E E .
V .V l.t'A B L K  A U K K . 1 0  T H K  JfO V T tV .. A ljV A >-'•;£©  C O I.I .I 'T i‘O K , 01* D k A I-KR. 

fifiP pages,  e;r/r«.ri»v/y flluAfrated, h•lunri in Cloth, price 7 /6
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A X i S B " S P l f f e l .  $ } £ n m m e n t  S t a m p  i i l b t i m .

FOURTH EDITION.-BROUGHT UP TO VERY RECENTLY.
l l l u s t r a M  by a spec ia l l y -eng ra /eu  ib’ AP O f  THE WOULD, i  b n t a i v n g  the  names or 

s ta m p - is su in g  coun t r ies .

TWP letflinf fcttfrurt; of this Album is the provision, 
of supplementary louver, bound up with the boot.

--------  j -.j . - thereby BuvijiR future trouble and oapeiise Aillc i ■
s h i t }  LP.yANi.N7 notreuuirod at the date of the publication of the Album

. . .  . iff-Ool trill be found with an (*) a t the bottom of t!.e pare
n UoiTAttgrtHr Q u in  .NxCJj Upw arn of do loaves arc pro video (aliowiuif for no

iKiTT* JS'iTf p fewer than  2,800 additional Stan.ps), trhioh at a so dis- 
tiibuted throughout the Volume t! e t there is little 
chance of any new Stamp Country being placed out ui 
it* proper order.

So. 1. Superior cioth binding, extra gilt, gilt edgea, with clasps, 9/6. 
No, 2. Strongly bound in French njuroooo, extra gilt, gilt edges, two 

clasps, 12,6; postage, 1 /-per copy extra.

A lb u m s  f o r  A d v a n c e d  C o lle c to r s  on the  m ost approved p rin
ciple. Mach page can be readily  removed and  replant'd, the
whole being bound together j—j— ------------------------ ■-------
b y  screws passing througli holes* t j I i
punched in  the linen -m oun ted  . j
hinge, and  secured by nuU.
Iialf-bound in Lween leather, 
with hi' leaves. Price 39/- each.

I A ' B

a Ctotridge Paper Mount, liurd with Linen. 
B Linen Hinge.
C Loaf of Cartridge Paper, 11 ̂  by 13J.
1 Holes for Binding

. • 1 i

A lb u m s , o b lo n g  s h a p e d ,  greatly im proved, sunken  ttciews, etc. 
etc., 91 x 11 inches, furnished with 60 pages of Whatman’s Royal Hot- 
presseu Paper. Price 11/10 
Covers and 8crews complete, without pages, 5 /-.

A lb u m s , o b lo n g  s h a p e d ,  for Post-cards or Envelopes, l l x l l
inches, fitted with 60 pager of strong Cartridge Paper, 17/-.

The above are fitted with the finest and m a t erpc.issct paper, tc/.ith i t  puarauteed n«i 
ir> discolour or oxidise Stamps. Almost any kind o f  paper snap be mount ro to fit these 
covers to suit purchasers. T

. 4’
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The Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London.
No. 1. .Spain and Colonies price 2 /-; or neat flat, 2/1, post-free.

The Stamp Collector’s Handbook (Second Edition). Ey thu 
late E. 1,. p£MBERI<>.i.

No. 1. Crown 8vo, appropriately designed Covor, bound in cloth gilf. 
post-free, 5/6.

No. 2. Crown 8vo, on fine toned paper, handsomely bound, gilt edges, 
Ac., post-free, 10/6.

The Philatelicai. Catalogue (Part 1.). Price l / l ,  jwst-freo. 
Do. do. (Extra Edition). Price 1/7. jiosEfp-e.

(This work has never been completed, owing to the cost.)

The Philatelical Journal (Vol. I . , .1872) Post-free, lo /6 .

Do. do. (Jan. to April, 1875). 'JEe Four l ’ai ts, 1 'G.
Do. do. Eh? S xtcen Numbers, hall1-bound in

morocco, 12/fi.
This is t h  most elaborately got-up Journal upon the subject, ever 

issued. I t  is profusely Illustrated with correctly coloured foe-similes of 
the Stamps described. When the few romair.ing copies are sold, it must 
become one of tho rarest specimens of Stamp literature.

Single Numbers of the above (except January, 1872) m aybe had at 
(id. each.

Forged Stamps, and How to Detect Them. (The Jitsi 
Work of the late E. L. Pb.mbeiitox.) A few specimens -ti!’ 
r e tn u tiling at. I T>.

An Improved Perforation Gauge and Milimetre Scale.
No philatelist .should be without one. Piice !)d.

'this has boon most carefully got up, and its absolute accuracy mwi 
G; depended upon. Tho Gauge measures perforations, Turing by halves, 
from 7 to iG , and there arc scales of inches and centimetres of sulticivr' 
length to measure Post Cards and all usual sized Envelopes.

Improved Stamp Mounts.
Made of he thinnest paper procurable, which is vet, unlike tissu 

paper, sufficiently stiff to stand writing upon, and is guaranteed to 
contain nothing injurious to tho colour of the Stamps. Thi s.; mounts 
will wave collectors a good deal of tho tiresome snipping of paper, 
which is opo of tho drawbacks to their hobby. They are i nt to three 
sizes, via.;—

No. 1. For .Stamps about the size of the Id. English. .
No. 2. For Oblong Stumps about the si/.o of "Western Australia, 

Egypt, &e.
No. 3. For larger Stamps, such as Portugal, Liberia* &c.
A. Gummed, 6d. per 100; 3/6 per 1000, post-free.
71. Ungummed, 3d. per 100,; 2/3 per 1000, post-free.

Ivory Clips or Tweezers for handling Stamps, 1/- and 1/3 each, post-free
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* f , -

X our last number appeared some observations on the 
s> latest addition to the valuable series of volumes being 
£? published by M. Moons ; namely, that on the issues of 

the Argentine Kepublie. Since then it has lieen pointed 
out to us that the evidonci* against the authenticity of 
the so-eallcd Types 1. of the 10 c. and lo c. of 18G2 is 

not ipiitc so conclusive a s  might be wished, and on looking over 
this portion of the history again we confess to a feeling of dis
appointment.

We are disappointed, not at the idea that the stamps in i|Uestion 
should turn out to be false (for having never possessed specimens, 
we were much relieved at the prospect of being able to strike them 
out of our ever-increasing “ list of wants”), but at finding that we 
must still entertain sume doubts as to their character.

Let us endeavour to see how the land lies, and what historical 
facts we have to work upon.

We have an issue of three values, and (according to the tradi
tions hitherto received) two types of each value. It being acknow
ledged that there are two genuine types of the lowest value, the 
problem is to prove that there is not more than one genuine type 
of each of the higher ones.

According to the history of these stamps, it appears that they 
were ordered to be prepared in December, 18GI, the order stipulat
ing that there should be three lithographic stones, one for each 
value, and a certain number of stamps (80,000 be., 30,000 10c., 
and G,GG7 lb c.) printed from them immediately. This order was 
completed early in January, 1802, and the stamps were no doubt 
put in circulation at once.

On the 4th February, 18G2, a second supply was ordered 
(180,040 be., 20,020 10c., and G,720 15 c.), and these were 
delivered to the government in the course of the month.
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N our last number appeared some observations on the 
latest addition to the valuable series of volumes being 
published by M. Moens; namely, that on the issues of 
the Argentine Republic. Since then it has been pointed 
out to us that the evidence against the authenticity of 
the so-called Types I. of the 10 c. and 15 c. of 1862 is 

not quite so conclusive as might be wished, and on looking over 
this portion of the history again we confess to a feeling of dis
appointment.

We are disappointed, not at the idea that the stamps in question 
should turn out to be false (for having never possessed specimens, 
we were much relieved at the prospect of being able to strike thorn 
out of our ever-increasing “ list of wants”), but at finding that we 
must still entertain some doubts as to their character.

Let us endeavour to see how the land lies, and what historical 
facts we have to work upon.

We have an issue of three values, and (according to the tradi
tions hitherto received) two types of each value. I t  being acknow
ledged that there are two genuine types of the lowest value, the 
problem is to prove that there is not more than one genuine type 
of each of the higher ones.

According to the history of these stamps, it appears that they 
were ordered to be prepared in December, 1861, the order stipulat
ing that there should be three lithographic stones, one for each 
value, and a certain number of stamps (80,000 5 c., 30,000 10 c., 
and 6,667 15 c.) printed from them immediately. This order was 
completed early in January, 1862, and the stamps were no doubt 
put in circulation at once.

On the 4th February, 1862, a second supply was ordered 
(180,040 5 c., 20,020 10 c., and 6,720 15 c.), and these were 
delivered to the government in the course of the month.
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Here the history ends, and as far as it goes it seems to show 
that there should be only one type of each value. M. Moens tells 
us that he possesses a specimen of the 5 c., type II., obliterated 
with a date-stamp of 31st January, 1862, proving in his opinion 
that the two types of that value were issued at the same time; 
but, unless we can find specimens of the 5 c., type I., used at an 
equally early date, this would prove rather that type II. was issued 
before type I.

M. Moens accounts for the fact of there being two types of the 
5 c. by saying that the large number of stamps of this value 
ordered to be printed necessitated the preparation of two litho
graphic stones. But we would suggest that even if this were the 
case, which is quite probable, it would not account for two types. 
M. Lange, whom we are told was a most skilful lithographer, would 
surely have found it simpler and quicker to prepare a second stone 
from his one drawing than to make a second drawing in order to 
produce a second stone.

“ Finally,” it is stated, “ the lithographer, M. R  Lange, has 
declared that he never made a second drawing of the 10 and 15 
centavos." But what does he say about the 5 centavos? If  he 
makes the same statement about that, we are simply left in the 
same state of ignorance as before, and the types I. of the three 
values are still all on the same footing.

The following is our own theory, which we give merely as a 
theoi-y. The history, as copied above from M. Moens’ book, is only 
that of the first three months of the issue. A considerable supply 
was delivered in January, 1862, and the authorities would hardly 
have ordered a second edition early in February unless they had 
foreseen the exhaustion in a short time of the first. I f  that was 
so. the second supply seems insufficient for the requirements of the 
next two years, during which these stamps continued in circulation.

Is it not possible, indeed probable, that there were subsequent 
printings of which we have not heard ? Perhaps under the super
intendence of some other than M. Lange. The stone of the 5 c., 
type II., wore out, if we may judge by the defective impressions 
of it that were at one time in circulation. Surely it would not 
have been printed from in that condition if there had been another 
in existence at the time.

As far as we are aware, the only reason for supposing that the 
5 c., type L, was the earlier, is its greater rarity. Is it not more 
probable that this order should be reversed, and that the second



stone (that of type I.) was prepared when the first (type II.) 
became useless 1 This also would account for the stone of the 5 c., 
type L, being found, but little used, in 1871.

We have nothing to say in favour of the types I. of the higher 
values; indeed, we fervently hope (for reasons given above) that 
they are false; but we think that the case against them requires 
further proof. If  they are genuine they were probably made at the 
same time as the 5 c., type L ; but until we know the true history 
of this latter, I fear we can say nothing with certainty as to the 
former.

We are sure that M. Moens, the value of whose researches we 
most fully acknowledge, will take this criticism in good part. The 
intention is by no means controversial, but entirely in the interests 
of the discovery of the truth, if such a thing be possible in the 
Argentine Republic.

NOVELTIES, DISCOVERIES, AND RESUSCITATIONS. 107

— «—

Afghanistan.—The lowest value of the 1881 issue has been 
received in a kind of black-brown tint. As the two others were 
sent in purple as before, it seems more likely that the change is 
due to some error in mixing the colour; but it is of course possible 
that there may be various series of this as of the former issues.

The paper remains unchanged.
Adhesive. 1 Abasi {5 annas ?) ; black-brown ; white laid bdtonnt paper; 

impcrf.
Antigua.—We are indebted to more than one correspondent 

for specimens of a id. stamp for this island; it is, of course, of the 
universal type, and bears the newest watermark.

Adhesive, id. green, watermarked crown and C.A.; per/. H .
Argentine Republic.—The provisional i  c. stamps were 

issued at the end of March last, without the horizontal perforation 
through the middle of the stamp. M. Moens states that this 
variety also exists with the surcharge inverted.

Mr. Campbell kindly informs us that he has met with further 
varieties of the provisional cards chronicled in our last. On those 
first issued the three lines of the surcharge measured 35J, 31, 
and 25 mm. respectively. On those since received the measure
ments are 36^, 25£, and 20 mm.

The double card is formed from the 4 + 4 c., not from the 6 + 6 c.
Provisional Post Cards. Black surcharge in two types.

(1) 2 c. on 6 c., rose,
2 + 2 c. on 4 + 4 c., green.

(2) 2 c. on 6 c., rose.
2 + 2 c. on 4 + 4 c., green.

42*
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—The Id. and 4d. have made their appearance with 
the new watermark, crown and C.A., instead of C.C.

Adfusivcs. Id., vermilion. 1 W m k and C A
4d., rose. f

Barbados.—We have received the One Penny in a curious 
grey colour, which we suppose may he the result which the 
printers have been aiming at for some time past.

I t might be possible to produce it, by chemical agency, from the 
grey-blues that this stamp has lately appeared in ; but the specimens 
we have seen show no signs of having been tampered with.

Adhesive. Id. grey ; wmk. crown, nncl C. C .; per/. 14 .
Belgium.—We learn from Le Timbre-Post that all the Postage 

and Telegraph Stamps of that country are now printed in vegetable 
colours. The most noticeable point about these colours is their 
fugitive nature. I t  must not be forgotten that for the future the 
stamps of Belgium won’t wash ! N.B. The vegetable is not of the 
leguminous order.

Bhopal—The Rev. J. P. Kane sends us a stamp which is 
either a remarkably good forgery or else a type that we have never 
met with. It is printed in black, and the value seems to be 
J- anna, but in design it closely resembles the £ anna of 1877, 
having a single outer line to the octagon, and small lettering. Of 
the earlier type, with double-linod octagon, both values were 
printed from the same drawing, and one might therefore expect to 
find a \  anna of the same type as the second J anna; but on 
comparing the specimen in question with a sheet of the higher 
value we find that it does not correspond with any one of the 20 
types. Can any of our readers give us any information as to this 
variety 1

Bosnia.—M. Moens mentions, with a reserve that we can only 
imitate, the fact that “ various journals ” announce envelopes, of 
the value of 5 novcica, of similar form  to the current Austrian.

Envelope. 5 novciea, red.

»v i i w u v u  i w v  j w i j  u u i  u u i u  a  n n g u i r i j  u u i c i u u i

e. The head on the new type 
distinctly larger than before, j £

B ra z il—Wo have received a specimen of the 100 m s 'o f the 
same design as that issued last year, but from a slightly different 

die. " ' ’
is
and the circle containing it is )] 
slightly increased in internal a 
diameter, the pearls and the ,
white line outside them being £
diminished in width. The im
pression is in a deeper green, and 

printed on wove as well as on laid paper; perforation as before. 
Adhesive. 100 reis, deep green; type slightly altered; white wove paper.

1 ^  ti 11 1) ,, laid ,,
Our illustrations represent the new type of the 100 reis, and the 

Btamp on the 80 reis card described in our last.
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The attention of M. Moens has been drawn to the fact that 
there are two types of the 100 reis and 300 reis envelopes; the 
head is apparently the same, but the frame and the lettering are 
redrawn; the word Brazil in particular occupies more space in 
type 2 than in type 1. We find that we have the two types of 
300 reis, and can endorse the above as far as that value is con
cerned. We possess also what appears to be a second type of the 
200 reis, differing principally in the figures of value; but our 
specimen being cut we do not vouch for its genuineness.

Cape of Good Hope.—Mr. Bacon kindly sends us a pair of 
the current 3d., with the surcharge (the thick numeral) reversed.

Canada.—That “ history repeats itself” is a proverb that is 
curiously illustrated by the latest issue of this colony. We all 
remember that in 1868 a £c. stamp of smaller size than the other 
values of the series was emitted. A few years later, some say for 
economical reasons, the other values were reduced to the smaller 
size. Recently it seems to have struck the Canadian authorities 
that their idea of fourteen years ago was a happy one, and the £ c. 
has been proportionately cut down. The general arrangements of 
the design remain the same, but the ornamentation is simpler. The 
head and circle containing it are miniatures of the former, and the 
result is what the ladies would call “ a dear little stamp,” about the 
size of our lately defunct “ Halfpenny," but an upright instead of 
an oblong rectangle.

We trust the price of paper will not again cause a general 
reduction; for if the Canadian stamps go on growing “ small by 
degrees, and beautifully less,” they will in time become too micro
scopic to be collectable.

Adhesive. £ c. grey-black ; white wore paper ; per/. 12.
Cashmere.—Our publishers have found, amongst a large parcel 

of current stamps, a queer-looking label, of which the following is 
as accurate a description as we are able to give from the state of 
the specimen. The central portion of the design seems to consist 
of a copy in miniature of the design of the current issue, being a 
small oval surrounded by an oval band, with a star or lotus flower 
in each angle. This is further enclosed in a broad rectangular 
band, containing characters which resemble the rest of the design 
in being in white on a solid ground of colour. The dimensions of 
the label are 21 x 19 mm.

The specimen in question has evidently been stuck as a seal on the 
flap of the envelope; but this is no argument against its postal nature 
any more than the fact of it8 being obliterated is in favour of it.

We have also seen the current J  a. and £ a., on thin wove paper, 
in bright orange vermilion, and the second value in pale dull red, 
differing greatly from the colour in which these stamps have 
hitherto been printed.

Adhesives. £ a., orange vermilion. )
£ a. ,, ,, > Tliin wove paper; impel/.
,, pale dull red. )
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Copenhagen-—We are again indebted to Le Timbre-Poste 
for the information that the 20 ore stamp of that Philatelically 
fertile Express Company has adopted the colours of the 10 ore.

Adhesive, 20 ore, blue and red.
Cyprus.—We present our leaders with an 

illustration of the surcharged £ piastre stamp, 
of which a description appeared last month.

Dominica.—We are indebted to Mr. W, 
Clifford for a provisional card, which appears 
to be a first cousin of the one described further 
on for Trinidad; it differs only in the name, 
D ominica (D om inique), and in the order of the 

last two lines of the inscriptions being reversed. We should add 
that there is no space marked for the stamp. I t is franked by 
the current Id. adhesive.

Provisional Post Card. Carmine inscriptions on white card ; 123 x 88 mm.
Dominican Republic.—Our thanks are due to Mr. Castle for 

some more interesting (?) varieties of post cards, and for some 
information which is certainly worthy of the attention of collectors.

I t  appears that the current issues of Bolivar (with movable dates), 
San Domingo, and Venezuela are printed in New York, by a 
manufacturing stationer, who is also a stamp dealer. Hence 
these unnecessary varieties.

We fully agree with our correspondent in thinking that these 
absurdities, or worse, should be put a stop to. The question is, 
How 1 The things exist, and we cannot refuse to chronicle them. 
It is for collectors to 8ay whether they wish to encourage this 
development of the fancy stationery business. The accumulation 
of these things may be damp collecting, but it is hardly Philately !

In addition to those noted in February we have now the following:
lsi Issue. 2 + 2 c., green on rose.

. 3 + 3 c., red on rose.
2nd Issue. 2 c., green on buff.

“ Postal Union." 2 x 2 c , ,  green on buff.
3 c., red on buff.
3 c., red on grey.
3 + 3 c., red on grey.

Great Britain.—Since the commencement of this year, indeed 
since some time in March, two fresh varieties 
of the Registered Envelopes, size G, have been 
issued, both bearing the undated stamp on the 
fiap. 1st, with the ordinary inscriptions in two 
lines, and the word “ registered” in an oblong 
frame on the face; 2nd, with the altered in
scription in three lines, and the large letter R 
as on the current envelopes, size F.

Registered Envelopes.
2d., blue, stamp undated ; inscriptions in two lines, 6 x 3f inches.
2d., blue, stamp undated ; inscriptions in three lines, 6x3^  inches.
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Honkong.—Mr. Wyndham Binns kindly sends ns the 2 cents, 
rose, watermarked crown and C.A. ; perforation as before.

Adhesive. 2 cents, rose ; wmk. croivn and C.A.

LagOS.—The same correspondent sends us three values with 
the new watermark, and also some specimens of handstamps bearing 
“ paid at lagos ” and “ paid  at cape coast castle ” respectively, 
which in his opinion “ are quite as worthy of collection as the 
handstamped Falkland Islands,” wherein we fully agree with him. 
We have also the 3d. to add to the list.

Adhesives. Id., lilac.
2d., blue. 
3d., brown. 
4d., carmine.

IVmk. crown and C.A.

Liberia.—From the same source we receive a very curious label 
purporting to hail from this Republic. In  the centre is a large 
figure 8, on an engine-turned ground, enclosed in a six-3ided 
frame. There i3 a straight label with curved ends above, below, 
and on each side, the rectangle being completed by a small numeral 
in a fancy shield-shaped frame in each corner; the spandrels are 
filled in with ornamentation. The labels are lettered in white on 
colour, above “ postage,” below “ 8 cents,” on left “ republic,” 
and on right “ Liberia .” The specimen sent us is lithographed on 
thick white paper, and is obliterated with the six black bars 
usually employed; in size it resembles the 3 c. adhesive of the
same country. Adhesive. 8 cents, blue ; per/. 11.

Luxemburg.—M. Moens has received the 1 centime, Dutch 
impression, with the surcharge “ s. p.,” and moreover with that 
surcharge rather carelessly printed ; for he has seen a group show
ing some stamps with and others without it. On other specimens 
the surcharge is found on the back, where we suppose it communi
cates an official flavour to the gum!

Official Stamp. Surcharged 8. r. iu black.
1 c., brown, Dutch impression ; perf.

The Timbre-Pode also describes a new reply-paid card, also for 
Dutch origin, similar to the current cards, but inscribed as follows : 
in three lines above, “ Luxembourg, Luxemburg— carte postale, 
postkarte— reponse payee, ruckamtwort bezalt,” the second 
part of each line being in Gothic type; throe dotted lines for the 
address, and otherwise the same as the 5 c. single cards. The 
second half differs only in having for the third line of inscription 
“ r^ ponse, ruckantwort.”

We cannot help thinking, from the description given by M. 
Moens, that the specimen submitted to him must have been folded 
the wrong way. We believe the above to be the correct description 
of the first and second halves respectively.

Reply Paid Card. 5 + 5 c., lilac on buff.
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Malta .—We learn from Messrs. Alfred Smith & Co.’s Monthly 
Circular that the £d. stamp of this island has made its appearance 
with the new watermark; the colour of the impression, and the 
perforation, we presume, remain as before.

Adhesive. Jd., orange ; watermarked crown and C.A.
New Zealand.—We have received from various correspondents, 

to whom our thanks are due, the following fiscal stamps which 
haVe done duty as postals :

Type 1. Head to left in a circle lettered “ stamp d u ty” above, 
“ new Zealand ” below; enclosed in a square frame, with ornaments 
in the spandrels; a fancy label above and a plain oblong label 
below, forming in all a large upright rectangle, 37 x 21 mm.; value 
surcharged in figures on the upper label, and in words on the lower.

Type 2. Similar to the above, but the circle is lettered with the 
name above and “ stamp d uty” below; it is enclosed in an upright 
rectangle filled in with ornamentation, and there is a plain white 
label above and below, bearing the value in words in the same colour 
as the rest of the impression, the number being above and the 
denomination below; size of the whole the same as type 1.

Type 3. A crown in a circle on a lined ground ; curved labels 
above and below, lettered “ law courts ” and “ new Zealand " re
spectively ; enclosed in a rectangular frame of ordinary size and 
shape, with ornamented spandrels; value surcharged below the 
crown ; numeral and word of denomination.

Adhesives. Fiscals used for Postage.
Type 1. 4s. rose, surcharge blue ; wmk. JV. Z. ; per/. IS  x 10.
Type 2. 5s., green ; wmk. N.Z.; perf. 12.

6d., pink-brown ; wmk. N. Z. and star; per/. 12.
Is., pale pink ,, ,,
2s., blue ,, ,,

10s., pink-brown ,, ,,
Tyi>e 3. Is., green, surcharge red ; wmk. N. Z. and star; perf. 12.

We illustrate five of the 
values of the new issue, de
scribed last month, since 
which date an additional 
value, Eightpence, has, we 
hear, been issued; in type it 
closely resembles the new 
Twopence.

Adhesive. 8d., light blue ; watermarked N.Z. and star; perf. 12.



Orange Free State.—Mr. William Clifford informs us that, in 
consequence of a reduction in the rate of internal postage, a 3d. 
stamp will be issued, pending the preparation of which the stock 
of 4d., now become useless, will be surcharged “ 3.” Look out for 
varieties.

Persia.—Can any one inform us, with authority, what is the 
value of a Persian franc ? In  Whittaker’s Almanack we find that 
a Persian Toman is worth ten shillings and sixpence ; while in one 
of De la Hue’s diaries the value of the same coin is given as nine 
shillings and fivepence, and it is stated to be equivalent to 100 
shahis. This would make 20 shahis about equal to a rupee, which 
would appear also to be the case in Afghanistan.

The current Persian stamps, up to 50 c. at any rate, bear the 
value in shahis in the upper corners, showing 5 centimes equal to 
1 shahi, thus giving 20 shahis to the franc Persian, which is prob
ably about equal to a rupee, or some 2 francs French.

N.B. We will call this a discovery to account for its presence 
here.

Peru.—Surcharges on the back appear to be the fashion; the 
stamp surcharged “ arequipa ,” described in the April and illustrated 
in the May number, bears on its back “ provisional 1881-1882." 
Doubtless this is to celebrate the reverses which the Peruvian arms 
have experienced during these two years.

The Timbre-Post, from which we learn the above, chronicles also 
the 50 centavos with surcharges in blue and black.

Adhesive. 50 centavos, rosy-lake ; surcharged with arms of Chili in blue,
and horseshoe surcharge in black.

The Quia del Coleccivnista chronicles a set of envelopes sur
charged with the arms of Chili, as struck on the adhesives, within 
a semicircular inscription reading “ caja  fiscal de lima,” the whole 
printed in red by the side of the stamp. The specimens from which 
the description is taken bear in the left upper corner the date stamp 
of Lima, lettered “ lima— pr in c ipa l , 17 feb. 82." Our authority 
supposes'this to be intended as a further means of security. The 
size of the envelopes and colour of the paper are not stated.

Envelopes. 2 c. deep green \
5 c. pale green I

10 c. red > red surcharge.,
20 c. violet I 
50 c. carmine )

Portugal—The 20 reis has appeared in a kind of pale stone 
or buff colour, we hardly know which to call it. The design is 
unchanged. *

Adhesive. 20 reis, stone.
Russia.—We confess to having personally a pious hatred of 

these Russian Locals, and are more than half inclined to vow that 
they may remain undescribed until the “ boss ” editor returns from 
“ the far, far North.” We cannot read the inscriptions on them,
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and we should not understand them if we could, so that the sight 
of them makes us feel ignorant and uneducated.

However, we suppose we must copy from the Timbre-Poste as 
usual, looking hack with regret to the days when the Record 
carefully excluded hoc genus omne.

Ismail.—Bessarabia.—Of the typo given in May the following 
varieties exist:

Envelopes. 10 kop., blue on white laid ; 114 x 75 ram.
10 ,, blue on greyish surfaced paper ; 112 x 72 mm.

Rjeff. — Tver.— The stamp of the accompanying type is in the 
“ colours of France,” says M. Moens. Let us hasten to remind 
him that these are the colours of Great Britain also. We also sing— 

“ Hurrah ! for the Red, White, and Blue."
The crowned insect and the lion are in black 

on red ; the ground of the frame is blue, and the 
paper is white.

Adhesive. 2 kop,, red and blue on white.
M. Koprowski has furnished our contemporary 

with photographs of two labels, one of which is 
said to have been employed in Rjeff so long ago 
as 1866, while the other appears to be at best an 
essay for Orgueyeff. M. Moens expresses grave 

doubts about the originals of these portraits, so perhaps it will be 
safer to let them alone for the present.

Bongourousslan.—We have received a 2 kopecs of a type 
similar to that hitherto current, but with the central device larger, 
and the inscriptions on an oval band surrounding the numeral.

Adhesive. 2 kopecs, black on rosc-liluc ; perf. 7.
Liebedjan.—We have received a small oblong label for this 

district. Design, value in words enclosed in an oblong oval band, 
lettered “ mapka,” and name above and two other words below; 
numeral in each corner on a ground of crossed lines.

Adhesive. 6 kopecs, mauve ; imperf.
Son Marino.—The Timb'e-Poste describes and illustrates a post 

card for this small state. The stamp, which is in the left upper 
comer, shows a full-face portrait of a female 
crowned with a castle in an oval frame, en
closed in a rectangle with ornaments in the 
spandrels. In the right upper corner is a 
plain circle for the date stamp of the Post
office. In the upper centre “ cartolina 
postale— dieci OKNTESiMi” in ^wo lines; 
below these the arms of the Republic, with 
the motto “ libertas,” and then four lines for 
the address, the first headed by A. In  the 
left lower corner an instruction, as on the Italian cards, from which 
the general arrangement of these is evidently copied.



There is a reply-paid card also, similar to the above, but lettered 
on the first half “ con risfosta  fagata— quindici cent?1,” and 
on the second half “ rispo sta ” simply, beneath “ cartolina 
fostale. All in colour, on blue surfaced card, the size of which 
is not stated, but it is probably the same as that of the 
Italians.

The inscriptions do not denote International use, but we presume 
that is the purpose of these cards ; indeed we believe no others to 
be necessary ; for, if we are rightly informed, the inhabitants usually 
shout to one another for anything they may require within the 
limits of the state.

Post Cards. . . . . 10c., blue on blue.
Reply-paid, 15 c., ,,

S elangor.—We hear that the 2 c. Straits Settlements has 
received a fresh surcharge for use in this state; a crescent and a 
star surmounted by the letter “ a," enclosed in a single-lined 
circle ; struck in black and in red.

Adhesive. 2 c., brown ; black surcharge.
2 c. ,, red „

Spain.—Specimens have been met with lately of a fiscal stamp, 
which have done duty on letters without any adverse notice on the 
part of the Post-office authorities. I t bears the arms of Spain, 
surmounted by a crown, and is lettered above “ timbre movil 
1882,” and below “ 10 centimos.” In  colour it closely resembles 
the recently-issued 15 c.

Adhesive. 10 e., flesh ; fiscal used for postage; perf. 14.

Trinidad.—Mr. Castle very kindly sends us a Provisional Post 
Card, of which the following is a description: Plain white paste
board 123x 90 m m ., inscribed in five lines “ union  postale
UNIVERSELLE,” “ TRINIDAD (TRINITE),” “ POST CARD” (these two
words separated by the Royal Arms), “ for countries w ithin  300
MILES SERVED BY BRITISH PACKETS,” “ THE ADDRESS ONLY,” &C. A 
space for an adhesive stamp is ruled in the right upper corner, and 
outside this space are printed the words “ postage stamp ” and 
“ one p e n n y ” above and below respectively. The letterpress is 
all in black, and the specimen shown us is franked by the pro
visional Id. adhesive, red surcharge on the 6d. green, described 
last month.

The Stamp News chronicles a similar card to the above, but on 
light buff, rather smaller in size, and franked by the ordinary 
adhesive without indication of value.

Provisional Post Cards.
Black inscriptions on pale buff card; 123 x 83 mm.; franked by (Id,) carmine 

adhesive.
Black inscriptions on white card ; 123 x 90 m m .; franked by provisional 

Id. in red on Sd. green.
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The accompanying illustration represents a stamp issued in 
Trinidad for local postage so long ago as 1847. Mr. Bacon, who 

kindly sends us the specimen from which our 
engraving is taken, states that it was issued hy 
the owners of the steamer Lady McLeod (hence 
the monogram in the lower part of the stamp), 
and franked letters by that vessel between Port of 
Spain and San Fernando, two towns in the island. 
We need only add that it is apparently engraved 
in tciille-douce, and printed in dark blue on very 

thick paper; and that the appearance of the specimen and its 
surroundings tend to prove it an undoubtedly genuine and 
interesting resuscitation. I t is still attached to the original letter, 
which is dated inside July 15th, 1847.

Local Adhesive. No value indicated ; dark blue on thick white paper; 
imperf.

We have been shown a specimen of the surcharged halfpenny 
in deep broton instead of mauve, but whether it is a chemical 
curiosity or a genuine change in colour we are unable to say. 
I t reached us from an unimpeachable source, and the state of 
the specimen precludes the possibility of its having been soaked 
in anything.

Adhesive. £d., in black on deep brown ; wmk. crown and CC; per/. 14.
Turkey.—We have been shown a specimen of the 20 paras, 

type of the issue of April, 1876 (crescent and star in an oval, 
heavy black Turkish surcharge), the groundwork of which is 
printed in very jxlie grey instead of in green. .

Type of April, 1876. 20 paras, pale grey ; per/. IS4.
United States.—Wo have lately been shown a used specimen 

of the 3 cents of 1861, apparently imperforate. The width of it 
being 24 mm. would seem to preclude the possibility of its being a 
clipped copy. Perhaps some of our readers may be able to tell us of 
other values of this issue in the same condition.

Uruguay.—The annexed illustration repre
sents a stamp which we had supposed to be a 
fiscal, but which turns out to be employed for 
postage. Lithographed in sheets of 100, each 
8 tamp on the sheet bearing a different number; 
white wove paper.

Adhesive. 1 c., green ; per/. 12\.
Victoria.—Some slight alterations have been made iu the cur

rent Post Cards; the arms are considerably reduced in size, being 
only 12£ mm. in extreme length, instead of 15 mm. The frame 
is slightly smaller also in most of the specimens we have seen.

W u rtem burg .—We have to thank Mr. Bacon for a specimen 
of the new Post Card, which differs from the last only in being 
printed all in colour, instead of the inscriptions, &c., being in black.

Post Card. 5 pfennig, violet on buff.
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T H E  S T A M P S  OF  J A P A N ,
BY E. D. BACON.

( Continued from  page 102.)

Issue Meiji—5th month, 2th year. May, 1876.
Three values typographed on wove paper, each sheet containing eighty- 
stamps in eight horizontal rows. The design consists of a double-lined oval 
forming a band, which is inscribed “ imperial Japanese post " a t bottom, 
with the Japanese equivalent for these words at the to p ; a little five-rayeu 
star containing a still smaller one divides the two inscriptions on either side. 
In the centre of the oval is a small circle containing the value in Japanese, 
the numeral being in the antique character. The circle is broken a t the top 
by the chrysanthemum, and at the bottom by the three fructed leaves, whilst

the rest of the oval is filled in with an ornamental groundwork of a diaper 
pattern, which differs for each value. The chrysanthemum on the 2 sen has 
additional ornaments on each side of it. The numerals and abbreviations of 
the words “ rin ” or “ sen ” are found in each corner, the value and figures 
being placed diagonally to one another, and are found on the 5 rin unframed 
on the horizontal-lined ground which fills in the spandrels, in a double-lined 
circle on the 1 sen, and m a double-lined square on the 2 sen. Shape, upright 
rectangular; white gum. A. Perforated 9J and 10; B. on thicker paper, 
perforated 11.

5 rin, grey, very pale to very dark.
1 sen, black, light and dark.
2 „ yellow-brown, light and dark.

Issue M eiji—6th month, 2th year. June, 1876.
Two values typographed on wove paper, having eighty stamps to the sheet 

in eight horizontal rows. Designs: That of the 4 sen is similar to the 
preceding issue, but the oval band has an arabesque instead of a diapered 
groundwork. The figures and value in the four comers are in circles. The 
5 sen consists of a double-lined oval, forming a band, inscribed a t the top 
** Japanese empirepost.” and a t the bottom “ 5 sen” 
in Japanese characters, and contains on a solid ground 
the chrysanthemum, surrounded on each side by two 
branches—one of chrysanthemums, and the other of 
“paulownia imperialis”—tied with a bow a t the bot
tom. Above the chrysanthemum is a scintillating star.
The numeral of value in the four comers is in small 
douhle-lined circles, and is in Arabic and Roman figures 
placed diagonally to one another. Straight labels at 
the top, bottom, and sides of the stamp are inscribed as 
follows: At top, “ 5. Japanese empire, v . a t  bottom,
“ v, five sen, 5 to left, “ post,” reading upwards; and to right, “ post,” 
reading downwards. The spandrels are filled in with winged wheels.
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Shape, upright rectangular; white gum. A. Perforated 9 i and 10; B. on 
thicker paper, perforated 11.

4 sen, blue-green to very pale green.
6 „ brown, light to dark.

Issue Meiji—6th month, \Qth year. 2%th June, 1877.
Four values typographed on wove paper. Design : The 6, 10, and 12 sen 

are similar to the 5 sen stamp of the previous issue, but the spandrels are 
filled in with different ornaments, the 6 sen having a screw-propeller, the 

10 sen a horseshoe and whip, and 
the 12 sen a balloon. In two of 
the corners instead of the numeral 
of value being repeated in Roman 
figures, there is “ sn,” an abbre
viation for “ sen.” The numeral 
and “ sn ” are in circles on the 6. 
in slanting ovals on the 10, ana 
in upright squares on the 12 sen.
The design of the 15 sen consists 
of a double-lined oval, forming a 
band, inscribed at the top, “ imperial Japanese post,” and a t 
the bottom, “ 15 sen,” in Japanese 
characters, the two inscriptions 
being separated on the left by a 
crescent, and on the right by the 
three fructed leaves. This oval 
contains at top a vertical-lined 
disc or full-moon, and below, be
tween branches (similar to those

^W W V V  1
"•ts .. . i r.T O

iu the other values), is the chry- • - - . r(j « sen,” with the figuresanthemum. Below the oval on a scroll is the word , „
“ 15” in the two lower comers in double-lined circles with small floral orna
ments above. In the left upper comer on scrolls in two lines is “ imperial post,” and in the tight “ Japanese post,” also in two lines. Shape, upright 
rectangular. A. Perforated 9 J ; white gum.

6 sen, orange, pale and dark.
10 „ blue, „
12 „ rose, „
15 „ pale green, ,,

B, on thicker paper, perforated 11—
10 sen, blue.

Issue Meiji-r-8th month, 10th year. \&th August, 1877.
Three values typographed on wove paper. Design similar to the 15 sen of 

the preceding issue, the only difference being in the floral ornaments above

the circles containing the numerals of value, which are different for each 
value, those on the 20 sen representing the foliage of the bamboo. The
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groundwork of the circles also, instead of being solid as in the 15 sen, is 
formed of fine horizontal lines for the 20 sen, and of very fine vertical and 
horizontal lines for the 30 and 45 sen. Perforated 94; white gum.

’ 20 sen, dark blue, slight shades.
30 „ violet, pale and dark.
45. „ bright rose, pale and dark.

Issue M eiji—llfA month, 10th year.
November, 1877.

One value typographed on wove paper. Design 
similar to the 5 sen issued in June, 1876, but with 
different ornaments in the spandrels, and the numeral 
of value instead of being repeated in Roman figures 
is represented by the Japanese character, correspond
ing to the figure 8. Perforated 94 ; white gum.

8 sen, violet-brown, light and dark.

Issue M eiji—8th month, 12th year. 30th June, 1879.
Two values typographed on wove paper. Designs: The 3 sen, save in value, 

is precisely the same as the 2 sen yellow-brown issued in May, 1876. The 
numeral of value in the central circle is, however, the modern Japanese 
character for the figure “ 3,” and not the “ antique ” character. The 50 sen 
is very similar to the 45 sen rose issued on August 18th, 1877, but differs in 
the ornaments above the figures of value, and the crescent and three fructed 
leaves in the oval band are repladed by two little five-rayed stars. Perforated 
94 and 10 ; white gum.

3 sen, pale and deep orange.
50 „ „ carmine.

Issue M eiji—Ilf  A month, 12th year. November, 1879.
Two values typographed on wove paper. Designs similar to the 1 and 2 

sen stamps, issue May, 1876, but changed in colour. White gum ;
A. perforated 94.

1 sen, red-brown, very pale to dark.
2 „ violet, „

B. on thicker paper—
1 sen, red-brown, perf. 13.
2 „ violet, „ 12.

(  To be continued.)

g B o m s p o n U e t tc ? .  * I

VARIETIES IN THE NORWEGIAN ISSUE OF 1877.
To the Editor o f  “ The Philatelic Record.”

Dear Sir,—In looking over a lot of 5 Sre Norwegian stamps, some time ago,
I thought I detected some differences amongst them. This led me to 
examine them more carefully, when I made out six varieties. I also 
examined the other values, and fancied I  detected two varieties of each of 
the 1,10, 20, and 12 ore. However, not being an experienced hand a t this 
work, I send you copies for your inspection. Will you kindly look over them 
and report ?

The differences are chiefly in the small figures of value in the inscribed 
oval. I will attempt a description.



1 2 0 n o t e s  a n d  q u e r ie s .

1 6re. Of these I find two varieties; in one the numeral has the usual 
“ pent-house " top, and in the other it curls up. _

5 ore. First variety. Figure small and broad ; the tail of the 5 is not 
clubbed, and if the nose (!) of the figure be produced, it  cuts the tail about 
the centre. The cross a t the top of the crown is well formed, and appears as 
a white cross on a black one.

Second variety. Figure 5 larger than in the first. The tail is clubbed, 
and the nose, if produced, does not cut it, but is on a level.

Third variety. Figure 5 small and thick ; tail curved inwards, and is not 
clubbed. Head of 5 short.

Fourth variety. Figure. 5 large, tail round, and pointed at end, which is 
to the left of the nose. Head projects beyond the tail, which it does not in 
the other varieties.

Fifth variety. Figure 5 large and thin, tail clubbed, and to the left of 
nose. Head snort.

Sixth variety. Figure 5 larger than in the others, tail clubbed, and turned 
inwards. Head short.

In both five and six the impression is coarse, and the cross on the crown 
appears as a white cross on a square blotch.

10 ore. The figures of value are larger in No. 2 than in No. 1.
12 6rc. The figures of value are thicker in No. 2 than in No. 1, and the 2 

is of slightly different shape.
20 6re as in the 12 ore.

I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,25M J u n e , 1882. GEORGE II. IluRST.
[The varieties, as described bv our correspondent, all ex is t; and if we 

had a sufficient number to look over we snould, no doubt, find similar 
variations in the numerals of the 25 and 50 ore.—E d,]

anti <&tunes.

F inland .—Should this meet the eye of any persons possessing F in
land envelopes bearing, or professing to bear, the type of 1845, or 20 
kop. of 1850, on the flap, together with the type of 1860 on the face, 
they are earnestly requested to communicate with the acting Editor.

C.—We describe the New Zealand in this number. The Cape 
rouletted is not new to philatelists.

F. P. K.—If the Belgian envelopes were not cut, we think you would 
find tha t they differed in form  as well as in the shade of the impression. 
We describe the Bhopal and current Brazil. The 430 usually show the 
colour in relief, as far as our experience goes.

G. W. B.—Many thanks for your enclosures, most of which you will 
find du ly  noticed. The Mexico on thin paper have been noted previously.

Pemberton, W ilson, A 0o„ SOS, Doldhswk Road, Shepherds Bs*h, Loo den. W.





1 2 0 NOTES AND QUERIES.

1 Ore. Of these I find two varieties ; in one the numeral has the usual 
“ pent-house ” top, and in the other it curls up.

0 di e. First variety. Figure small and broad ; the tail of the .r) is imt 
cluhhed, and if the nose (I; of the li-ui-f he produced, it cuts the tail about 
the centre. The cross at the top ..f the crown is well formed, and appears a- 
a white cross on a Mack one.

Second variety. Figure .“> larger than in the fir-t. The tail is dtthlied. 
and the tese, if produce'!, does not cut it, hut is on a level.

Third variety. Figure ■> small and thick : tail curved inwards, and i '  m t  
dnlihed. ] lead of "> short.

Fourth variety. Figure •"> la rev, tail namd, and pointed at end, which h 
to the left of the im-e. Head projects beyond the tail, which it does not in 
the other varieties.

Fifth variety. Fiaure larye and thin, tail clubbed, and t>> the left of 
nose. I lead short.

Sixth variety. Figure larger than in the others, tail duhbed, and turned 
inwards. 1 lead short.

Jn hotli live and six the impression is Coarse, and the cross on the crown 
appears as a white cross on a ,si|iiaro Motch.

In ore. The litpnes of value are larger in No. 2 than in No. 1.
P2 ore. The holli es of value are thicker in No. 2 than ill No. 1, and the 2 

is of slightly dilleiviit shape.
20 <>re as in the 12 fire.

I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,
-2V/| .h im -. 1SS2. C F .O Jtnn  i l .  l l t 'l fS T .

|The varieties, as described by ottr correspondent, all exis t;  and if we 
had a siillicicnt nnniher to look m er we should, no doubt, find similar 
variations in the numerals of the 2a and all ore.— Hi'.J

iiotes antf <frumcs.

F in l a n d .—S hould ih i '  meet the e \e  of a m  pci-on- po>se>.-iiio F in 
land envelopes heai ino, or ploles'illL; to heal, the type ol I8da, "I 2<> 
kop, oi l.s.'ill, mi the llaji, together with the type of IMju on tin- lace, 
they a le  earnestly jeiptcslcd to Cotninllliicate with the acting Hditor.

( — We deset ihe the New Zealand in this number. The t.'ape
roll letted is Hot new to philatelists.

F. I’ . Iv,—  If the Heloian envelopes were not ec/, we think you would
find that they ditlcrcd ill ftirtu as Well as in the shade ot the impression. 
We describe tin- Hlinpal and current. Bru/.il. T he -bln ir-iiallv 'how the 
colutir in relict, n- far a- our experience “"es.

I!. W. 15. — Many thanks tin- your enclosures, most of which Volt will 
limt i lit I y noticed. The Mexico on th in  paper have I wen noted previously.

Pemberton* Wilson, & Co., 306, Goldhuwk Road, Shepherds Rush, London. W.
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The Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London.
No. 1. Spain and Colonies, ptiee 2/ -; or sent flat., 2/1, post-free.

The Stamp Collector’s Handbook (Second Edition). By ti ■
lute E. E. I ’hMl.iiRTON.

\o .  1 Crown hvo, appropriately designed Cover, bound in cloth gilt, 
post-five. •Vr>.

No 2. Crown 8vo, on hue toned paper, Iv’.nuHom-.Ty bound, gilt edge-.., 
Aic., post-free, 10/0.

The Pbilatelieal Catalogue E). 1*1000 1/!, post-Hoe.

Do. do. < \ T\lr» K di‘ ion). Price 1 /7 , [Ri^t-fic-
(Tl.'s work haj never been oir.pleted, ov trig to the cost.)

The Philatelical Journal (Vol. E, !*"2). Bosi-iivc. io/t>.
Do. do. (ji.ii. to April, PS ‘o). The Four Parts, 1 f  

Do. do. Tin- Sixteen Nainliei ii;dl'-W.ind 1
morocco,

This is thy most elaborately got-i>p Journal upon Ihr: subject e v j  
is.-ed. I t  is profur-ly Illustrated with correctly coloured fac-sim’.les o’ 
the Stumps describe <i. W hen the few remaining copies are sold, it must 
become one of the nun.,; rpeeimens of Stamp literature

Single Numbers of the nbov® (except. January, l.->72' nu.' he had at 
H  . «eh '

Forced Stamps, andv How to Detect Them. (The iivj- 
U'<»tk o f  th e  la te  1'.. L, ^ 'kmbkuton.) A few bpi-oiinens a l i i1 
roll!.lining at. I f..

An Improved Perforation Gauge and Milimetre Scale
N ’- I'hi'uUTiU .should be M-Ehou! cm*. P v icj l.

Thij has been most cnreluily got up, and its absolute accuracy jm. - 
1* depended upon. Th«. ' oige inessn. es perforation*, rising h> le.lv.- 
from 7 to 1C; and tie-rear- si ales of imhes and c. etiiectr...; of sutli-u-i. 
length to measure Post Cm Ja and all ’...cal size j Envelopes

Improved Stamu Mounts
M ale of he thinnest piper pro. uruble, which is ytt, uuhke tissm 

paper, sullir-ieiiUy stiff to . { .mi w ritirg upon, and is guaranteed to 
iimtiun nothing injurious to tin colour of the its lamps. These mou: 1 
will save collectors a good deal of the tiresome snipping of pup- - 
nhicb is, one ol the drawbacks 1o tfiorr bob' v. Th--y are ■ u*. to tbn 
si/os; v’ v:,—

No, 1. t-’or Stamps about the size uf Iho Id. Erglish
No. 2 Foi fit, long .‘" .amps about the size of Westerr Auetra1 

Egypt, &<...
No. 1. hot larger Stamps, such as Portugal. Tiber ia, &c.
A Gummed, od. per 100; 3/6 per ll'OO, jx»t free.
15. Unguinmed, 3d. per 100; 2/3 per 1000, post-free

Tvory Clips or Tweezers for h and ling  Stamps. I/- and J 3 va th , p o s t-V r
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feel some diffidence in m aking any rem arks on th e  
»UifyJ .>' sG  issues of G reat Britain after th e  publication of the  

elaborate work of (lie P h ila te lic  Societv ; bu t le -

ignorance may induce those b e tte r inform ed to come forward.
C'oiiies o f the earliest adhesives were of course d istribu ted  as 

lews, bu t apparen tly  th ey  were no t surcharged ; th e  Id . black, 
and 2d. blue, w ith o u t the  w hite lines, we believe, are not know n 
with th is  im piin t. Muery : Is  it  found on any Id. or 2d. stam ps? 
mid if so, on w hat varieties?

W e have a no tion— possibly an unfounded one— th a t copies of 
the Id . black “ v.n.” were issued as specim ens to  some few offices, 
and th a t most of the  copies in  the 1 iambs of collectors were derived 
from these sources. I f  th is theory  is correct, i t  would also account 
for the fact of these stam ps having done d u ty  on letters, w hich is 
sud to have occurred.

At page 2(J3  of the w ork to w hich we alluded  above, a de
scription is given of certain proof*  of the 2d. blue, w ith  the 
white lines, struck from a sm all plate, w ith  the  lower corners of 
each stam p blank. I t  is sta ted  th a t “ these proofs are no t rare, 
being ordinarily  seen in good collections.” X ow  how is th is?  
Proof* of llritish stam ps have not, as a rule, been struck  in  great 
profusion ; neither have th ey  been d istribu ted  among collectors 
"'it 11 any rem arkable degree of liberality, A stam p th a t is “ or
dinarily seen in good co llec tions” must exist in  hundreds, may 
probably have existed in thousands.

elaborate work of (lie P h ila te lic  Society ; hu t be
lieving th a t there  are o ther collectors besides our
selves who take  an in terest in th e  copies of stam ps, 
envelopes, &c., surcharged “ specim en ,” wc venture 
on a few notes, in the hope th a t the display of our
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E feel some diffidence in making any remarks on the 
issues of Great Britain after the publication of the 
elaborate work of the Philatelic Society • but be
lieving that there are other collectors besides our
selves who take an interest in the copies of stamps, 
envelopes, &c., surcharged “ specimen ,” we venture 
on a few notes, in the hope that the display of our 

ignorance may induce those better informed to come forward.
Copies of the earliest adhesives were of course distributed as 

specimens, but apparently they were not surcharged ; the Id. black, 
and 2d. blue, without the white lines, we believe, are not known 
with this imprint. Query: Is it found on any Id. or 2d. stamps? 
and if so, on what varieties 1

We have a notion—possibly an unfounded one—that copies of 
the Id. black " v.r.” were issued as specimens to some few offices, 
and that most of the copies in the hands of collectors were derived 
from these sources. If this theory is correct, it would also account 
for the fact of these stamps having done duty on letters, which is 
said to have occurred.

At page 293 of the work to which we alluded above, a de
scription is given of certain proofs of the 2d. blue, with the 
white lines, struck from a small plate, with the lower corners of 
each stamp blank. It is stated that “ these proofs are not rare, 
being ordinarily seen in good collections.” Now how is this 1 
Proofs of British stamps have not, as a rule, been struck in great 
profusion; neither have they been distributed among collectors 
with any remarkable degree of liberality. A stamp that is “ or
dinarily seen in good collections” must exist in hundreds, may 
probably have existed in thousands.



1 2 2 THE PHILATELIC RECORD.

We have before us a small slip of paper, on which is gummed a 
pair of these proofs, and immediately below them a pair of the 
red-brown Id., imperforate. These were obtained, in the same 
condition as they now are, from a country post-office, to which 
they had been sent years ago as specimens (though neither of the 
pairs bears any surcharge). Is it possible that the plate alluded to 
above was made up for the purpose of printing stamps that might 
serve as specimens, but could not be used for postage? and that 
the comparative abundance of these impressions is thus to be 
accounted for?

Specimen copies in the early days appear to have been distributed 
in pairs, like those described above, and in some cases, probably, 
not gummed on a circular, as was the case later. The slip of paper 
referred to had no writing or printing on it, and is not a portion of 
a circular.

The earliest adhesives distributed with the surcharge are stated 
to have been the embossed stamps. We have these in pairs also— 
the One Shilling, with surcharge in red; the Tenpence and Six
pence, with the same in black horizontally, or nearly so, across each 
stamp. These particular copies were evidently not issued attached 
to a circular, for they were found all stuck together; and adhering 
to the back of one of them was a pair of the Four pence, small 
garter watermark, on the patent safety paper, which was not a 
little damaged by the contact! This latter bears the surcharge, in 
black, vertically on each stamp.

Query: Was this issue of loose pairs accidental ? or was the first 
4d. the last stamp of which specimens were thus distributed ? The 
next that we happen to possess are single copies, attached to a 
portion of a circular (the date, unfortunately, is missing); these 
are the One Shilling, without letters in the comers, and the Four- 
pence, on white paper; watermark, middle-sized garter. The sur
charge on these, as on all the later adhesives we have, is horizontal 
and in black.

The envelopes seem to have received the surcharge earlier than 
the adhesives; but we do not know whether it is found on the 
earliest of all, the Mulready envelopes or covers. Of those with 
the embossed stamp, we have the Id. in three sizes, and the 2d. in 
the largest size, all with the plain, pointed flap ; also the Id. letter- 
sheet—the surcharge in red in each case, and not across the stamp. 
Query: Were any of the later varieties of Id. envelopes sent out 
as specimens ?



Then we have the slips, dated November, 1855, and May, 1859, 
bearing impressions of the 4d., 6d., and Is., and of the 3d.t re
spectively, and the legend, “ embossed postage stamps to he 
struck upon paper and envelopes." These are all surcharged 
“ specimen ,” horizontally, in black; our 3d. has it in quite dif
ferent type to any of the others.

Varieties in the arrangement of the threads in the paper of the 
envelopes and covers are of minor interest; hut we believe that 
they are not entirely accidental. Of the Mulready issue, the 
covers seem always to have had three pink threads above, and two 
blue ones below; while the envelopes have three across each of 
the side flaps—the Philatelic Society’s book says one red between 
two blue. The only copies we have met with show one blue 
between two red ; but that is of small importance.

The earliest envelopes with embossed stamps seem to have been 
made either of remainders of the Mulready paper, or from paper 
with the threads similarly arranged. We have the 2d., showing 
three threads, one blue between two red, on each of the side flaps; 
and the Id., showing similar threads on one side flap only; also 
both Id. and 2d. (the former in two sizes), showing three threads, 
one red between two blue, on one side flap; and finally the 2d., 
with two blue threads across one comer, and sometimes one or two 
red threads across the other. The third red thread seem3 always 
to be cut away; but there can be little doubt that this is the paper 
of the Mulready covers.
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Argentine Republic.—We gather from Le Timfo'e Poste that 
there are several varieties to be found of the surcharge on the pro
visional £ c. Besides the inverted surcharge mentioned last 
month, there are double surcharges in various positions, speci
mens showing the word “ provisorio ” twice over, others with that 
word omitted altogether, and others again with the fraction re
peated. The type of the surcharge apparently remains the same, 
and these curiosities are merely the result of careless printing.

Just before going to press, three new stamps have reached us, 
one of which supersedes the provisionals we have alluded to. 
Imitation is said to be the sincerest form of flattery; the Hunga
rians should feel flattered by this issue, the design being a close 
imitation of that of their current adhesives. The envelope in the 
centre is rather smaller, and it bears the word centavos in addition
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to the numeral ; the crown is replaced by the Rising Sun, which 
peeps, in an almost comical manner, over the top of the envelope; 
while on each side is a slanting pole bearing a Cap of Liberty. 
Curved scrolls, above and below, are lettered “ correos” and 
“ bepublica Argentina ” respectively. With these exceptions the 
design is practically that of the Hungarians. The impression is in 
colour on white wove paper, perforated variously; the general 
effect is pretty. But we hardly think that the Argentines have 
made a change for the better in their stamp manufacturers; for we 
are probably safe in saying that these are not the productions of 
either of the Bank Note Companies of New York.

Adhesives, i  c., brown; per/. 12J.
1 c., vermilion ; perf. 14.

12 c., pale blue ; ,,
Austria.—Mr. J. N. Marsden kindly sends us a specimen of 

the 5 kr., current type, perforated 12. The 3 kr. appeared with 
this perforation some time back, but we do not know whether any 
of the other values are to be found with it. The 5 kr. is of the 
same type, with a slight alteration in the ornaments on each side of 
the value. This change is erroneously described by Captain Evans 
in his Catalogue.

Adhesive. 6 kr., red ; per/. IS.
Bolivar.—We have received specimens of the 80 centavos and 

1 peso. They are of the types with which most of us have long 
been familiar, but are dated 1880.

Are we right in conjecturing that these have at last been issued 
(by the gentleman to whom we alluded last month) “ to meet a 
want long felt" by collectors ?

Adhesives. 80 c., green, white wove paper ; perf. ISJ.
1 peso, orange ,, „

Brazil.—A correspondent, in whose good faith we have every con
fidence, submits to us specimens of the 10 and 30 reis blue, of 1854, 
perforated 12; these, he tells us, were cut from sheets received direct 
from a post-office in the Brazils. Either the philatelic authorities 
are all wrong in saying that the genuine perforations of these 
stamps are all of one gauge, and that gauge 13£, or else it would 
appear that the Brazilian authorities have been perforating some of 
their obsolete remainders for sale to collectors. We leave it to 
our readers. For our own part we should like to see some used 
specimens, on the original envelopes, before we invest.

Le Timbre Poste informs us that the type of the 200 reis has 
been re-drawn in a similar manner to that of the 100 reis, described 
in our last. The paper and perforation, we suppose, remain the same.

Adhesive. 200 reis, rose ; type slightly altered.
British Guiana.—From the same source we learn that some of 

the values of this colony have appeared with the new watermark.
Adhesives. 2 c., orange ; wmk. crown and C. A .

4fc., ultramarine ,, ,,
8*c.,f carmine ,, „

24jc., green „  „
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Cape of Good Hope.—We have to thank Mr. Bacon for the 
sight of a new provisional—the 3d. stamp, without the figure 3, 
surcharged “ One Half-penny” in two lines, in black, and the 
original value obliterated by a bar of the same colour. The sur
charge is no doubt a colonial one, but the stamp on which it is made 
is evidently a recent impression, as it shows the new watermark.

Adhesive. Provisional, Jd. on 3d,, dull carmine; unnk. crown and C. A.
Cyprus.—Mr. J. F. Gillatt kindly sends us specimens of two 

newspaper wrappers.
First, a provisional issue, consisting of a plain strip of white 

paper, about the size and shape of the current Half-penny wrapper 
of Great Britain, gummed and tapered at one end, and provided 
with a piastre adhesive, with the surcharge.

Second, a permanent issue, being the current type impressed on 
buff paper, similar in size, shape, and texture to our own, but with 
no instructions.

The former of these is stated to have been issued on the 27th 
February, and the latter on the 10th June last.

If the “ provisional” should become scarce and valuable, we should 
prefer making one for ourselves to giving a very long price for i t

Wrappers. Provisional, franked by £ piastre (adhesive), green, with black 
surcharge; white paper.

J piastre, green on buff.
The same correspondent informs us that the new £ piastre stamp 

is not to be of a different shape to the present, but that the colour 
is to be altered to “ the same as that of the current English Half
penny.” We should have thought that a rather more decided 
change than that would be required.

D enm ark .—Our illustration represents a new 
type, of which we have received the 20 ore adhe
sive and 5 ore wrapper. The descriptions of the 
rest of the issue we take from Le Timbre Post.
The design and colours alone are changed; the 
paper and perforation of the adhesives, the border 
and dimensions of the wrapper, the inscriptions 
and frame of the card, all remain unchanged.

Adhesives. 5 ore, green ; vmik. crown; per/. 14.
20 „ blue „  „
40 „  rose „ „

Wrapper, 5 „  green; 14f x 3} inches.
Post Card. 10 ,, carmine on buff.

Fernando Poo.—Of the design illustrated in our number for 
May, the following values are chronicled by M. Moens. The paper 
and perforation no doubt are the same as those of the last issue.

Adhesives. 1 c. (le peso, green.
2 ,, rose.
6 ,, blue.

Franco.—It appears that we are really to have an issue of 
French envelopes and wrappers at last. Mr. G. Campbell kindly



sends us a copy of a newspaper, from which we translate the 
following:

“ The President of the French Republic, in pursuance of the 
law of 20th April, 1882, authorising the Government:

“ 1. To sell envelopes and bands bearing an impressed stamp for 
prepayment of postage;

“ 2. To impress the same stamp on envelopes and bands furnished 
by the public;

“ 3. To fix the price, in addition to that of the impressed stamp, 
to be paid for the envelopes and bands issued by the Post Office, 
or for the printing of the stamp on envelopes and bands furnished 
by the public;

“ On the recommendation of the Minister of Posts and Tele
graphs, decrees:

“ A rt 1. The price of the envelopes and bands sold by the State 
is fixed at 1 centime per envelope, and 1 centime per three bands.

“ Art. 2. The public shall be allowed to present envelopes and 
bands to be stamped, at the rate of 2 francs per thousand en
velopes, and 1 franc 20 centimes per thousand bands.

“ The envelopes must not be folded. The bands must be in 
sheets.”

The same correspondent informs us that the current 10 c. has 
been met with printed on yj-een-tinted paper, probably as an error.

Adhesive. 10 c., black on green.
Great Britain.—The following paragraph, relative to the issue 

of the reply-paid post cards, about which so much has been heard 
in Parliament and elsewhere, is cut from The Standard of the 5th 
inst. : “ The first issue of reply post cards will be made to the 
public on the 2nd of October next. Foreign reply post cards will 
also be issued, and they will be applicable for transmission to all 
countries within the Postal Union."

Greece.—-We learn from Le Timbre Poste that the 80 lepta has 
appeared on creamy-white paper, without figures on the back; 
whilst, as if to balance this, the 5 lepta has been found on the 
same paper, backed with two figures 5.

Adhesives. 5 lepta, yellow-green ; double figure on the back.
80 M carmine ; no figure.

G uatem ala .—We have to thank Mr. Bacon for the sight of one 
of those curiosities which are apt to result from the use of com
pound dies; namely, the dos centavos of the current issue with centre 
inverted, and the dicky-bird consequently standing on his head.

Mr. Castle kindly sends us specimens of the surcharged stamps, 
the surcharges on which differ in type from those which he has 
previously met with. Unfortunately we have no specimens to 
compare these with, and therefore cannot say in what respects they 
differ from those previously chronicled. We find two very distinct 
varieties of type among them ; in the smaller the word centavos is 
15 mm. in length, in the laiger it is 17 mm.
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At the last moment we have received information which leads 
us to believe that the above varieties of surcharge are probably 
fraudulent.

Adhesives.
Provisionals.

2 centavos, green and brown, with centre inverted. 
1 c. on £ rl., green and brown 
5 c. on 1 rl., ,, and black

10 c. on 1 rl., ,, ,,
5 c. on J rl., ,,

20 c. on 2 rl., carmine 
5 c. on J rl., green 

20 c. on 2 rl., carmine

- small surcharge.

|  larger surcharge.

Hawaiian Islands.—We have various changes of colour to 
report. The recently-issued 1 cent, has appeared in green in place 
of blue ; and the 2 cents and 5 cents of the current types are lake 
and light blue, instead of brown and deep blue respectively. The 
paper and perforation remain the same.

Adhesives. 1 cent., green.
2 ,, lake.
5 „  light blue.

Iceland.—We have seen a new value in both types of the ad
hesives of this island; paper and perforation as before.

Adhesives. 3 aur., yellow ; for general use.
3 aur., ,, for official use.

Since writing the above, we have received from Mr. E. H. Watts, 
to whom our thanks are due, specimens of three of the values of the 
current issue in new colours; in other respects there is no change.

Adhesives. 5 aur., dull green.
20 „ blue.
40 „ lilac.

Italy. —We illustrate the 2 lire, with head 
of the reigning monarch. We are not sure 
whether this stamp is actually in circulation yet 
or not, but it probably will be by the time its 
portrait is in the hands of our readers.

The paper and perforation are the same as 
those of the rest of the current set.

Adhesive. 2 lire, orange.
Japan.—The accompanying illustration repre

sents the impression on a wrapper recently issued.
Mr. Bacon informs us that the value is 2 rin 
5 mom, equivalent to £ sen. The stamp is printed 
in colour on ordinary yellowish-white paper (not 
native paper), measuring 280 x 47 mm.

Wrapper, £ sen, red.
Liberia.—We are indebted to Messrs. W hit

field, King, and Co. for specimens of two novelties 
from this Republic. First, a 16 cents adhesive, 
similar in general design to the 8 c. described last month; but 
the numerals in the centre are enclosed in a fancy frame with



eight curved sides. Second, a Registration Envelope, in Messrs. 
M’Corquodale and Co.’s newest fashion, with large “ r ” and 
three-lined inscription on the face. A space in the right upper 
corner no doubt contains the usual instruction, but it is covered 
by the stamp on the specimen before us. The impression on 
the flap is an oblong oval, lettered “ registration” in colour on 
a white label across the centre; name and value ( “ ten cents”) in 
white on colour, on curved labels above and below respectively.

This envelope possesses the peculiarity of being, we believe, the 
only one of its kind that resembles in shape any ordinary envelope 
in common use. I t  opens at one of the small sides, of course; but 
it is of the ordinary foolscap dimensions.

Adhesive. 16 cents, rose ; perf. 11.
Registration Envelope. 10 cents, pale blue; white wove, linen-lined paper;

9 x 4  inches.
L uxem burg.—We have received the 12£ c. and 25 e., local 

impression, with surcharge “ s. p.”
These stamps are perf. 13, those of Dutch impression being 

perf. 12. We regret to state that there is an error on this point in 
our list of “ Philatelic Gains of 1880 ” in the number for February, 
1881.
Adhesive. Surcharged S. P. in black, 124 rose, local impression; perf. 13.

25 c., blue ,, ,,
M exico.—We are indebted to Mr. J. M. Chute for a specimen 

of the 4 centavos envelope, which differs in type from those in our 
own collection. The hair of the bust is differently arranged, and 
the numerals at the sides are shorter and more open. The specimen 
in question is cut, but there is sufficient margin to show that it is 
from one of the envelopes with the large watermark.

Envelope. 4 c., pale red ; variety of die.
We have to thank Mr. Campbell for specimens of a new issue of 

adhesives. The Mexicans have given up all hopes of obtaining a 
satisfactory portrait of the historical personage to whom they have 
been faithful for so many years; and having seen some very pretty 
stamps in use in a neighbouring Republic, they have adopted the 
design with the smallest possible amount of alteration.

The design is that of the United States unpaid letter stamps, 
the only alterations being that the oval is lettered “ correos 
Mexico ” above and value in words below, and that a numeral is 
added in each corner.

The impression is in colour on thin, semi-transparent white 
paper, tinted with the colour of the ink.

It is possible that these stamps are of the great unpaid class 
also, but there is nothing about them to denote this use. We 
have three values, all of which bear the curved surcharge 
“ Mexico ” and the number 5482.

Adhesives. 2 centavos, dark green ; perf. 12.
3 ,, carmine-lake ,,
6 ,, ultramarine ,,
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Nevis.—Mr. W. Clifford kindly sends us specimens of the Id. 
obsolete type surcharged “ revenue ” in black, but which neverthe
less have done duty as postals.

Adhesive. Id., rose ; fiscal used for postage.
New Zealand.—Mr. Waterhouse kindly informs us that he 

has met with the following fiscals used for postage, in addition to 
those we described last month :

Type 1. 8d., dark blue ; surcharge black.
5s., mauve ,, green.
6s., rose-red ,, blue.

Type2. 2s. 6d.,dull brown ; wink. N. Z.
8s., deep blue ,, (?)

“ Land and Deeds Stamp.” Is., dark green.
The design of this last consists of a double-lined circle, lettered 

with name above and value in words below; within the inner 
circle “ land and deeds stamp ” in four lines. The outer circle is 
surmounted by a crown, and there is a numeral in a small circle in 

each of the upper corners.
The whole is enclosed in a 
rectangular frame the size of 
current issue. Paper white; 
wmk. unknown; perf. 12.

Our illustrations represent 
the two values of the new 
issue, of which we did not 
give portraits last month.

Orange Free State.—The £5 fiscal is reported to M. Moens 
as having been met with used postally. We are happy to say that 
our postage bill does not often foot up that amount.

Adhesive. Fiscal used for postage. £5, green.
Portugal.—Our illustration renders un

necessary any description of the design of the 
new 50 reis postage and telegraph stamp. We 
need only say that it is printed in colour, on 
white wove paper.

Adhesive. 50 reis, blue ; perf. 12J.
Prussia.—Mr. J. N. Marsden submits for 

our opinion specimens of the 2 and 3 silber- 
groschen, issue of 1858, perforated. Is this a 

new form of swindle, or can it be an unofficial perforation i The 
specimens in question are used, and are not very good ones, having 
comers missing. The perforation appears to be a very cleanly cut 
species of serpentine, gauging 12.

Queensland.—Mr. Clifford has shown us two varieties of fiscal 
stamps, each of the value of two shillings and sixpence, which have 
been received by him on letters. In  each case the design consists 
of a portrait of the Queen, as on the earlier postage stamps, en
closed in an oval band, lettered “ Queensland— stamp duty.”
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This band is interrupted by a crown at the top, and is partly 
covered below by a label containing the value in words.

The type, which we believe to be the oldest, is larger than the 
other. I t has a smaller crown above; the lettered band is enclosed 
in a second oval, and the spandrels are filled in with trellis work. 
This is printed on unwatermarked paper.

In the second type this outer oval is omitted, and the ground of 
the spandrels is composed of the value in microscopic figures (2/6), 
many times repeated. I t  is watermarked with a Crown and Q.

Adhesives. Fiscals used for postage.
2s. 6d., red. Large size ; no wink. ; perf. 13.
2s. 6d., vermilion. Smaller size ; wmk. Crown and Q; perf. IS.

Since writing the above we have received a specimen of a very 
handsome stamp, very superior to anything we have had lately 
from this colony, which we hope may prove to be one of a set, 
perhaps for fiscal as well as postal purposes. The design consists 
of the portrait of the Queen, as on the earlier issues, in a beaded 
oval; the name in coloured letters on w hite; the value in white 
letters on colour, on curved labels above and below respectively; a 
numeral in a circle occupies each comer, and the rectangle is filled 
in with fine tracery on a ground of horizontal lines.

The size of the label is rather larger than the ordinary, being 
30 x 21 mm. I t is engraved in taille-douee, printed on paper with 
the Crown and Q watermark (in the specimen before us the water
mark is sideways), and roughly perforated about 12.

Adhesive. 2s., bright blue ; umk. Crown and Q ; perf. 1$.
Russia. — Oustsysolsk-Wologda.— The accompanying type 

represents a new issue for this district. Le 
Timbre-Poste states that there are ten varieties 
on the sheet, in two vertical rows. Type-set, 
printed in black on coloured paper.

Adhesive. 2 kopecs, black on green ; imperf.
I t  appears that M. de Koprowski is very in

dignant at the doubts ex
pressed by our contemporary 
on the subject of the soi- 
disant issues of Rjeff and 
Orgueyeff, to which wo al
luded last month. We ap
pend illustrations of these 
suspects, and remand them 
pending the production of 
further evidence.

St. Christopher.—We are indebted to Mr. Bacon for speci
mens of a £d. adhesive, of the same design as the other stamps of 
this colony, and a Id. Post Card, which also resembles that pre
viously in use in every respect except colour and value.

Adhesive, id ., green ; wink. (?); perf. 14 .
Post Card. Id., rose on buff.



South Australia.—Our illustration represents a 
half-penny stamp about to be issued for this colony.
M. Moens has seen an imperforate specimen on un
watermarked paper, which he supposes to be a proof 
impression.

We must congratulate Messrs. De la Rue and Co. 
upon this very ingenious adaptation of the universal 
pattern, which may be termed the patent compressible.

Straits Settlements.—Mr. Rock kindly sends us a copy of 
the 10 c. surcharged with a capital “ B ” in black. We have no 
information as to whether this is official in any way, or merely the 
initial of some business firm j but it does not look like the latter.

Sunjei UjOBg.—We have to thank Mr. J. J. Kern for a 
specimen of the 2 c. Straits Settlements, surcharged “ 8. u.” simply 
in long upright capitals. Our correspondent is of opinion that the 
variety described in our last number for Selangor was probably the 
earliest issue for that state, and that it should be placed with the 
types for Perak and Sunjei Ujong, with crescent and star and the 
letters p. or 8. u. respectively. After these would come the sur
charges, consisting of the names in full; and now we have, for one 
state at all events, the initials alone.

Adhesive. 2 c., brown ; black surcharge S. U.
Trinidad.—We have received a fragment of an envelope posted 

on 27th July last, which was franked, in part, by the half of one 
of the recently-issued Id. stamps, surcharged with the value in 
words. The stamp is divided vertically down the centre, and the 
portion before us shows the word “ penny  ” only.

Adhesive. Provisional, half of Id. stamp (carmine, with black surcharge), 
employed as Jd.

We have also been shown a letter by which it appears that the 
Lady McLeod stamps, described last month, were in use in April, 
1847, and had probably not long been issued at that date. They 
were sold at 4 dollars per hundred; and letters not prepaid by one 
of these stamps were charged fvepence each. The name of the 
captain and owner of the vessel was Bryce.

United States of Colombia.—Mr. J. M. Chute informs us 
that he has seen three varieties of the “ cubiertas ” described in our 
May number, differing in the pattern of the border. He adds: 
“ They may be genuine, but I  am afraid of them." Verbum sap.

We have seen the 5 c., black on lavender (profile to left in an 
oval), roughly perforated; but the condition of the specimen did 
not permit of our ascertaining the gauge.

Adhesive. 6 c., black on lavender ; per/.
Uruguay.— Messrs. Whitfield, King, and Co. kindly send us a 

specimen of a 2 c. stamp, similar in design to the 1 c, described 
and illustrated in our last, but bearing in the centre a pyramidal 
hill, with a very minute flag on the top.
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We now begin to perceive what the Uruguayans are driving at. 
The pair of scales on the 1 c., which we imagined might have 
something to do with justice, are part of the national arms. We 
have the second quarter on the 2 c., and we suppose the 
zoological portions will follow on some higher values.

This is a new method of quartering, which we do not recollect 
having met with before.

This value also is in sheets of 100, numbered as in the case of 
the lower one. The upper spandrels bear the letters “ o. p.,” 
which we believe have not the same significance in Uruguay as 
they have here.

Adhesive. 2 c,, carmine ; per/. 12\.
V ictoria .— Le Timbre-Poste chronicles the Id. envelope, on 

blue laid paper, 139 x 78 mm. A correspondent in Melbourne, 
however, informs us that this value is only printed to order, on 
envelopes supplied by private persons. Varieties of paper and 
size therefore are unofficial.

T H E  P O S T A G E  S T A M P S  OF  S P A I N .
By Senob Antonio F ernandez Ddbo.

A  R E V I E W  B T  C A P T A I N  E . B . E V A N S ,  E . A .

P art VII.
We now come to the second part of Sefior Duro’s work, which deals with the 
stamps and post cards of the Spanish colonies, commencing with Cuba and 
Porto Rico.

These two colonies for a long time had their stamps in common, and in 
England at all events the various issues were catalogued under the title of 
Cuba only; on the Continent they were usually placed under the more 
appropriate heading of “ Spanish Antilles.”

In regard to the first three issues, as they have hitherto always been con
sidered, Senor Duro tells us that, as in the case of the corresponding series 
of the mother country, they formed in reality but one ; the second and third 
varieties of paper coining into use on the exhaustion of the stocks of the first 
and second respectively, and stamps printed on any one of them being avail
able for use until the whole series was suppressed m 1864.

It is pretty generally known now that the stamps (2 r5. Plata f .) sur
charged Y £ are not 24 reales stamps, but £ real for local use. Senor Duro 
quotes an order of the Postmaster General of Havana, dated November 15th. 
1855, to the effect that from the 19th of the same month the rate for local 
letters, of whatever weight, would be £ real.

A detailed statement is given of the dimensions of throe varieties of this 
surcharge, which appear to have been in use in 1855 and 1856 ; and a fourth 
type is mentioned as having been employed from 1857 to 1862, of which last 
three varieties are described : 1, with the figure 1 reversed; 2, with that 

i numeral replaced by a letter I ; and, 3, with tne two numerals of the fraction
] thinner than in the ordinary type. In the London Society's Catalogue five
1 types of surcharge are noted as existing on the 2 reales on blue paper, water-
1 marked with loops : and of these type IV., which probably corresponds with
4 8efior Duro’s fourth type, is stated to be found also on the two later varieties

of paper.
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Forgeries of the surcharge have of course been made for the benefit of 
collectors; these differ for the most part from any of the genuine types.

Forgeries of the stamps themselves were found in circulation in 1858 and 
1862; these were probably the lithographed stamps, of which specimens are 
known to have done duty on letters, and which were discussed a t a meeting 
of the Philatelic Society reported in the number of this magazine for 
December, 1879,

A description is given of the forgeries discovered in 1858; and one of the 
points of difference given as distinguishing them from the genuine is the number 
of dots or scales in the spandrels. In the genuine these are 32 in the upper 
right, 27 in the upper left, 27 in the lower right, and 28 in the lower left. In 
the forgery the corresponding numbers are 24, 18,27, and 20 respectively (the 
terms right and left are applied as in heraldry, and are not the right and left 
of the person looking a t the stamp).

Of the J real of 1862, and the series issued in 1864. we learn nothing new; 
but of the 4 real of the latter issue surcharged “ 66, we are told that it was 
employed in 1866 during a temporary exhaustion of the stock of 5 centimos 
of that year. Its proper place therefore is after the 1866 issue as a provisional.

About the next few issues I find nothing to note.
In  October, 1868 a number of the handstamps lettered habilitado for la naoion were sent out both to Cuba and to Porto Rico, and these were 

used at the end of that year, and during the first two or three months of 
1869.

During 1869 forgeries of the 20 and 40 centimos were found in circulation; 
and again in 1873 imitations of the 60 centimos were discovered.

In this latter year a surcharge was for the first time employed to dis
tinguish the stamps used in Porto Rico from those used in Cuba. The reason 
for this was that the difference in the value of the currency of the two 
colonies was sufficiently great to make it worth people’s while to purchase 
stamps in the one and export them to the other for sale. The stamps on 
charge in Porto Rico were therefore surcharged with a rubrica or flourish to 
prevent their being used in Cuba. The word rubrica means, amongst other 
things, a flourish to a signature, and that is what these surcharges are 
intended to represent. They are found on the following :

1873. 25 c., 50 c., and 1 peseta. One flourish.
1874. 25 c. only. Two „
1875. 25 c,, 50 c,, and 1 peseta. „ ,,
1876. 25 c., 50 c., and 1 peseta. „ „
1876. 25 c., and 1 peseta. Three „

The third flourish was added in June, 1876, in consequence of a large 
number of stamps of the values of 25 c. and 1 peseta having been found to 
be missing.

In  1877 two series, one for each colony, were issued, and the flourishes 
ceased to be necessary.

The 25 c. de peseta of Porto Rico, 1877, was employed also as a receipt 
stamp. The specimens thus employed bear a letter R surcharged in black; 
these therefore are not postals but fiscals.

Of the series of 1878 for Porto Rico the 25 c., 50 c., and 1 peseta only 
were issued for use in that year. The supply of the three lower values, 5, 
10, and 15 centimos, did not reach the colony until too late to be put in 
circulation; consequently those values of the 1877 issue continued m use 
during 1878.

In 1879, however, the stock of 5 and 10 centimos of that year having run 
short the corresponding values of 1878 were brought into u se ; these there
fore constituted a provisional issue. The 15 centimos of 1878 does not appear 
to have been issued a t all, either to the public or to collectors.

Of late years Porto Rico, which originally could only find employment for 
three out of the four values in use in Cuba, has run far ahead of the latter 
colony in the number, though not in the value, of its stamps. In 1877-9 
the issues for the two colonies corresponded fairly enough; but in 1880, not
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satisfied with seven values against six  issued in January, Porto Rico brought 
out half a dozen more in July, the total face value of which is about one 
penny , the highest of the six being less than a halfpenny, and the lowest 
forty  to the penny.

In 1881, regardless of the superstition attached to the number thirteen, a 
similar set appeared, but with the values in milesimas and centimos de peso ; 
whilst in the present year of grace the top score of fifteen  has been reached, 
Cuba contenting itself with a modest six per annum. The latter, however, 
appears to have decided on taking it  out in post cards.

We come now to the stamps of the Philippine Islands, the history of which 
Senor Duro acknowledges, like every one else who has attempted it, to be a 
very difficult matter to deal with.

The earliest official documents which he quotes are dated 1853; and he 
assures us that, although it is possible tha t an issue of stamps may have 
been proposed in 1847, it is quite certain that the proposal was never carried 
out. For a description of the essays said to have been prepared in the last 
mentioned year, I must refer those interested to Le Timore-Poste for 1880.

The regulations for the prepayment of postage in these islands by means 
of stamps are dated December 7th, 1853, and they were to come into 
operation on February 1st, 1854, on which latter date the first issue of 
stamps took place. This issue consisted of the four values dated 1854 y 1855, 
engraved on copper plates, forty varieties of type of each value.

In June, 1855, the 5 cuartos was superseded by the type dated as above, but 
lithographed instead of engraved, and differing in all the minor details ; of 
this there are four varieties of type. The Philatelic Society’s Catalogue 
mentions a fifth type, but is unable to account for its existence. Can it  be a 
forgery of local origin ? Senor Duro does not mention any as having been 
discovered, but a letter from a former Postmaster of the Philippines, given 
in Le Timbre-Poste for October, 1880, mentions that there had been trouble 
of that kind in his days.

In January, 1856 the 1 and 2 rs. plata f .  employed in Cuba and Porto 
Rico were brought into use in the Philippines, in the place of the same values 
of the native made issue.

In 1859 a fresh type of the 5 and 10 cuartos was produced. The stamps 
are printed in groups of four, each stamp in the group being separately 
drawn, and thus constituting a minor variety of type, and each group is 
enclosed in a single lined frame ; the same drawing served for both values, 
the numerals only being altered.

In  the Philatelic Society’s Catalogue two dies are given for the 5 cuartos 
of this issue, each containing four varieties. The die common to the two 
values is described as having the lettering a little smaller than the other. 
There appears also to be a slightly different arrangement of the lines separ
ating the stamps ; but the description is not quite so clear as it  could be 
desired. Senor Duro says nothing of these different dies.

In 1861, he tells us, the next variety of 5 cuartos appeared. The type is 
similar to the last, but the pearls forming the circle are smaller, the lettering 
larger, and the impression usually heavier.

In the following year this last was superseded by a very much better 
drawn stamp. The type resembles more closely that of 1863, of which there 
are four values; but the earlier issue is distinguished by having one dot 
between oorreos and interior instead of two.

The Philatelic Society chronicles a variety of the 1862 type issued in 1863. 
This again is not noted by our author, who gives the series of four values 
lettered correos : interior above as issued in January of that year. I t  is 
curious that all the values were lettered alike, although the two higher ones 
no doubt were not intended for local use only; perhaps it was for this reason 
tha t a new type of 1 R L Plata was issued in the following month (February, 
1863) bearing “ correos ” only above.

Senor Duro makes no allusion to the varieties of type of this last- 
mentioned stam p; he tells us, however, that it  was the last issue of local 
manufacture. He says nothing also about a 6 cuartos, given in Die
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Society's Catalogue as issued at the same time as the 1 R L Plata F. The 
description of it  is not very clear, and I confess that I do not know which 
variety is meant. I t  is said to be “ similar in general design to Issue I . ; ” 
but this is probably a misprint, Issue / .  being tha t of 1854 and 1855.

In 1864 we have the first series of home manufacture. This continued in 
usej without change, until the end of 1868 or beginning of 1869, when the 
various values were surcharged “ habilitado por la naoion ’ with the 
hand-stamps sent out from Madrid. Many of the earlier issues were sur
charged also; but these are not given in detail by our author, who states 
simply that various remainders were surcharged and issued for use at the 
end of 1871, on the exhaustion of the supplies of the issue of 1870.

Of the issues of 1870 and 1872 I find nothing to extract. In regard to 
the latter, we find confirmation of a fact that is now generally known; viz., 
that each value was issued in one colour only, specimens in other colours 
being merely essays or proofs.

The description of the 1874 issue agrees also with that usually given, but 
the subsequent emissions are noted as follows : First, of the type with the 
word “ filipinas” between two quatrefoils in the upper label, there are 
stated to have been issued :

In 1876.
12
20
25

In 1877. 2 
6 

10
And in August, 1877, the 2. c. 
12 os PT1”

2 cs. de peso, rose.
lilac.

„ dark violet.
„ green.
„ blue
„ orange.
„ green (i blue).

rose, surcharged in black “ habilitado

Second, of the type without the quatrefoils, are given as issued :
In 1878.

In  1879.

00625 de peso, lilac.
25 mils. JJ black.
50 „ »> violet.

100 „ J* carmine.
125 „ »y blue.
200 „ rose.
250 „ brown.

25 „ blue (? blue-green).
100 „ green.

No mention is made of the surcharges either of 1878 or of 1879.
With regard to 1880, I find nothing new.
Coming next to F ernando P oo, Ifind  it stated that the stamp issued in 

July, 1868, continued in use until the end of June, 1879. This may have 
been nominally the case; but, from the rarity of the stamp in question, it 
would appear impossible that it  can have been in actual circulation during 
the whole of that time. The stock in the colony must have been sold out 
years ago, and never replaced.

The issue of 1879 is well known.
Lastly, we come to the Colonial Post Cards, among which we find a 

description of one for Cuba, which seems to be quite unknown to collectors. 
I t  is said to resemble that of 1878 ; but the stamp and inscriptions are in 
carmine, and the former is lettered at the top “ ouba 1879” in place of 
“ isla de ouba.” If this card, which I suppose must have been prepared, 
was ever sent out to the colony, it can never have been put in circulation ; 
a t all events, I  believe I am right in saying that it  has not been chronicled 
in any of the philatelic periodicals.

The cards of Cuba, 1880, do not seem to be thoroughly well known ; at 
least I find them omitted from the latest editions of two of the principal 
English price catalogues. Senor Duro describes them fully, and they 
undoubtedly exist. They are similar to those of 1881, with the exception 
that the stamp is dated 1880, and the denomination is cent, peseta instead of 
c. de peso.
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10 cent, peseta, carmine.
10+10 „

15 „
15+15 „

>5

rose.

The stamp and inscriptions on the Porto Rico card of 1878 are stated to 
be in dark blue. Perhaps this is the colour hi which they were intended to 
be printed, and the actual shade (which I have always believed to be dark 
green) is tlie result of an error or colour-blindness on the part of the printer. 
Something similar seems to have occurred in the case of two of the values of 
the Philippines of 1877 and 1878.

Under the head of Philippines, 187£), Senor Duro chronicles a card of the 
value of 50 mils de peso, the same surcharged 113 gent'- de peso ” being 
given as issued in 1880. This card, I think, is only known to collectors in 
the latter state. No doubt it was intended for issue as 50 mils., but 
probably that intention was never really carried out, the requirements of the 
Postal Union necessitating the change in the value.

This brings to a conclusion my notes on Senor Duro's most valuable work, 
of the contents of which I am afraid they will give English collectors but a 
very incomplete idea. I t must be remembered that I have not attempted to 
make a translation, but only to summarize those portions which appeared to 
contain something new or to throw a light upon disputed points.

I may add that the author has in the press a history of the Telegraph 
Stamps of Spain and of the Postage Stamps issued by Don Carlos, with some 
extracts from which I shall probably trouble the readers of this magazine on 
a future occasion. I take this opportunity of expressing my thanks to 
Senor Duro for the very complimentary terms in which he h as  done me the 
honour of dedicating his forthcoming work to myself.

(Concluded.)

^ t o t e s  a n t i  ( Q u e r i e s .

J. M. C.—Many thanks for information in your letter, of which we 
have made use.

M iss E. P .—Many thanks for the sight of the New Zealand franks. 
Stamps of that kind are not very generally collected, we think, in 
England. Our publishers may be able to give you some idea of their 
value.

J , N, M.—We answer your queries to the best of our ability. Some 
of them we refer to elsewhere. 1. We do not know during what period 
the provisional Id. Trinidad were in use ; perhaps some of our readers 
can help us. 2 and 4. See Novelties, &c. 3. A postmark ; see No. 19 
of this magazine. 5. This was probably written bv the person who 
used the stamp. 6. N. S. W . genuine ; Christiansund probably so like
wise. 7 and 8. We have perforated specimens that either of these could 
be cut out of.

G., T oronto.—Many thanks for new £ c. Canada. I t  xvas noted in 
our Ju ly  number.

H annibal requests us to give in our next number “ the names, prices, 
and where I can get them, of Philatelical Serials in English, French, 
and German.” Shade of Scipio Africanus (or whoever it was that 
tackled your illustrious namesake), assist us! The Punic wars were 
mere holiday tasks compared with this. However, fortunately or un
fortunately, our Publishers are so selfish tha t they will not insert any 
advertisements except their own.

Pemberton* Wilton, k  0o., 308, Goldhawk Bond, Shephard* Bujh, London. W (
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10 cent, peseta, carmine.
10  H O  „  „  „

15 „  „  rose,
l.j - t-  lo  „  ,, .,

The stamp and inscriptions on the Porto Rico card of 1 STS are stated to 
he in dark Vge. Perhaps this is the colour in which they were intended to 
he printed, and the actual shade (which I have always believed to he dark 

is the result of an error or colour-blindness on the part of the printer. 
Something similar seems to have occurred in the case of two of the values of 
the Philippines of IS77 and l'sTS.

1’ nder the head of Philippines, 1ST!), Schor Duro chronicles a card of the 
value of 50 mij.s nr; i-nso, the same surcharged “ 3 cent'' de p e s o” being 
given as issued in 1-5S0. This card, I think, is only known to collectors in 
the latter state. N o  doubt it was intended f o r  issue as 50 nuts., but 
probably that intention was never really carried ■ •’.it, the rci[Uirements of the 
Postal I'nion necessitating the change in the value.

This brings to a conclusion my notes on Sefmr Intro’s most valuable work, 
of the contents of which 1 am afraid they will {give English collectors but a 
very incomplete idea. It must he remembered that I have not attempted to 
make a translation, hut only to summarize those portions which appeared to 
contain something new .>r to throw a light upon disputed points.

I may add that the author has in the press a history of the Telegraph 
Stamps o f Spain a n d  o f  the Postage Stamps issued by Dull Carlos, with some 
extracts from which I shall probably trouble the leaders of this magazine on 
a future occasion. I take this opportunity of expressing my thanks to 
Scfior Ditto for the very complimentary terms in which ho has done me the 
honour of dedicating his forthcoming work to myself.

(Conchitlw.L)

f i o t e s  a n U  € t u m c s .

.1. M. 0 .— Matty thanks for information in your letter, of which we 
have made use.

M i s s  E ,  P ,— M a n y  l l i a n k s  for t h e  s i g h t  o f  t h e  New Z e a l a n d  franks. 
S t u m p s  o f  t h a t  k i n d  a r e  n o t  v e r y  g e n e r a l l y  c o l l e c t e d ,  w e  t h i n k ,  in  
E n g l a n d .  O u r  p u b l i s h e r s  m a y b e  a b l e  t o  g i v e  y o u  s o m e  i d e a  o f  t h e i r  
value.

.1. X. M.— W e answer your <[Ueries to the best of our ability. Some 
of them we refer to elsewhere. 1. We do not know during what period 
the provisional Id. Trinidad were in use ; perhaps some of our leaders 
can help us. 2 amt 4. See Novelties, ike. 3. A postmark ; see No. 11) 
of this magazine. 5. This was probably written by the person who 
used the stump. 0. N .  S .  W. genuine ; Christiuiisund probably so like
wise. 7 and K. We have perforated specimens that either of these could 
lie cut out of.

C l . ,  T o r o n t o . — Many thanks for new 1 c. Canada. It was noted in 
our .Inly number.

11 a n m i i a i . reipK-sls us to giv e in our next number “  the names, prices, 
and where I can get them, of Philatelieal Serials in English, French, 
and Cennan.” Shade of Keipiu AlVieaniis (or whoever it was that 
tackled your illustrious namesake), assist ns! 'The I ’u n i e  wars were 
mere holiday tasks compared with this. However, fortunately or un
fortunately, mu Puhlidiers are s<, sellidi that they w ill not insert any 
advertisements except their own.

Pemberton, W ilson, & Co., 308, G oldiaw k Road, bhej,uerds B u.b. London. W ,
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Forged Stamps, and How to Detect Them. (The tun
''■’■ in k  til th e  late c, L P em bert o n . ) A  few ■ uiino.ns s ti l l  
remaining at I ii.

An  Improved Perforation Gauge and Miiimetre Scale.
.No j>!.il’vt- li.t should no without "no. price 1M.
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wit] save collectors u gooO deal of the ilr-somo snipping of paper, 
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No. 1 For Stump;- about the size of the Id, English 
No. 2. For . ddong Stamps shout th. si/e .f V/e-tern Australia. 

Egypt, kc. ' \
No. 3. V >r iarg'T Stamps, stieli as Vortugal, l.ibovia, At .
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O. 2G nf flip Ih illrth , pi' tho French Philatelic Society 
having reached us lately, we take the opportunity of 
comparing the Catalogue of the Argentine stamps, as 
given therein, with M. Mnous’s work, the second 
volume of which we have also recently received.

With regard to the issues of the Confederation, there 
is perfect agreement between the two authorities. Again, of the 
lirst issue ol the Kepuhlie. each gives two types of 5 ''fiitavos, and 
one each of the |o  e, and Id e., as certainly genuine ; hut whereas 
M. Moons condemns unreservedly the other types of the two 
higher values, the French Society admits that thole are types of 
these latter about winch information is wanted. Now, in spite of 
what we wrote on this subject two months ago, wo have no wish 
to stand up for the authenticity of these stamps. M. Moens has 
assured us that tic 1ms made endless cnijuiries, and that lie is 
I irmly convinced that they are had. Now this should be sufficient 
for anyone; it C ipiite enough for us; and if M. Moens had 
■dated this simply in his hook we should not have attempted any 
argument; hut what we humbly ventured to point out was, that 
the proofs lie brought forward against them were not altogether in
consistent with their genuine nature. However, we will not 
pursue the subject further; as the early Celtic writers have it, 
I K l J  t ' i ' f l .

P roceed ing  further, we lind practical unanimity until we reach 
the stamps of 1867, of which the French Society chronicles: " I. 
Ground of h o r i z o n t a l  lines (18G7) : 5 centavos. 2. Ground of 
horizontal and oblique linos (1868): 5, 10, and 15 centavos. 3. 
Ground of horizontal lines, worn plate: 15 centavos,” as if  there 
had been two distinct engravings of the 5 c. ; whereas M. Moens
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Collector's Handbook (Second Edition). By the
/ P i w a f t j w r .  •" . - ,. '. J -  f.

No, 1; Crown 8vq, appropriately designed Cover, bound in doth gilt,
’post-free,.5/6- ’ -  ;

. No 2. Crown 8vd, on ftne toned paper, handsomely bound, gilt edges,
. ' &c.. post-free, 10/6. . 1

The Philatelies! Catalogue (Part I.). Price 1/ 1, post-free.

Do. do. (Extra Edition); Price 1 /7, post-free.
- . (This work has never been completed, owing to the cost.) -

The Philatelical Journal (Vol. L, 1872). Post-free, 10/6. •
Do. do. (Jan. to April, 1#75). The Pour Parts, 1/6.
Do. do. The Sixteen" Numbers, half-bound in

morocco, 12/6.
‘ This U the moat elaborately got-up Journal upon the subject ever 

' issued. It ia profusely TUostretod with correctly coloured ftic-aitniles of 
the Stamp* described. When the few remaining copies are sold,, it must 
beoome one of the rarest specimen* of- Stamp literature.

Single Numbers of the above (except January, 1872) may be had at
■ 8d. each.

Forgod Stamps, and How to Detect Them. (The first 
Work of the late E. L. P e m b e r t o n .)  A few specimens still 
remaining at 1/6.

An Improved Perforation Gauge and Milimetre Scale.
No philatelist should be. without one. Price 9d;

This has been most carefully got up, and its absolute accuracy may 
be depended upon. The Gange measures perforations, rising by halves, 
from 7 to 16; and there are scales of inches and centimetres of sufficient

- length to measure Post Cards and all usual sized Envelopes.

Improved Stanip Mounts.
'Made of he thinnest paper procurable, which is yet, Unlike tissue 

. paper, sufficiently staff to stand writing upon, and is guaranteed to 
Contain nothing injurious to the colour of the’ Stamps. These mounts' 
will save collectors a good deal of the tiresome snipping of paper, 
.which is one of the drawbacks to their hobby. They are cut to three 

- sicee; vis.— ’ . ' 1 r
■ '■ V- Nb. 1. For Stamps about the size of the td. English. .
j -  No. 2. For Oblong..Stamps about the size of Western Australia, 

Egypt, *©. V
-, ■* ‘. No.’3. For larger Stamps, such as Tbrtugnl, Iiberia, Ac.

•' # A. Gummed, 5d. per 100; 3/8 per 1008, post-free. .
. B, TJngummed, 3d. per 100.; 2/8 per 1000, post-free. , . .

Ivery Clips or Tweeseri for handling Stamp*, 1/- and 1/3 each, post-free. . .'! I
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Vol. IV. SEPTEM BER, 1882. No. 44.

0. 26 of the Bulletin of the French Philatelic Society 
having reached us lately, we take the opportunity of 
comparing the Catalogue of the Argentine stamps, as 
given therein, with M. Moens’s work, the second 
volume of which we have also recently received.

With regard to the issues of the Confederation, there 
is perfect agreement between the two authorities. Again, of the 
first issue of the Republic, each gives two types of 5 centavos, and 
one each of the 10 c. and 15 c., as certainly genuine ; but whereas 
M. Moens condemns unreservedly the other types of the two 
higher values, the French Society admits that there are types of 
these latter about which information is wanted. Now, in spite of 
what we wrote on this subject two months ago, wp. have no wish 
to stand up for the authenticity of these stamps. M. Moens has 
assured us that he has made endless enquiries, and that he is 
firmly convinced that they are bad. Now this should be sufficient 
for anyone; it is quite enough for u s ; and if M. Moens had 
stated this simply in his book we should not have attempted any 
argument; but what we humbly ventured to point out was, that 
the proofs he brought forward against them were not altogether in
consistent with their genuine nature. However, we will not 
pursue the subject further; as the early Celtic writers have it, 
nuf ced.

Proceeding further, we find practical unanimity until we reach 
the stamps of 1867, of which the French Society chronicles : “ 1. 
Ground of horizontal lines (1867): 5 centavos. 2. Ground of 
horizontal and oblique lines (1868): 5, 10, and 15 centavos. 3. 
Ground of horizontal lines, worn plate: 15 centavos,” as if there 
had been two distinct engravings of the 5 c .; whereas M. Moens
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states that the absence of certain lines from some impressions of 
the 5 c. and 15 c. is due in both cases to the wearing of the plate, 
and we confess we are inclined to agree with this latter statement.

The only other discrepancy we find in the catalogues of the 
adhesives of the Central Government is in the perforations. M. 
Moens gives the 1, 4, 30, 60, and 90 centavos of 1873, and the 2 c. 
of 1877, as perf. 13 ; and the 25 c. (1878) and 8 c. (1880) as 
perf. 12 ; while the French Society gives the 2 c. and 8 c. perf. 13, 
and all the others perf. 12. The specimens of these stamps in our 
own collection are all perf. 12. The only difference we can find is 
that the holes are somewhat larger in some cases than in others, 
probably owing to the needles being worn down a little ; but the 
distance from centre to centre appears to be precisely the same.

Coming to the envelopes, we find that M. Moens gives the 
dimensions of the 24 c. as 180x 100 mm.; while the French 
Society makes them 180 x 113 mm. The only specimen we 
possess measures 181 x 103 mm.

In the measurements of the first wrapper, a misprint in the 
Society’s Bulletin makes it 4G£ centimetres in width in place of 
16L Neither of the two works makes any mention of the dif
ference in the paper of these wrappers. The 1 c., carmine, is on 
a very different paper, both in colour and texture, to that of the 
1 c., vermilion, and the 4 c.

A more serious subject of divergence is that of the method of 
impression of the earliest stamps of Buenos Ayres. M. Moens 
says, “ Engraved on wood; ” the French Society says, “ Litho
graphed.” Where two such high authorities as these differ, it is 
not for humbler individuals to decide hastily. Mr. Ean-e agrees 
with the latter, and has been taken to task in this magazine for so 
doing, otherwise we should be rather inclined towards the same 
view. M. Moens gives some details. He states that the circles in 
the comers of these stamps show' the places where small nails went 
in which held the engraving in its place; also that four plates of 
them were showm at an exhibition which took place at Buenos 
Ayres in the present year (these plates were of the 2 and 3 pesos, 
in  p" and t° p ') , and that each plate contained six rows of eight 
stamps.

But if these were engraved upon wood, are there forty-eight dif
ferent types of each value 1 or if not, how were the plates pro
duced 1 Unfortunately we only possess half a dozen specimens of 
the stamps in question; they include, however, the four values
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mentioned above. As far as we can judge, they appear to be all 
of exactly the same type, the words of value and the word 
“ franco ” alone varying. Are we exposing our ignorance too 
much in suggesting that one original design (with the end labels 
blank) was engraved on wood, that four copies of this were pro
duced by (1) lithography, that the value and the word “ franco ” 
were added to each of these, and that then reproductions of them 
were made so as to form plates ?

The stamps of Corrientes with no value indicated have usually 
been catalogued as being all 3 centavos. We learn, however, from 
the two authorities under consideration that this is not correct, 
though there is a little disagreement as to the actual values of the 
various issues. SI. Moens quotes decrees in support of his valua
tions, which we must presume are the more correct. They are as 
follows: (3 c.) blue; (5 c.) yellow-green; (2 c.) blue-green, ochre 
yellow, dark blue, lilac-rose, rose, and dull rose. The French 
Society assigns the value 2 c. to the f/reev stamps, and 3 c. to all 
the others.

We trust M. Moens will excuse our expressing an opinion that 
the tete-beche varieties of the Corrientes stamps are hardly worthy 
of that appellation. The pLate from which they are printed con
tains eight varieties of type, in two rows of four. Four impres
sions of this were, it seems, usually struck on the same sheet, and 
two of these were, as a rule, inverted with reference to the other 
two. The tete-beche pairs therefore are formed, not of two speci
mens from the same group, but of one from one group and one 
from another, all the stamps of the same group of eight being in 
the same direction. These sets of eight types should in reality, in 
our humble opinion, be considered complete sheets.

As we expected, our exhibition of ignorance last month on the 
subject of specimen stamps has borne fruit to some extent. Mr. 
E. H. Watts kindly gives us a long list of stamps which he 
possesses bearing this surcharge. If other collectors will assist us 
in the same manner, we will endeavour some day to compile a 
complete catalogue of these varieties. We had an idea, however, 
that the last stamps sent out with this surcharge were the 10d., 
2b., and 5s. The list of Mr. Watts contains several stamps issued 
much later than these.

44*
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a n b  ^ m t p f a i i t m s .

Antigua.—Mr. W. Clifford kindly sends us a strip of two and 
a half penny stamps, which he assures us have done duty as 2£d. 
postage. Whether this argues a dearth of ^d. stamps in the 
colony, or only a freedom from prejudice on the part of the postal 
authorities, we are unable to say.

Argentine Republic.—We have to thank various correspon
dents for specimens of the new adhesives. Amongst them we find 
a 12 c. perf. 12£. Probably all three values exist with the two 
varieties of perforation, and perhaps (happy thought!) with com
binations and permutations of them.

Messrs. Theodor, Buhl, and Co. inform us that these new stamps 
are printed in London, in which case their designer probably caught 
the poverty of imagination which he exhibits from another well- 
known firm in those parts.

We have to thank Mr. A. de 
Portes for a specimen of the 
new 12 c. envelope. The imita
tive faculty is again displayed 
in this ; for the stamp, which is 
in the upper right-hand comer, 
is a copy of that on the current 

BSSE'«nS!!^SB i envelopes of Wurtemburg. It 
js jettere(j “ corkeos” above and

“ repubuca  Argentina ” below ; w hile each of th e  small shields at 
th e  sides bears the le tte r “ c .”

Envelope. 12 c., grey-blue ; white laid paper. 145 x 84 mm.

Mr. G. Campbell informs us that he has seen the following 
varieties of the provisional post cards: The 6 c., rose, with the 
first type of surcharge inverted in the left lower comer in place of 
being over the stamp; the 4 + 4 c., green, with the same surcharge 
over the stamp, and also inverted in left lower corner; and the 
last card with the second type of surcharge in the left lower 
comer only.

Lp, Timhrn-Poste describes some new post cards as follows : The 
stamp, of the same type as the newly-issued adhesives, is in the 
upper right-hand comer. In the upper centre is a large label 
bearing “ targeta postal ” in white letters on an engine-turned 
ground; helow this “ servicio urbano," followed by an instruc
tion, in one line on the single, in two lines on the first half of the 
reply-paid card. On the socond half of the latter is the word



“ hespuesta” below “ servicio urbano.” Mack impression on 
coloured card.

Post Cards. 2 c., black ou sea-green.
•2 + 2 e. „ pale yellow.

Atjeh.—The same au tho rity  chronicles a curious-looking label, 
of oblong shape, bearing a m ost form idable scim itar in the  centre, 
the  nam e above, th e  word “  r ea l” below, 
a figure 1 in each of the tw o lower corners, 
and a crescent and  star in each of the tw o 
upper ; all on a ground of sm all lozenges 
enclosed in squares.

M. Moens further informs us that the 
state which we arc now taught to spell as 
above (a sneeze is said to be the nearest approach to the pro
nunciation of it that Europeans can hope to produce) is the 
same as that hitherto known as Atchin, and that it is situated 
in the north of Sumatra, The inhabitants number from 500,000 
to 2,000,000 (authorities differ on this point). However, we hope 
that one of them will give us some further information as to 
whether the stamp with which they are credited is as real as its in
scription would seem to denote. Impression in colour on white 
paper; imperf.

Adhesive. 1 real, claret.

Barbados.—We have received three of the values of the new 
issue we mentioned in the June number; as we feared, the “ ex
tremely ordinary design” turns out to be in the usual style of 
Messrs. De La Ilue & Co., but, curiously enough, it is not of the 
" ready-made ” type. The head is in a circle, instead of an 
octagon, and the general effect is more that of the Two Cents of 
Ceylon, though the ornaments in the spandrels are different. We 
learn that these were issued on August 28th,

A dhesives. Id ., sea-green, w alk. C row n a n d  C .A .;  perf. 14.
Id ., carmine ,, ,, ,,

•2fd., ultramarine ,, ,, ,,

Bavaria.—M. Moens does not often play tricks upon us, but on 
the First of April last he chronicled a long list of unpaid tetter 
stamps, which now turn out to be Jiseals. To collectors of all 
sorts of stamps, from tram-car tickets to bung labels, this would be 
no drawback; but as collectors of postage stamps, we trust to see 
no more of these things in Le Timbre-Poste.

Mr. D. S. Hill kindly submits to us some varieties of the 1870— 
73 issue, which we believe have not been previously chronicled. 
They have the usual lozenge-pattern watermark, but the paper, 
instead of being wove or laid horizontally with coarse lines, is 
laid vertically, with very fine lines.

Adhesives. 1 kr., green, 1 Paper laid with very fine vertical lines;
3 kr., rose, ) 1 cmk. lozenges; per/. 111.
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British Honduras.—The 4d. has arrived with the Crown and 
C. A. watermark.

Adhesive. 4d., mauve ; wmk. Crown and C. A.

Canada.—The accompanying illustration shows the stamp on 
the post card described in our June number. The same stamp also 

figures on a -wrapper, of which we have just 
received specimena

The design resembles that of the stamp on 
the previous wrapper, and this issue may have 
been overlooked in consequence; but we do 
not think it has been out long.

I t may be remembered that there was some 
confusion at the end of last year as to a variety 
in the paper of these bands. The original 

issue was on very pale buff paper, about 9 j  x 5 inches; last year 
the paper was changed to almost white, 10J x 5 
inches; while the new type is on straw-coloured 
paper, the same size as the last.

Wrapper. 1 e., blue ; straw-coloured wove piqier,
10| x 5 inches ; 280 x 127 mm.

"We give also an illustration of the new £ e., 
described in our number for Julv.

Cape of Good Hope.—We have received a new post card for 
this colony, we are probably right in saying, of De La Kueish 
origin. The stamp, in the right upper comer, is the same as that 
on the newsband (illustrated in the April number). The inscrij)- 
tions are the same as those on the current inland cards of Great 
Britain, with the addition of “ cape of good hope ,” in Roman 
capitals, between the two lines. The card is the stout white 
quality supplied to the British public at 8d. per dozen, and the 
colour of the impression is about the same as that of the home 
article.

Post Card. Id., red-brown ; white cnnl; 122x75 mm.

On the back of the specimen before us is some information as 
to the new postal rates in the Cape colony, from whicli we extract 
the following:

“ Letters posted in the colony, Basutoland, and the Transkcian 
territories will require a 2d. stamp per half-ounce, instead of 3d. as 
now.’’ We presume, therefore, that a 2d. stamp is about to be 
issued ; perhaps a provisional of that value may be in use already. 
Let us hope there are some varieties of surcharge. We learn 
further that a parcel post ha3 been introduced, the rate being 3d. 
for every 4 oz., with a maximum limit of 4 lbs. The parcels may 
bo closed, “ but in closing the parcel the sender has to sign a small 
label, on which there is a declaration that the parcel does not con
tain any letter, newspaper, ot any other article liable to a higher
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rate of postage.” This is an ingenious regulation, which we 
recommend to the notice of Mr. Fawcett.

France.—We have been shown a curiosity in the shape of an 
envelope, the postage on which appears to have been partly prepaid 
by the stamp cut from one of the current 10 c. post cards. We 
say appears to be, because the specimen in question is not an 
entirely satisfactory one, though it comes to us from a source 
which precludes all possibility of its being anything worse than 
a joke, if there can be anything worse in so solemn a matter as 
philately!

French Colonies.—Mr. G. Campbell kindly informs us that he 
has met with the 35 c. (Type of France, 1870), surcharged in 
black, 25, with a thick bar above and below, employed at Papeete, 
chief town of Tahiti, Society Islands.

Guatemala.—There seems to be no doubt that the surcharges 
we described last month are fraudulent. The obsolete remainders 
of the stamps which bear them were disposed of to dealers by the 
Government of Guatemala, and some of those appear to have 
fallen into bad hands. Surcharges corresponding with those we 
described may be at once rejected,

Hong Kong.—We are informed that a specimen of the 10 
dollars fiscal stamp, surcharged 12 cents, has been met with 
genuinely used for postage. The issue of this stamp was an
nounced some time since, and it was supposed at first that it was a 
provisional postage stamp, but it turned out to he a fiscal. Now, 
however, it appears to have been put to [lostal use, though probably 
it passed by accident.

Fiscal used for postage.
Adhesive. 12 o. on 10 dollars, rose.

Jhind.— Messrs. Whitfield, King, and Co. kindly send us a set 
of five values recently issued by this state. The designs are in the 
same style as that of the previous issues, usually known by the 
name Punjab, hut arc of different patterns for the different values. 
In each case the characters denoting the value are surmounted by a 
letter “ r.” In the I a., they are enclosed in a frame resembling a 
heart inverted; in the 1 a , in a small octagon; in the 8 a , in a 
fancy diamond; while in the 2 a. and 4 a. they are not enclosed 
in a frame, but merely surrounded by the foliate ornaments, which 
in the other three values fill the space between the inner and outer 
frames.

They are in sheets of fifty, each stamp on the sheet being of a 
different type, the five values producing 250 varieties. If collectors 
do their duty, and go in for an entire sheet of each value, the 
natives will find that they have adopted an excellent method of 
raising the wind; on the other hand, we think it our duty to warn 
them that if they repeat these little jokes too often they will

n o v e l t ie s , d is c o v e r ie s , a n d  r e s u s c it a t io n s . 143
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probably only succeed in raising the (Jh)indignation of phila
telists.

After that we need only say that the stamps in question arc 
printed on thin toned paper, and are imperforate.

Adhesives, i  anna, yellow.
] „ brown.
2 „ dull blue.
4 ., sea-green.
8 „ vermilion.

L&bu&n.—We have received a specimen of a permanent 8 c. 
stamp at last; the type is the same as that of the other values.

Adhesive. 8 c., carmine ; wmk. Crown and C.C.; per/. 14.

Liberia.—Our illustrations represent the new adhesives and 
the stamp on the flap of the envelope for this republic, described 
in our numbers for July and August.

M auritius.—Mr. W. Armistead kindly informs us that he has 
the 4 c. with the C. A. watermark.

Adhesive. 4 e., orange ; wmk. Crown and C. A.

M exico.—We hear that the stamps we de
scribed last month (and illustrate here) are 
already obsolete. We have not seen the same 
values in a fresh type; but Mr. Campbell, to 
whom we are indebted for the above informa
tion, sends us a 12 c. of the type of the 1879 
issue, and tells us that a 24 c. and a now 50 c. 
of the same design have appeared. Other cor
respondents add 18 c. and 100 c. to the list.

Adhesive*. 12 c., brown.
18 c., dark brown.
24 c., lilac.
50 c., brownish yellow,

100 c., orange.

Wo have also to thank Mr. Campbell for the description of a new 
card; it is similar to that fully described in our June number, but 
the stamps are of the numeral type, 3 c., carmine, embossed in 
the upper rectangle, 2 c., green, in the lower; incriptions, &c., in 
blue on buff card.

Post Card. 5 c., carmine, green and blue on buff.
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Perak.—We are indebted to Messrs. Whitfield, King, and Co. 
for the information that the 2 c. Straits Settlements is now sur
charged “ p ” only for use in this State.

Adhesive. 2 c., brown ; black surcharge P.

Persia.—The same correspondents kindly send ns specimens of 
new 5 and 10 shahi stamps. The denominations centimes and 
francs appear to have been given up in favour of the native 
currency. Perhaps a Conservative government has come into 
power!

The lower value is of the type of the 
accompanying illustration. The 10 shahi 
is of the recently-issued type, illustrated 
in the number for April; but the numerals 
in this case also are on white, and the 
characters at the top are as given in the 
illustration for the 50 c. The design and 
the inscriptions are in black; the figures 
10 are in red; the ground of the circles, 
of the central oval, and of the inscribed 
labels is white, that of the rest of the design buff ; the border 
is red.

Adhesives. 5 shahi, green ; per/. 12.
10 „ black, red, and but!; per/. Id.

Porto Rico.—L ’Ami des Timbres has met with an obliterated 
specimen of the 5 c. de peso, 1881, in broirn instead of in pale 
blue.

Mr. T. A. Stodart has shown us a specimen of the 10 c. de p., 
brown, probably of the issue of 1879, but dated 1375 ; the stamp 
in question is obliterated, and the postmark renders the last figure 
rather indistinct, but it certainly resembles a 5 more closely than 
any other; the 3 is perfectly plain, and the whole impression is 
clear and good. This variety is no doubt due to broken figures, 
but they are broken in a very curious manner.

Prussia.—Monsieur G. Foure kindly sends us some observa
tions on the subject of the perforated stamps we described last 
month.

What he tells us proves beyond doubt that the perforation was 
not official, but then we never for one moment supposed that it 
was. He also states that a postal regulation of the period ordered 
that “ all stamps too closely cut, or in any way suspicious in 
appearance, should be refused,” and that therefore stamps unoffi
cially perforated would not have been allowed to pass. But acci
dents do happen even in the best regulated post-offices, and those 
curiosities may have passed unnoticed. The question is, Did they 
do so1?

The owner of the specimens we described tells us that they had 
been in a collection some five or six years; they were not ap
parently offered to him as curiosities or rarities, and we have never
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heard of similar specimens being offered to anyone else. Nobody 
appears to have tried to swindle anyone with them. They may 
have been made by someone for his own amusement; but the 
nature of the perforation is uncommon, and it is very neatly done.

Queensland.—Of the same type as the 2s., blue, described last 
month, a 5s., carmine, has arrived.

Adhesive, 5s., carmine ; wink. Crown and Q. ; per/. 12,
We have been requested to give a word of caution on the sub

ject of fiscals used postally. Specimens are said to be coming over 
very nicely postmarked and all that, but which have never done 
duty on letters.

Russia.—Mr. Breitfus3 kindly sends us some beautiful impres
sions of the current 5 kop. and 7 kop., which he states are essays 
of colour. They are printed on the usual laid paper, with water
mark of wavy lines, and perforated 15. The colours are not 
soluble in water.

Proofs or essays of colour,
5 kop., sea-green, violet-brown, orange, carmine, ultramarine.
7 kop,, pale brown, centre orange.

„ ultramarine „ carmine.
„ violet „ dark green.

Orgueyeff—Bessarabia.—M. Moens informs us that a new 
■j design (see accompanying illustration) has been 
t adopted by this district, two earlier ones having 
f been suppressed; the first, because it resembled too 
j closely that of the imperial issues; and the second, 
i because it was an imitation of the stamps of the 
J Levant Company. Let us hope that at last rest 
f may be found. Impression in black and colour 
l  on white.
Adhesive. 3 kop., black and rose ; perf. 12.

Zienkow.—Poltava.—From the same source we learn that the 
3 kopec stamp is changed in colour from red to brown.

Adhesive. 3 kop., brown-bistre.
St. Christopher.—Mr. W. Clifford sends us a strip of these, 

similar to that described under the head of Antigua, and to which 
the same remarks apply.

Selangor.—The same correspondents that informed us of the 
new Perak variety tell us of a similar one for Selangor. All three 
.States, therefore, now have adopted the simplest form of surcharge, 
and we sincerely trust they will stick to it, and not print it in more 
varieties of type than they can help.

Adhesive. 2 c. brown ; black surcharge S.
Shanghai.—We learn from Mr. Armistead that the 60 cash, 

green, exists perf. 11£ as well as 15. On looking over our own few 
specimens, we find we have the 20 cash, lilac, perf. 15 at top and 
bottom, and 11 | at the sides. I t is a capital thing to have two
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perforating machines in working order. A little judicious manipu
lation of these will save the trouble of making those surcharges, of 
which collectors are beginning to get rather tired.

Adhesives. 20 cash, lilac; per/. 11} x 15,
60 „ green ; per/. 11}.

Spain.—Senor Duro kindly sends us a cutting from the Reoida 
de Correots containing a short article by himself on a curious Essay 
proposed in 1877. It appears that the Annumtador Filotelico, a 
periodical published in Bogota, described a stamp said to have 
been invented by a Mr. Mays, of Philadelphia, the peculiarity of 
which consisted in its having a coupon attached to it, which was 
to be tom off by the postal officials as a means of cancellation. 
Mr. Mays seems to have obtained a patent for this so-called inven
tion, which Senor Duro very justly points out is by no means a 
novelty. He describes a label of a similar nature, the design of 
which consists of a castle in an oval in the centre, a scroll above 
lettered “ esfana ,” and a semicircular band below lettered “ 25 cen- 
timos,” with foliate ornaments completing the rectangle; along the 
bottom runs a row of perforations, and below this is a label, about 
one-third the size of that described above, and lettered “ correos ; ” 
this latter formed the coupon which was to be detached in order to 
cancel the stamp.

But the idea which Mr. Mays seems to have revived dates much 
further back than 1877. An essay of a similar kind was proposed 
for France; we cannot find any record of the exact date, but it is 
alluded to in the Stamp Collector's Magazine for March, 1865. 
And, indeed, this very system has been employed, in a rough sort 
of way, for the last ten years in Afghanistan; perforation is not 
employed, but the principle is the same, and a very bad one it is 
for collectors of used stamps.

Straits Settlements.—The 2 c. has been received with the 
new watermark.

Adhesive. 2 c., blown ; wink. Crown and C. A.
We now want this variety surcharged “ p.,” “ 9.,” and “ s. u.” 

in a few different types, and then we shall be comparatively 
happy.

Sweden.—We have received a specimen of the 6 ore, official 
card, which differs from those we have seen previously in being on 
smooth white card instead of rough greyish; the colour of the 
impression also is a more decided lilac. The design and inscriptions 
remain unchanged.

Official Pod Card. 6 ijre, lilac ; white card, 148 x 82 mm.

Tasmania.—We have received a sketch of a private post card, 
which we learn was employed in this colony so long ago as 
October, 1880. In the upper right-hand comer is a space marked 
for a stamp, lettered “ inland postage 2d., town postage I d.,” 
in six lines; in the upper centre, “ walch's — tasmanian post
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card,” in two lines; below this, “All persons who approve of the 
introduction of a penny postal card for delivery in any part o f the 
colony are solicited to encourage the movement by the use o f this 
c a r d then, “ The address only,” &c., followed by the word 
“ To,” all enclosed in an ornamental frame 4} x 2$ inches, and 
printed in rose on whit3'-brown and on white card 4 |x  3 inches.

How the “ movement ” was to be encouraged by the use of the 
above card we do not quite understand, unless the post-office 
authorities were expected to be so annoyed at seeing it that they 
would issue one of their own in self-defence. Anyhow, it does 
not seem to have produced the desired effect at present ; at least, 
we have not yet seen a post card for this colony, though the corre
spondent who kindly communicates the above alludes to one.

Since writing the above, we learn from Mr. Campbell that 
Walch’s movement has at last been crowned with success; the fol
lowing is the description of a post card recently issued: Stamp 
(type of adhesive of 1870) in right upper corner; inscription in 
three lines in upper centre— “ post card ’’ (with the Arms of Great 
Britain between the two words) “ Tasmania”— “ the  address only,” 
&c.; three dotted lines for the address, the first headed by To; all 
enclosed in a frame (110 x 71 mm.) formed of two parallel lines 
with a cable pattern between them; coloured impression on buff card.

Post Card. Id., crimson on buff.

Transvaal.—Mr. W. Clifford has shown us a specimen of the 
3d., pale lilac on green paper, apparently of the issue of May and 
June, 1879, but without any surcharge. The stamp in question is 
obliterated, and probably escaped the over-printing accidentally.

Trinidad.—Mr. Tapling kindly lends us a card which we have 
not seen before described, but which was probably prepared in 
1879, at the same time as the provisional card of that date. It 
differs from the latter in having the top line of the inscription 
omitted, and in being lettered “ inland post card ” instead of 
“ foreign  post card.” The frame, &c., are the same; the 
impression is in black instead of red. Can any of our readers give 
us any information about this resuscitation 1

We hear that a new set of stamps is about to be issued for this 
colony, consisting of the following values : £d., Id., 2£d., 4d., 6d., 
Is., and 5s. We fear that this means that Britannia will shortly 
cease to “ rule the waves" in Trinidadian waters, 
and that the De La Rue ticket is to be the one 
in future. We are informed that the provisional 
Id. on 6d., about which we published a query 
last month, were in use as early as May 10th, 
and continued in circulation for three sub
sequent mails.

Uruguay.—We give an illustration of the 
new 2 c., described last month.
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W o rtem b o rg .— Mr. Campbell sends us a new variety of 
official post card, which is not formed from one of the obsolete 
post cards for ordinary use, but consists of a plain buff card, 
140 x 76 mm.( bearing in the upper left-hand comer Type 3 of 
the inscribed circle containing the arms; in the upper right is a 
dotted circle for the postmark; in the lower left, “ post-telegr.—  
e. a — dienst-sache,” in two lines; three dotted lines for the 
address, the third underlined.

The same correspondent also sends us a description of a new 
type of surcharge, found on the 1 kreuzer card of February, 1875. 
Over the impressed stamp is struck the arms enclosed in a circle, 
lettered .above “ druckerei,” and below “ der k. w. verker- 
stalten.” On the lines for the address are printed the words 
“ konigr. dienstsache.”

Official Post Cards. Blnek on buff.
„ on 1 kr., green ; type of February, 1875.

T H E  S T A M P S  OF J A P A N .
11 Y  E .  D .  B A C O N .

(Continued from page lift.)

ENVELOPES.
Thebe are of two shapes, one having a flap at the back, similar to those of 
our own country; the other like a sack, with a small straight flap at the top. 
The envelopes must be held, and mounted in the album, placing the stamp 
upright, and showing a greater length than breadth, and not as with our 
own, which show exactly the reverse. The reason for these curious shapes 
is, first, that the Japanese write from top to bottom, and from right to left, 
and consequently it is more convenient for them to have an envelope of thin 
shape, and so have the address, &c., in a few long columns, instead of in 
several shorter ones ; and, secondly, note-paper is sold in Japan by the piece 
of 10 and 15 sakou (3 saJcou equalling about 1 mfetre), and not in quires and 
reams, as with us; and from tliis they cut off just tne length required for 
their letter, so we can understand how these long shapes are the most useful 
they could nave for enclosing their letters.

Issue Meiji—12th month, 6th year. December, 1873.
Four values on native wove paper, very similar to European, the machinery 

for making the paper having been imported from Europe. The stamp is

engraved in tattle-douce,*is printed in colour in the left upper angle, and is 
of the same type as that of tne 1, 2, 4, and 6 sen adhesives, issued February,
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1874. There are two varieties of embossed ornaments, or tresses, on the 
flaps of the 1 and 2 sen envelopes—those first issued having a branch of the 

Pauloienia, with seven blossoms, twisted 
into a circle, and the second having a 
kind of chrysanthemum, with buds and 
leaves. The sacks have no seal or tress.
The gum goes along nearly the whole flap 
of the envelope. and quite across that of 
the sack. In the 1 and 2 sen envelopes, 
with the second variety of ornament, the 
gum is narrower,and does notextendso far.

Envelopes with first variety o f ornament oh flop,
1 sen, blue (shades), syll. char. 1, 2. Size, 65 x 118 mm.
2 „ yellow „ ’ „ 1 ,2 ,3 . „ 76 x 126 „
4 „ rose „ „ 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . „ 81x154 „

Envelopes with second variety o f onunacnt on .flap.
1 sen, blue (shades), syll. char. 7.
2 „ yellow „ ‘ „ 5.

SACKS.
2 sen, yellow (shades), syll. char. 1. .Size, 47 x 173 mm. 
4 „ rose „ „ 1,2. „ 73x198 „
6 „ violet-brown,, „ 1 ,2 ,3 . ,,1 0 0  x 227 „

Issue Meiji—2nd month, 7th year. February, 1874.
Four values on wove paper. The stamp is engraved in taille-douce, is 

printed in colour in the left upper angle, and is of the same type as that on 
the previous issue ; but the two bottom Japanese characters in the centre of 
tiie 1, 2, and 4 sen, and to left of the chrysanthemum on the 6 sen stamp, 
differ, and now read, “fo u  hi,” that is, “ envelope,” the whole inscription 
reading, “Postage envelope,” in lieu of “ Postage stamp." The envelopes of 
this issue only exist with the second variety of embossed seal, or tress. The 
gum extends along nearly the whole length of the flap of the envelopes, and 
quite across that of the sacks.

ENVELOPES.
1 sen, blue (shades), syll. char. 1, 6. Size, 65 x 117 nun.
2 „ yellow „ ' „ 1. „ 76x 125 „
4 „ mse „ „ 3. „ 81 x 153 „

SACKS.
2 sen, yellow (shades), syll. char. 1, 10. Size, 47 x 173 mm.
4 „ rose „ „ 1. „ 71x196 „
6 „ violet-brown,, „ 1,4. „ 98x225 „

Remarks.—I possess a cut 2 sen yellow stamp of tliis issue, having the 
syll. char. 4 ; but as I only have the stamp, I cannot say whether it belongs 
to an envelope or a sack.

Issue Meiji—? month, 1 h /t year. Early in  1878.
One value on wove paper, thinner than tha t of the previous issues. The 

stamp is printed in colour, and is placed in the left 
upper angle, the design consisting of the centre part of 
the 2 sen adhesive issued in May, 1876; but tne two 
little ornaments a t the sides, dividing the Japanese and

alish inscriptions on the band, are replaced by two 
white circles, inscribed in coloured letters, in the 

left “ 8,” and in the right “ S*,” the whole surrounded 
by an engine-turned, oval, festooned frame. The flap 
of the sack is now pointed like an ordinary envelope, 
and not cut straight across, as in the preceding issues.
The gum extends along nearly the whole length of the flap, the embossed
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ornament on which consists of a plain circular buckle, with the centre filled 
in with a cross-hatched groundwork. The sacks are destitute of ornament.

ENVELOPES.
2 sen, bistre (shades). Size, 76 x 127 mm.

Variety with no ornament on flap.
2 sen, bistre.

SACK.
2 sen, bistre (shades). Size, 62 x 184 rum.

Remarks.—I n giving the size of the envelopes and cards, it is to be 
noted that I have given the dimensions of the width  by the height.

NEW SPAPER W RAPPERS.
Issue Meiji—Bth year. E nd  o f  1875.

One value on very thin native fibrous laid paper, 
measuring 275 x 46 mm. The stamp is printedf in 
colour, and the design consists of a plain upright oval, 
measuring 29J x 19J mm. in width, enclosing a t top 
the chrysanthemum, and at each side a branch of the 
“Paulownia Imperialis,” the leaves of which bear the 
value in antique characters, the branches being crossed 
at the bottom. The centre is filled in with several 
antique characters, reading “ Chimhoun Tai C h i;” 
that is, “ Band for newspapers.”

2 rin 5 mans. ■= J sen, red (shades very light to very 
dark).

Remarks.—This band is for the sole use of editois of 
newspapers, and can only be used by them for sending 
their papers to their customers.

Same issue? Fo>' Registered Newspapers,
One value, on similar paper to that last described, 

the dimensions being the same. The stamp is also very 
similar, but the chrysanthemum is larger, and the branches 
of the Pautownia are not broken by the value; the 
inscription in the centre also differs, and now reads, 
“ Katitome Chimboun C h i;” that is, “ Newspapers 
registered by the post-office.”

Without expressed value, red.

Issue Meiji—? ?nonth, 15th year. 1882.
I find the following band described in the Timbre-Poste for August of this 

year, which without doubt replaces one if not both of 
those issued a t the end of 1875. The design is very 
similar to those just described; but the branches of the 
Paulownia are tied with a bow, instead of being simply 
crossed, and they are not broken by the value, as tills 
is now placed in a straight line directly beneath the 
chrysanthemum. The centre inscription is different from 
either of the other two bands, and I am sorry I  am unable 
to give the translation. The design is enclosed within a 
double lined upright oval, in place of a single line. The 
stamp is impressed in colour on ordinary yellowish-white 
paper, measuring 280 x 47 mm.

2 rin 5 mans = I  sen, red.
{To be continued.)
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j f l o t e s  a n t f  Q u e r i e s .

G, M,—We do not know whether any of the United States 60 dollars 
newspaper stamps have been met with by collectors used, but we have 
ho reason to doubt that this value has been made use oi. You are 
perhaps not aware that these labels are not employed in the ordinary 
manner; they are not attached to packets of newspapers, but are 
handed in to the post-office officials in payment of the postage. They 
are then, obliterated, and are supposed to be retained by the department. 
Used specimens of some of the values have found their way into the 
hands of collectors, but the specimens thus met with are but a very 
small proportion of those used.

J. N. M. enquires for the best means of getting grease out of stamps 
without injuring them. Careful manipulation with a bit of blotting- 
paper and a hot iron might produce the desired effect, but perhaps some 
of our readers can tell us of a better plan. This correspondent also 
kindly informs us that he possesses Great Britain Is. green, plate 13, 
and Denmark 8 ore, both with inverted watermarks.

J. B.—The words “ Too late” written across any English stamps 
would not produce a collectable variety. They were probably written 
thus instead of on the envelope by accident,

E, H. W.—Many thanks for your communication, of which you will 
see we have made use.

T. M. W.—Many thanks for your letter, which unfortunately we 
have not room for this month. We would beg to point out, however, 
that the fact of the “ V.R.” Id. being intended for official use only would 
not prevent specimens of it being sent to postmasters—the stamps 
thus distributed being specimens of what they might expect to meet 
■with upon letters, not only of those which they were to sell to the 
public.

P.mWU iq, WUh i , ft 0*., SM, Oollkawk Raid, Slufhardi Bath, Londoq W.
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1 5 2 NOTES AND QUERIES.

I l o t f s  a n a  (E U te r te s ,

(j, M.— Wu <lo not know whether any of llie United States 00 dollars 
newspaper stamps have hecn met with b y  collectors u*ed, hut we have 
no reason to douht that this value ha* been made use ot. Y o u  are 
perhaps not aware that these !al>eh are not employed in the ordinary 
manner; they are not attached to packet* of newspapers, but are 
handed in to the post-office officials in payment of the postage. They 
are then obliterated, and are supposed to be retained by the department. 
Used specimen* of some of the values have found their way into the 
hands of collectors, but the specimen* 1hu* met with are but a very 
small proportion of those used.

J. X. M. eiiijiiire* lor the host means of getting grease out of .stamp* 
without injuring them. Careful manipulation with a bit of blotting- 
paper and a hot iron might produce the desired effect, but perhaps some 
of our readers rail tell it- of a better plan. Tliis  correspondent also 
kindly inform'- its that he possesses Great Britain Is. green, plate lfi. 
and Denmark N me, boih with inverted watermark'.

J. 15.— T h e  word* “ Too la t e ” m ilieu  across any English stamps 
would not produce a rollertablc variety. They were probably written 
tlins instead of on tlie envelope by accident.

E, II. W .— Many thank' tor voitr eommuiiiration, of which you will 
see we have made U'C.

T. M. \V.— Many thanks for your letter, whic h unfortunately we 
have not room for this month. W e would l>eg to point out, however, 
that the fact of the “ V.lv.” Id. being intended for official use only would 
not prevent specimens of it being sent to postmasters— the stamps 
thus distributed being specimens of what they might expect to meet 
with upon letteis, not only of those which they were to sell to the 
public.

PcmborUn. W iUea, ft 0* , 80ft, Qoldbuwk Road, ^hopberdu Bu*>b. Londwn. W.
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is a novel sensation to have been nearly three months in

ours. When we got back to England wc had much to 
'yaffil learn. The Egyptian war had been begun and ended, 
/ p — and various important though minor events had become 

matters of history during our absence. Yet, such is the strength of 
a ruling passion, it was not a file of the Times we went for first, 
but that of the Record, which, having mastered, we came to the 
conclusion was much improved. We had never before perused 
Records which contained so much that was new to us as those of 
the past three months.

But now our innocent glee is somewhat dashed by the necessity 
which once more stares us in the face of setting to work again 
ourselves, and of penning some sort of greeting to our gentle 
readers, when we would much rather shake them by the hand 
instead. We have not got fairly into harness again, and have far 
more to learn than to discourse of. At one time we thought we 
might have been in a position to treat of the postal system of 
Iceland ; but, after careful inquiry, wc could discover no traces of 
system.

There seems to be one post, at uncertain intervals, from the north 
of the island to Reykjavick, the capital. The letters for other 
localities are taken on by any one who happens to be going in that 
direction. On our way home we paid a visit to the Post-office at

a country where there was absolutely no news, either 
foreign or local, and that experience has recently been
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T is a novel sensation to have been nearly three months in 
a country where there was absolutely no news, either 
foreign or local, and that experience has recently been 
ours. When we got back to England we had much to 
learn. The Egyptian war had been begun and ended, 
and various important though minor events had become 

matters of history during our absence. Yet, such is the strength of 
a ruling passion, it was not a file of the Times we went for first, 
but that of the Record, which, having mastered, we came to the 
conclusion was much improved. We had never before perused 
Records which contained so much that was new to us as those of 
the past three months.

But now our innocent glee is somewhat dashed by the necessity 
which once more stares us in the face of setting to work again 
ourselves, and of penning some sort of greeting to our gentle 
readers, when we would much rather shake them by the hand 
instead. We have not got fairly into harness again, and have far 
more to learn than to discourse of. At one time we thought we 
might have been in a position to treat of the postal system of 
Iceland ; but, after careful inquiry, we could discover no traces of 
system.

There seems to be one post, at uncertain intervals, from the north 
of the island to Reykjavick, the capital. The letters for other 
localities are taken on by any one who happens to be going in that 
direction. On our way home we paid a visit to the Post-office at
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Reykjavick, a small wooden building, where books and stationery 
are also sold. The procedure, when we asked if perchance there 
was a letter for us, reminded us strongly of Sir Daniel Cooper’s 
account of the management of the Post-office at Honolulu in olden 
times. All the letters addressed poste-restante, many of them of 
ancient date, were handed to us to select from. I t  is well that our 
integrity was not tested by any missive which had the appearance of 
containing a remittance, for we were getting very hard up. But then 
dishonesty is unknown amongst the simple Icelanders, who therefore 
trust foreigners as they do one another. The chief work of the 
Post-office seems to devolve on a very smart little boy of about 
twelve; whilst the worthy Postmaster, in gold-banded cap, beams 
benevolently on all comers, and smokes cruel bad cigars, the fumes 
of which are eminently calculated to work chemical changes in the 
colours of the stamps.

Having demonstrated the impossibility of our writing anything 
upon the only postal arrangements, regarding which, after so long 
an absence, we could be expected to be coached, it only remains for 
us, before making our bow, to perform a solemn duty, in holding 
up to execration the misdeeds of a criminal we have been called 
upon to expose. A correspondent sends us the price list of one John 
Huskisson, of 13, Edinburgh Street, Liverpool, together with 
samples of stamps bought from him, which are of the lowest type 
of German forgeries. John Huskisson sells sets of five Bolivias, 
including the 500 c. black, for 7d., of Shanghai, nine stamps of 
the first issue for Is., and has many other sets equally cheap and 
nasty. He points out that his “ prices are much less than one half 
the catalogue prices, and in all cases cash must be sent tenth order.” 
Some of his wares must be expected to differ from the genuine 
articles to at least the same extent as his spelling deviates from 
accepted orthography. “  Guatemala, Romania, Serra Leone, and 
Otterman stamps,” cannot be quite the same as those of countries 
phonetically similar.
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Argentine Republic.—Adorned with a stamp of the same type 
as that of the recently issued adhesives, we have a newsband. At 
the top of the fold intended for the address is “ republica  Argen
tina  ” in Roman capitals. A little lower down, to the left, is 
Impresos, both inscriptions being underlined. At the bottom of 
the band is “ L ibreria  E uropea. L. Jacobsen & Ca., 242, Calle 
Florida, Buenos Aires." The inscriptions are printed in the same 
colour as the stamp. The top part of the band has the comers cut, 
and is gummed.

Newsband. \  centavo, brown, on buff paper. Size, 247 x 165 mm.
Austria.—L ’Am i des Timbres has seen the 10 kr. Pneumatic 

Card with the words “ aupgabe-aemter ’’ beneath the arms instead 
of “ aufgabe-stationen,” and with four lines of inscription be
tween the arms and the stamp.

Pneumatic Post Card. 10 kreuzer, blue on pale blue.
Der Welt Post mentions the current cards for German and 

Bohemian Provinces, printed on dull rose instead of on light buff 
card.

Post Card. 2 kreutzer, brown on dull rose, for German and Bohemian
Provinces.

Azores.—We have the last issued 25 and 50 reis Portuguese 
stamps, surcharged for use in these islands in letters of a different 
type to those lately in use. The present surcharge is in black block 
letters 1 | mm. high, and measures 10 mm. in length. We have 
not seen the 50 reis with the larger surcharge. Does it exist 1

Adhesives. 25 reis, violet-brown; small black surcharge.
50 „ blue „

Bangkok.—Under the heading of Straits Settlements we de
scribed last August the 10 cents of that colony surcharged with a 
capital B in black, but were unable to explain its raison d’etre. 
We have just seen the 2 cents, with similar surcharge, on an 
envelope postmarked Bangkok, and the mystery is now solved.
Adhesives. ^2 c., brown J current  straits Settlements; surcharged B in black.

Barbados.—The annexed cut represents the 
type of the new Barbados chronicled in our 
last number.

Bavaria.— The Timbre-Poste signals the 
reply-paid 3 + 3 pfennige card with the arms 
in an oval shield.

Post Card.
3+3 pfennige, yellow-green on grey.

45*
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Brazil—01 the latest type, i.e. with the larger head in a larger 
circle, we have received the new 10 reis postage stamp. The central 
and upper portion of the design is the same as in the 100 reis ; but 
the arabesques at the sides and bottom are different, and there is a 
long scroll beneath the portrait inscribed “ dez reis ,” in black Goman 
capitals. There are no numerals of value on the stamp :

Adhesive. 10 reis black, on white laid paper; machine per/. IS.

Canada.—We have seen a used imperforate copy of the 5 cents, 
1859, which is beyond challenge.

Adhesive. 5 c., red. Issue of 1st July, 1859. Imperforate.
Cape of Good Hope. —From this colony we have received the 

new Twopenny adhesive, of the same design as the rest of the 
series—the Penny with new watermark, and the Threepence of the 
original pale rose shade surcharged with the numeral 3 reversed.

Adhesives. Id., ^miue-rose J ^  c  A  a n d  C ro w )l; ^ r /  u

Cyprus.—An official in the Post-office at Lamaca writes us as 
follows: “ I  beg to draw your attention to the attached specimens 

of stamps, which have been returned to a friend 
of mine in Cyprus by some stamp-dealer to whom 
genuine Cyprus stamps had been forwarded. You 
will at once see that the whole of them are 
forgeries, and I may say that large quantities of 
similar forgeries are known to be in circulation. 
The stamp which I have marked A is an old 
English penny stamp without letters in the top 
corners, and was never issued by the Cyprus 

Post-office. The word * Cyprus' printed across the stamps is con
siderably smaller than in the genuine ones, and the obliterations 
are evidently those of London offices. Collectors should be on 
their guard.”

We illustrate the 30 Paras provisional which we described in 
June.

F y i —The Five shilling adhesive has made its appearance, and is 
not a bad-looking label for a colonial production. It is of the 
same shape, dimensions, and perforation as the One Shilling. The 
same profile portrait of Her Majesty on ground of horizontal lines 
occupies the central circle, which is printed in rose. A fancy black 
label, with row of pearls on the top, surmounts the circle, and is 
inscribed “ F IJI" in white block letters; whilst below an eccentric 
cartouche is lettered in two lines “ five  sh il l in g s” in the same 
type and contrast of colours. In the upper comers are octagon 
blocks with the numeral 5, and in each of the lower spandrels is a 
shaded five-rayed star. The groundwork of all but the central 
part of the stamp, save for the labels of solid colours, is of vertical 
lines.

Adhesive, fie., black and rose, on white wove paper; shape, long 
rectangular; per/. 10.
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France.—Of the same type as the 30 centimes which we illus
trated in Jane, 1881, we now have twelve more values of the 
Chiffre-taxe stamps.

1 centin^
2 „
3 „
*
5 „

10 „

Unpaid Letter Stamps.

Black, on white g la cd  paper; 
p e r / .  1 3 \.

15 centime 
20 „
40 „

1 franc
2 „
5 „

The new envelopes and newspaper bands are now in circulation. 
The stamps upon them are identical with the current adhesives. 
The envelopes have plain rounded and pointed flaps.

(146x112
Envelopes. 15 centimes : blue on pale blue wove paper. Sizes, {121 x 95

(115x75
Wrappers. 1 „ lilac on buff manilla paper. f Size.

2 „ red-brown „ \  320 x 55

Great Britain.—On the 2nd instant the reply-paid post cards 
were issued to an eager and expectant public. In design they are 
the same as the single cards. On the left hand side is printed, in 
block type, in three lines, “ the  annexed card—is intended  
for— th e  answer. ” On the reply card, below the words “ to be 
written,” is “ reply  ” in Roman capitals. The cards are perforated 
along the bend, which in the stout cards is strengthened by having 
a piece of paper gummed along it. Each card is exactly the same 
size as the single ones, and when doubled the reverse of the first 
card protects the face of the “ reply.”

Reply-paid Cards. Jx  Jd .; red-brown ou thin buff card.
$ x Jd .; „ on stout white card.

Haiti—We have seen the 5 cent machine-perforated, and are 
informed that the 7 cent has been met with similarly treated.

Adhesives. 5 cent, |reen [ mMhiM ̂  13

Helsingfors.—We borrow from the Timbre-Poste the following 
text to our illustrations. The stamps are issued by the Steamship 
Company of Helmi and Rungala, which plies between Helsingfors 
and the island of Rungala. There are two series; videlicet,

Helki. 1st type. 25 penni, dark blue
30 
40
60

Runuala. 2nd type. 20 
25 
30 
50

bright violet
orange red
green
dark blue
lilac-brown
brown
green

1 mark, dark violet

Lithographed and printed 
in colour on white paper; 
p e r f .  1T%. .
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I t  will be noticed that our contemporary speaks throughout of 
Rungala, whereas in the illustration we find Runsala. Who is 
right, the engraver or the printer 1

India.—The new One Anna postage stamp is now in circulation. 
In  design it is not unlike our current Halfpenny; for the inscrip
tions on which must be substituted “ India postage above and 
“ one anna ” below, in white block letters on colour. The angles 
are less naked than those of the stamp we are reminded of, being 
filled in with arabesques.

Adhesive. 1 anna, chocolate; wmk. star; perf. 14.

Jhind.—The accompany
ing illustrations portray the 
new issue for this state, 
which we described last 
month. i —I VO

\ J |V -
«T,y- 
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Luxemburg. —Our illustration depicts one of the new stamps 
in course of preparation. I t strikes one as being but a feeble 
imitation of the current French issue. The letters on the bale 
which supports the knee of Mercury are “ a. m.” and “ e. m.,” and 

stand, we are informed by M. Moens, for A. Marc, 
the designer, and E. Mouchon, the engraver of 
the stamps. They are not likely to be in circu
lation so soon as M. Moens supposes. We have 
before us a letter from the Director of Posts at 
Luxemburg, in which he says that they are still 
in the hands of the manufacturers, and will not 

_ be issued until the stock of stamps actually in
use is exhausted, which will hardly be before the end of the year. 
We learn from the Ttmbre-Poste that the new series will consist
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of the following values, printed in Holland, on white paper, perfo
ration unknown.

Adhesives. 1 centime, violet
2 „ grey
4 „ yellow
5 „ pale green

10 „ carmine
12J „ greyish-blue

The current 5 centimes, yellow, Dutch impression, surcharged 
“ s. p.” in black, is now in circulation.

M. Moen3 chronicles a new Postal Union reply-paid card, of 
Dutch imprint, which was issued early in September, and is on 
light buff instead of on white card. The inscriptions also are 
changed as regards type.

Post Card. 10 x 10 centimes, yellow-bistre on pale buff.
Mexico.—Several of the foreign philatelic journals, and notably 

Der Philatelist, fall foul of us for having been the first to mislead 
them by chronicling the small Porte de Mar stamps on thin paper, 
which are now said to be bogus productions, of which the Mexican 
Post-office disclaims all knowledge. Der Philatelist reproduces an 
article from The Collector's Library Table, which paper it describes 
as the organ of the National Philatelic Society of New York, The 
C. L . T., after stating that Scott and Co., of New York, have 
been officially informed by the Mexican authorities that the stamps 
in question are false, winds up with the following peroration, 
which, not having seen the original, we can only re-translate from 
the German: “ The description and illustration of these stamps 
came from England, which is tolerably plain proof of their place 
of issue. We demand from England an explanation and defence.”

We can have no hesitation in giving our American cousins the 
explanation they demand. The defence we will leave for them to 
undertake. The stamps we described, which have nothing wildly 
improbable in their appearance, were sent to us by Mr. Chute, of 
Boston, Massachusetts, not of Lincolnshire.

The 4 cents, yellow, head of Juarez, type of 1874, comes to us 
printed on the miserable thin paper now generally employed for 
the Mexican stamps.

In  addition to the card we described last month, we have seen 
another similar, but with only one, the upper, stamp.

Post C a rd . 3 cents, lake and blue on greyish buff.

Mozambique.—Of the familiar type we have received.
A d h es ive s . 10 reis, green 

60 „ blue.
Orange Free State.—We have another provisional concocted 

out of the Five Shilling adhesive, which is surcharged “ £d.” in 
very small numerals and letter, and has the original value effaced 
by a black bar. There may be many varieties. A letter from the 
Postmaster at Bloemfontein informs us that provisional Threepenny

20 centimes, orange
25 
30 „
50 „
1 franc,

ultramarine 
dark green 
pale brown 
lilac
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stamps were to be issued about the 24th of September, and that 
the new Halfpenny and Threepenny stamps are expected in 
November.

Provisional. surcharged in black on the 6/- green.
Paraguay.—The 10 centavos, green, seems to be in use again. 

We have seen several, which we are assured have franked letters 
quite recently.

Peru.—The reign of surcharges appears to be at an end. All 
the mail matter recently received from this country seems to be 
franked by Chilian stamps, pure and simple. And yet we have 
recently seen the 2 centavos, purple, unused, surcharged with the 
Chilian arms in red and in orange-yellow, instead of in black. 
Whether these stamps are remainders of unissued stock, or merely 
essays which had to give place to the black surcharge with which 
we are familiar, we cannot say.

Philippines.—We have seen the provisional 8c. de peso (sur
charged on the 100 mils, de peso, rose), of the second and smaller 
type, with the word “ correob ” misspelt “ corrzos." The “ z ” is 
a well-formed letter, and not a badly-printed “ e . ”

Prince Edward's Island.—We have to warn our readers 
against forgeries of the 4 cents, green, which appear to be pretty 
extensively circulated. Dealers, at any rate, should be aware that 
the genuine remainders are only to be procured in one quarter, and 
yet a small dealer has lately been taken in with the forgeries. In 
addition to sundry other imperfections, the 
imitations are of a very chalky hue, and the 
perforation ought to condemn them at once.

Russia.— Bougourouslan (Province of Samara).
The Timbre-Posfe stands sponsor for the stamp, 
of which we annex an illustration. I t  is printed 
in black on coloured paper.

Adhesive. 2 kopecks, rose; per/. 7.
Liebedian (Province of Tamboff).— Our next illustration 

represents the newly-issued 5 kop., described in our July number.
Our readers will perceive that, as M. Moens very 
justly remarks in the August and September 
numbers of the Timbre-Poste, it  in no way re
sembles the previous issue for this district. But 
then if they (and M. Moens) will kindly refer to 
our July number they (and he) will see that wo 
never said that it did.

Shadriusk (Province of Perm).—Mr. John Siewert, of Mos
cow, writes us as follows : “ On the 24th April last the Shadrinsk 
Zemstvo ordered from Mr. Ferd. Neuberger, lithographer, of this 
city, 50,000 stamps of the value of 3 kopecks each, in sheets of 
10 x 10, or 100 stamps. The stamps were to bear the Shadrinsk



arms—a fox—and to be gummed and perforated. On the 29th 
June the Zemstvo acknowledged receipt of the stamps, and 
thanked Mr. Neuberger for his pretty execution of them. I  had 
no idea until to-day that any of the rural stamps were printed in 
Moscow, their execution being generally so bad. I t  was by mere 
chance that I  heard it from Mr. Neuberger, one of the first litho
graphers here, at whose office [ saw the official letters referred to 
above. I shall get more information about some other rurals.” 
Our correspondent sends us specimens of the new stamps, which 
are certainly much better done than the old ones, although there is 
not much alteration in the design. The fox is, as before, within 
an oval, with the same inscription in white on colour. Below the 
oval and following its curve is the value in words. A double
lined white circle in each corner contains the coloured numeral of 
value, and the background is formed of arabesques.

Adhesives, 3 kop., green, lithographed on stout white wove paper;
per/. 13\.

St. Christopher.—The Halfpenny, Twopence-halfpenny, and the 
Fourpence have the new wmk.

Adhesives, id ., green. 1
2Jd., red brown. > Wmk. C.A. and Crown.
4d., blue. )

Selangor.—This is a portrait of the stamp
described in our last.

Straits Settlements.—The 8 cents is now 
watermarked C.A. and Crown.

Tasmania.—Dr. Viner writes us : “ The Tas
manian Post Card is a mystery to me. I  had 
some sent to me direct last February, and now 
all the magazines speak of them as something 
quite novel.” Then why did our good friend, bless h im ! not 
gratify us with a sight of them in February 1

Transvaal.—We are indebted to Dr. Viner for a provisional 
Penny formed by surcharging the Threepence (Queen’s head issue), 
“  E en  P e n n y ” in Black Roman capitals. Judging from its com
parative neatness, we should doubt the surcharge being a local one, 
The initial letters are 3 and the others 2 mm. high, and the sur
charge measures 17 mm. in length.

Provisional. Id., surcharged in black on the 3d. olive-green of 1878.

» Trinidad. —The current One Penny Stamps 
seem just now to be frequently cut in two 
obliquely, and the two halves used as halfpenny 
stamps.

Provisional. Jd., half of Id., red, black surcharge. 
I c  Our illustration represents the Id. provisional 
BBq described in June.

NOVELTIES, DISCOVERIES, AND RE8UECITATION8. l 6 l
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Venezuela.—M. Moens, in his September number, gives the 
accompanying illustration as representing the type of the new 

Venezuelan postage stamps. We are inclined 
to think he is wrong; for the decree, of which 
we gave a translation in June, expressly states 
that the postage stamps will be inscribed Correos 
de Venezuela, and have the portrait turned to 
the left. We have seen several of the stamps 
we now illustrate, but always used as fiscals. 
The colour, which M. Moens omits to give, is 
green; that of the 5 centavos postage stamp 
was announced as blue.

T H E  S T A M P S  O F J A P A N .
B Y  X. D. BACON.

(Continued from page 151.)

P O S T  C A R D S .

Issue Meiji—12th month, 6th year. 1 st December, 1873.
A sheet of native-made European paper, folded a t the right side, and 
measuring 78 x 163 mm. when closed, and twice the width when open, bears 
on the first page a fancy frame (65 x 147 mm.), composed of two lines, inter
laced with ornaments of a scroll-like pattern. (See illustration to Issue IV.) 
Within the frame, in the left upper corner, is the stamp which is similar in 
design to the adhesives of like values issued in February, 1874. The third 
page has a border precisely similar in design to that on the first, but of 
slightly different dimensions (72 x 145 mm.), and this contains a single-lined 
rectangle, divided by four upright lines into five equal parts, which are for 
the message. The second and fourth pages are quite plain. The impression 
is in colour (bistre and blue for the stamps, and the remainder orange-red), 
on slightly yellowish-white paper of a medium thickness.

i  sen, bistre, orange-red frame, syll. char. 1, 2, 3.
1 „  blue „  „ 1,2.

R emabeb. — These cards, like the envelopes, must be examined and 
mounted in the album with the stamp upright, and are consequently much 
more narrow than high. I t  will thus be seen that the Japanese write their 
messages between the lines, and not on them, as we should do. I  gather 
from a paper in the French Society’s Bulletin (8th Fascicule) tha t post cards 
are not known by that name in Japan, but are called “ H a-gaki;"  that is, 
“ Contraction,” or “ Abridgment,” as applied to correspondence. This, as 
well as the two next emissions, are interesting as presenting the only single 
cards which have ever been issued in the form of a sheet with two pages.
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Itm e  Meiji— Ylth month, 6th  year. December, 1873 (?)

Two values, similar in design and shape to the previous issue, the frame 
measuring 65 x 143 mm. The first page has beneath the stamp a line of 
inscription in seven Japanese characters, reading, “ You-bin ha-gaki in-chi 
signifying “ Post card,” or literally, “ Sheet of postage stamp paper ” The 
third page has the fancy ornamental frame, replaced by a plain double-line 
border, 64 x 139 mm., otherwise it is precisely similar to the first issue. The 
second page bears in Japanese characters six paragraphs of directions in 
thirteen columns, of which the following translation is taken from No. 162 
of the Timbre Paste:

“ 1°. This card is sold a t all post-offices, with the view of facilitating such 
correspondence, of a brief nature, as may be sent unclosed. I t  will be for
warded a t a less cost than ordinary letters.

“ 1°. A half sen card is sufficient for the interior of a town, a one sen card 
for the rest of the empire.

“ 1°. In writing to a person residing in a place where there is no post-office, 
a one sen postage stamp must be added to the card, otherwise the Postal 
Administration will exact double the ordinary charge.

“ 1°. In the three Imperial cities, in the five ports open to strangers, when 
a minimum of 100 cards is taken, a discount of 6% will be allowed, and 10% 
on a quantity of not less than 200 cards.

“ 1°. I t  is forbidden to put ink upon the stam p; cards obliterated by the 
senders will not he forwarded by the Postal Administration.

“ 1°. Nothing must be written on this side.”

I t  will be observed that, contrary to European usage, each clause of the 
above directions commences with the number 1°, instead of consecutive 
numbers 1 to 6. The ninth character of the seventh column of these 
instructions, which is the thirty-first syllabic sign, is missing on some of the 
cards, thus making two varieties, A and B. Two other subvarieties can also 
be made in connection with A and B, a t least on the next issue, by the 
situation of the two characters forming the first column, which are sometimes 
placed nearer the top of the card than at others, and are thus alongside of 
different characters in the second line. But although M. Moens chronicles 
them, I do not consider that they are worthy of more than passing notice. 
The impression is in colour, on rather whiter but otherwise similar paper to 
that of the first issue.

i  sen, orange, orange frame vars, A and B, syll. char. 1.
1 „ blue, blue „ A and B „ 1.

Issue M eiji—4th month, 7th year. A pril, 1874.

Two values, similar to the last issue; but the Japanese inscription in the 
centre of the stamp differs, and now reads, “  You-bin H a-gaki” (post card), 
instead of “ You-bin K i  tets,” (postage stamp). There is also no line of 
Japanese inscription beneath the stamp. Referring to the directions on the 
second page, besides the vars. A and B, and their sub-varieties, there are at 
least two other distinct varieties of setting up of type common to both values,
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which I think are most easily distinguishable by noticing the twelfth char
acter in the second column, which is usually very like the eighth syllabic 
sign; but on others is larger, and identical with syllabic character twelve. 
There are of course numberless other variations needless to mention. 
The impression is in colour, on similar paper to that of the second issue, but 
which varies from yellowish to bluish-white.

|  sen, orange, orange frame var. A, syll. char. 2, 3, 4, 5 ? 6, 7, 8, 9,
10,11,12,13,14,15, 
16,17,18119?

i  »» » u „ B „ 2, 3,4, 5 ? 6, 7 ? 8 ? 9 ? 
10, 11,12? 13,14,15.

1 „ blue blue » A „ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10, 
11,12, 13,14,15, 16, 
17, 18,19,20,21,22, 
23, 24, 25, 26,27, 28, 
29,30,31,32,33,34.

1 )1 JS 7) „ B „ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,8, 9, 20, 
22,23,24,26,27,28, 
30,31.

R emarks.—The dimensions of the frames of these cards vary considerably, 
and the shades are innumerable, the § sen varying from very pale orange to 
deep buff, and even brown, and the 1 sen from ultramarine to almost indigo.

(To be continued.)

e o m s p o n t f n u c .

i.
“ SPEC IM EN ” STAMPS.

To the Editor o f  “ The Philatelic Record

Dear Sib ,—Absence abroad has prevented me seeing your numbers for 
August and September until now. Will you permit me a few words on the 
subject broached in them, more especially with regard to your observations 
on the English stamps in your August number.

I  know of no imperforated copies of the Id. and 2d. issued as specimens ;
i.e. with “ Specimen ” surcharged on them. So far as I  know, no copies of 
the V. R. were ever issued to the post-offices as specimens. There is no 
record of the number of sheets printed from the plate, but there is no doubt 
but that a considerable number of sheets were sent to the Treasury, and 
many were used for trials of obliteration. I  have seen several such oblite
rated copies, but never one which has done duty on a letter, though such a 
use is by no means impossible. The question was discussed by Mr. Philbrick 
some years since in one of the stamp publications of the day in explanation, 
if my memory serves me right, of an obliterated copy in the collection of M. 
Ferrari.
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With regard to the 2<L with white lines and blank lower comers, I  think 
you have strained your interpretation of the observation the President and I  
made as to their being “ ordinarily seen in good collections.” We were 
writing on proofs and essays, and the words “ good collections” have 
reference to good collections of such things, not of stamps generally; and if 
you can find a hundred good collections of proofs, essays, &c., it is more than 
I  know of. I  do not imagine that any large number of these specimens were 
struck off. The plate was very small, and it is by no means improbable that 
such as were not required were sent out as specimen stamps to show the 
effect of the insertion of the white lines.

I  cannot say to what extent the authorities issue stamps to the offices 
surcharged “ specimen.” Every stamp which has been printed for issue 
down to the latest one of £5 is to be found so surcharged, but they are not 
now issued to the offices indiscriminately. The necessity for doing so no 
longer exists, as a weekly circular sent from the head office to the various 
country offices inserts an announcement that on such a day a new stamp of 
a certain value will be ready; and it lies with the country office to send to 
the Inland Revenue Office for a supply. The only issue of the old Id. and 
2d. surcharged “ specimen” that I am acquainted with took place about 
1864, when the envelope stamp of Id. similarly surcharged was also issued.

The Mulready covers are to be met with surcharged.
With regard to the silk threads, you are perfectly right. The ordinary 

disposition is one blue between two red. The error escaped our observation 
in correcting the proofs, though I have since discovered it. The absence of 
a thread and other irregularities arises no doubt from accidental circum
stances in the manufacture. The fine silk threads were unwound from reels 
and passed between two thin lamince of wet pulp, which by the action of 
rollers were compressed into one, and it must not unfrequently have hap
pened that a thread broke or was displaced. In  the later envelopes of 
Id. the silk threads appear to me to be finer than at first, and though the 
blue thread is ordinarily very visible, the red ones are a t times almost in
visible, and in some cases quite so. The paper was doubtless milled at 
Messrs. De La Rue’s establishment, where it was cut into the various 
sizes.

One word now as to your observations on the Buenos Ayres stamps in 
your September number. You appear to doubt that these stamps were en
graved on wood because of a difficulty in producing a plate of identical 
types from a woodcut; but the Mulready envelopes and covers were all from 
one original woodcut. I do not think that there can be a doubt except in the 
mind of Mr. Earoe* but that the stamps were type-printed and not litho
graphed. The reproduction was probably not made by electrotypes, but by 
casts like the Luxemburg stamps of the existing series; and if M. Moens’s 
information is right, which there is but little reason to doubt, the casts were 
made separately, and each nailed on to a board to form the plate.

I  am, yours very truly,
W. A. S. Westoby.

October 13(A, 1882.

[* Our oomspondent forgets th a t these stamps a n  described as lithographs In the 
Catalogue of the French Society, vide p. 279 last Bulletin.—K d .1
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II.
Dear Sir,—English " Specimen” Stamps.—I have the Id., red, of 1880 

so surcharged; but have not seen any of later date than this.
Shanghai.—I believe a full set of the current Shanghai stamps exists 

perf. H i. I  have the 20,60,80, and 100 cash so perforated in my collection. 
You will doubtless have noticed that the colours are somewhat brighter and 
the impression poorer than in the issue perforated 15. My latest cancelled 
specimen of the issue perf. 15 is dated “ Jn . 7. 8 1 and the only legible 
date, or portion of date, on any of the stamps perf. l l i  in my possession is 
an “ m ” for the month-date on a 20 cash. Thus the set with large perfora
tions must have been in use as early as May, 1882, if not March. (It is 
impossible to say from my specimen whether the date has been “ My.” or 
“ Mar.”) As far as I  remember, I  have had the specimens since the 
beginning of June. Yours truly,

R. B. EarEe.
Biklin, October HfA, 1882. _____________

TH E SPANISH STAMPS OP 1850.
Dear Sir ,—In your number for last November Dr. Legrand appeared as 

the champion of the French Society's Catalogue of the Stamps of Spain, 
more particularly in discussing the question as to whether the first series, 
that of 1840, was engraved or lithographed. Driven from the first line of 
his defence, he fell back on a second offered to him by a loose expression in 
Senor Duro’s work, to the effect that they were engraved on stone. The 
learned Doctor goes on to say : “ That is to say en creu-x. They were not 
engraved en tattle douce or on metal, but neither were they drawn with pen 
or pencil and multiplied by lithographic process. They resemble in this re
spect the process adopted for the Victorian stamps—Twopence, Queen on 
throne. One may be assured of the fact by examining,” &c.

I will not quote more, but the effect of what the Doctor said was that he 
could plainly see the relief on some of his stamps of the 1860 series. I 
examined several with the aid of a glass, which perhaps was not so powerful 
as that of the Doctor; but beyond the ordinary relief which a coat of 
colour applied to dry paper always leaves, I  could discover no evidences of an 
impression from an engraving en creux ; and in a letter addressed to you in 
December last I  expressed my doubts as to the accuracy of the Doctor’s 
statement. In  a paper which I contributed to Smith’s Monthly Circular, 
and which appeared in March last, I  put forward my own opinion that the 
stamps in question “ were engraved in line on metal, and the sheet made up 
by transfers on to the lithographic stone.” I t  appears that the question has 
since been referred by the Editor of the Timhre-Poste to the manufactory at 
Madrid, and my own view Ls now fully confirmed, as appears by the number 
for September last. I  felt great hesitation in differing from Dr. Legrand be
cause I regard him as a philatelic g ian t; but I  was convinced that the 
theory put forward by him, however ingenious, was founded on an incorrect 
apprehension of lithographic printing. The example also which he quoted 
was an unfortunate one, as he will find few philatelists apart from the 
French Society who will subscribe to his notion of the Twopence Victoria, 
Queen on throne, having been engraved on stone en creux.
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The Timbre-Poate is wrong on one point. I t  says tha t the London 
Society was right in describing the stamps as having been printed litho
graphically. The London Society described the series as engraved en tattle 
douce, which Mr. Philbrick, in his letter to you of November last, showed 
was an error, and that it was printed by lithography. So far as I  understand 
the matter, the question between Dr. Legrand and his critics was this. The 
Doctor says that the French Catalogue was made on scientific principles and 
was entirely original. The critics ask, Why then repeat mistakes made by 
the London Society? Is it not more than probable that both societies 
passed over the question as to the mode of printing without due considera
tion, and that the sheep followed the bell-wether ?

I am, yours very truly,
W . A. S. W estoby.

October 16(A, 1982.

I m p i n g *  of %  f P a t e l i r  Satie ty  of p ro to n .
— •—

The first meeting of season 1882-83 was held on the 14th October, 1882, at 
13, Gray’s Inn Square, the President in the chair. The Secretary read the 
minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed, and notified that 
his balance-sheet, presented a t the last meeting, had been examined and 
passed by Messrs. Kern and Bacon, the auditors. The correspondence 
included a letter from Herr Eugen Keller, secretary of the recently- 
founded Philatelic Society of Wurtemburg, intimating the establishment of 
the Society, enclosing a copy of the statutes, and bespeaking the good will 
of the London Society. The Secretary was requested to convey to Herr 
Keller the congratulations of the meeting, and their good wishes for the 
success of the Wiirttembergwchen Phttatelisten- Vereitw. ,

The business of the day was the consideration of a charge brought by Mr. 
Patrick Chalmers against the late Sir Rowland Hill of having appropriated, 
without acknowldgement, certain suggestions for Post-office reform em
bodied in the Fifth Report of the Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry, 
dated April, 1836, The matter a t issue was most fully and impartially laid 
before the meeting by Mr. Philbrick, q.o., the President, and after some dis
cussion he was requested to present a t the next meeting a resolution upon 
which a vote may be taken.

On the conclusion of the business, Mr. Redd, a  visitor, showed a registered 
envelope, size F , dated June, 1880, on which, owing to defective printing, 
the legend, “ this letter, &c.,” read “  this letteb.” Mr. Ellison showed 
an officially-issued English envelope of bluish wove paper, with the 
customary pink seal and tress, and with two embossed penny stamps, one 
below the other. The die is of Type I. The date plugs register 7.10.58. 
Die number 99. W.W. a t base of neck. Size, 132 x 87 mm. He also 
showed the provisional 8c. de peso Philippine surcharged on the 100 mils de 
peso, rose, of the second and smaller type, with the word correos misspelt 
corrsoa. The Vice-President showed the 5 cents Canada of 1859 imperforate, 
and the new French Unpaid Letter Stamps.
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j&otes anti flumes.

T he Editor of The Philatelic Record has returned to town, and will he 
glad to hear from his contributors and correspondents.

C. S. H. (New York).— 1. No. W ant of support. 2. Ten volumes. 
1807-76. W ant of support. 3. Has not been published for two years. 
4. There was some such trash published about three years ago, but 
soon became defunct. 5. Not unless we devoted a whole num ber to 
the enumeration. They were mostly published at a penny, were very 
dear at the price, and subsided almost as soon as started. 6, Our pub
lishers may be able to procure you the odd volumes of the first-named 
magazine. Apply to the publishers of the other for what you want.

Dhocer.—Al l  three reprints.

E. G. H .—Perfectly respectable, but liable to be deceived themselves.

C. D.— We are vain enough to think that we give you your money's 
worth in the magazine. When we are haunted by doubts to the 
contrary it will be time enough to consider the propriety of offering 
prizes.

Old Collector and N ep .— Declined with thanks.

J . S. (Moscow).—Thanks for your second letter. W e will publish 
your remarks about the Zemstvo stamps in our next. The Guatemala 
stamps you send are not surcharged, only postmarked.

Fembarton, Wil*on, A Co., SOI, Oeldhawk R»*d, 8h«ph»rdl Bosh, Lcadon. W.
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addition id.illuitratoane In the: later 'numbere, ■ permanent RuXs. (Ooblast «« }  end 
■■ ■ ■ ■ oTP. A. Phillsisk,.Eeq,, Q.O., Fiea««mi-of the Fhllaleiti Society of

Price JB/©,poaPfree. ' . '  ' , ' * ■■ V
Vol. I II . (iSSl). bound to match Vole. I. and 11-, but much larger. Pro-

tpaelT Sluatraited with coloured platee, etc.; also permananVBtiotO-.of D r. O. iWWbier.
. ’&/$,. poet-doe. ’ , •" '

VoL l y .  com m enoae ■with th e  F e b ru a ry  n u m b e r S u b scrip tio n , a t  hom e 
’ and in ot^Oealitriae In.'Clou A of the Poirtal Union, 8 /8 .' ' :
To AaWrao 14iyowt.no Eepuhlli, Bahama*. Berbadoea, Bermuda, Bolirio, BnMl, British - 

jp enA uai/B riiah  Buiina,'Gape ColeDy.iChili, Corto Kioo, Ouiuceo, Dominica, Ecuador, . 
Thailand U m  PSil, Gambit, wold' Ooaat; Grenada, Guatemala, Jamaica, Lagoe, Liberia,, 
MaunUU*, b&atbp. 'Moiifdwt a t  Natal, Nevto.NowSouth Walen, New Zealand; Nicaragua, 
Qraum rah S ta ted  Panama, Baru/PhiLippiiie lilanda, Porto Rice, Qurenalano, St. Domingo, .

I, K itfs, St. Lucia, S t  Vincent, Booth Australia. Surinam, T um aaia , Tobago, 
TralndjAal, Trinidad, Turk'* Jaland*. United 3Ui*i of Columbia, Uruguay, Venaauela, 
Victoria, Weat AwtraHg,'’© /-, poet-free. ' . . ' > ' ■

To Ceylon, China, India; Japan, Labuau, Singapore, A itt, poet-free. 
T tfH aarailanlalaadaaiplParaguayjB /-, poet^free. -

r '■ ■ •- ~r.\y
' . ; • ’ "T V

,■ V,!.,

S p ^n ia iif prepar*4 CofffrJ*/or Bidding VoU. I .  an4 j l . f a*\4 / / / , ,  potl-frety 1/6 * 
Snkieribtn ran  JUv*Qirtrronbe$ bound by jeniin# them at <mc« te uc.

■ft** ’0 % return pot& gt/

I t ,

r,v^ ^ c a  ii/- , PO«T-rBHK.

lam ps qf ® r t it  %

rsR » r
Ckiianskb

« t

BWCI, a»d WK, A. I. 'WKSTOBTi
sS n 'T R M ' p H iiA riiL ic . S o c i i r r ,

■ "
-x n ic '-raM ynan^x.

'  ■» i  ■ . 7 ^ ? ' , > ■' - • ' j  .VaaeaaLa tu t*  to raa |feT .̂A^aaMm.OnuAarm>, oa,D<ataa. ' 
SW poga»,Wtmr<eel|r jĵ wfa'B««ld,'la^A^  ptat*;prtor >̂0. .' ,

, » i .  6 r ,. b tO W  T 0 > ____ r
f  V “ ' FORCED StAWPat-;

r^ ' •, 2 ’:i5 f VI-

,V̂v



1 6 8 NOTES AND QUERIES.

fiotes anil Queries.

T he  Editor of The Philatelic Record 1 ia- returned to town, mid will be 
"lad to lie.tr from his contributors and correspondents.

0. S. II. (New Y ork).— 1. No. W an t o f  support. 2. Ten volumes. 
1807-70. W ant of support. 3. Has not been published for two years. 
4. There was some such trash published about three years ago, but 
s o o n  became defunct. 0. Not unless we devoted a whole number to 
the enumeration. T h ey  were mostly published at a penny, were very 
dear tit the price, and subsided almost as soon as started, (i. Our pub
lishers may be able to procure you the odd volumes of the first-named 
magazine. A p p ly  to the publishers of the other for what you want.Drocf.r.— All three reprints.

E. f». H.—  Perfectly respectable, but liable to be deceived themselves.

('. lb — W e are vain enough to think that we give you your money’s 
worth in the magazine. When we are haunted by doubts to the 
contrary it will lie time enough to consider the propriety of offering 
prizes.Old Collector and Nep.— Declined with thanks.

J. S. (Moscow).— Thanks for your second letter. W e will publish 
your remarks about the Zemstvo stamps in our next. The Guatemala 
stamps you send are not surcharged, only postmarked.

Pemberton. Wilson, ft Co., 308, Goldbawk Road, bhepberde Bush, London. W,



PEMBERTON, WILSON, &  CO.,
.'jctamp B ea te rs  Sr JImpovttts,

Wti, GOLDHAWK ROAD, SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, WPU B LICA TIO N S.
A N  I L T.T’S T J i A  TF 7> MOSTH L  I' PATER,

ffjjf o f tb t  ^ .l ln b if iu  S n fic tg  of <Conbon.

Vol. r. (1879), beautifully  bourn! in ciotL, g ilt le tte ring  S tr in g , con
taining Photograph and Autograph oi the late JL T/. Pcrolorton. A small number o? 
copies still remaining. Price 6  6. post-iree

Vol IF. (1880), V*»trui to  m atch Vol. I.. bu t considerably larg  r, contains, in 
addition to ill miration* hi the later nurr.bt r«, a permanent Plow*. (Cabinet si.ej and 
Autograph »f A. I'bilbrick, Evp, Q.C., President of the Phi'alclic Society oi 
London. Pnc * 5-6, pest-free.

Yol. IN . ( iSSi ' . bound to  m utch Vols. I und IT., b u t mush larger P ro 
fusely ill js 'iated wit! floured [dates. a: - > [crrr.fuient Phuio of T’r C. V . Viner 
Price 5/6,

Vol. IV. ci-mii>tr»cos with the? F« hiaary rumbn SubBorijKicn, at Lone 
«n«l in nil countries in Clan* A cf tb* Postal V’nion. 3 ,6  

To Anfiania, Argentine Kepublio. Bahamas, Bnrbadoee, Bermuda, Bolivia. ihuzii, KritUh 
Ucnuums, British G.iiatia. Cape Colony, Chili, Co ta Kioa, Curacao, Dominica, Ecuador, 
1'MlkUud lblt^, Fiji, Gambia, Goid Coast, Grenada, Guatemala. Jamaica, t*agos, Liberia* 
Mauritius, Mexico, M«.iit*erru. Natal, Nexus, N w South Wales. New /.^lond, Nicarauua, 
Orangf Fret St:CPanam a, Peru, Philippine I?lands. Pott , Kicc, Quf> ii-tiAi'd, •"'t. Domingo, 
*>t. Helena, St KitV*, Sp l.uua, St Vir.ci n», South An strati-. Surinam, TWnanu. T«/otgo. 
IV .i.svmil. Trinidad, Turk’.*. Islands. United states of Columbia, Uruyu.c . Venezuela, 
Victoria, Vest Aicli.-tlia, 4  , poet-free 

To CVylrm, China, ir.dia, .fapun, lalma*;, ‘Cii^nporp. 4  0 . phst-tiw 
To Hawaiian Island-, and l*>inigj»y, 5 ru^MY'-e.

S pe riftU tf f> r * M ir td  * ovct'S f ' t r  J itud i-ug  f •*/>. f / / . +  /h u t  / r e p ,  3 0 .
> ihers run hare //« <r eapi* \ Hou><-/ by i ’)etn ai on* e to nf.

/*r/cr, i *«7/*rfenr/ > * turu pt.*taye% £J. 6.

NOW R E A D Y , PR IC E 11/-, PO ST -FR E E .
Tiff

-postage &  C r lc g ra p jj .S ta m p s  o f f u r a i  B r i t a i n .
y .

FREDERICK A. PIIUBRICK, md \VM. A S WESTOBY
L V i ' i i ' i m n  a n d  I ’l k u s h p d  ;-o u  t h e  T'm i i . atk .l k  S o r t s  i y , L o n d o n , 

W ith  u p w a jf tu  o f  100 I l l u s t r a t i o n s

> 5

l l V .*» o r . HOW TO DETECT  
y .JP u m  5 “OROED STAMPS.

B Y  T H E  R E V  R  B  B A R E R .
V aLI AIUI AI.IKK TO THU Nnvicr, AOVI NTII) Col.L>.rTO«, OK 1 '-U.K,;

I<50 png f, 'ert-Mirrlg bMth.l ,« Cloth, prior 7 ‘6
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FOURTH EDIT’OK.
U’wArated by a yietiallvengnh'tf l  MAP Oc rHE WQP.Lb ' $.1 tmp-tSrJtad LQunlfte5

■BROUGHT UP TO VERY RECENTLY.
ort/Vf> / (b© ;»an**f?$ of

Fjf't’QtHM’Mifil 
3'ri5m:i0T»»p Qie Um :.

fT’ilK  3. •lin.' SVatur* --t l\:V< A 'l-.u.! th e  provision 
|  ,,i Mipplf.-jnc-ritarr b-aves b-jni,*i up w ith th e  bnolf-

t  • r^by ^ v m e  hiu»i •• Trouble ar, 1 expense A il teav*. 
jto: required. a t  the  d a te " ’ th*- p u b lic a tio n  <d th e  Alb war 
wilj be luurid niTh an ‘ a t  the  bottom  of i!i\ pat*1 
i.p ’vards c t  3'i i-.*.«r(s a re  p rv iicu 'i piliov.ing foi no 
fcwei 'h a il  2,200 au-btional i l l ic i t  are_>o d i-
in b u o -d  th ru u e h o r t  the  V'-bmiv that, th e re  «. little  
fh .oiee of any  new S tam p C oun try  b n t:£  placed “Ut ot 
A: * roper order.

No. 1. Siij.tr. doth iiiti'l'Ti.;, extra gill, spit utTifes. with clasp*, 9jC 
Jfn. 2. , urOTmly lvi’i.! 1 in H one! morn: . r t r . i  g ilt, g iit *dg«;*, two

<.la«] s. 12/6; jiostugfc, 5; pcT cup'
Album? for Advanced Collectors m; ihe mod • [.mrcvoil min

i-i .|i;. ivioii ••.on ho i*1■ i;Jy i i.ovcd and o }>Ui< >jd, tin-
whom boin" bourn! togetlrM* .........  -
1;\ scroa.-. |tas!>ms UiroiU'h hoio.j 
pum-liod oi i!:u -ruoinui d
hinpo, ami .'Oi:uri.,,l by ■ urn. 1 
I { ill -i onin! ui green lf-.iiliw, 
wbi i  Co lea» Prion !'.E-

^  CftrTrlt.it;'- V.ini-r M' o a t ,  lined v irl. L inen 
p J.mtJ rl
C I.ea i ©t Cai Trvi,r. 1'up* r, H ! i.y 13J 
j Jl -ics to r lfm h ;n t;

Albun.S, oblong shaped. gmi’.ly imni-ovriii, PUiikon Girevs, <•(
i-U , 11 m.-hoB, fumiidipd with o(> page? of Whatman's lloyal I!nt-
pri.BK(.> Paper. I’ncfc ) 1/10 
( ovfci.-i and Smws compln-e. without page?.. 5 '-.

A lbum s, ob long  sh ap ed , f» s- Postenrds or Em-olop.s, l ! x l 1
inches, (itt'.i! with <-fl pages of throng Partridge Paper, IT -.

JAr n vc nt r u bn  the  pae.il +-n4 inns’ , r j l K i i r  t oper, i -ltirh „■ „v«rtm<eiil v.»t
tn . 'i s r  ;>,tn n>irf.'sr' S f im p i . '  .1 ■ ■■■ : tn ly han't o f  pri/mr m vy  he MOitr.U'l to tit 
t tv e .t  tv su it purch . \ n  s , -



C O N T E N T S .

■*
OiiV.MEKS " f r - M  S ; : t  k j « A M )  j l l l . l

X m  m .T IK S ,  i*IKCOV»'Kli. .S AND U kki . , 1 a ( )  I p j A t r a i f e . ! ! 

P'B? I • iiK Kt .\ i'1'S *jr  t h e  A i : . l N s , \ „  • !, . _

-!’«• 'T E D IN O U  (11- • * E  1‘MII ATE! S o c i C T V  O’ L o . 'V . ' . ' r  , 

f AlkHl.- 1 i’VdE-MD;
'Vn l.«V>i>iR.S1 . .
N'- AND . ,

. i Tl 
i.-.l 

. i:u
!6»b

. 1 7

Pt<u■'.</> ,/ !„J y. W j f . s n y  j- Cv.

208. Oolrlbaisk Eoad. Sheph«jrcU E ubK Loadon. "W.

c  NT E R -  D Al  S T  t. T 1 O N E R S ' HAL! .

rire  T L re o p e r rc .J [P o b M j ee, j  o p e r A nm u.



T he C a ta lo g u e  of th e  P ra ia te l ie  S o c ie ty  o f L o nd on .
No. *. ,'jNiin anti Colonies prion i  - or sent Hat, 2/1, post-f'ne

The Stamp Ooilector's Handbook (Second LI:! ion). By the
l a v .  F  L  I 'E- . i i iKi: .- . .. ■

1, ' Vown .ipp.-1 pr’.Hi' lv .l.-signe-l O ver. bourn! in Mott gilt, 
post-free, 5/fi.

No ? **(••,wn Hi o, in lina >«.r<> d paper, hund-.oinrly hr.nr.i), gill wU.
.So , post - 1  II •>.

T he P h ila te h c a i C a ta lo g u e  <Part I.p i>ri*-.e
D v d o . i t rn  !vii i i i n i i  i. ! r u : t i / ; . j »■ tc;t i i

' T n i f  v tii v p r \ M‘ r,D r 1 i n  p l c h s t , n w i :  ^  U i t ^ 1' r:

F h  I / . . . f l i c a l ..’ o u m a i < V . i l ,  i . . W 7 - 2 , . P o s J l o t h

D o . d o . i' • i n n . !■> A p r i l , V 'T -V ).  ’D m  1-‘nlU* 1’n i  i a. 1

D o . d o . ! In. >  •»*?' ,v. m i l l ' 11i s ,  1m i ;
l i e n  'T n t ! J “ .

1 111 it' th .  m o s t  hi C or  it. '* «»f 1J. • 1 ’ * J . ' U r r a l iijAin I n - s u b j e c t  •
smusI !• l- p i.iiisniy 111 .t* atari with co rre .fly  "-objured ikc-simib'S of 

i Hi- Siump. , pk' rioi. j. \S n the ?cw remain ug copies am  solu, r  ir-i*>i 
hoc it.* ' ilin i f  tr. : Ture:.t s;'"cim -'as of Stam p literature .

S ir ..!1- limbers of '.ho al.t-w? iViii.-rn .l,u r ' r y ,  1H72, may lia liar! at
. crn'V

F ogged  S tam p s , a n d  H ow  to  D e te c t T hem . i’J'ho i*-.-•
W o rk  C].- !,.. lj. [ l rt '.in ) A l>.v r|»«-ii.»-nR  s till
n 'M i.iim n^ n.i 1 'i.

An Inmii Perforation Gauge and Milimetre Scale
N o a* .JH Vt u*i'.hoiit «.|'.*. p r i i  <> *.*•!.

I ' i b-M la n aiost. r:i»r„;',illj j»ot .1. and its abr-lute accir.' \ mo 
i'.' -b i.emltd upon, The n\... | .-rfera'i us. rising' by fiahcs,
Iren: ■' [n !*'■  , afiri »l->re are w  it- .*f iuchi* an-! centime, res ci Mill...rent 
Ic-mrt', to mr*tani. ’ Vst CasJ1- and aii usual • uc't Knveiop-s.

Jniprovet1. Stamp Mimnts.
Milan of .lie th innest pa.pi r pro> . rublo, which is yet, uniikc list, a 

i>i>,)C'. in ,*]\ lLiii I.* ..tarn) w in in g  upm,, arid is gtiH ranlenl 1
c o tta r ,  m ti.ir>g iu ju i.ous i . v.- colour of .he Sla nos. Tiieso vk.i; 
Vril! i*,***-: coll cl rs trr..ri deal nf  ’he n r. sc.nc .ipipy-inif of pm '. 
which is mif. oi the '.•r‘>wt;Kckb :o thou b o th y . Th* ~ writ cut to F 
s i r s ;  viz —

No ;. For Mumps about tiro size if the Id. Cnniish
No. 2. For t'bloiv; Mairir.o ei ->r.t the si.'.o of 'Vestcrii Aintr-ua 

iff.Yph No
No. 3. For targe. St; mps, such as i'ortairitl, Lilc-ria, A*o.

o. iVuiKtned, fid. pen 100 : :J<# p«r -00U, post-free
B. I’ agiuni ni«J. 3 t. per 100 2 .3 p '000. poit-frca.

f i’ory Clips cr Twe-szeis for han d lin g  Stamps, 3 - and I S eacb, po*t-froo
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'£  N this number of the Philatelic Record the Philatelic 
Society of London make known the decision they have 
arrived at in respect of the charges brought by Mr. 
Patrick Chalmers against the lato Sir Howland Ilill. The 
Philatelic Society can certainly not ho accused of having 

^1“ ”'  jum ped to a hasty conclusion. For eleven months, which 
is <|uitc two months beyond the usual period of gestation, they 
have waited with exemplary patience, and somewhat strained 
impartiality, for such further evidence—beyond that contained in 
his published pamphlets—jus Mr. Chalmers might possibly advance 
in support of his charges, and they have, as we expected, waited in 
vain. Mon; than once we have been tempted to express our own 
opinions upon the subject, bu t have been restrained by the reflec
tion that it was still sub judiee, and before a tribunal in the 
justice and learning of which we have every confidence. As a 
knowledge of the history of stamps ancient and modern, and an 
acipiuintaneo with postal legislation, are the pleas for the existence of 
this publication, we had no ambition to expose ourselves, through 
giving a hasty opinion, to being classed amongst those journals 
whose dicta Mr. Chalmers has been at sucli pains, if not to inspire, 
at least to collect and publish. The Hornsey Journal, Banner of 
Wales, Blairyowrie Advertiser, Tolucs Times, &c., may be excel
lent retailers of local gossip, hut their opinion upon such questions 
as tlio.se at issue between Mr. Chalmers and the natural champions 
of a dead man, but a living and revered memory, are loss than worth
less. W hat do the editors and sub-editors of any one of these 
pillars of the press know of the matters in dispute ? If any one



ie of the . Philatelic 6ode^if»v
BlC Spain and Colonies, pricA 2 /- ; or sent <Ŝ ,‘ 1/1tfy&ttrip

f e '  •' '

the

J.f'ft V . .* .F̂ iVifr.' *1
Wt&H.’l

■Sr*?'*'-

k

$.  ■ K
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Collector’s Handbook (Seoomd MfSobt)'.
. P km bkhto .';. •

........  Crown 8vo, appropriately deeigned Ckiver,bound ilt elottrgilt.'.
£^';^pest-ftae, 6/8. . ' • - . ■ ■ "

' No: 2, .Crown 8vo, on fine toned paper, handsomely bound, gilt edges, 
&c., pbst-free, 10/6. , . \  ,

The Philatelical Catalogue (Paw I.). , Price l / I ,  post-free. .
, Do. do. \. ^(Extra Edition). Price 1/7, posfcfree.

, (Thij work h*® nevWliamcomplete ewin# to the cost.)

The Philatelical Journal T,872).. Post-free, 10/6.
Do, do. (Jan. to April, 1875). The Four Parte, 1 /6.
Do. do. The Sixteen Numbers, half-bound in

morocco, 12/6.
This is the meet elaborately got-up Journal upon the subject ever 

issued. I t  is profusely Illustrated with correctly coloured fac-aunites.of 
the Stamps described.' When the few remaining copies are sold, it must 
become one of the rarest specimens of Stamp literature.

Single Numbers of the above (bxcept January, 1872) may be had at 
6d. each. ■ - . . . .

Forged Stamps, and How to Detect Them. (The first 
W ork  of the late E. L. P emberton.) A few specimens still 
remaining at I/6-.

An Improved Perforation Gauge and Milimetre Scale.
No philatelist should be without ope. Price 9cL

This has been most carefully got up, and its absolute accuracy may 
be depended upon. The Gauge measures perforations, rising by halves, 
from 7to 16 ; Mid there are scales of inches and centimetres of sufficient 
length to measure Post Oar da and all usual sized Envelopes.

Improved Stamp Mounts.
Made of the thinnest paper procurable, which is yet, unlike tissue 

paper, sufficiently stiff to stand, writing up<m, and is guaranteed to 
' contain nothing injurious to the boloUr of the Stamps.' These mounts 

.will save collectors ?. good deal of the tiresome slipping of psper,
I which is one of the drawbacks to their hobby. They are cut to.three 

rises;vi*.— '
No. I. For Stamp* about the tine of the Id.English. ■ '
No. 2. Fos ObloUg Stamps about the size of Western Australia, 

Egypt, Ac.- /  ' ■ '
. No. S. For larger Stampa, snch as Portugal/liberia, An. ' ’ , .

.. A. Gummed, 6d.p*r 100; 3/6 per 1060, post-free. /  ' ’•
s ■ B, UbginHmed, Sd.per 1-00 ; 2/8 per 1000, post-free. - . . -
hrery C ttpser Tyeslais tnr handling Stamp*, 1/- and J.I* stah, pbit-fta*-
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this number of tbe Philatelic Record the Philatelic 
jCilofj* Society of London make known the decision they have 

arrived at in respect of the charges brought by Mr. 
Patrick Chalmers against the late Sir Rowland Hill. The 
Philatelic Society can certainly not be accused of having 
jumped to a hasty conclusion. For eleven months, which 

is quite two months beyond the usual period of gestation, they 
have waited with exemplary patience, and somewhat strained 
impartiality, for such further evidence—beyond that contained in 
his published pamphlets—as Mr. Chalmers might possibly advance 
in support of his charges, and they have, as we expected, waited in 
vain. More than once we have been tempted to express our own 
opinions upon the subject, but have been restrained by the reflec
tion that it was still sub judice, and before a tribunal in tbe 
justice and learning of which we have every confidence. As a 
knowledge of the history of stamps ancient and modem, and an 
acquaintance with postal legislation, are the pleas for the existence of 
this publication, we had no ambition to expose ourselves, through 
giving a hasty opinion, to being classed amongst those journals 
whose dicta Mr. Chalmers has been at such pains, if not to inspire, 
at least to collect and publish. The Hornsey Journal, Banner of 
Wales, Blairgowrie Advertiser, Totnes Times, &c., may be excel
lent retailers of local gossip, but their opinion upon such questions 
as those at issue between Mr. Chalmers and the natural champions 
of a dead man, but a living and revered memory, are less than worth
less. What do the editors and sub-editors of any one of these 
pillars of the press know of the matters in dispute! If any one
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of them can satisfy us that they have arrived at the conclusions 
they have so hastily put forth upon any grounds other than a 
perfunctory perusal of Mr. Chalmers’ pamphlets, we will con
descend to argue with them, and ehow them that they are mis
taken. But, in the first place, they must convince us that they 
have some knowledge of the postal history of the past fifty years, 
or even that they have taken the trouble to collate the assertions 
of Mr. Chalmers with that celebrated Fifth Report upon which he 
bases the chief weight of his arguments.

The dealings of Mr. Chalmers with this celebrated Parliamentary 
Blue Book are rather ingenious than ingenuous. In his earlier 
brochure, entitled The Adhesive Stam ps: a Fresh Chapter in the 
History o f Post-office Reform, in which he endeavours to claim for 
his father the invention of the adhesive postage stamp, he rightly 
speaks of it as “ a report, carrying great weight, from an official 
body appointed to examine into desirable reforms.” Of this same 
report, however (of which, of course, every member of Parliament 
and every Public Department received a copy), when he is endea
vouring to fix upon Rowland Hill a charge of having fraudulently 
appropriated its suggestions without acknowledging their source, he 
speaks as though it were a rare opuscule, the unearthing of which 
is due to his extraordinary sagacity of research, oblivious of the 
fact that from aU who are interested in philately and postal history 
it has no secrets, Mr. Chalmers would have us believe that in the 
January following the publication of the F ifth  Report the com
missioners who signed it sat and listened to Rowland Hill calmly 1 
reproducing their suggestions as his own, without even uttering a 
word of surprise at the unparalleled impudence of such a pro
ceeding. If, as Mr. Chalmers suggests, these commissioners did 
not point out at the time the plagiarism of which he asserts the 
great reformer was guilty, in the expectation that the latter would 

' offer an explanation “ at such time and upon such opportunity as he 
himself would select," why did they not, when he was reaping the 
rewards of the plan, without having offered such explanation, step 
forward and set matters right 1 The Post-office authorities of 1837 
met Rowland Hill and his plans with the most uncompromising 
hostility. Are we to believe that they were ignorant of the 
recommendations of the Fifth Report, or that, knowing them, they 
also joined in keeping the secret? Would they not rather have 
done Rowland HiU an ill-turn by revealing it had the facts been 
such as Mr. Patrick Chalmers states ? In this F ifth  Report it  was
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suggested that “ Prices-current and publications of a similar nature ” 
should, in effect, be treated like newspapers, and, when like them, 
printed on stamped paper, he allowed the newspaper privilege of 
passing and re-passing through the Post-office as often as desired 
for a single stamp duty of one penny, whatever their weight might 
be, or for a halfpenny if they did not exceed the half-ounce. Mr. 
Chalmers calls upon us to read letters of a certain weight for 
circulars, and to give to the commissioners the credit of a reform 
which never entered their heads, and which has been for the last 
45 years most justly ascribed to Sir Rowland HilL But, as a 
matter of fact, it was Prices-current which were recommended for 
the reduction in charge, and not letters; and to this day the dis
tinction between letters and printed matter has been upheld. That 
the charge of postage on newspapers has never been regarded as a 
guide to what should be charged on letters, any one would soon 
discover who, in his zeal for further reform, might try to get the 
Post-office to agree to carry letters, of any weight, for a postage of 
one halfpenny, merely because newspapers are now carried on these 
terms.

As regards the invention of the adhesive stamp, its application 
to bottles, boxes, and pots of patent medicines, long before the 
burning question of postal reform came before the public, is a 
matter of notoriety. Mr. Chalmers has certainly failed to prove 
that his father was the first to suggest its application to prepaid 
letters; and the letter addressed to Rowland Hill in 1840 by Mr. 
James Chalmers, on whose behalf the claim—some forty years 
after date—is put forward, is decisive evidence against such a 
claim, which indeed he himself honestly abandoned.

We do not pursue these matters into further detail simply 
because, for the public for whom we write, which is not the public 
of the Hornsey Journal, it is unnecessary that we should do so, 
especially as we can refer our readers to the very full information 
furnished by Mr. Pearson HiU, and published in the Philatelic 
Record of December last. We shall only say, in conclusion, that 
we are glad the matter at issue has been settled to the satisfaction 
of those with whom we are immediately concerned; viz., those 
who have for yean made Postal History their study. Their 
numbers may be, nay are, comparatively small; but it is they who, 
after all, are most competent to form a judgment. That their 
verdict will prove acceptable to Mr. Chalmers and his converts, if 
he have any, we cannot hope. There are yet people who believe in 
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the justice of the claims set up by “ the unfortunate nobleman,” 
and there may be some few others of equal intelligence who must 
be allowed, if they think fit, to pin their faith to Mr. Chalmers’ 
statements. Their belief or unbelief will, however, in no way 
affect the public opinion, that the universal appreciation of Sir 
Rowland Hill’s merits whilst living, and gratitude to his memory 
since he has been removed from amongst us, were hardly earned 
and honestly deserved. -
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anh J^snsipiaiinns.
— *■ —

Antigua.—The Halfpenny stamp now bears the new watermark 
C. A. and Crown.

Argentine Republic-—We have seen a copy of the provisional 
J  centavo issued in February last, in which the 
place of the last r in provisorio is usurped by 
an  inverted b.

Azores.— With the same small surcharge 
described in our last number we have seen the 
current

Adhesives. 5 reis, black, red surcharge.
10 „ green, black „

Barbados. —From this colony we have received two post cards, 
an envelope, and some registration envelopes. The Postal Union 
card has four lines of inscription: 1st, “ union postale univer- 
selle," in smallish block type; 2nd, “ Barbados (barbade),” in 
Roman capitals; 3rd, “ post card ” in similar type, with the Royal 
arms separating the two words; and 4th, “ the  address only," 
&c., in small block letters. The stamp is an upright rectangle, 
rounded at the top and bottom. In the centre is the diademed 
profile of Her Majesty on ground of solid colour within an orna
mented circle. Above is “ Barbados," and below “ one penny ,” in 
block type. No border; reverse plain. The inland card has three 
lines of inscription. 1st, “ post card,” in Roman capitals, with 
the Royal arms between the two words; 2nd, “ Barbados,” in 
similar type, beneath the arms; 3rd, “ the  address only,’’ &c., in 
small block letters. The stamp is upright rectangular in shape. 
In  the centre is the diademed profile of Her Majesty in circle of 
colour. Above “ Barbados,” and below “ halfpenny ,” in coloured 
block letters following the curves of the circle. Conventional orna
ments in angles. No border; reverse plain. The envelope has the 
embossed head of the Queen on ground of solid colour within a



single-lined oval, enframed by an outer one with reticulated ground 
inscribed in coloured block type. “ barbadob postage ” above, and 
“ one penny  ” below, a dot on either side separating the inscrip
tions; plain pointed flap. The registration envelopes have the 
usual inscriptions and large letter “ r ” on the face. In the stamp 
on the flap .there is the embossed profile of the Queen to left, on 
ground of solid colour, within a wavy, single-lined frame with 
eight small loops; enframed by a reticulated circle, inscribed 
“ Barbados registration f e e " above, and “ foukpence” below, 
in coloured block letters, a dot on either side separating the two 
inscriptions. The larger sized envelopes have scallopped seams, 
whilst those of the small one are plain.

P. Cards. Jd., red-brown, on stout white card ; size, 122 x 75 mm.
Id., carmine, „ „ 140 x 90 mm.

Envelope. Id., pink, on white laid papeT „ 145 x 89 mm.
Registration Envelopes. 4d., olive-grey stamp, blue inscriptions; sizes F, 

and 292 x 153 and 254 x 178 mm.

Belgium.—We borrow the following wail from the last number 
of the Timbre-Poste: “ We are about to have a new stamp of the 
value of Two Francs, the preparation of which has been confided 
to the nimble hands of Messrs. De La Rue and Co., of London, 
for the trifling remuneration of 5000 francs. . . . Let us hope that 
these gentlemen will not, in a fit of abstraction, bestow on us one 
of their Victoria types or give us Beige as one of the inscriptions, 
as a pendant to their old blunder of Vive la Beige /  ”

Bolivar.—M. Moens informs us thatstamps 
of the accompanying design have finally been 
chosen to represent the values of 5 and 10 
pesos. The portrait is that of General Bolivar, 
and the stamps are engraved by the American 
Bank-note Company of New York. M. Moens 
has at present only seen proofs of these 
stamps, the 5 pesos in blue, with carmine 
centre, and the 10 pesos in the same colours 
reversed,

Brazil.—The accompanying illustration is of 
the new 10 reis adhesive, described in our last 
number.

British Guiana—We have before us a stamp 
which forms a fit pendant to the mysterious 12 
cents of 1860, surcharged 5d. in red. The stamp 
in question is the 2 cents, type 1876, surcharged 
Id. in red. The numeral must have beeD almost 
as large as the old 5. Part of it is on the stamp, and part must 
have been on the envelope. There is no other postmark or 
obliteration.
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Bulgaria.—M. Moena announces that there is to be a new 
emission of stamps in the colours adopted by the Postal Union for 
certain values, and generally of lighter hues than the existing set, 
on which the obliterations do not show up sufficiently. The 
designs will not be changed, and the stamps will be printed, as 
heretofore, on white laid paper. The new colours will be the same 
as the Russians.

3 atotinki, orange on yellow.
5 „ dark on pale green.

10 „ red on flesh.
15 „ violet on pale lilac.
25 „ dark on pale blue.
30 „ violet on pale green.
50 „ deep blue on flesh.

Cape Of Good Hope.—We have the new newspaper wrapper. 
The stamp of the obsolete one seems to be transferred to the post 
cards, and we have a decidedly better article for the bands. 
Diademed profile of Her Majesty to left, on narrow oval of colour 
within a second double-lined white oval, inscribed in coloured 

block letters, “ cape op good 
h o p e ” above, and “ half
p e n n y " below; a dot on 
either side separates the two 
inscriptions. The instruc
tions are the same as before, 
and printed in the colour of 
the stamp. End tapered and 
gummed. We have also re

ceived a registration envelope, an illustration of the embossed stamp 
of which we annex. I t has the large letter “ a  ” in the left upper 
comer, and the inscriptions of our current size F, and the only 
specimen we have seen is of this size. The makers are Messrs. 
McCorquodale and Co. Our other engraving illustrates the pro
visional Halfpenny chronicled in August

Newsband. jd., olive-green on chamois paper; size, 300 x 126 mm.
Registration Envelope. 4d., bright blue ; size F.

Ceylon.—A correspondent in Colombo sends us, under date of 
21st October, a provisional 20 cents postage stamp, of which he 
says: “ This stamp has just been issued by our Government to suit 
the requirements of the public for single-rate letters between this 
colony and England.” From another source we have received a 
provisional 16 cents. The stamps surcharged are the current 24 
and 64 cents. They are surcharged “ sixteen ” or “ twenty ” . 
across the top of the stamp, and “ cen ts” at the bottom, in 
Roman capitals 3 mm. high, and in the centre are the numerals 16 
or 20 in figures 2 mm. high. The surcharge is anything but 
pretty.

Provisional Adhesives. 16 cents, surcharged in black on the current 24 
cents, green.

20 cents, surcharged in black on the current 64 cents, Venetian red.



Cundinamarca. — Our illustration represents a new stamp 
lately put in circulation. I t  is lithographed 
on white wove paper.

Adhesive. 1 peso, brown.

Cyprus.—Mr. G. F. Gale writes us: “ I  
notice in your last number a reference to 
forged surcharges. They are made by a per
son named E. Bennett, of 14, Camden Passage,
High Street, Islington, and are sold at 2d. 
per dozen.” We trust that the authorities 
will take note of this name and address.

Faridkote.—We have stopped the press for the purpose of 
announcing the existence—we are not in a position to do more at 
the moment—of two native stamps used, so we are informed, “ in 
Faridkote, which is twenty miles from Ferozepore.” We have not even 
been able to consult a gazetteer as to the whereabouts of this place. 
The two stamps are supposed to represent as many issues, the first 
being a small rectangular oblong, and the second a larger upright 
rectangle. They are printed in bright blue, on white paper. We 
hope to be able to give illustrations, and some information as to the 
values and inscriptions, in our next.

France.—A small-sized envelope of the value of 5 centimes has 
now been issued to the Paris post-offices, and will be supplied to 
the provinces when the supply is equal to the demand. The price 
of these envelopes is fixed at a half-centime above the face value, 
which is in all conscience cheap enough, although, in the specimens 
which we have seen, gum is not included. The envelopes are of 
plain wove paper, with plain rounded flaps.

Envelope. 6 centimes, green, on green paper ; size, 115 x 75 mm.

The 50 centimes, black on blue, pneumatic cover, is now issued, 
with a plan of Paris on the face, similar to the 30 centimes des
cribed by us in April last. Postal orders were to be issued on 
the 21st instant: at first they will not be for sums higher than 
five francs.

Great Britain.—A correspondent writes u s : “ Herewith I send 
you a postmarked copy of the Penny Postage and Inland Revenue 
stamp with official surcharge. These stamps are used for sending 
letters and packets of an official character to the small sub-offices. 
I  got this one, which was posted at Plymouth, in Totnes." The 
stamp is surcharged in two lines, “ I. R.— official,” in block 
letters 4 mm. high. The two first letters, no doubt, stand for 
Inland Revenue. We hear that the Halfpenny stamp will be 
surcharged in the same way, but no others.

Another correspondent says: “ I understand they have only 
been surcharged since November 1st, and are used only in the
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Collectors’ and Surveyors’ offices of the Inland Revenue Depart
ment. This department has hitherto been obliged to use the 
ordinary adhesives, and the District Surveyors bad, in every case, 
to purchase the stamps for each quarter out of their own pockets, 
the amount being only repaid by the head office once a quarter. In 
large towns, of course, the Surveyors came under heavy advances, 
to obviate which the introduction of these surcharged stamps has 
been established. I  am further informed that these stamps will 
only frank local correspondence, and that a letter to London must 
bear an ordinary adhesive.”

O fficial A dhesive . Id., surcharged in black on the current Id., lilac.

It is said that a Half-crown adhesive is in preparation, and will 
shortly be issued. A correspondent calls attention to the fact that 
the date plug and old die are still being used for privately-stamped 
envelopes. He sends us a copy with the date plugs—20. 6. 82. 
Registration envelopes, size G, with large “ r ” in left upper corner, 
and without date plugs, are now in circulation. They are similar 
to the envelopes, size F, which have already been in use for some 
time.

Guatemala.—A correspondent sends us the J and 1 real 
stamps (bird on column), surcharged 1 eentavo and 10 eentaws 
respectively. They may be genuine.

Guinea.—M. Moens has seen some more of 
the current Cape de Verde stamps surcharged 
for use in this dependency. The 100 reis bears 
the same surcharge as that on the stamps pre
viously described; whereas that on the 200 
reis, which we illustrate, and on the 300, is 
smaller.

Adhesives.

100 reis, lilac, surcharged “ guink" in black, 1st type.
200 „ orange „ „ 2nd type.
300 „ brown „ ..

India.—This is a portrait of the One Anna 
postage stamp described by us last month,

, Italy —We have seen several specimens lately
' of the 1 centesimo, type 1863, surcharged Es- 
' lero, in which the irregular white block in the 

right upper comer contains three dots instead 
of one.

Liberia.—In addition to the registration envelope which we 
described in August, we have received two others corresponding to 
our sizes F and G.
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Mexico.—Referring to what we said last month respecting the 
coloured Porte, de Mar stamps on thin laid paper, we have received 
a letter from Mr. Chute, of Boston, from which we give the follow
ing extract: “ These stamps were received by me from Yera Cruz 
through an official in that office, himself a collector. . . .  I have 
written to the United States Legation at Mexico to obtain, if 
possible, a copy of the decree authorizing their emission.” Mr. 
Chute further sends us an official letter on other matters, addressed 
to him by the Under-Secretary of the Post-office at Mexico. This 
letter, dated 25th July, 1882, is prepaid by a lately-current 
100 centavos stamp; and on the flap, where these stamps are 
usually placed, are two of the so-called bogus 50 centavos Porte de 
Mar obliterated quite authentically, so far as we can judge, by an 
oval stamp with the words, “ admon oral de correos. vera 
cruz.” We shall be glad to hear the results of Mr. Chute’s 
further enquiries. Are the Porte de Mar stamps no longer used? 
If they are, the old black and coloured ones cannot be the stamps 
in use; for they have been sold off to dealers, and may now be 
bought for less than half face value.

Nat&L—The Sixpence, of type 1874, designed by Messrs. 
De La Rue and Co., is now printed on paper with the new 
watermark C. A. and Crown.

Nicaragua.—A new issue of stamps is announced for this 
republic, of which we have only seen as yet one value. The 
stamp is finely engraved by the American Bank Note Company, 
but the design is greatly inferior to that of the series which it 
supersedes. In the centre is an upright triangle with mountains, 
sun in glory, and pole with Phrygian bonnet, and on the left of 
the triangle is “ mayo,” and on the right “ 1882,” on ground of 
horizontal lines. In a half-circle, above, is “ union postal 
universal,” in white Roman capitals on colour. Below the 
triangle is printed, in three lines of fancy, coloured letters, 
“  republica— de— Nicaragua,” and in a fancy label at bottom 
“ centavos," in white Roman capitals on colour. The numerals 
“ 5 ” occupy the four comers, and the remainder of the stamp is 
filled in with conventional ornament. Shape, upright rectangular. 
We have heard of a 10 centavos of a puce colour, but have 
neither seen it nor heard whether it is of the same design. The 
new issue will consist of six values— 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20 
centavos.

Adhesive. 5 centavos, deep blue, engraved and printed in taiUe-douce on 
white wove paper ; perf. IS.

Persia.—-We have seen an unsevered pair of the 1 shahi, head 
of Shah with red border, imperforate.

Philippines.—The 10c. de peso, of the same type as the 
current 2£ and 12f c. de peso, is now in circulation. We 
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have seeD the current 1 peso brown telegraph stamp used as a 
postage stamp.

Adhesive. 10c. de peso, brownish lilac.

A correspondent of the Timbre-Poste signals two more values of 
this issue; viz., a 5 c. de peso, blue, and a 6 f c. de peso, green, 
bat does not say whether they are in circulation. M. Moens also 
speaks of a provisional 8 c m  de peso, surcharged in black on the 
10 cuartos Derecho Judicial fiscal, which we have never seen.

Peru.—It is evident that all the varieties of surcharges used 
during the troubles have not yet come to light. We have before 
us the 5 centavos, dark blue, with a surcharge similar to that 
described by us in the Record for February last, but with Puno 
instead of Arequipa in the upper part of the circle. We have 
also the provisional stamp, on pelure paper, illustrated in our May 
number, with Puno instead of Arequipa. Both surcharges are 
printed in mauve aniline ink.

Portugal.—The 20 reis current Post Card comes to us printed 
on card which is nearly white.

Portuguese Indies.—We have before us three varieties of the 
provisional stamps lately in use, which have up to the present 
time been unknown to us. As they have been received direct 
from the Post-office at Goa, their authenticity may be relied on. 
The stamps are all of the crown in circle type, and are

Provisionals. 4J reis, surcharged in blue on 5 reis, black.
6 „ „  „ black „ 10 „ green.
1 tanga „  „ „ „ 20 „  bistre.

We are informed that post-cards are about to be issued.

Queensland.—A new Twopenny postage stamp has been issued 
in this colony; but although it is much better drawn than the one 
lately current, the printing leaves much to be desired. The design 
comprises a diademed profile of Her Majesty, to left, on ground of 
horizontal lines, within a coloured oval inscribed “ Queensland ” 
above, and “ twopence ” below, in white block letters, the two 
inscriptions being divided by arabesques on either side. There are 
arabesques in the spandrels, and there is a narrow dotted frame 
upon which the oval impinges at the sides. The stamp is of 
upright rectangular shape, rather larger than that which it 
supersedes, and is lithographed on white wove paper. The per
foration is extremely rough. Of the same type as the long 
rectangular Two and Five shilling stamps, which we have recently 
described, there is now another, of the value of Half-a-crown, in 
circulation.

Adhesives. 2d., milky-blue.
2/6d., rosy-vermilion. |  vm k., Crown over Q. J
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Russia. — Elizavetgrad (Province of 
Cherson).-—We are informed by M. Moens 
that the stamps of this province have been 
somewhat altered. The numerals of value 
are now smaller, and the paper used is thinner. 
The values and colours are as follows :

Adhesives.
2 kopecks, maroon. I 10 kopecks, carmine.
5 „ green. | 20 „ lilac.
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Shadrmsk (Province of Perm).—This 
beautiful stamp, which we have spared no 
expense in illustrating, is supposed by the 
faithful to have preceded those of the fox 
type. I t is typographed on white wove 
paper.

Adhesive. 5 kopecks, blue.

Soudja (Province of Koursk).—This 
is quite a new post, the Timbre-Poste 
tells us. The stamp, judging from its 
portrait, is not pretty; but then it runs to 
shades. I t  is lithographed in colour on 
white wove paper.

Adhesive.
5 kopecks, deep, pale and bright blue ; 

perf. 121

Borissogliebsk (Province of Tamboff). A correspondent 
writes us that these stamps are printed in Moscow by Mr. Theophil 
Hagen.

Servia.—A correspondent writes u s : “ I enclose two copies of 
the 2 para, which seem to show that a new edition has lately been 
printed of this value. The die shows wear and tear, the impression 
is blacker, and lastly, the paper is much thinner and whiter than 
that of the old stamps.”

Spain.—The Revista de Gorreos of October 10th, 1882, 
contains a description of certain forgeries of the current One 
Peseta which have been circulating to the prejudice of the Spanish 
postal revenue. The following are the points of difference between 
the genuine and the forged stamps : “ 1st. The lettering of ' oor- 
reos y telkgrafos’ is narrower in the forgery, and the ‘s ’ of the 
last word is closer to the end of the labeL 2nd. The lettering of 
‘ una peseta ’ is taller in the forgery. 3rd. The design differs in 
the ornaments in the four spandrels, in which there aro eight leaf
shaped devices, a part of the outline of which is wavy. In the



forgery there is one undulation less in the-outline of each of the 
leaves. 4th. The portrait of His Majesty also presents con
siderable differences, and the upper part of the ear is less rounded 
than in the genuine stamp.’'

South Australia-—The provisional Halfpenny, surcharged on 
the current One Penny, appears to be in cir
culation, with the additional official surcharge of 
“ o.s,” in black.

Straits Settlements.—The current 10 cents 
is now printed on paper watermarked C. A. and 
Crown.

Suqjei Ujong.—The annexed cut illustrates 
the surcharge described by us in August.

Sweden.—We have been shown two stamps, in which we are 
not inclined to place much confidence, respecting which we shall 
be glad if any of our readers can give us information either as to 
their authenticity or worthlessness. They are the 24, pearl-grey, 
and 50 ore, brown, Losen, or unpaid letter stamps, with the 
original value effaced by means of a thin black line, and surcharged 
in thin black Roman capitals across the centre of the stamp “ tio 
o r e" and “ t ju g o o r e ” respectively.

Tasmania.—We are in receipt of a new post card, which has 
evidently just left the workshops of Messrs. De La Rue and Co. 
I t  has three lines of inscription. 1st. “ post card,” in Roman 
caps, the two words being separated by the Royal Arms. 2nd. 
“ Tasmania,” in similar type, just beneath the arms. 3rd. “ the 
address only,” &c., in block letters. The stamp is of the same 
type and value as the current One Penny adhesive. Without 
border; reverse plain.

P. Card. 1(L, rosy-carmine, on stout white card. 
Size, 121 x 75 mm.

Transvaal.—We have to apologize for the 
error in our last number respecting the last 
provisional. Please read:

Provisional.
Id., surcharged in black on the Fourpence, 

olive-green, of 1878.

United StateB.— M̂ . G. H. F. Gale sends us a copy of the 
current Six cents, which, he says, has been re-engraved. We can 
detect no sign of such an operation, unless it be that the horizontal 
lines forming the borders of the stamps may perhaps be a little 
heavier than heretofore. I t  seems a pity to tinker up so poor a 
stamp. We invite our readers who have not looked at the stamp 
for some time to do so, and then say whether they ever saw any
thing more like the leaves of a cabbage than the arrangement of 
dear old Abe’s hair.
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U. S. of Colombia.—We have the large violet registration 
stamp illustrated by us in October, 1881, with a small, rough pin- 
perforation which it is impossible to gauge. We have also the 
1 peso, rose, type 1868, on the same blued paper on which so'many 
of the stamps have recently been printed.

Venezuela.—M. Moens privately rebukes us for having said in our 
last number that he had omitted to give the colour of the 5 centavos 
stamp which we illustrated. I t appears that he had done so in a 
previous number. We apologize for having published this wrong
ful accusation, but all else that we said we stick to.

Victoria.—The rage for using fiscal stamps for the prepayment 
of postage threatens to become as great a nuisance as the practice 
of surcharging already is. We have before us a long rectangular 
One Penny Stamp Duty adhesive, with profile of Her Majesty to 
left in oval, which has done postal duty.
Fiscal used fo r postage. Id., brown, “ Stamp Duty trail, V  over Croum.

POSTAGE STAM PS OF T H E  TRANSVAAL IN USE 
SINCE JULY, 1877,

F ew of the Reference Lists published by the Philatelic Society in this 
magazine have excited so much interest as that of the stamps of the Trans
vaal, printed in the Philatelic Record for April, 1880. The list, more 
especially as regards that portion of it which treats of the surcharged stamps, 
was warmly criticised by our readers, and sundry omissions were signalised. 
A t the time the list was drawn up the sub-varieties were only beginning to 
attract attention. Several which are now well known were not forthcoming 
in the collections which were collated in the preparation of the list, and to 
reproach the Society for omitting varieties which it had never seen was 
obviously absurd. Before complying with the numerous requests which have 
been made to us that we should give our readers another list of the stamps 
used from the annexation of the Transvaal to the present day, we have had 
recourse to the kind assistance of several of the chief collectors in this 
country, and notably to that of Mr. Tapling, in whose fine collection of these 
stamps are several specimens which, so far as we know, are unique. I.

I. Surcharged . . .  in black, coloured imp. on white paper.°  TRANSVAAL
A . Stout, coarse paper.

1. Imperf. Id., red, shades, dark and bright red.
3d., lilac, shades.
3d., blue, deep blue, shades.
Is., green, shades.

2. Rouletted, small dents. Same values and shades.
3. Rouletted, wide dents. Same values and shades.
4. Rouletted, compound small and wide. Is.
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{Varieties.) i  Surcharge inverted.
(at) Imperf. Id., 3d., 6cL, Is.
(b) Bouletted, em ail dents. 3d., 1a
(c )  Bouletted, unde dents. 1a

ii. Double surcharge.
Im perf. S&

iii. Stam ps cut in  h a lf  d iagonally .
Imperf. Is. used as 6d.

iv. W ith o u t stop a fter  a o f  v.a.
Imperf. Id.

v. W ith o u t stop a fter transvaal.
Imperf. 6cL 
Small roulette. Is.

ditto 1a, inverted surcharge.

vi. Inverted  A instead o f  V in  TRANSVAAL.
S m a ll roulette. Id.

B. Thick, glossy paper.
1. Imperf. Id.
2. S m a ll roulette. Id.

(Variety.) L W ith o u t stop a fter b o f  v.b. Id.
C. Pelure paper.

1. Imperf. Id.
2. S m a ll roulette. Id.

II, Surcharged XRÂ '9yAAL red 5 coloured imp. on white paper.

A. Stout coarse paper.
1. Im perf. 3d., lilac, shades.

3d., blue, dark blue, shades.
Is., green, shades.

2. S m a ll roulette. Is.
3. W id e  roulette. Is.

(Varieties.) L Surcharge inverted.
Im perf. 3d., Is. 

ii. S ta m p  cut in  h a lf  d iagonally .
Im perf. Is. used as 6d,

B. Pelure paper.
Im perf. 3d. III.

III. Surcharged TRÂ -Sy'AAIi ‘n ^lack * coloured imp. on coloured paper.
1. Im perf. )
2. S m a ll roulette. > 3d., blue on rose, shades from pale to dark.
3. W id e  roulette. )

(Varieties.) i. Surcharge inverted.
(a) Imperf.
(fc) S m a ll roulette,
(e) W ide roulette (f)
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ii. W ith ou t surcharge, im perf.

iii. Without stop after m / y . L
(a) Im p e r f
(b) S m a ll roulette.

S  S l f r o u l e t t e .  } Surcharge inverted.

iv. S tam p cut in  h a lf  d iagonally ,
Im perf. 6d. (inverted  surcharge) used as 3d.

v. Stam p p r in ted  tUe-btche.
(а) Im perf.
(б) Small roulette.

IV. Surcharged TTantranl in black; coloured imp. on coloured paper. 
Stout paper.

1. Imperf. Id., red on blue, shades.
3d., lilac on buff, shades.
6d., blue on green, shades.

2. S m a ll roulette. Same values and Bhades.
3. Wide roulette. 3d., 6<L

(Varieties.) i. Surcharge inverted.
(a) Im perf. Id., 3d., 6(L
(b) S m a ll roulette. 6d.

ii. E rro r—T ransvral.
(a) Im perf. 1(L 
(ft) S m a ll roulette. Id.

iii. S tam p p rin ted  tite-btche.
Im perf. Id., 0d.

(T o  be continued.)

ftombings of % Jpattli* Saciels of fonion.
• — * —

The second meeting of the season was held on the 28th October, 1882, at 
13, Gray’s Inn Square, the President in the chair. The Secretary read the 
minutes of the previous meeting, which were approved, and the corres
pondence, including a letter from Mr. Kern, resigning his seat on the 
Committee. The Secretary was requested to express to Mr. Kern the 
regret with which the Society accepted of his resignation. Mr. Bacon was 
then elected to the vacant seat on the Committee. Mr. W. Wilson, 
proposed by the Secretary, and seconded by Dr. C. W. Viner, and Mr. B. 
P. Rodd, proposed by the Secretary, and seconded by Mr. T. Vasmer, were 
elected members of the Society.

The President then read the following report of the proceedings a t the 
previous meeting in connection with Chalmers verm s H ill:
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“ At the meeting of the Philatelic Society, London, held on the 5th 
November, 1881, Mr. Pearson Hill read a paper, which was afterwards 
printed in The Philatelic Record for the same month (vol. iii.). The paper, 
so far as it  relates to the matter to be considered, commences a t page 195, 
and brings to the notice of the Society the fact that Mr. Patrick Chalmers, 
of 35, Alexandra Road, Wimbledon, had recently asserted and circulated in 
a pamphlet * the statement tha t his late father, Mr. James Chalmers, 
bookseller, of Dundee, had anticipated the late Sir Rowland Hill in sug
gesting the use of adhesive postage stamps, but had been fraudulently 
deprived by him of the credit of that invention.

“ Mr. P. Chalmers had also, in another pamphlet,f then recently published, 
announced that Sir Rowland Hill had taken his plan of postal reform from 
the Fifth Report of the Government Commission of Post-office Enquiry, 
published April, 1836, without acknowledgment, and charged him with 
‘ exceptionally avoiding all reference to that document,’ and ‘not dealing 
openly and candidly with his countrymen.’

“ The object of Mr. Pearson Hill’s paper was to vindicate his father’s 
character. An original letter wa3 laid before the Society from James 
Chalmers to Rowland Hill, dated 18th May, 1840, in which the writer, 
in clear terms, admits that he did not know Mr. Hill had ‘suggested any
thing like the same scheme,’ and excuses his claim to participate in the 
Government reward on the ground of such ignorance, this claim having 
reference to the postage adhesive stamp.

“ Copies of Mr. Patrick Chalmers’ pamphlets, and of several letters which 
had passed between him and Mr. Pearson Hill respecting these charges, 
were laid before the meeting, and it was unanimously resolved to forward a 
printed copy of the paper read by Mr. Hill to Mr. P. Chalmers, with an 
intimation that the Society would be prepared to consider any communication 
he might choose to make before it proceeded to deal with the matter. Since 
that period (eleven months ago) Mr. Chalmers has addressed to the Secretary 
several prints, one entitled, Opinions from  the Press, on his previous 
pamphlet, with a heading to the effect that ‘ a fresh and interesting state
ment on the subject will shortly be issued’—1st June, 1882. Another, 
The Position o f S ir Rowland H ill Made P lain—1882, the latter con
taining many quotations from newspaper notices, and much relative to the 
proceedings of the Rowland Hill Memorial Fund. In his preface to the 
last-mentioned pamphlet—page 13—Mr. Chalmers quotes from a letter 
written by him on the 15th March, 1882, to the Corporation of London, to 
the effect that Mr. Pearson Hill having, in a paper contnbuted to a scientific 
society, attacked him * in a violent and unfounded manner, and which attack 
that Society has called upon me to meet,’ no choice was left him other 
than to resume the subject, concluding that if ‘ the result be not such as 
the best friends to the memory of the late Sir Rowland Hill may desire, 
upon his own son, and not upon me, will rest the responsibility.’ In the 
same preface he speaks of ‘ a delusion practised upon a generous nation ’ as 
to the main scheme, and the claim to the invention of the adhesive stamp

* The Adhesive Stamp—a fresh chapter in the History o f Post-office Reform.
t  The Penny Postage Scheme o f 1SS7: Woe i t  an invention or a copy 9
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aa ‘ an usurpation of his (father’s) rightful claims practised upon a simple- 
minded man.’

“ In  reply to definite and repeated enquiries, Mr. Patrick Chalmers has failed 
to send to the Society any further replies to Mr. P. Hill, hut has written that 
at some future period he means to publish a pamphlet on the Adhesive 
Postage Stamp question, which he will forward to the Society. The Society, 
feeling that an ample interval had elapsed to enable Mr. Chalmers to 
substantiate his charges against the late Sir Howland Hill, discussed the 
whole subject a t a very full meeting held on the 14th October, neither Mr. 
Pearson Hill nor Mr. Chalmers being present. The documents and 
pamphlets already referred to were produced and considered, and the view 
taken by the meeting was unanimous. The Committee were requested to 
embody that view in a report. The meeting considered that—

“ Franking letters by means of stamped covers or envelopes dates back to, 
at least, 1818, when covers of watermarked paper, impressed with an em
bossed stamp, were introduced into service in Sardinia, following in part the 
idea of M. Velayer, who used a sort of franked envelope for a district post 
in Paris in 1653.

“ The use of adhesive stamps for payment of a Government duty was 
practised in Great Britain at the commencement of the present century, 
when the familiar stamps affixed to patent medicines were adopted.

“ The germ of the idea of uniformity in a postal rate might be traced in 
the right of passage through the post accorded to newspapers; for so long 
ago as the reign of Queen Anne, when every copy of a newspaper printed had 
to bear a stamp denoting fiscal duty, the privilege of passing it  free by post 
under certain restrictions, but irrespective of distance, was enjoyed; and a 
somewhat similar observation might be applied to the system of franking 
letters by certain privileged persons. The Society considered that these 
facts, though they undoubtedly preceded in point of time, in no sense 
practically anticipated the plan of uniform penny postage, the origination 
and bringing of which to a successful issue mainly resulted from the untiring 
efforts of Sir Rowland Hill.

“ I t  did not appear to the Society that the credit which attaches to the 
name and labours of Sir Rowland Hill as a Postal Reformer was in any 
degree diminished by facts which for years had been before the world, but 
had resulted in no practical outcome, nor that the popular appreciation of 
his services exceeds his real merits.

“ As to the statements that Sir Rowland Hill took his plan of postal reform 
from the Fifth Report of the Commission of Post-office Enquiry of April, 
1836, the allegations of Mr. P. Chalmers appeared to be conclusively 
disproved by the dissimilarity of the plans, and the fact that Sir R. Hill’s 
first evidence in support of his scheme of reform was given early in 1837 
before the very same Commissioners who Bigned the report of 1836, so that 
concealment, had there been anything to conceal, would have been im
possible ; and as to priority of invention of the adhesive postage labels, the 
clear terms of Mr. James Chalmers’ letter of 18th May, 1840, themselves 
disproved his claim, even if the other facts were excluded. Those facts,
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however, which had lately come before the Society in the papers and 
discussions on the stamps of Great Britain absolutely negative any priority 
of claim.”

The foregoing report of the proceedings of the meeting of the 14th 
October last, having been drawn up by the Committee in conformity with 
the request of the Society, was laid before the Society’s regular meeting 
held on the 28th October, 1882, when the report, having been read and 
discussed, was adopted. The Society, taking the specific allegations made 
by Mr. Chalmers into consideration, resolved unanimously that Mr. Patrick 
Chalmers has failed to substantiate any of these allegations, or in particular 
either—

I. That his late father, James Chalmers, of Dundee, anticipated Sir 
Rowland Hill in suggesting the use of adhesive postage stamps; or—

II. That Sir Rowland Hill took his plan of postal reform from the “ Fifth 
Report of the Commissioners of Post-office Enquiry of April, 1836.”

I t  was further unanimously resolved—
III . That no ground has been shown for charging Sir R. Hill with having 

fraudulently or otherwise appropriated or attempted to appropriate to him
self the credit belonging to any other person in the aforesaid reforms, or for 
stating that he dealt with the public otherwise than openly and candidly, or 
for any of the allegations made against his good faith and uprightness by 
Mr. P . Chalmers.

IV. That the Society regrets that Mr. Patrick Chalmers should have made 
such charges without sufficient foundation, and should have persisted in his 
attacks on the character and memory of the late Sir Rowland Hill.

V. That a copy of the foregoing resolutions be sent to Mr. P. Chalmers 
and to Mr. Pearson Hill.

The business of the day was the compilation of a reference list of the 
stamps of Bermuda, which was then proceeded with. The stamps of 
British Guiana were appointed for study at the next meeting.

C o m s p o n t t n u t .

SPECIMEN STAMPS.

To the "Editor o f “ The Philatelic Record ”

Dear Sir ,—In my letter on “ Specimen Stamps,” which you did me the 
honour to publish in your last number, there is an odd mistake of date, 
whether owing to a slip of the pen in the hurry of writing, or to some other 
blunder, I know n o t; but the date of the issue of the “ specimen ” stamps 
of Id. and 2d. to which I referred ought to have been 1865-6, not 1864. 
The Id. is on “ large crown ” paper, introduced at the close of 1856, and is
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perforated 14; the 2d. on “ small crown,” perforated also 14. Thes 
circumstances taken together evidently point to the end of 1855.

As regards your note to my observations on the printing of the first series 
of the Buenos Ayres stamps, it was ignorance, and not forgetfulness, to 
which my running counter to the dictum  of the French Society must be at
tributed. I  regret that my own view is condemned by its verdict, which I 
still think is against evidence. H um anum  tit  errare. I may be wrong; 
but the advocates of the theory that the stamps are lithographed have failed 
to show that they are superhuman, and can afford to neglect the material 
evidence, which is all the other way.

I  am, yours very truly,
W. A. S. Westoby.

I?member 10fA, 1882.

RUSSIAN LOCAL, RURAL, OR ZEMSTVO STAMPS.
To the Editor of “ The Philatelic Record"

Sir ,—With regard to the Russian local stamps, I think it would be more 
correct to call them Russian Zemstvos stamps ; for they are issued by the 
respective Zemstvos in those parts of the empire where, very likely from the 
smallness of the correspondence in those rural districts, as well as from the 
want of high roads or railways, it does not pay the Imperial Government to 
keep a staff of officials or to open post-offices; so they very likely allowed 
the Zemstvos to issue stamps. The Zemstvos, or provincial governments, 
enjoy many rights, and rule their districts upon the system of self-govern
ment. For instance, Russia is divided into, I  believe, fifty-two governments 
or provinces. The administration of such a province is called a Zemstvo. 
This administration is, as nearly as I  can describe it, a sort of parliament on 
a small scale. The members are in part elected, and in part belong to it  by 
right of their respective rank or office. They vote or withhold money for 
the maintenance of the schools, high roads, &c., of their province; and con
sequently they exercise in some degree the privilege of self-government. As 
they are undoubtedly an acknowledged authority or government, I think the 
stamps they issue are deserving of the same attention as those of the 
Imperial Government.

Tours, &c., J ohn Sixwert,
Moscow, October 24th f 1882.

A D V E R T IS E M E N T .

W e called attention last month to a price list of forged stamps 
issued by John Huskisson, of 13, Edinburgh Street, Liverpool. 
W e have since received the very same, lithographed, price list, with 
the identical errors in  spelling; but this tim e it is signed by 
J. Davison Forres, of 37, Claribel Street, Liverpool. W e had 
hoped that this particular class of vermin was almost exterminated.
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laotcjj anU &tterfe0.

G. F. (Birkenhead).—All well-known shades. For 10 p. Egypt, see 
Record for February last. The Chilian registration label has no postal 
value.

Castlethorpe.—All bad save the 6 cents Hawaiian.

J. S. (Moscow).—The Dankov stamp you send us has been in 
circulation for a long time. We have had it for two or three years.

A. D. (Stockholm).—The usual reprints.

B. —For prices, and everything connected with the sale and exchange 
of stamps, you must apply to our publishers.

How to Remove Grease from Stamps.—In reply to a query in our 
September number, “ Chemicqs ” says : “ The best grease extractor I 
know of is benzol, or benzine, sold by most chemists in 6d. bottles. 
Moisten the greased spot with the liquid, allow it to work for a few 
moments, and then soak it up with a piece of clean blotting-paper, 
repeating the operation if necessary. The benzol has not the slightest 
action on the colour of the stamp.”

Pambortoa, WilMo, A Co., 30*, OoUkawk Rood, ShopbmU Both, L a rin . W.
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Uiotea antr (fEtuertca*

G. F. (Birkenhead).—All well-known shades. For 10 p. Egypt, see 
Record for February last. The Chilian registration label has no postal 
value.

C a s t l e t h o r p e .—All bad save the 5 cents Hawaiian.

J . S. (Moscow).—The Dankov stamp you send us has been in 
circulation for a long time. We have had it for two or three years.

A. D. (Stockholm).—The usual reprints.

B. —For prices, and everything connected with the sale and exchange 
of stamps, you must apply to our publishers.

How to R em ove  G r e a se  from  Sta m ps .—In reply to a query in our 
September number, “ Chemicqs” says: “ The best grease extractor I 
know of is benzol, or benzine, sold by most chemists in 6d. bottles. 
Moisten the greased spot with the liquid, allow it to work for a few 
moments, and then soak it up with a piece of clean blotting-paper, 
re])eating the operation if necessary. The benzol has not the slightest 
action on the colour of the stamp.”

Penborton, Wilion, ft Co., 308, Goldhiwk Rotd, Shepherd* Buili, London. W.
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The Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London.
No. 1. Spain and Colonies, price 2 or sent flat, 2/1, post-free.

The Stamp Collector’s Handbook (Second Edition). By the 
lato E. L. P emberton.

No. 1. Crown 8vo, appropriately designed Cover, bound in cloth gilt, 
post-free, 5/6.

No 2. Crown 8vo, on fine toned paper, handsomely bound, gilt edges, 
Ac., post-free, 10/6.

The Philatelical Catalogue (Part I.). Price 1/1, post-free.
Do. do. (Extra Edition). Price 1/7, post-free.

(This work has never been completed, owing to the cost.)

The Philatelical Journal (Vol. I., 1872). Post-free, 10/6.
Do. do. (Jan. to April, 1875). The Four Parts, 1/6.
Do. do. The Sixteen Numbers, half-bound in

morocco, 12/6.
This is the most elaborately got-up Journal upon the subject ever 

issued. I t  is profusely Illustrated with correctly coloured fac-similes of 
the Stamps described. When the few remaining copies are sold, it must 
become one of the rarest specimens of Stamp literature.

Single Numbers of the above (except January, 1872) m aybe had at 
6d. each.

Forged Stam ps and How to Detect Them. (The first 
"Work of the late E. L. P emberton.) A few specimens still 
remaining at 1,6.

An Improved Perforation Gauge and Milimetre Scale.
No philatelist should be without one. Price 9d.

This has been most carefully got rip, and its absolute accuracy may 
be depended upon. The Gauge measures perforations, rising by halves, 
from 7 to 16 ; and there are scales of inches and centimetres of sufficient 
length to measure Post Cards and all usuul sized Envelopes.

Improved Stamp Mounts.
Made of the thinnest paper procurable, which is yet, unlike tissue 

paper, sufficiently’ stiff to stand writing upon, and is guaranteed to 
contain nothing injurious to the colour of the Stamps. Those mounts 
will save collectors a good deal of the tiresome snipping of paper, 

' which is one of the drawbacks to their hobby. They are cut to throe 
sires; viz.—

No. 1. For Stamps about the size of the Id. English.
No. 2. For Oblong Stamps about the size of Western Australia, 

Egypt, Ac.
No. 3. For larger Stamps, such as Portugal, Liberia, Ac.
A. Gummed, 5d. per 100 ; 3/6 per 1000, post-free.
B. Ungummed, 3d. per J 00; 2/3 per 1000, post-free.

Ivory Clips or Tweesers for handling Stamps, 1/- and 1/9 aach, post-free.
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jfj NL1KE the editors of most other serials, we are unable 
V to oiler our reader's a double number this month. Indeed 

our list of novelties is unusually scanty, and wo have 
nothin'' in the shape of a resuscitation which we can
hope to serve up as a Christmas ghost. It is at this 

1 season, beyond all others, that we feel inclined to rebel

of what the Germans call a Fach-ZcHmuj; that is, a publication 
devoteil exclusively to one particular science, art, or trade. Con
scious as we are that at this moment we could write something- 
more thrilling, humorous, and pathetic than anything which is likely 
to be published this Christmas, it is galling to feel that our mission, 
in so far as it extends to the readers of the Record, is confined to 
preaching philately in all its baldness. There are two things which are 
apt to worry abler preachers than we can pretend to be. The first 
is, the choice of a text; and the second is, how to apply it when the 
selection has been made. To-day both difficulties stare us in the 
face, and fur want of a hotter subject we are inclined to oiler a few 
observations on a state of matters which seems to point to a crisis 
in English philately.

That, in one direction, it continues to make rapid strides is beyond 
dispute. The study and intelligence brought to bear upon their 
hobby by stamp collectors become day by day more striking. Little 
by little many of those who took up philately as a pastime have 
fbund it encroach more and more upon their leisure and upon their 
resources, intellectual and pecuniary, until they are bound to eonfe.-s 
that their i/miiidmu sport has ceased to be dalliance, and has become 
transmogrified into something very like hard work. In other 
respects, however, we are bound to admit that collecting is not 
carried on here to the same extent as on the other side of the

against our hard fate in forming a part of the machinery
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NLIKE the editors of most other serials, we are unable 
to offer our readers a double number this month. Indeed 
our list of novelties is unusually scanty, and we have 
nothing in the shape of a resuscitation which we can 
hope to serve up as a Christmas ghost. It is at this 
season, beyond all others, that we feel inclined to rebel 
against our hard fate in forming a part of the machinery 

of what the Germans call a Fach-Zeituwj; that is, a publication 
devoted exclusively to one particular science, art, or trade. Con
scious as we are that at this moment we could write something 
more thrilling, humorous, and pathetic than anything which is likely 
to be published this Christmas, it is galling to feel that our mission, 
in so far as it extends to the readers of the Record, is confined to 
preaching philately in all its baldness. There are two things which are 
apt to worry abler preachers than we can pretend to be. The first 
is, the choice of a tex t; and the second is, how to apply it when the 
selection has been made. To-day both difficulties stare us in the 
face, and for want of a better subject we are inclined to offer a few 
observations on a state of matters wThich seems to point to a crisis 
in English philately.

That, in one direction, it continues to make rapid strides is beyond 
dispute. The study and intelligence brought to bear upon their 
hobby by stamp collectors become day by day more striking. Little 
by little many of those who took up philately as a pastime have 
found it encroach more and more upon their leisure and upon their 
resources, intellectual and pecuniary, until they are bound to confers 
that their quondam sport has ceased to be dalliance, and lias become 
transmogrified into something very like hard work. In other 
respects, however, we are bound to admit that collecting is not 
carried on here to the same extent as on the other side of the
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Channel. W ith one or two exceptions the English collectors of to
day cannot compete in point of wealth with their foreign rivals. 
There are plenty of rich men in England and plenty of collectors, 
hut then they collect everything except stamps. From our pub
lishers and other dealers we constantly hear the same story, that in 
spite of the great extension of their business their only market for 
rare stamps is abroad. We yearn in vain for a philatelic Jones, 
who shall devote a portion of his ample means to the acquisition 
of a noble collection, and bequeath it at his death to the nation. 
In  the meantime, however, and until the coming Jones shall appear 
upon the scene, we have to face the fact that the vast majority of 
English collectors, although certainly not behind foreigners in in
telligence or enthusiasm, are undoubtedly less blessed with the 
means of adding gems to their collections.

That which it is the fashion to call “ advanced ” collecting is a 
costly hobby; but we are inclined to believe that its cost might be 
greatly lessened—and that not at the expense of the dealers, whose 
fair profits we are the last to begrudge them—were wealthy collec
tors less generally guilty of selfishness and ostentation. Too many 
of those to whom we refer will add to their albums specimen after 
specimen of the rarest stamps, in which they would be puzzled to 
point out the minutest differences. Few philatelists are unaware 
that of some of the rarest stamps, such as the Post-office Mauritius 
and early Hawaiian, two-thirds of all the specimens known to exist 
are in one collection. Other collectors, who have not been able to 
lay their hands on gems like these, are none the less ostentatious 
according to their opportunities, and are in the proud position of 
being able to gloat over rows of a valuable stamp, amongst which 
perhaps the faintest suspicion of a shade or discoloration is here 
and there discoverable. I t  is no wonder that again others, whose 
money is not so easily made, and less plentiful, should in time 
become discouraged at their inability to share in some of the plums 
of philately. Even though they may, by hunting diligently in 
remote comers, come across rare and desirable varieties of the less 
valuable stamps, they will none the less hanker after what are 
called, but which need not be, “ unattainables.” Were the rarer 
stamps less hoarded and huddled in senseless reduplication into a 
few collections, they would pass more frequently through the dealers’ 
hands, and be sold at lower prices. All that a dealer wants is a 
fair profit on the article he sells, and it is to his advantage that he 
should get his percentage upon a lower rather than upon a higher



outlay. I t  is beyond question that a profit, say of 25 per cent,, on 
stamps that cost him one pound can be more frequently gathered 
than the same percentage upon an outlay of five pounds, and every 
sensible stamp dealer, knowing the fluctuating, destructible, and 
uninsurable nature of his stock, must at all times be glad of an 
opportunity to reduce the amount of capital represented by it, and 
to put it into something more solid and more easily realisable by 
those for whom he has to make a provision.
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Azores.—A correspondent informs us that the reis is now in 
circulation with the small surcharge.

Bangkok.—Besides the values we have already described we 
have now the Eight cents Straits Settlements, surcharged B.

Adhesive. 8 cents, orange, surcharged B in black on the current 8 cents 
Straits Settlements.

Barbados.—These beautiful illustrations represent the post 
cards, envelope, and registration 
envelope described by us last 
month. One of them, however, 
is the portrait of a registration 
envelope which we have not yet 
seen. The envelope itself is of 
the same type as the others, and 
only differs in the stamp and the 
price, which is one penny.

Registration Envelope. Id., rose, blue inscription. Size, F.
Of the same type as the other stamps of the new De La Rue issue 

we have just received the Fourpence.
Adhesive. 4d., greyish-green. Wmk. C.A. and Crown; perf. 14.

Since writing the above, we have received two newspaper wrappers, 
the stamps on which are 
identical with those on the 
post cards of similar values.
They bear the same inscrip
tion as those of the mother 
country, and are printed in 
the same colour as the 
stamp. The wrappers are 
tapered, and gummed at 
one end.

Wrappers. re^ ,.rown i on strong buff paper. Size, 300x 125 mm. Id., carmine } n r r
4 7 *
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Bolivar.—Messrs. Whitfield, King, and Co. have sent us the 
new issue for this State, consisting of six values, all of which differ 
the one from the other, except as regards the central portrait of the 
immortal Liberator, on a ground of horizontal lines, which is 
common to each. The circular frame around the portrait is the 
same in all the values except the 40 centavos. The upper curve is 
inscribed correos de bolivar, in white Roman capitals on colour, 
and the lower one is divided into two lands, the lower one of 
colour inscribed in white block letters ee. uu, de 1882 Colombia, 
and the upper one white, with nine coloured stars. The upper and 
lower legends are separated by a shield on either side, blazoned 
with the arms of the State. In  the centre, above and below the 
circle, are cartouches, differing in shape for each value, containing 
the numeral of value on coloured ground. Ornamental scrolls and 
labels at the bottom of each stamp are inscribed with the value in 
full, and the decoration of the borders and spandrels of each value 
is different. The 40 centavos is somewhat differently arranged 
from the others, and has the additional inscription certificada in 
a straight label at the bottom.

Adhesives.
5 centavos, ultramarinea uc 11 ui v 

10 „ lilac \ Shape upright rectangular; coloured
20 „ carmine 1r lithographic impression on white
40 „ brown ,i wove paper; compound perforation
80 ,, green ) 12x16.

1 peso orange '

We have also received the two high values, the design of which 
we illustrated last month. They are engraved by the American 
Bank Note Company.

A d h e s iv e s ,

5 pesos, centre carmine, frame dark blue ; jx r f. 12. 
10 ,, ,, blue ,, maroon ,, 1G,

Canada.—The Three cents, red, current issue, exists im- 
perfnrate.

__ Cape of Good Hope.—The current Half
penny and Sixpence are now watermarked C.A. 
and Crown. Since our last number was pub
lished, we have received sizes G., I., and K. of 
the Registration Envelopes, the first having 
the distinct letter R. Our illus
tration represents the stamp 
on the wrapper described last >1 
month. p j

Ceylon. — The annexed cut portrays the 
provisional 20 cents which we described last 
month. 2



Costa Rica has favoured us with another provisional. This time 
the Medio real, blue, is surcharged J • in red. The numeral is about
8 mm. high. Messrs. Whitfield, King, and Co. tell us that the new 
set of stamps will be issued on the 1st proximo, when Costa Rica 
joins the Postal Union.

Provisional. 1 centavo, surcharged in red on the £ real, blue.

Cundinamarca.— Our engraving repre
sents another new stamp, brother to the one 
we illustrated in November,

Adhesive. 50 centavos, lilac, lithographed on 
white wove paper, imperf.

Dominica.—Messrs. Theodor, Euhl, and 
Co. send us specimens of a provisional Half
penny adhesive. I t is of primitive construc
tion. The current One Penny stamps are 
divided vertically, not perforated, and each half surcharged |  in 
small black numerals.

Provisional, id ., surcharged in black on half of current Id., lilac.

Faridkot.—According to Hunter’s Imperial Gazetteer of India, 
1881, the name of this State may be spelt in this way, or 
Fureedkot. From the same authority we learn that it is one of the 
Sikh States under the political superintendence of the Punjab 
Government, lying between 30° 13' 30" and 30° 50' N. lat., and 
between 74° 31' and 75u 5' E. long., south-east of Ferozepore 
District, and N.W. of Patiala. I t  consists of two portions, 
Faridkot proper, and Kot-Kapiira. Faridkot, the chief town, is 60 
miles S.W. of Ludhiana, lat. 30° 40 K , long. 74° 59 E. The 
chief of the State is the head of the Barar Ja t tribe. One of his 
ancestors, named Bhallan, in the time of the Emperor Akbar, 
acquired great influence, and laid the foundation of the greatness 
of his house. His nephew built the fort of Kot-Kapura, and 
made himself an independent ruler. Early in the present century 
the Kot-Kapura District was seized by Ranjit Sinh, and in the 
following year Faridkot was also taken; but when the British 
Government demanded from the Maharajah the restitution of all 
his conquests made on the left bank of the Sutlej during 1808-9, 
Faridkot was unwillingly resigned to its former possessor. The 
revenue at that time was both small and fluctuating. The country 
was entirely dependent for cultivation on rain, which falls in 
small quantities, and in some years not at all. Wells were difficult 
to sink, and hardly repaid the labour of making them, the water 
being from 90 to 120 feet below the surface. On the outbreak of 
the Sikh ware, in 1845, the chief, Pahar Sinh, exerted himself in 
the English cause, and was raised to the rank of Raja, and further 
rewarded by a grant of half the territory confiscated from the 
Raja of NSbha, his ancestral State of Kot-Kapiira being then
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restored to him. Wazir Sinh, the son and successor of Pah&r Sinh, 
served on the side of the British during the second Sikh war, in 
1849. In the mutiny of 1857 he distinguished himself by seizing 
mutineers, guarding the Sutlej ferries, and attacking a notorious 
rebel, Sham Das, whose village ho destroyed. For these services 
Wazir Sinh was duly rewarded. He died in April, 1874, and was 
succeeded by his son Bikram Sinh, the present Raja, who was 
bom in 1842. He holds his State under Sanad of 1863, by 
which the domain belongs for ever to the Raja and his male heirs 
lawfully begotten. The right of adoption has also been accorded. 
The Raj4 has abandoned excise and transit duties in exchange for 
compensation. He is entitled to a salute of 11 guns. The area of 
the State is 600 square miles; its population in 1876 was estimated 
at 68,000 persons, and its revenue at £30,000. The military force 
consists of 200 cavalry, 600 infantry and police, and three field guns.

-1 We are not able to add muchR H respecting the stamps to what we IREg 
said last month, but we append IBjafjjKSSjra 
illustrations of them. They both ip 
annear to be of the same value :
viz., 1 anna, and the smaller one 
is said to be obsolete, and superseded by the * 1
larger. They seem to be wood engravings. 

Adhesives. 1 anna, small, blue on white paper.
1 » large ..

Finland.—The perforation of the current stamps has lately been 
altered from 11 to 12J.

Great Britain.—The annexed cut represents the official sur
charge on the current One Penny to which we 
alluded in our last number. We hear that the 
Halfpenny and Sixpenny stamps have been 
similarly surcharged, but we have not yet come 
across any of them.

The Post Office authorities announce that on 
an<* after January 1st, 1883, all Threepenny and

1̂/ w v w w w ^  Sixpenny postage stamps issued will be printed 
in a purple colour, and over-printed with their values in red.

Greece.—We have the 40 Iepta printed in reddish-purple on 
white paper, without numerals at back.

Hong Kong.—The Five cents, blue, with watermark changed 
to C. A. and Crown, is now in circulation.

New Caledonia.—Together with specimens of the stamps, a 
correspondent sends us the following decree relating to their 
creation:

“ N°. 760.— Decision relative a la transformation des timbres- 
poste. (Du 21 Octobre, 1882.)
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“ Nous, Gouvemeur de la Nouvelle-Caledonie et dependanees, 
Commandant la Division navale,

“ Attendu que, par suite des modifications successivement appor- 
tees aux tarifs de l’Union postale universelle, l’approvisionnement 
des timbres-poste en coupures de 0f25° et de 0*05° ne permet pas 
de faire face aux besoms du public et que les figurines d’une valeur 
infdrieure ne peuvent constituer les taxes reglementaires qu’avec 
l’emploi d’un trop grand nombre de timbres;

“ Vu l’approvisionnement relativement considerable des timbres- 
poste de diverses coupures, dont 1’emploi est peu usuel aujourd’hui 
par suite de la fixation d’une taxe unique pour tous les pays compris 
dans la convention de l’Union universelle;

“ Vu 1& necessity de ne porter aucune entrave a l’expddition dos 
correspondances;

“ Sur la proposition du Directeur de l’lnterieur,
“ Avons ddcidd et ddcidons :

“ Art. i*r. Jusqu’a la reception des timbres-poste k 0f25° et 0105c 
il sera delivre au public, au prix de 0f25c des timbres-poste de 0f75c; 
et au prix de 0f05° des timbres-poste de 0f40°; ces timbres-poste 
portcront, frappees par l’Imprimerie du Gouvemement, k l’encre 
noire, les vignettes ci-dessous :

N C E  N C E
25 5

“ Art. 2. Une commission composde du Tresorier-Payeur, du 
Commissaire des Fonds et du Chef du 3e bureau de la Direction 
de l’Intdrieur ou de leurs ddldgues, sera chargee de suivre l’opdra- 
tion de transformation des timbres-poste.

“ Cette commission drossera proccs-verbal de ses operations pour 
la rdgularisation dans les ecritures du Trdsorier-Payeur de la trans
formation ei-dessus prescrite.

“ Art. 3. La transformation des timbres aura lieu au fur et a 
mesure des besoins du public.

“ Art. 4. L’Ordonnateur ot le Directeur de l’lntdrieur sont 
charges, chacun en ce qui le conceme, de l’exdcution do la prdsente 
ddcision, qui sera insdree au Bulletin et au Moniteur offieiels de la 
colonie.

“ Noumea, le 21 Octobre, 1882. 
PALLU.

“ Par le Gouverneur:
“ L ’Ordonnateur p. i., Le Directeur de I’lnterieur,

“ R oyer. D ufr£nil . ”

Provisional Adhesives.
5 centimes, surcharged in black on 40 c., orange-red ) Figures of Peace and 

25 „ ,, ,, 75 c., carmine ) Commerce; imperf.
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New South Wales.—The stamp of the new Twopenny enve
lope is of the same design as that of the adhesive of similar value. 
At present we have only seen one size. The flap is plain and 
pointed.

Envelope. 2d., blue on stoutish white laid, paper ; size, H 2 x 78 mm.

We have the current Fourpenny, Sixpenny, and Eightpenny 
adhesives perforated 10.

Nicaragua.— This is a portrait of the 
new stamp (there is but one type for all the 
values), which, as we deplored in our last 
number, supersedes our old favourites, sold 
in the early days of their appearance for 
fabulous prices, but long since become com
mon. The colours are—

Adhesives.
1 centavo, green. ) coloured imp. £ 10 centavos, violet.
2 „ carmine. > on white wove <15 „ yellow.
5 „ deep bine. ) paper,pc?/,72. ( 20 „ grey.

Orange Free State.—We arc indebted to Messrs. Whitfield, 
King, and Co. for the first sight of the provisional Threepence. It 
is made by surcharging the Fourpenco 3d., and obliterating the 
original value with a bar. There are at least five striking varieties 
of surcharge arising from the different sizes and shapes of the 
numeral 3. In some of the surcharges the letter d is lower-case 
Roman, and in some Italic.

Provisional Adhesive. 3d., surcharged in black on the Id., blue.

Persia.—We have the new Five and Ten francs adhesives, 
head of Shah in oval wreath. In the circle below the portrait are 

5 10 •the values and p respectively. The Ten francs is of extra size,
measuring 39 x 32 mm. We have the Five shahi (?) printed in 
green, the numeral in transverse oval being in colour on white 
ground, and the Persian characters in the upper circles differing 
from the 5 c. violet of the same type—sun looking through a 
church window.

Adhesives. 5 shahi (?), groen, dark green border ; perf, 12.
5 francs, white, black and lake, dark red border ; per/. 12.

10 francs, white, black and ochre, crimson bonier ; p e r / .  I S .

Philippines.—The 25 cent de peso of the latest type is now in 
circulation. The paper and perforation is the same as in the other 
stamps of the series.

A d h e siv e . 26 cent de peso, brown.
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Queensland.—The annexed cuts represent two of the values 
of tne new type of stamp described by us some time ago.

Russia.—In April of this year we 
described certain new 
stamps on the authority 
of Messrs. Moens and 
Breitfuss, which were to 
appear on the 1st of 
January. We now learn 
from the Timbre-Post 
that these stamps are 

ready, if not in circulation. Our first 
illustration shows the type of the three lower values, the second 
that of the higher ones.

Adhesives.
14 kopecks, blue, centre rose on 

„ green 
„ orange 
„ blue 
„ rose

Zemstvo Stamps.—The Timbre-Poste stands 
sponsor for the following :

Arzamass (Province of Nijnij Novgorod).— 
M. Moens supposes that the stamp, of which 
we annex an illustration, must have preceded 
those of similar type and of the value of 5 
kopecks, with which we are familiar.

Adhesive. 3 kopecks, indigo ; lithographed on 
white paper.

Bouzoulotlk (Province of Samara).—This stamp 
resembles that of the first issue, except that the red 
numeral of value is on a groundwork of larger 
lozenges, and that the inscription in white letters 
is larger, and that in coloured letters in thinner 
type.

Adhesive. 3 kopecks, red, green frame.

laid paper; wmk. undulations; per/. 15.
J) M »>
J> >} »}
„ „ perf. IS.
)> )> >5

4 7 * *
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R iajak  (Province of Riazan).—This appears 
to be a new post. The stamp is typographed 
on coloured paper.

A dhesive.
3 kopecks, black on bright rose.

noaowfle
Selangor.—We have lately received some of'" - '

the Two Cents Straits Settlements’ stamps surcharged Selangor 
in block letters. The letters are somewhat larger and more spaced 
than in the old surcharge described by us in November, 1881. 
The watermark is C.C. and Crown.

A dhesive. 2 cents, brown, surcharged selanoor in black on 2 cents 
Straits Settlements.

Seychelles.—We have seen two Mauritius Post Cards adapted 
for use in these islands. They are the 8 cents altered to 4 cents, 
and the 6 cents, with what appears to be a stencilled black circle, 
in the left lower portion of the address side, whereon appears in 
white post office above, Seychelles below, and v.r. in a script 
monogram, surmounted by a crown in the centre. The diameter 
of the circle is 35 mm.

Post Cards. 4 cents 1 W ith the above-mentioned surcharge on the 
6 ,, I Mauritius cards of the same values.

South  A ustra lia . — The official surcharge of 0. S. on the 
provisional Halfpenny may be met with inverted.

Suujei UjODg.— With the Selangor stamps just described 
come some Sunjei Ujongs with a different surcharge to that which 
we chronicled in October, 1881. The surchage is in two lines of 
block letters, larger and more spaced. In the old stamps the word 
su n jei occupied more space than ujong ; now it is the reverse. 
Are these and the Selangors to be looked upon as novelties or 
resuscitations! Watermarked C.C. and Crown.

A dhesive. 2c., brown, surcharged on the 2c. Straits Settlements.
bJO N O

At the last meeting of the Philatelic Society Mr. Tapling showed 
a curious stamp, which we can only regard, in the absence of 
further information, as a resuscitation. I t  is the Half anna, blue, 
India, current type, surcharged in black, with crescent and star and 
the letters fl.u. within an oval, the same surcharge that we illustrated 
in September, 1881, as occurring on the 2 cents Straits Settlements. 
The stamp is postmarked, but it is impossible to make out the name 
of the post town or date.

Adhesive. J anna, black, surcharged on current $ anna, blue, India.
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Tasmania.— A corre
spondent informs us that 
he has the One Penny, 
slate, and Sixpence, mauve,
Stamp Duty fiscals (with 
Omithorynckiis in trans
verse oval), used as postage 
stamps. Our illustration 
represents the Post Card 
chronicled last September.

United States.—Our engraving has a dis
tant resemblance to the stamp on the new 5 
cents envelope, with portrait of General Gar
field. I t is, of course, printed in relief. We 
understand that there are several sizes, on 
fancy coloured papers. The regulation thing is—

Envelope. 5 cents, chocolate, on white laid paper; 
wmk., U.S.P.O.D., in monogram, and star. Size, 
86 x 150 mm.

A Correspondent in Chicago sends us a dubious-looking label, of 
which he gives the following account: “ I enclose a stamp which 
I have just received on a periodical. It is the first of the kind I 
have seen, and I find upon enquiry that it has been in use in this 
city for two weeks The postal authorities are endeavouring to 
suppress the post, and have succeeded in so far as first-class mail 
matter is concerned, and will probably prevent the company 
from carrying on a local city post, as it would no doubt carry a 
large proportion of our city mail, seeing that it claims to make 
four hours better time than the regular mail.” On the stamp in 
question we find, on a ground of vertical lines, the drunkenest- 
looking old Father Time we ever saw depicted. He has a scythe 
in one hand, and in the other a Gladstone bag, inscribed “ & Co.” 
He has dropped his egg-boiler, and his legs are in the position of 
any two out of the three in the Trinacria. Just below his right 
foot is the word “ c it y , ” in coloured block letters. Curved labels 
above and below are lettered in white Roman capitals, “ a l l e n ’s ” 
and “ d is p a t c h , "  and a straight label at the bottom of the stamp 
is inscribed, “ 125, c l a r k  s t . ”  The entire legend is thus— “ a l l e n ’s 
CITY DESPATCH---- 1 25, CLARK 8T ."

Local Adhesive. "Without expressed value, rose, coloured lithographic 
impression on white wove paper, perforated.

Victoria.—We have received a new wrapper from this colony, 
the stamp on which is of the same design as the One Fenny 
adhesive. The stamp is printed in a very inconvenient place, viz., 
in the extreme upper right-hand comer of the band, which has a 
border consisting of a thick and thin green line on either side.
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The ends are neither tapered nor gummed, and there are no in
scriptions. One side of the band before us is rouletted. The paper 
bears a  large watermark — Crown above, and “ o n e  p e n n y —  
v i c t o r i a ” below, in two lines of block letters.

Wrapper. Id ., green, on stoutish white paper. Length 271 m m .; breadth, 
from border to border, i l l  mm,

A correspondent informs us that reply-paid post cards are about 
to be issued.

POSTAGE STAMPS OF T H E  TRANSVAAL IN USE 
SINCE JULY, 1877.

( Continued from  page 183.)

Oce list closed last month with Issue IV,, consisting of three values—the 
Id., red on blue ; 3d., lilac on buff; and 6d., blue on green. I t  will not be 
easy to distinguish the 3d. stamps of this issue from those of Issue V.; never
theless, having collected them whilst current, we know that 3d, stamps (lilac 
on buff) were used concurrently with the Id. and 6d. of Issue IV., with the
v.k. of the surcharge printed in Roman capitals only.

V. Surcharged Xra^ aal and Tr ™ vaal in black; coloured imp. on

coloured paper. In this issue the letters v.b. are printed in both Roman and 
Italic capitals on the same sheet. On all the eight stamps of the top row, 
and on the first five of the second row, the v.b. is in Roman, and on the 
remaining twenty-seven stamps of the sheet in Italic, capitals.

Stout paper.
1. Imperf. Id., red on orange, shades.

3d., lilac on buff „
6d., blue on blue „

I  W i S - ! 8*"* **■““ *“ >
(Varieties.) i. Surcharge inverted.

(a) Imperf. 6d.
(b) W ide roulette. 6d.

ii. Stamps cut in  h a lf diagonally.
(a) Imperf. 3d. (Roman surcharge), used in conjunction

with a whole stamp as 4d.
(b) Imperf. 6d. (Roman surcharge), used as 3d.

iii. Without stop after v o f  v.b.
Imperf. and small roulette. Id. Roman surcharge.

iv. Without stop offer r o f v.b.
Imperf. Id. Roman and Italic surcharge.
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v. W ithout any punctuation.
Imperf. Id. Roman surcharge.

vi. Imperforate vertically, small roulette horizontally.
Id.

vii. Imperforate horizontally, small roulette vertically.
3d.

viii. Without surcharge.
(а) Imperf. 6d.
(б) Small roulette. 6d.

VI. Surcharged xrari»v»Al ™ re^ and black; coloured imp. on white paper.
We include these stamps in our list with much reluctance. All the specimens 
we have seen have been derived from one source, in  this country, and we 
have the gravest doubts as to the authenticity of the surcharge.

A . On stout paper, imperf. 6d., blue on white, red surcharge.
B . On pelure paper „ 6d. „ „
C. „ „ 6d. „ black surcharge.

VII. Six values, engraved and printed in England. Design : Profile of 
Queen Victoria to right, on ground of horizontal lines, within an oval. Arched 
labels above and below; the former inscribed transvaal uostaob in white 
block letters, and the latter with value in words in white Roman capitals. 
Circles in the four comers with numeral of value. Coloured imp. on white 
paper; per/'. 14-i-

Id., Venetian red, shades.
3d., dull carmine „
4d., sap-green „
6d., black, or dark grey.
Is., emerald-green, shades.
2s., Prussian blue „Note.—These stamps were printed in the approximate colours of the 

stamps of similar values then current in the United Kingdom.

V III. The Sixpenny stamp of Issue VII., surcharged in red or in black.
A . 1 P e n n y
B . 1 Penny

C. \ PENNY
The three principal varieties of surcharge are those which we have endea

voured to imitate. The sheets consist of two, or four, panes of sixty stamps, 
in ten horizontal and six vertical rows. The three top rows of the pane 
have the surcharge A  ;  the five stamps to the right of the fourth row have 
the surcharge B  ; and the remaining two and a half rows have the surcharge 
C. In addition to the three principal varieties, there are a t least four sub
varieties, arising from slight differences in the capital letters and the numeral 
of value. For full details as to these, and their disposition on the sheet, we 
must refer our readers to the papers on the subject and the diagram contained 
in the Record for September, 1879, and January, 1880.
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IX. Surcharged Transvaal 85 ‘n ^ssue ^  > t 'le letters v.r. being printed 
in Roman and Italic capitals on the same sheet.

Stout paper.
1. Imperf.
2. Small roulette.
3. W ide roulette.
4. Medium roulette.
5. P in  perforated.

3d., lilac on green, shades.

(Varieties.) i. Surcharge inverted. Jmpcrf. 
ii. Without surcharge. „

Remarks.—Some of these surcharges are very carelessly printed. Certain 
of the stamps may be found with the letters v.r., and others with the word 
trarsvaal only, the remainder of the surcharge being wanting.

X. Surcharged Transvaal “  > c°lotired imp. on coloured paper. In
this issue the letters v.r. are in smaller type, and are printed closer together, 
than in the previous issues.

Stout paper.
1. Imperf. Id., red on yellow, shades.

Id., red on orange „
3d., violet on green „
3d., lilac on blue „
3d., purple on blue „

2. Small roulette . 3d., violet on green.
3d., purple on blue.

3. W ide roulette . Id., red on yellow.
Id., red on orange.

4. Compound roulette.
5. M edium roulette .
6. P in perforated .

Id., red on yellow. 
Id., red on orange.
Id., red on yellow. 
3d., purple on blue.

(Varieties.) The t o f  trahsvaal is smaller.
Same values, shades, and perforations.

XI. One value, engraved and printed in England, of the same type as 
Issue V II.; coloured imp. on white paper; perforation 14£.

id., deep red, vermilion (shades).

X II. One value, surcharged Een Pennt, in black, on the Fourpence, 
sap-green, of Issue VII.

Id., black on green.

Note.—In bringing this list to a conclusion, we have only to add that we 
have examined each and all of the varieties that we have described. Since 
certain values of an emission exist with a small or a wide roulette, it  is most 
probable that the other values of the same emission were treated in a similar
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way; but when we have not seen them, we have refrained from mentioning 
them, even with a query.

We would also take this opportunity of once more warning our readers 
against the German reprints, with forged surcharges, with which foreign 
dealers still attempt to flood the market. The earlier forgeries of the sur
charges were not dangerous, but the later ones are as nearly as possible 
facsim iles  of the real thing. Errors, inverted surcharges, and every variety 
of the real stamp, are most carefully counterfeited. Fortunately the stamps 
themselves betray the fraud to those who have made the actual issues their 
study.

T H E  S T A M P S  OF J A P A N .
B Y  E . D, BACON .

( Continued from  page 161).)

P O S T  C A R D S .

Issue Meiji—Sth month, 8th year. May, 1875.

A plain card, measuring 80 x 124 mm., has on the face in the left upper 
corner the stamp, the design of which consists of two concentric circles 
forming a band, which is inscribed as follows. A t the top and bottom “ £ or 
1 sen,” the numerals a t the bottom being separated from the word sen by 
two upright lines, between which is a syllabic character ; the value is also 
repeated in Japanese characters on each side. The top and bottom inscrip
tions are separated from the side ones by four small floral ornaments. The 
inner circle contains the chrysanthemum above, and below the three fructed

leaves, the remainder being filled in with other floral decoration, differing for 
each value. Below the stamp, in a vertical line, are five Japanese characters, 
reading “ You bin ha-gaki,” or “ Post Card,” beneath which, in the left 
lower comer, is a single-lined rectangle containing four similar lines of 
smaller characters, signifying that only the address may be written on this 
side and the communication on the back. The whole is enclosed within a 
fancy frame, similar to the first issue, but measuring 71 x 120 mm. The
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impression is m colour, on rose and rosy-buff card, which vary greatly ih 
shade and also in thickness. The reverse side is plain.

£ sen, orange (shades), syll. char. 1, 2, 3, 4.
1 „ blue „ „ 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 .

Issue M eiji—1th month, tith year. Ju ly , 1875.
Two values similar to the last issue in every respect, except that the stamp 

has no syllabic character, the numerals being now close to the word sen, 
both in the upper and lower curves of the stamp.

(a) On rose card.
£ sen, orange (shades)
1 „ dark blue „

(b) On rosy-buff card (several shades).
£ sen, orange (shades)
1 „ blue „

Issue M eiji—3th month, 3th year. September, 187(>.
Two values of larger dimensions than the previous issue, the cards 

measuring 90x140 mm. The stamp, as usual, occupies the left upper 
corner, and is oval in shape, and has the three fructed leaves in a double
lined circle on white ground. Below this circle is another dotted one of the 
same size, which slightly impinges on it a t the bottom. This second circle 
contains the value in Japanese characters, on a solid coloured gruund, the 
numeral being written in the attfiqxie character. The lower circle is sur

rounded at the bottom and sides by the words 
“ J apanese P ost,” in white, shaded, block letters. 
The upper circle is framed at the top and sides by 
five irregular pentagons, containing the Japanese 
equivalent for the same words, the five characters 
being in colour on white ground. At the two 
points where the circles meet are two smaller 
ones, that on the left containing the numeral 
“ 5 or 1,” and that on the right “ i f  or S n,” 
the lettering being in colour on a white ground ; 
and in the case of the 1 sen it is also shaded. 
Below the stamp is a vertical line of five J a 
panese characters, meaning “ Post Card," and 

below this, in the left lower comer, are two other similar lines of smaller 
characters, signifying that the address only is to be written on this side. 
The whole is enclosed within an ornamental frame (81 x 132 mm.), formed of 
a chain of diamond-shaped and other small ornaments between lines, with 
large square ornaments a t the four comers. The bottom border is broken 
in the centre by the insertion of a line of fifteen Japanese characters, of 
wliich I am unable to give the translation. Reverse side plain.

(a) On thick yellowish-white paper.
5 rin, orange (shades)
1 sen, sky-blue „
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(b) On white paper varying greatly in thickness.
5 rin, orange (shades)
1 sen, sky-Dlue „

(c) On greyish-white paper,
5 rin, orange (shades)
1 sen, sky-blue „

Issue Meiji—1 \th month, 1 Oth year. November, 1677.

Three values similar in size and design to the last issue, but differing in 
some of the details. The Japanese figures of value in the lower circle of 
the stamp are in the modem  characters, and the 5 sen has the characters 
denoting “ 5 sen ” in colour on white ground. The two circles at the sides 
are replaced by others, bordered by an ornamental wavy line. The ground
work of the oval for the 3 and 5 sen is formed of wavy lines, and that of the 
<i sen by a small fancy pattern. There are also other small differences. The 
frame of the 3 sen has an extra inner line, as has also the 5 sen, in which it 
is broken at equal intervals by dots. The 6 sen has the extra line wavy. 
The impression is in colour on thick white paper, slightly yellowish in tinge. 
Reverse side plain.

3 sen, dark olive-green (shades)
5 „ fight green „
6 „ orange „

Issue Meiji—1th (() month, 12th year. J u ly  (?), 1879.

Japan having been admitted into the Postal Union, two new cards were 
issued in this year, and in conformity with the regulations they are of 
European shape. They measure 138 x 87 mm., and the stamp is in the right 
upper comer. The inscriptions are disposed horizontally instead of vertically, 
as heretofore. Design : In the left upper comer is a double-lined ornamental 
label, bearing the words “ Carte Postale,” in Roman capitals; above this 
is “ Union Postale,” and below “ Universelle,” in block letters disposed 
in a curve. On a straight line with the 
label are eight Japanese characters, no 
doubt the equivalent of the French in
scription, and in the right upper comer is 
the stamp. This is a transverse oval in 
shape, and has in the centre the chrysan
themum, below which is an irregular white 
label, bearing the value in Japanese, the 
antujue character being employed to repre
sent the figure 2. Beneath this label and 
above the chrysanthemum are two larger 
ones, the lower inscribed “ E mpire nu J apon,” in white block letters on solid 
coloured ground, and the upper having the Japanese equivalent, in colour on 
white ground. On cither side are circles of solid colour, having the numeral 
2 or 3 in white in the left, and 8 K in the right. The whole is enclosed within 
a frame (129 x 79 mm.) composed of wavy lines differing for each value, with



ornaments a t the four comers, and bordered by an outer plain line, which 
is broken in the centre, a t the bottom, by a label containing the same fifteen 
Japanese characters found at the bottom of the cards of the previous issue. 
The impression is in colour, on slightly yellowish, thick, white paper. Re
verse side plain.

2 sen, dark olive- green (shades)
3 „ pale green „

2 0 6  PROCEEDINGS OF THE PHILATELIC SOCIETY.

A D D E N D A .

Page 84.
Issue January , 1874.

B. On thin  native laid  paper.
6 sen, violet-brown (shades); add syllabic character 1.

Page 85.
(j sen, violet-brown (pale and dark); add syllabic character 11.

Page 102.
Issue February, 1875.

6 sen, orange (light and dark); add syllabic character 18.

In concluding this series of papers I have much pleasure in acknowledging 
my indebtedness for several of the translations of Japanese inscriptions, 
and for sundry other items of more or less importance, to articles which have 
appeared from time to time in the Timbre-Poste, and to the eighth fascicule 
of the French Society’s Bulletin. I have found the study of the stamps of 
Japan of such great interest that these papers have been a labour of love to 
me, and I sincerely trust that they may be the means of leading others to 
find as much pleasure in these quaint issues as I myself have enjoyed.

frecertiings of tje  j p a t e l i t  Sorictn of foniion.
— ♦ —

The third meeting of the season was held on the 18th November, 1882, at 
13, Gray’s Inn Square, the President in the chair. The Secretary apologised 
for not having been able to write up the minutes of the previous meeting. 
The business of the day was the compilation of a reference list of the stamps 
of British Guiana, which was then proceeded with. On the conclusion of 
the business the current British One Penny Postage and Inland Revenue 
stamp, surcharged “ i .b. official,” for the use of the Inland Revenue 
Department, was shown.

The fourth meeting of the season was held on the 2nd December, 1882, at 
13, Gray’s Inn Square, the President in the chair. The Secretary read the
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minutes of the two previous meetings, which were approved. There being 
no other business, the business of the day—the compilation of a reference 
list of the stamps of British Guiana—was proceeded with without interrup
tion.

The fifth meeting of the season was held on the 16th December, 1882, a t 
13, Gray’s Inn Square, the "Vice-President in the chair. The Secretary read 
the minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed, and the corres
pondence. Mr. Castle proposed, and the Vice-President seconded, a motion 
to the effect that the Secretary should prepare and forward to the Postal 
Congress, about to be held in Lisbon, a remonstrance against that rule of the 
Postal Union which requires that letter rate of postage should be paid on 
parcels of postage stamps, envelopes, and post cards sent through the post. 
This motion was carried unanimously. The business of the day was the 
compilation of a reference list of the stamps of British Guiana, which was 
proceeded with. On the conclusion of the business, the new Barbados 4d. 
and the recent issues of Nicaragua and Bolivar were shown; also a J anna, 
blue, Ind ia , surcharged in black, for use in Sunjei Ujong, with a crescent 
and star and the letters s.u. within an oval. The type of surcharge is that 
illustrated in the Philatelic Record for September, 1881.

# o t r s i  a n i l  (S U ie tte s .

C o r r e s p o n d e n t s  are requested to note th a t the Editor of the Philatelic 
Record will be absent from England until the middle of January.

How to Remove Grease from Stamps,—We have been informed 
th a t a still better plan for removing grease is to dip the stamps in 
bisulphide of carbon. So rapid is the evaporation which takes place 
th a t ice forms on the surface of the stamp, bu t does it  no injury. Our 
readers are especially warned not to perform this operation except in  
the  daytime. The vapour of the bisulphide of carbon is highly ex
plosive, and is at once attracted to the flame of a lamp at a considerable 
distance. _

0 . F. and F. D. M.—Thanks for information.

D rocer.—The Zurich stamps were never issued w ith num erals in 
the comers forming the date 1848. Yours are forgeries.

S. T.— Not un til February.

B. H .— Nos. 1, 4, 5, 6, and 8 are good ; the others are forgeries.
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I ndia,—A correspondent sends us the current |  and 4 annas of 
British India, surcharged obliquely in red, w ith the letters o.m.r. or 
C.M.S., the first letter not being very clear. Do any of our readers know 
anything about these stamps? We th ink  th a t the surcharge forms the 
initials of a private firm. The stamps are postmarked over the 
surcharge.

C. H. S., N ew York,—We have only one answer to all your queries. 
Save in the very few cases in which the issue of a stamp is in doubt— 
and only then as confirmatory evidence of the fact—unused stamps are 
far more valuable, and to be preferred to used ones. Would not a 
numismatist prefer a coin that should pass directly into his possession 
from the M int to a worn and battered specimen ? Why then should 
philatelists be greater fools than numismatists ?

O. F., Bradford.—The setting up of the sheets being typographic, 
every stamp upon it differs in some measure from the others. You 
will find most of the varieties particularised in the Record of April last.

G. M. N., N ew York.—T h a n k s! The error was so obvious to our 
subscribers that it was not worth referring to. When the numbers for 
the current year are bound the error will disappear.

F m b a ts i ,  W llrn , k  Co., 30b, Goldkawk R u d , bkapkvdt Bulk. Lon das. W.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

I n d ia .— A correspondent sends us the current 4 and 1 anna* "I 
Ihiti-h India, sitrchar"cd obliquely in red, with the letter* u.m.s. m 
c.m.s., the first letter nut heinq very clear. Do any of our reader* know 
anything about these stamps > We tliink that the surcharge forms the 
initials of a private firm. The stamps are postmarked ovet the 
st ire liaise.

IT. S ., N ew Y ork. — We have only one answer to all your Queries. 
Save in the verv lew ease* in which the issue ol a stamp is in ilniiht —  
ami only then as confirmatory evidence of the fact— unused stamps are 
far more valuable, and to he preferred to used ones. W ould imt a 
numismatist prefer a coin that should pass directly into his possession 
lrmii tlie Mint to a worn and haltered specimen? W hy then should 
philatelists he greater fools than numismatists ?

1). F., F raDeord.—T he setting up of the  sheets W in# typographic, 
every s tam p upon it diU'er* in some measure from the others. You 
will  lirnl most of the varieties particularised in the  AVrord of April last.

(i. M. X ., N ew York.— T h a n k s! T h e error was so obvious to om
slll.sr] ihels that it A,is nul Worth referring to. w h e n  tile till 111 I .el's Im 
the current Veal a le hound tile error w ill disappear.

I’OH

Pemberton, Wilton, & Go., 30$, GoldlLu.trk Rond, bhepherde Ruth, London. W,



PEMBERTON, WILSON, &  CO.,
Sbtamp B rains $r Jinpoitrrs,

308, GOLDHAWK ROAD, SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.
----------- .+ — ----------PU B LICA T IO N S.

A N  ILL VS TP A TEH M O NTH LY TAPER,

§T|jf © rg a n  of ib t  |} ln lu lr !u  S o c u ij i  of ^ o n b o ir .

Vol. I . (1879), beau tifu lly  bound ir. cloth, gilt le tte ring  and edging, con- 
ta.nicc Photograph and AutognpL ot the lata E. L. Pemtu rtori. A mall number ei 
copies still remaining. Price 6  6, pc*t-free.

Vol I f .  (1S80), hound to  m atch Vol. I „  hut onsiderably larger, contains, in 
addition to illustrations in the later numbers, a permanent Photo. (Cabinet siae) and 
Autograph of F. A. Philbrick, Ewi., Q.C.« President of the Philateli' Society of 
London. Price 5.6. post'free.

V ol. T il. (1S81), bound to  m atch Vois. I . nnd I I . ,  hu t m uch largor. P ro 
fusel y illustrated wj-h coloured etc.; als>o permanent Photo of Dr. t \  W. Viner.
Price 6 /8 , post-free.

Voi. TV. commences w ith th e  February  num ber. Subscription ' a t  home 
and in all countries in Class A of the Union. 3/8-

To Antigua, Argentine Uepubhc, Bahama*, Barbudoes, Bermuda, liolivia, Jlturil, British 
Honduras, British Guiana, Cape Colony, Chili, Costa Uica, Curasao, Dominica, Ecuador, 
FaU'l.md Isles. Fiji. Gambia, Gold Coast, Grenada, G iaiemala, Jamaica, Lag*^, Liberia, 
M.'turituu, Mexico, Moutse'Tat, Natal, Nevis, Now South Wales, Now Zealand. Nicaragua. 
Orange Free St*-*', Panama, I^ru, Philippine Islands, Porto Rico.Gueen>la»<I, St. Domimro, 
St. Helena, St. I! itl>, St. T acta, St Vincent,South Australia, Surinam. Tasmania, Tobago, 
TransY-jal. Trinidad, Turk’s Islands, United States of Columbia, Uruguay, Venezuela, 
Victonu, Weit Australia, 4 postr-fret.

To Ceylon, China, India, Japan, r abunn, Sincapore, 4 /8  post-free.
To Hawaiian Inlands and Paraguay, 5'*, post-free.

tifCutW . prepared Cottrt fov hmdiH>i I’ois, I. and 11., and Il f . ,  po'd-fret, 1/0 
•Suh.scf iters tan hart? their copies hn*md h*j sending thru tti once to us 

Price, tncittdimj return postage* 6. 0.

NOW READY, PRICE 11/-, POST-FREE.
TJin

llostaijf & Kcltjjragjf Stomps of ©rrat pjritoiit.
nr

FRED ERICK  A. P H II.’3RICK, and  WM, A. 8 WE8T0BY.

COM I'ILKD AND P l B L I S H F T l  FOR TH E P H IL A T E L IC  SO CIE TY, LONDON, 

W ith  u p w a rd s  o f  100 I l lu s t r a t io n s .

H
M M li

0R> l o  d e t e c t
u JO T JW JtrS ij FO R G E D  ST A M P S.

B Y  T H E  R E V  R . B . E A B E 2 .
VAiA’Ani..' a x is?. r<) t h e  N nviry, A iivasceu C oiarcroR , o s IJeai.f s ,

560 pnyps, crt-.isir"ly Illustrated, knvnd in Clo.c price 7/S.
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FOURTH EDITION.- BROUGHT 01’ TO VERY RECENTLY

fiiustrateJ hjr a specially engrain. WAP OF THE WORLD, containing the nair.es of 
stampistuing countries.

f l’HF; lcrul.i.g femure of (his Alb <tn is (he jircr/ision 
I of supplementary httvo* ' lend up with the hook, 

thereby savin* future trouble .1 '1 expense. All leaves 
not required at the data of the publication of the Album 
will be found with an C 1 at ibe bottom ot th‘- pa*v. 
Tp/.-.'irds of 30 leave.? ore provided (allowintr for no 
fewer than 2.«Xi tt tditi'Auil Stamps), which are so dis
tributed tbroii(fhout the Volume that there is little 
chance of to, new Stamp Country bein* planed out of 
its proper order. j

No. 1. Superior d o th  binding, extra, gilt, gilt edges, with elaspa, 0/6. j 
No. 2 Strongly bedrid in French morocco, exuu gilt, gilt edges, two 1

clasps, 12 '6 ; posU-ge, 1/- per copy extra. !' 1
A lbum s for A dvanced  Collectors on the im-t appro.«*■] prm j

eiplc. Each jxtye can be readily removed and replma d, tie- I
■tv iff ile lieijig bound together 
by screws pa,- s in g  through holes 
punched 111 the linen-mounted 
binge, a ml secure') 1 by nuts.
Half-bound in green leather, 
with GO leaves. Price 19/- eat li.

A Cai Tiiiee Paper Mount, Hne«l with l.fnm, 
B Liuen Tlicgt-
C Loul of ttatrid?e Paper, 111 by *3J.
1 Hole * for tiindm#.

Albums, oblong’ shaped, greatly improved, sunkon screws, etc. ! 
etc , 9-1x11 inches, famished with 60 pages of W hatman’s Royal Hot- { 
preueed Paper. Price 11/10.
Covers and Screws complete, without, pages, 5 /  .

Albums, oblong shaped, for Post-cards or Envelopes, 11x14  
inches with tiO p&gua of strong Cartridge Paper, 17/-*.

The obor* at r jitted ivith tfe  Jitsett and m* it erpmssioa pop-ir  ̂which is QuuranUed not 
to discolour ot oxidise Slumps. Almost any Unit +J pape: tuny bo tnvunled to Jit these 
cover* to suit purchasers*

jflCSagggr

>7
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The Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London.
No 1 Spain and Colonics, price 2 ;  or sent llat, 2/1, post-free.

The Stamp Collector’s Handbook (Second Edition). By the 
late E. !.. IY miikuto.v

No. 1. Grown 8vo, appropriately designed Cover, bound in cloth gilt, 
post-free, 5/5.

No 2. Crown Svo, on fine toned paper, handsomely bound, gilt edges.
&.C., post-free, 10/5

The Philatelical Catalogue (P a rt I.). Price l / l , post-free.

Do. do, f Extra Edition). Price 1/7, post-free
(This work has never been completed, owing to the cost.)

The Philatelical Journal (Y ol. I. 187:.'). Post-free, 1.0 / 6 .

Do. do. ( Jan to April, 1 -To). The Four Parts. 1 0.

Do. do. The Sixteen N um bers, linlt*- bound in
morocco, 12/G.

This is the most elaborately got-np Journal upon the subject ever 
issued. It  is profusely Illustrated with correctly coloured fuc-simih s of 
the Stamps described. When the few remaining copies are sold, it must, 
become one of the rarest specimens of Stamp literature.

Singh; Numbers of the above (except January, 1S72) may be bad at 
5d. each.

Forged Stamps, and How to Detect Them. (The first 
W-n-k of the late E. L. Pkmbehton 1 A »;«• specimen.-, s till 
rem aining a t 1 6.

An Improved Perforation Gauge and Milimetre Scale.
N o philatelist should he w ithout one. Price I'd.

This has been most carefully got up. and its absolute accuracy nisy 
be depended upon. The Gauge measures perforations, rising by halves, 
from 7 to lo ; and there are scales of inches and centimetres of autlicient 
length to measure Post Cards and all usual sized F.nvtdopes.

Improved Stamp Mounts.
Made of the thinnest paper procurable, which is yet, unlike tissue 

paper, sufficiently stiff to stand writing upon, and is guaranteed to 
contain nothing injurious to the colour of the Stamps. These mounts 
will save colic-tors a good deal of too tiresome snipping of paper, 
which is one of ihe drawbacks to their hobby. They arc cut to three 
sizes; viz.—

No. 1. For Stamps about the size of the Id. English.
No. 2. For Oblong Stamps about the size of "Western Australia, 

Egypt, &c.
No. 3. For larger Stamps, such ae Fortugal, Liberia, &c.

A. Gummed, 5d. per 100, 3/C per 1000, post-free.
H. Ungumir.ed, 3d. per 100; 2/3 per 1000, post-free.

Ivory Clips or Tweezers for handling Stamps, 1/- and 1,3 each, post-free



Vol.  IV. J A N U A R Y ,  1883. N o .  48 ,

seem to have noticed that as people grow older they 
lay less stress upon their birthdays. These, anniver
saries, although they lose nothing of their impressive
ness, lack the I rashness ami verdure of former years, 
and their recimvin-c appears to bo more freipieiit 
than welcome. .Four years is not a very great aye 
to have attained to, hut within their span how many 

of tho births and deaths of our contemporaries have we not wit
nessed ! W e will not dilate upon the fact that this number 
completes tlie fourth volume oi //m I3lttifttritr /A copP, hut content 
ourselves with the simple announcement, which all'urds us the 
opportunity of once more offering our best thanks to our contribu
tors, and to all who have ullopded u.s their assistance, <l pecuniary 
and other,” during tho past twelve months.

As a frontispiece to vol. iv. we present our readers with a portrait 
of the late Yictorinno 0 . de Ysasi, Vice-President of the Philatelic 
Society of London. Our friends are no duuht aware that we 
endeavour each year to meet their wishes by giving tho portrait 
which lias commanded the majordy of votes, and this year the 
selection lias been almost unanimous. We have nought to add to 
what we have already said about our dear old friend beyond the 
sorrowing assertion that we miss him as keenly as ever, and feel 
more than ever convinced that the void lie has left will never be 
adequately filled.

Our introductory article last month has called forth both commen
dations and protests. V e print one oi the latter, not because we think 
it eloquent, but as a proof that we respect every man’s convictions, 
even when we believe them to be sincere. Dealing with our critic’s 
observations turialuit, we must start by asserting that our strictures
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The Stamp Collector’s Handbook (Second Edition). By ihe 

late E. L. P ehbbbton. * , .
No. 1. drown 8to, appropriately designed Cover, bound in cloth gilt, 

post-free, 5/8. , ...
No % Crown 8vo, on fine toned paper, handsomely bound, gilt edges,

to ., post-free, 10/6. ‘ ^

The Fhilatelical Catalogue (Part L). Price 1/ 1, postdreo.
Do. do. (Extra Edition), Price 1/7, post-free.

(Thiswork hasnever boon, completed, owing to theoost.y

The Philatelical Journal (VoL L, 1872). Post-free, 10/ 6. 
Do. do. (Jail, to April, 1875). The Four Paria, l /6.
Do. do. The Sixteen Numbers, half-bound' an

' morocco, 12/ 6. '
This is the most elaborately got-np Journal upon the subject ever

issued. I t is profusely Illustrated with correctly coloured lac-similes of 
the Stamps described. When the few remaining copies are sold, it must 
become one of the rarest specimens of'Stamp literature.

Single.Numbers of the above (except January, 1872) may be had at 
6d. each.

fed Stamps, and How to Detect Them'. (The first
7ork of the late E. L. PembXrton.) A few specimens still 

. remaining at 1/ 6.

An Improved Perforation Gauge and Milimetre Scale.
No philatelist should be without one. Price 9dL

This has been most carefully got up, and its absolute accuracy may
- be depended upon. The Gauge measures perforations, rising by halves, 
from 7 to 16; and there are scales of inches and centimetres of sufficient

- length to measure Post Garda and all-usual sized Envelopes.' -

Improved Stamp Mounts.
Made of the thinnest paper procurable, which is yet, unlike tissue 

paper, sufficiently stiff to stand writing upon, and ia. guaranteed, to 
own tain nothing injurious to the colour of tiie Stamps. These mounts 

, will-Save oollectom a, good deal of the tiresome snipping of paper, 
which-is one of the drawbacks to .Cheir hobby. They are cut tothree 

’’ .ii|es,;f Vis.— . . ■ . ' ’
- ■ No. I. For 8tamps about the rise of the Id. English.
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> Egypt, &o. •

No. 3. For larger Stamps, such as Portugal, Liberia, Ac. '
. . Ai Gnbinted, Ad. per J00; 8/6 per 1000, post-free..
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Vol. IV. J A N U A R Y ,  1883. N o . 48 .

E seem to have noticed that as people grow older they 
lay less stress upon their birthdays. These anniver
saries, although they lose nothing of their impressive
ness, lack the freshness and verdure of former years, 
and their recurrence appears to be more frequent 
than welcome. Four years is not a very great age 
to have attained to, but within their span how many 

of the births and deaths of our contemporaries have we not wit
nessed ! We will not dilate upon the fact that this number 
completes the fourth volume of The Philatelic Record, but content 
ourselves with the simple announcement, which affords us the 
opportunity of once more offering our best thanks to our contribu
tors, and to all who have afforded us their assistance, “ pecuniary 
and other,” during the past twelve months.

As a frontispiece toVol. iv. we present our readers with a portrait 
of the late Victoriano G. de Ysasi, Vice-President of the Philatelic 
Society of London. Our friends are no doubt aware that we 
endeavour each year to meet their wishes by giving the portrait 
which has commanded the majority of votes, and this year the 
selection has been almost unanimous. We have nought to add to 
what we have already said about our dear old friend beyond the 
sorrowing assertion that we mis3 him as keenly as ever, and feel 
more than over convinced that the void he has left will never be 
adequately filled.

Our introductory article last month has called forth both commen
dations and protests. We print one of the latter, not because we think 
it eloquent, but as a proof that we respect every man’s convictions, 
even when wo believe them to be sincere. Dealing with our critic’s 
observations seriatim, we must start by asserting that our strictures
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were not passed upon the “ advanced,” but on the greedy collector. 
We called attention to the increasing absorption of rarities by 
our foreign colleagues; and though our correspondent is quite right 
in his assertion that ever since the foundation of the London Society 
the collections of the leading members have always been at the 
service of the humblest, yet the reverse obtains when once the 
stamps have crossed the Channel, and are buried in certain collections, 
the owners of which not only churlishly deny a sight of their treasures 
to those who are interested in their hobby, but even wilfully with
hold all information concerning such unique specimens as the 
accident of wealth has enabled them to acquire. Again, our cor
respondent goes out of his way to misunderstand us when he 
represents us as objecting to the collection of shades, or of real 
varieties or sub varieties, although, in the case of very rare stamps, 
we confess that we would rather see two specimens in two different 
collections than two shades in one and the same album. But we 
freely forgive him for this misrepresentation, and are overwhelmed 
with gratitude to him besides for his truly original suggestion as 
to how an interesting collection of stamps may be formed. You 
have only to get a book (it need neither be largo nor expensive), 
and then proceed to make it “ interesting to yourself and everyone 
else ” by putting in a few Btamps, and indicating, by the aid of 
Captain Evans’ or M. Moens’ catalogues, the lacunae !

In conclusion, we can assure our correspondent that we have 
very frequently “ been there to see” when dealers have turned 
over costly stamps at a very much lower rate of profit than 25 per 
cent. That they should sell low-value stamps at such a rate we 
never suggested. They would be fools if they did. Our correspon
dent appears to share the erroneous and too prevalent opinion that 
a penny stamp only costs the dealer a penny. I f  we add to the 
facial value the cost of remitting, remittances lost or gone astray, 
in many cases high commissions on the purchase, heavy rates of 
postage and registration, block of capital, advertisements, costly 
illustrated catalogues, without the aid of which two-thirds of those 
who buy stamps would not know what to do with them—we find 
that if the proper percentage of all these items is tacked on to the 
first cost of a penny stamp, and that a dealer then sells it at a 
penny farthing, we should not feel comfortable until he had been 
locked up in an asylum. I t  would be equally absurd to suppose 
that because he has bought for a trifle a stamp which years of 
experience in his trade make him recognize as rare, he is to forego



the profits of that experience—a costly thing in itself— and relin
quish his prize d vil prix. Collectors are too prone to imagine 
that because with them collecting is an amusement, stamp dealing 
is also to be looked upon as a kind of hobby. They are apt to 
forget that it has to afford instant support for wives and families, 
and future provision for retirement and old age. The ordinary 
risks of this trade are fully as great as those of any other, whilst 
there is always a superadded cause of anxiety arising from the 
fact that a stamp dealer's stock, besides being eminently liable to 
destruction by fire, is absolutely uninsurable. Stamp dealers, like 
other tradesmen, are bound in prudence to satisfy their more 
wealthy and important customers, even at the risk of offending the 
smaller fry; but as the small fry tell up in the end, like third-class 
passengers, dealers, when they are called upon to pour copy after 
copy of a single rare stamp into one and the same collection, must 
make the owner pay for the sop which would otherwise be thrown 
to the many-hoaded.

NOVELTIES, DISCOVERIES, AND RESUSCITATIONS. 211

♦—
Azores.—W ith the new small surcharge we have received 

Adhesive. 100 reiB, lilac.
Bangkok.— Surcharged in the same way as the other values, 

which we have already described, we now have
Adhesive. 24 cents, green, Straits Settlements, surcharged B in black.

Bavaria.—We have before us the single and reply-paid Postal 
Union Cards, and also the ordinary inland reply-paid card (with 
the arms in an oval), without impressed stamps. The Timbre- 
Poste signals an official card, which appears to have been in use in 
1877.

Belgium.—Captain Evans writes u s : “ I have seen an imper
forate ‘specimen’ copy of the new Two Francs adhesive. The 
portrait is a profile, to left, closely resembling that on the curront 
stamps. The frame is that of the new Barbados, but lettered 
B e l g iq u e  above, and d e u x  f r a n c s  below, in white on colour. The 
ornaments in the spandrels are the same as those of the Twopence, 
New Zealand, issue 1874, but are in colour on white instead of the 
reverse. The combination is, I  should say, dear at frs. 5000. The 
colour of the specimen I have seen is as nearly as possible that of 
the late lamented Venetian-red, One Penny, De La Rue, of Great 
Britain.”

48*



This country has advarced a step (1) in its postal ministra
tions, and has issued what it is pleased to call a “ Letter Card,” 
which is very much like those issued in Helsingfors and Paris 
(the latter for its pneumatic envelope). At the top, in the 
centre, is carte-lettre, and below kaartbrief; then lower down 
M; and to left, in two short vertical lines reading upwards, is 
a ouvrir le long du pointille for the first, and the equivalent in 
Flemish for the second. In the right upper comer is the stamp 
type of the current adhesive of the same value. On the second 
half, in the middle, in two lines, is Completer au moyen de 
timbres-poste V affranchissement des cartes-lettres a destination de 
Vetranger, with the Flemish equivalent below, also in two lines. 
The edges of the card are gummed, and a perforation running 
along the gum permits the card to be easily opened. The impres
sion is in colour on pale blue tinted card, the reverse side being 
white, and measures when open 115 x 160 mm. The card is 
folded at the bottom of the first half.

Letter Card. 10 centimes, carmine.
M. Moens describes several new varieties of the official cards 

used in the Ministry of Finance.
Bolivar.—The accompanying illustrations represent the new 

series of stamps described in our last number.

2 1 2  NOVELTIES, DISCOVERIES, AND RESUSCITATIONS.

Bosnia.—The Timbre-Poste has seen the 2 vovcica post card 
bearing an adhesive 3 novcica. This has no doubt been prepared 
for international use, pending the issue of a 5 nov. card.

Brazil.—We have received from Dr. Wonner a rather unintelli
gible communication, of which the following is the best sense we
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can make: “ A new typo of 10 reis is about to be issued ; the 
colour will be light brown instead of black, as at present. Essays 
heve been prepared of a new type of 100 reis, to be printed in 
violet. Alterations are also to be made in the 20 reis post cards. 
The 50 and 50 x 50 cards of the Casa de moede (?) are ready, but 
it is not known when they will be issued.”

C anada .— Similar to the Three Cents of the 
issue of 1868, to which wo referred last March,
M. Moens chronicles the One Cent, orange, of 
the same issue, on white laid paper.

Ceylon.—The annexed cut portrays the Six
teen Cents provisional, which we described in 
November.

Chili.—The following is taken from the Timbre-Poste: “ On 
the 30th of last September, writes one of our colleagues, the 
2 centavos card was replaced by one of a different type. To right 
is the effigy of Christopher Columbus, in a small circle, similar to 
the current adhesives; colon underneath, 2 below, and centavos 
on a curved band, the whole being on an escutcheon with branches 
on each side, and a scroll at the bottom inscribed republica de 
ch ile . To left of the card is a large scroll lettered tarjeta 
postal. There are three lines for the address, the first headed by 
SR. ; and in the left lower corner, En este lado de.be escribirse— 
unicamente la direecion. The frame is formed of two lines, with 
ornaments at the corners. Size, 127 x 80 mm. The reply card 
differs only from the single one in having the inscriptions, La 
Tarjeta para la respuesta lleva adimas — con respuesta pagoda.”

P. Cards. 2 centavos, red on greenish-grey.
2 + 2

Confederate States.—We have been shown a stamp which 
purports to be a local issued at Houston, Texas, and we shall 
confine ourselves to describing it, without offering any opinion as to 
its authenticity. The design of the stamp comprises a flattened 
single-lined oval, within which is an engrailed fess inscribed in 
two lines, post office— Houston, tex., 20 cts. In chief and in 
base are crossed lines forming lozenges. The stamp, which ia 
obliterated by a pen stroke, is on an envelope which bears no post
mark, and is addressed to a firm in Richmond City, Virginia.

Local Adhesive. 20 cents, typographed in purple ink on blue paper.

Curacao.—M. Moens describes a Postal Union reply-paid card 
for this island. Above, in four lines, i s : First, Algemeene Post- 
vereeniging ; second, Unvm Postale Universelle ; third, Brief kaart 
met betaald antwoord uit Curasao; fourth (Carte Postale avec 
reponse payee, de la colonie de Curasao). The stamp is in the 
right upper corner, and is of the same type as the adhesives. The 
two bottom lines of the reply half are inscribed as follows : Third,



This country has advarced a step (1) in its postal ministra
tions, and has issued what it is pleased to call a “ Letter Card,” 
which is very much like those issued in Helsingfors and Paris 
(the latter for its pneumatic envelope). At the top, in the 
centre, is carte-lettre, and below kaartbrief; then lower down 
M ; and to left, in two short vertical lines reading upwards, is 
a ouvrir le long du pointille for the first, and the equivalent in 
Flemish for the second. In the right upper comer is the stamp 
type of the current adhesive of the same value. On the second 
half, in the middle, in two lines, is Completer au moyen de 
timlrres-poste T affranchissement des cartes-lettres a destination de 
Vetranger, with the Flemish equivalent below, also in two lines. 
The edges of the card are gummed, and a perforation running 
along the gum permits the card to be easily opened. The impres
sion is in colour on pale blue tinted card, the reverse side being 
white, and measures when open 115 x 1G0 mm. The card is 
folded at the bottom of the first half.

Letter Card. 10 centimes, carmine.
M. Moens describes several new varieties of the official cards 

used in the Ministry of Finance.
Bolivar.—The accompanying illustrations represent the new 

series of stamps described in our last number.
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Bosnia.—The Timbre-Poste has seen the 2 voncica post card 
bearing an adhesive 3 novcica. This has no doubt been prepared 
for international use, pending the issue of a 5 nov. card.

Brazil.—We have received from l)r. Wonner a rather unintelli
gible communication, of which the following is the best sense we
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can make : “ A new type of 10 reis is about to be issued ; the 
colour will be light brown instead of black, as at present. Essays 
heve been prepared of a new type of 100 reis, to be printed in 
violet Alterations are also to be made in the 20 reis post cards. 
The 50 and 50 x 50 cards of the Casa de moede (1) are ready, but 
it is not known when they will be issued."

C anada.—Similar to the Three Cents of the 
issue of 1868, to which we referred last March,
M. Moens chronicles the One Cent, orange, of 
the same issue, on white laid paper.

Ceylon.—The annexed cut portrays the Six
teen Cents provisional, which we described in 
November.

Chili.—The following is taken from the Timbre-Paste: “ On 
the 30th of last September, writes one of our colleagues, the 
2 centavos card was replaced by one of a different type. To right 
is the effigy of Christopher Columbus, in a small circle, similar to 
the current adhesives; c o l o n  underneath, 2 below, and c e n t a v o s  
on a curved band, the whole being on an escutcheon with branches 
on each side, and a scroll at the bottom inscribed r e p d b l i c a  d e  
c h i l e . To left of the card is a large scroll lettered t a r j e t a  
p o s t a l . There are three lines for the address, the first headed by 
S R .; and in the left lower corner, En este lado debe escribirse— 
unicamente la direction. The frame is formed of two lines, with 
ornaments at the corners. Size, 127 x 80 mm. The reply card 
differs only from the single one in having the inscriptions, La 
Tarjeta para la respuesta lleva adimas~con respuesta pagada.”

P. Cards. 2 centavos, red on greenish-grey.
2 + 2 „ „ f,

Confederate State3.—We have been shown a stamp which 
purports to be a local issued at Houston, Texas, and we shall 
confine ourselves to describing it, without offering any opinion as to 
its authenticity. The design of the stamp comprises a flattened 
single-lined oval, within which is an engrailed fess inscribed in 
two lines, p o s t  o f f i c e — Ho u s t o n , t e x ., 20 cts. In chief and in 
base are crossed lines forming lozenges. The stamp, which is 
obliterated by a pen stroke, is on an envelope which bears no post
mark, and is addressed to a firm in Richmond City, Virginia.

Local Adhesive. 20 cents, typographed in purple ink on blue paper.

Curacao.—M. Moens describes a Postal Union reply-paid card 
for this island. Above, in four lines, i s : First, Algemeene Post- 
vereeniging; second, Unv>n Postale Universelle ; third, Brief kaart 
met betaald antwoord uit Curasao; fourth (Carte Postale avec 
reponse payee, de la colonie de Curasao). The stamp is in the 
right upper corner, and is of the same type as the adhesives. The 
two bottom lines of the reply half are inscribed as follows : Third,



Betaald antwoord naar Curasao; fourth (Carte reponse pour la 
colonie de Curasao). The cards are joined along the top, and 
printed on the first and third pages on rose-coloured card, with the 
reverse side white.

PostCard. 5+ 5  cen t, carmine.
The same authority refers to the 15 cent, brown, card, surcharged 

in black 7£ cent., and 7£+ 12 J cent.
Dominica.—In addition to the provisional Halfpenny, which 

we described last month, Messrs. Theodor, Buhl, and Co. send us 
a second variety, consisting of the One Penny, divided as before, 
and each half surcharged ^ in red. We presume that the former 
surcharge was found to be too minute, for the numerals are now 
4 mm. high.

Provisional. Jd., surcharged in red on half of current Id,, lilac.

Ecuador.—We have seen the Un Real, type of 1873, surcharged 
in black Cl̂ , We believe that stamps have been authentically 
surcharged in this manner. We know as a fact that a Spanish 
youth over here is busily occupied in forging these surcharges. 

Provisional. 4 centavos, surcharged in black on the 1 real, orange, of 1873.

F i j i  —The annexed cut represents the Five 
Shilling adhesive which we described in October.

We have received the current One Penny 
adhesive with a compound perforation of 
10 x 12£, and the Twopence perforated 10.

Gold Coast.— We are indebted to Mr. 
Hurst for specimens of the One Penny cut in 
half obliquely, each half doing duty as a 
Halfpenny stamp.

Provisional. $d., bltio, half of current Id.

Great Britain.—The contemplation of the new Threepenny 
and Sixpenny values, the advent of which we announced last 
month, fills us with disgust, and has almost determined us to 
abandon the collection of postage stamps in favour of that of 
railway tickets. The new stamps are printed in the same colour 
as the current One Penny, and surcharged 3d- and 6d- in lake, the 
numerals being 9 mm. and the letters 5 mm. high. The change 
has been effected upon plate 21 of the Threepence and plate 18 
of the Sixpence.

Adhesives. 3d,, lilac, lake surcharge 1 .C.I !• wink, crown.vu* >> n )
We have size G of the registration envelopes with a large block 

R, 15 mm. high, enclosed in an oval, in the upper left corner. We 
are informed that postmasters are to be supplied with a hand-stamp 
of similar design, with which they are instructed to stamp their 
stock of envelopes not already provided with the large R.
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The Five Shilling adhesive (plate 4) is now watermarked with 
anchor and cable.

A correspondent sends us a specimen of the new “ commercial ” 
stamped envelopes, which are sold to the public at the price of Is. 9d. 
per twenty, and are certainly excellent value for the money. They 
are of very decent white laid paper, with plain pointed flaps, and 
measure 136 x 80 mm. The stamp upon the specimen sent us has 
no die number, but our correspondent has seen them with die 
number 24.

Six new foreign cards were issued on the 1st inst. The 
legend is the same on all, and is in four lines. First, union  
POSTALE UNIVERSELLE ; Second, POST CARD—GREAT BRITAIN AND
Ireland ; third, (grande bretagne et irlande) ; and fourth, 
th e  address ONLV, &c. The stamp occupies the usual place, and 
for the two lowest values is the same as on the cards superseded. 
The Twopence has the Queen’s head to left, in a circle of solid 
colour, surrounded by a circular band inscribed postage above and 
two pence below; an irregular frame completes the design. The 
reply-paid cards have on the first half, in the left lower corner, in 
two lines, “ The annexed card is intended for the answer,” with the 
equivalent in French below, also in two lines; and the second half 
has reply  beneath the  address only, &c. The impression is in 
colour on medium Btraw-coloured card, and for the reply is on the 
first and third pages, the cards being joined along the top, and per
forated with holes 4 mm. apart. Size of card, 139 x 89 mm.

P. C ards. I penny, brown; 1 + ld. brown.
14 penny, „ 14 + Hd. „
2 penny, „ 2 +2d. „

The inland reply-paid card on stout white cardboard is no longer 
perforated between the two parts; but the perforation is replaced 
by a strip of linen, forming a hinge; and a correspondent informs 
us that the perforation holes of the thin ones are now much farther 
apart than they were, no doubt now corresponding to those on the 
foreign reply-paid cards.

Grenada.—We have before us a curious error occurring on the 
current One Shilling, the last word of the surcharge being spelled 
“ Shillins.”

Haiti.—M. Moens thus describes a new provisional card : "  At 
the top, in capital letters, is administration des postes d’h a iti, 
and below this a floral ornament; then carte postale, a line, and 
ce cot6 , &c. In the right upper corner is either a 1 , 2, or 3 cents 
adhesive, imperforate. Size, 122 x 87 mm.

P . C ard. Red impression and bistre impression on white card.

H ungary .—The Philatelist describes an official card for the 
use of the Minister of Instruction.
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Luxemburg.—The current cards are now impressed with the 
new stamps, the inscription, &c., remaining the same,

P . C ards . 5 centimes, lilac on buff.
10 „ yellow „

5+5 „ lilac „
10+10 „ yellow „

Mexico.—Respecting the Porte de Mar stamps, on thin laid 
paper, which seem to be more generally known as the “ star series,” 
Mr. Chute writes us as follows : “ If  Scott and Co. were officially 
informed by the * Mexican Post-office authorities that the stamps 
in question are false,’ I have been officially informed that they are 
genuine, as you will see by the enclosed correspondence. I f  the 
authenticity of these stamps was denied by the authorities, it must 
have been owing to some misunderstanding.”

The correspondence forwarded to us by Mr. Chute consists of, 
first, a letter dated from the Legation of the United States, Mexico, 
24th November, 1882, from which the following is an extract: 
“ Your communication regarding the ‘Porte de Mar’ stamps was 
received in duo season. As requested, I addressed a note to Mr. 
Manuel Toro, the Postmaster-General, the reply to which I enclose 
herewith. . . . {S ig n e d ), P. II. M organ, United States Minister.” 
Second, the letter referred to, which is written in English, and 
which we transcribe in fu ll: “ Administracion General de Correos, 
Mexico, November 22nd, 1882. Dear Mr. Morgan, I have the 
pleasure of replying to your esteemed note of yesterday, but regret 
my inability to send you a copy of the decree asked for, there 
being but one or two copies preserved in the archives of this 
department. The ‘ Porte de Mar’ stamps, with star in oval, were 
authorized by the decree of September 5th, 1881, and were issued 
to the postmasters of mailing ports on the 10th of October follow
ing. They were used for a short time only, and were withdrawn 
from circulation September 18th, 1882, the balance on hand being 
destroyed by order of the Government. Hoping the above 
information may be all that you desired, and that you will 
receive it in time to send it by to-morrow’s mail, I remain, &c., 
Manuel T oro, Postmaster-General. To P. H. Morgan, United 
States Minister.”

These letters appear to us conclusive as to the authenticity of 
the stamps, which we have never doubted; but we should like to 
know whether “ Porte de M ar” stamps have been abolished alto
gether; and if not, what stamps are being used to defray this 
special tax 1

We have lately seen some vagaries in the way of envelopes ; 
but unfortunately the correspondent who possesses them has not 
fulfilled his promise of sending them on to us to describe, and, as 
we expected to have them to examine, we only took note of one 
variety. This is a 25 centavos, formed by printing two of the 10 
centavos embossed stamps, one below the other, on the left side of
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the envelope, and a 5 centavos in the usual place. The issuing 
office of the envelope we describe was Monterey.

Nevis.—Mr. Hurst sends us the One Penny, violet, revenue 
stamp, which has done postal duty.

New Zealand.—The frame of the post card has been retouched, 
the inner and outer lines being much thicker than hitherto.

Norway.—The 6 ore card is now in use, with paa denne side, 
&c., in small letters, similar to the legend on the current 5 ore card. 
A new 10 ore Postal Union card has been issued. I t has four lines 
of inscription : First, verdens postforeningen in a semicircle; 
second, union postale universei.le, with a short wavy line below ; 
third, bhefkort fra noroe (norveoe); and fourth, paa denne side, 
&c. Lower down four dotted lines for the address, the first headed by til, the two bottom lines being much shorter than the others. Stamp 
type of adhesive, in right upper corner, the whole enclosed within 
the usual key-patterned border, measuring 129 x 79 mm. The im
pression is in colour on thin white card without watermark, and 
reverse side plain.

P. C a r d s .  10 iirc, dull rose on white.
6 „ light green on buff.

Persia.—We are informed that the Persian inscriptions on the 
high values of the current stamps read as follows: 1 franc; 1000 
dinars; 5 francs; 5000 dinars; 1 tomaun; 10 francs.

Portugal.—Tile Timbrn-Poxte chronicles the 20 + 20 reis card 
with the two halves joined at the left side instead of along the top.

Portuguese Indies.—We are in receipt of a postal card, which 
may perhaps be only one of several values. It has two lines of 
inscription. 1st, India portuguezia, in Roman capitals, the two 
words being separated by the arms of Portugal; and 2nd, d’este 
LADO SOMENTE O NOME E MORADA DO DESTINATARIO. The Stamp, ill 
the left upper corner, is of the same type as the current adhesives. 
There is neither border nor lines for address, and the reverse side 
is plain. The address side of the card is of a bluish grey, like the 
so-called “ granite paper,” and that destined for 
the communication is white. The inscriptions 
are of the same colour as the stamp.

Post Card. 1 tanga, red, oil stoutish cud, bluish 
grey on one side, and white on the other.

Size, HI x 91 nun.

Queensland.—Our engraving is of the new 
Twopenny stamp described by us in November.

Russia. Zemstvo Stamps.—Mr. Siewert writes us as follows : 
“ I  am again in a position to give you early information about the 
issue of a projected Zemstvo stamp. The Kadnikoff (Province of 
Vologda) horror is at last to make way for a more civilized-looking
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label. Mr. Neubiirger has got an order for 50,000 stamps ol 
3 kopecks each. In shape, colour, and general design they will be 
like the Shadrinsk, except, of course, as regards name and arms. 
The latter consist, in chief, of a hand issuing from a cloud, and 
holding a sceptre, and in base of a bucket. No one can possibly 
make out this design in the stamps about to be superseded ; and it 
is my belief that up to the present time the Kadnikoff Zemstvo 
have never had regular stamps printed, but have only made use of 
a hand stamp. When transmitting their order to Mr. Neubiirger, 
the Zemstvo, in order to give him an idea of their arms, struck an 
impression of their stamp on the letter which they addressed to 
him. The new stamps will he ready in a fortnight.”

Aleksandria (Province of Cherson).-— 
We are indebted to M. Moons for our know
ledge of this stamp.

Adh'&itr. 10 kopecks, red and lilac, blue 
surcharge.

Shanghai.—The 8. N. describes a card 
which is unknown to us. I t is inscribed 
SHANGHAI LOCAL POST-OFFICE CARD, and FOR 
USE OF VOLUNTEERS ONLY, ill two lines, 
separated by ornaments. Lower down, to 
left, is the word to ; and the frame is differ
ent to that on the cards known to us. The 
reverse side bears a printed inscription. The 
specimen from which the description is taken 
is postmarked Jy. 21-75. Size, 114 x 77 mm.

P. Card„ Without expressed value, green on white card.

St. Lucia.—The St. Lucians seem to have forgotten for how 
many years they managed to get on with a black One Penny stamp 
without expressed value. I t is not long since this stamp was 
surcharged with the value in red, and yet, during a temporary 
dearth, they are not able to use up their stock of the old stamps 
without surcharging them Id. with pen and ink.
Provisional. Id., black, surcharged Id., in script, in black and aniline inks.

Sweden.—Our engraving represents one of the surcharged 
stamps respecting which we asked for informa
tion in our November number. A Scandinavian 
correspondent writes us : “ In answer to my 
enquiries addressed to the Post Office authorities 
in Stockholm, they inform me that no such 
stamps were ever issued by them.” We saw 
these stamps about four months ago. They were 
in a collection which came from Hamburg, a 
venue which is sufficient to cast a slur on the most respectable of 
stamps.
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Tasmania.—To the list of fiscal stamps of the ornithorynchus 
type, now being used for postal purposes, must he added—

Fiscals used postally. 3d., red-brown.
Is., bright rose.

Transvaal.—Mr. Hurst sends us a sheet of the Fourpenny 
Transvaals, with the surcharge, een  penny , inverted throughout; 
also some used specimens of the same stamp with a similar sur
charge, but rather larger, the smaller letters being 2 mm. high. 
This second typo of surcharge seems to have been printed in the 
republic, as it is very inferior in execution to the first.

United States.—At the last meeting of the Philatelic Society 
Mr. Tapling showed the Three cents, red, envelope with stamp of 
the first d ie; i.e. long label with square ends, of note size.

United States Of Colombia.—There is a hybrid kind of 
stamp to which collectors, although they hesitate to reject them, 
accord a less than cool reception. We allude 
to the Recomendada, Rejistro, Anotacion,
Cubiertus, and similar labels. M. Moens 
informs us that their numbers were to have 
been reinforced on the 1st instant by another 
variety, the portrait of which we append.
The letters u.p.u., which seem so mysterious 
to our colleague, probably stand for Union 
Postal Universal, and this stamp may perhaps 
be used on registered letters to countries in 
the Postal Union without superseding for 
inland postage the oval violet registration stamp issued in 1881.

Registration Stamp. 10 centavos, red, on yellow paper, pci/.

We learn from the Timbre-Paste that a reply-paid card is 
now in use, which is identical with the 2 c. Postal Union card, 
except that the second half has in the upper part of the in
terior of the frame respuesta to left and r£ponse to right. 
The impression is in colour on white card on the first and fourth 
pages, the two parts being joined along the top.

2 + 2 centavos, rose.

Hitherto the U.S. of Colombia have not troubled us with sur
charges ; hut the bad example of other powers has at last proved 
contagious, and we have now to chronicle a provisional made by

. DOS .
surcharging the current 10 centavos, violet, y. medio in  black.

Centavos
Provisional Adhesive. 2J centavos, surcharged in black ou 10 c. violet of 1881.

Uruguay.—The current 7 centavos has been pressed into official 
service with an oblique surcharge of official in red block letters.
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Venezuela.—The annexed cuts illustrate the new series of 
postage stamps which, according to a correspondent of the Timbre- 
Poste, were put in circulation in the month of August last. We 
agree with our contemporary, that it is very strange, if they have 
been in circulation so long, we have never met with obliterated 
specimena At any rate, these look more like the real article than
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the 5 centavos which we illustrated in October, and which we have 
never seen used except as a fiscal. They correspond both in design 
and colours with the postage stamps announced in the decree of 
the 14th of April last, a translation of which we gave in the Record 
for June.

W u rtem berg . — The Secretary of the Wurttembergischcu 
Philatdisten Verein sends us a specimen of the new Two Marks 
adhesive. In design it is very similar to its predecessors of the 
same value, except that the central circle is white, and the numeral 
of value black. The colour is that of the 2 marks of July, 1875. 
Our correspondent says: “ lake the 2 marks, orange-red, and the 
5 marks, blue, this 9tamp is not sold to the public.” This fact is 
not, however, recorded upon the back, as it was on the 2 marks 
stamp which it supersedes. But how about the 5 marks, blue! 
We have never seen nor, so far as we can recollect, have we heard 
of it before.

Adhesive. 2 marks, yellow on black, on white wove paper, p ;,/. 11.
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ON T H E  SURCHARGED AND PROVISIONAL STAMPS 
OF PERU IN USE SINCE 1880,

B Y  £. D . B A C O N ,

It seems probable that for a time we have seen the last of the surcharged 
Peruvian stamps, so many varieties of which have been described month 
after month in the philatelic journals. My reason for thinking so is, that 
the Chilians are now employing their own stamps, “ pure and simple,” for 
franking correspondence from most of the towns of Peru ; and although it 
would seem that Arequipa and other places not yet in their clutches are still 
making use of distinct varieties, yet I think we may safely say we have 
seen the last of Chili’s arms surcharged on the Peruvian stamps. Such 
being the case, the time appears to be ripe for drawing up a list of these 
numerous varieties ; and I nave compiled one to the best of my ability after 
having access to some of the best collections in England, to the owners of 
which my thanks are due for the ready assistance they have afforded me.Issue January <'#), lb80.

Uu Peru joining the Postal Union, the current stamps were surcharged 
with a large double-lined oval, inscribed union postal universal in the upper, and peku in the lower curves. 
In the centre is the word plata, with an ornamental 
line above and below. The colours of the two lowest 
values were also changed. The surcharge plata, which 
signifies sterling, intimated that these stamps could no 
longer be purchased with the depreciated paper currency, 
but must oe paid for in hard cash.

1 centavo, green, red surcharge.
2 „ carmine, blue .,
5 „ ultramarine, red surcharge.

50 „ dark green, red „
1 sol, red, blue surcharge.

Variety i. 2 centavos, carmine, black surcharge.
„ ii. 5 centavos, ultramarine, double red surcharge.
„ iii. 1 centavo, green, red surcharge inverted.

2 „ carmine, blue „ „ (?)
5 „ ultramarine, red surcharge inverted.

50 „ dark green, red „ „ (?)
1 sol, red, blue surcharge inverted.

Remarks — Several of the stamps of this issue are to be found with a 
further surcharge of piura in black or carmine, of which there are many 
varieties arising from the size and kind of type employed. This word is 
also found on stamps without the oval surcharge depicted above. I have 
not given a list of the values found with piura, as it  has not at present 
been satisfactorily explained whether it is a genuine surcharge or merely an 
obliteration.
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Issue 1880 (?).
A Paris journal of this year mentions the 20 centavos (Llama type, Issue 

1867) surcharged oapitanla de Puerto in a semicircle, and isla de chincha 
in a straight line.

20 centavos, brown, violet surcharge.

Remarks.—I have never seen this stamp, which may come into the same 
category as those surcharged piuka.

Issue F ebruakv (?), 1881.

Similar surcharge tu that on the issue of January, 1880, but that the 
word peru is replaced by lima.

1 centavo, green, red surcharge.
2 „ carmine, blue „
5 ,, ultramarine, red surcharge.

50 „ dark green, red „
1 sol, red, blue surcharge.

Unpaid Letter Stamps. 1 centavo, bistre, blue surcharge.
5 „ vermilion, blue „

10 „ orange, blue „
20 „ dark blue, red „
50 „ brown, blue „

Variety i. 1 centavo, green, red inverted surcharge.
2 „ carmine, blue „ „
5 „ ultramarine, red inverted surcharge.

50 „ dark green, red „ „

Variety ii. green, double red surcharge.

Issue 1881-82.

I, The Unpaid Letter Stamps, surcharged with a 
large double-lined circle, inscribed lima in the upper 
anu correos in the lower curve, the two words being 
separated by a star at either side.

1 centavo, bistre, red surcharge.
5 „ vermilion, red „

10 „ orange, red „
20 „ dark blue, red „
50 „ brown, red „

II. The ordinary adhesives, surcharged with the 
arms of Chili only. 1

1 centavo, orange, blue surcharge.
2 „ violet, black „

5 „ ultramarine, red surcharge.
5 „ dark blue, red „

10 „ green, red surcharge.
20 „ carmine, dark blue surcharge.
20 „ „ ultramarine

Variety i. 1 centavo, orange, red surcharge.
1 „ ., yellow „
2 „ violet, red „
2 „ „ yellow „

ii. 1 „ orange, blue „ inverted.
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R emarks.—I have never seen obliterated specimens of the four stamps 
comprising Variety i,, nor have I seen the 1 centavo unused, but chronicle 
this from a Continental paper. I think it probable that these stamps were 
never issued, but were perhaps prepared for use.

II I . Same surcharge, with an additional horse-shoe band, inscribed union 
postal universal, and peru  below. The colours of the 50 c. and l sol 
are changed.

Variety i. Similar to above, but having the arms of Chili inverted.
5 centavos, dark blue.

IV. One value, lithographed on pelure paper, imperforate. The design 
consists of the arms of Peru in the centre, surrounded 
by an oval band, inscribed departatos del sdr a t top,
and timbres 1881-1882 a t bottom. Below the oval is 
peru , and above it, on a white label, is diez centavos. 
This stamp is surcharged in black in a semicircle in 
Gothic capitals provisional, with 1881-1882 in a 
straight line below. There is a further surcharge in 
red, consisting of a double-lined circle, inscribed are- 
quipa at the top. Our illustration does not show the 
black surcharge.

10 centavos, grey-blue, black and red surcharges.

Variety i. Similar to above, but having the red surcharge inverted.
10 centavos, grey-blue.

Variety ii. Stamp cut in half diagonally.
10 centavos, light blue, each half used as a 5 centavos stamp.

Variety lii. The red surcharge is replaced by one in lake, having puno

V, The 1 and 5 centavos stamps, surcharged with the double-lined circles 
similar to Series IV. and to Variety Hi. of tha t serieB.

1 centavo, green, surcharge black horse-shoe, red arms.

10 „ light „

above, and a date in the inner circle. 
10 centavos, grey-blue.
10 „ light blue.

20 „ carmine „ „ arequipa .

1 centavo, orange, surcharged in lake arequipa. 
5 „ dark Dlue „ „ arequipa.
5 ,, ,, „ „ PUNO.

carmine

„ AREQUIPA. 
„ PUNO.
„ AREQUIPA.
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VI. The current stamps of Chili postmarked at Lima, 
Callao, or some other Peruvian town. ’

I centavo, green.
2 » rose.
5 „ carmine,

10 „ blue.
20 „ green.
50 „ mauve.

ENVELOPES.

The Timbre-Paste (No. 235) borrows from some other philatelic journal 
an account of the current envelopes surcharged with the arms of Chili, and 
below, in a semicircle, c a j a  f i s c a l  d e  l i m a ,  impressed in red by the side of 
the stamp.

2 centavos, dark green, red surcharge.
5 „ light „ „ „

10 „ rose „ „
20 „ violet „ „
50 „ carmine „ „

These five envelopes, which I have never seen, and respecting which 
further information is desirable, are said to bear the postmark of Lima 
(L im a—Principal, 17 february SS) in the left upper comer; but neither 
the colour of the paper nor the sizes are mentioned.

W A T E R M A R K S  OF T H E  STAMPS OF GAMBIA AND
LABUAN,

B Y  C A PTAIN  E  B. E VA N S, R.A.

Most collectors are probably aware that the stamps of the British Colonies, 
printed in England, are as a rule in sheets of 240, divided into four panes 
of 60, each pane consisting of ten horizontal rows of six stamps. The Crown 
and C.C. watermarks are arranged in the same manner upon the sheet of 
paper; each pane is enclosed in a single-lined frame. Down the centre of 
the sheet is a blank space about half an inch wide; across the centre is a 
wider space, watermarked with the words crown colonies, which are also 
repeated across the top and bottom, and twice along each side of the sheet.

Some of my readers may have noticed that the watermark is not always 
very clearly shown in the Gambia stamps. This is due partly to the fact of 
their being embossed, and partly to their being arranged in small blocks of 
fifteen—three horizontal rows of five—so that a row of five stamps is printed 
on a row of six watermarks, and in most cases a complete watermark is not 
found on any one of the stamps in a block. Very frequently the upper and 
lower blocks on a sheet encroach on the margins, and consequently some of 
the stamps show portions of the words crown colonies in watermark; and
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I have seen a block which had been printed in the centre of one side of a 
sheet, and the middle row of which was watermarked colonies, while the 
upper and lower rows bore the Crown and C.C. Recent printings of some of 
the values of Gambia show the blocks printed sideways on the sheet, in 
which case, of course, each stamp will not show a complete watermark; and 
of these again I  have seen a block with the vertical division of the sheet 
running across the central row.

The stamps of Labuan are in blocks of ten—two rows of five—and in this 
case again there are, of course, five stamps to six watermarks (Crown and 
C.C.). I  have, however, not seen them showing any of the other peculiarities 
I have mentioned. I t  is not, I think, generally known that the Crown and 
C.A., with which the early printings of Labuan are watermarked, is not the 
same as the watermark which is now coming into use in most of the Colonies. 
The letters C.A. on the Labuans are of a different shape, and they are 
further away from the Crown, the paper having probably been intended for 
stamps of a long upright shape. The stamps are printed on this paper side
ways with regard to the watermark; and the Crown usually falls on one 
stamp, and the C.A. on the next.

Comgponttcntc.

A DEFENCE OF BLOATEDNESS.

To the Editor o f  “ The Philatelic Record.”

Dear Sir,—I cannot help thinking that the strictures passed on “ ad
vanced” collectors in the December Record are somewhat uncalled for. Ab 
uno disce omnes is not always right, and I think a sweeping condemnation 
is hardly merited by the real state of the case. No two persons collect on 
exactly the same lines ; and if one or two wealthy collectors like to have the 
lion’s share of some rarities, what objection can there possibly be beyond the 
fact that a monopoly of anything is always more appreciated by its possessor 
than by anyone else ? In any case the philatelic world has the satisfaction 
of knowing that these gems are in good keeping, and if not purchaseable, are 
almost always to be seen through the courtesy of their fortunate owners. I 
think there is hardly a leading collector in England who would hesitate to 
show any stamp to an acolyte in the science.

As to “ hoarding and gloating over rows of valuable stamps,” let me ask, 
How have the Society's and kindred institutions’ lists been drawn u p ! From 
collections with one specimen of each label, or from the books of those who 
are rich in shades, colours, and sub-varieties of all kinds ? Who shall say, 
for example, that the splendid accumulations of Australian, Mauritius, and 
Spanish, by Mr. Philbrick, Captain Evans, or the late Mr. V. G. de Ysasi, 
have not been invaluable in making a complete record of each country’s 
postal issues ? How many of us have conserved many a notable variety, 
simply by not being in undue haste to part with stamps that were apparently 
duplicates ? In the dark ages of philately, when watermarks were unknown,
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the collector of shades has thus secured many a legitimate variety which he 
would otherwise have missed. Some stamps there are, of course, which 
admit of so little variety, that their possession in duplicate is hardly desir
able, e.g. black Nicaragua, Bolivia, and other sable-hued ones, the rare long 
Indians, 12d. Canada, Ac. ; but in the majority of cases the earlier and rarer 
stamps varying in each type on the sheet, each one merits the attention of an 
ardent philatelist, i f  he can afford it.

Any collection, even though the owner of it limit his expenditure to 
shillings, can make it interesting to himself and every one else by proper 
classification ; i.e. by indication of his toants, as well as his possessions, even 
though he should be wanting in all the unattainables; and I venture to 
think that such a one would realize pro rata far more for his stamps, were he 
so minded, than those who have spent large sums on their hobby. Let us 
who have not this philatelic wealth “ pursue the even tenour of our way," 
and, “ snapping up all unconsidered trifles," exercise the Christian virtues of 
contentment with our lot, and pleasure in the treasures of our friends.

In conclusion, let me say that, with one or two exceptions, when “ dealers 
are satisfied with a profit of 25 per cent,’1 may I be there to see. I am sorry 
to differ in view from the writer of the article in question, but may I remind 
him, in the tongue he loves so well, that “ l'on n’est pas toujours parfait ? ” 
and if he has deviated for once from the perfection that is his normal con
dition, it is doubtless traceable to the gastronomic derangement we are all 
liable to at Christmas time.

Yours faithfully,
M. P. Castle.

-----♦-----

The sixth meeting of the season was held on the 20th of January, 1883, 
a t 13, Gray’s Inn Square, the Vice-President in the chair. The Secretary 
read the minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed, and a 
communication from the Secretary to the General Post Office, intimating 
that the next Congress of the Postal Union will not be held until 1884, and 
that the British Delegate has not yet been selected. He also read com
munications from the Philatelic Societies of Dresden and Wurtemberg, 
which he was requested to acknowledge. He was further instructed to record 
upon the minutes the regret with which the Society had learned the deaths 
of Mr. Ferdinand Meyer, of Franzensbad, Austria, and of Mr. Wm. Vipond, 
both well-known philatelists. The Secretary laid before the meeting copies 
of a pamphlet by Mr. Patrick Chalmers, entitled S ir  Rowland H ill and  
James Chalmers, the Inventor o f the Adhesive Stamp.

The Vice-President then referred to the progress made by the Society of 
late years, and after speaking in very kind and flattering terms of such
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services as the Secretary has been able to render, presented him, on behalf 
of the meeting, with a beautiful silver inkstand, bearing the following in
scription : “ Presented to Maitland Burnett by his friends of the Philatelic 
Society, London, January, 1883,” followed by the names of the subscribers. 
The Secretary was unable to give any adequate expression to his thanks for 
a gift so entirely unexpected, but assured the meeting of the high value he 
placed on the very handsome token of the friendship and support which he 
has always received from every member of the Society, and of that 
indulgent appreciation of his services which have made his post so enviable 
an one.

The business of the day was the compilation of a reference list of the 
stamps of British Guiana, which was then proceeded with. On the con
clusion of the business the Vice-President showed the scarce United States 
3 cents, red, envelope, with stamp of the first die (long label and square 
ends) of small note size. Also a Confederate States Local—the Houston, 
Texas, 20 cents, green—described in the Becord for the current month.

tiftttuarg*

I t is with much regret that we have to announce the deaths of two 
well-known philatelists. An intimation received from his relatives 
informs us of the demise of Ferdinand Thaddeus Meyer, of Franz- 
ensbad, Bohemia, who died on the 31st December last, “ after ten 
years’ severe suffering,” a t the early age of thirty-four. Mr. Meyer 
was a frequent contributor to the Wtit-Post, and published besides 
monographs on the stamps of Turkey and of Afghanistan, n is  
Hand-book fo r  Postage Stamp Collectors was much appreciated 
in Germany.

Mr. William Vipond, who was well known to the older school of 
philatelists as a collector and contributor to the Stamp Collector's 
Magazine, is also dead.
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#otf0 antt &ttene0.

C. J.—The President of the French Society is M. Donatis, and the 
Secretary Dr. Legrand.

F. R. M.—Many thanks for the information.

E. S.—We have a series of papers on the subject partly written, but 
cannot as yet say when we shall begin to publish them.

D rocer.—Every one bad. Where do you get such rubbish?

F. D. McT.—Noticed in our October number.

Notices to Sittocrfters.

W ith  this number vol. iv. of The Philatelic Record is completed. Sub
scriptions to vol. v., the first number of which will be published next 
month, are now due, and should be paid to the Publishers.

The publication of this number has been unavoidably delayed, owing 
to the first proofs having been lost during their transmission through 
the post.
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Price, including return postage. £ '6
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